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Preface

This manual describes the functional
characteristics of the IBM Series/1 communication
.features. It. is intended primarily as a reference
manual for experienced programmers who require
machine code information to· plan, correct, and
modify communication programs written in
assembler language. The reader should understand
data processing terminology and be familiar with
binary and hexadecimal numbering systems.
The subject matter is presented in five chapters
and four appendixes:

To write programs for the communication features,
you should know how to write assembler-language
programs for your processor. This information can
be found in the following publications:

•

•

IBM Series/ 1 4955 Processor and Processor
Features Description, GA34-0021

•

IBM Series/ 1 4953 Processor and Processor
Features Description, GA34-0022

•

IBM Series/ 1 4952 Processor and Processor
Features Description, GA34-0084 To write
programs for the BSC and SDLC features, you
should be familiar with the following
publications:

•

General Information-Binary Synchronous
Communications, GA27-3004

•

IBM Syn.chronous Data Link Control General
Information, GA27-3093

•

Chapter 3 describes the binary synchronous
communication (BSC) features.

•

Chapter 4 describes the synchronous data link
control (SDLC) feature.

I•

Chapter 5 describes the programmable
multi-line communication features.

Each chapter also describes feature configurations,
transmission codes, I/ 0 commands, status words,
error-recovery procedures, feature-card wiring
options, and the communications indicator panel.
• Appendix A contains a chart that lists the
control and data characters for EBCDIC,
ASCII, Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code, and
Paper Tape Transmission Code.
•

Appendix B describes a communication
adapter test procedure for the operator.

Appendix C shows diagrams of various cables
that are used to connect the communication
features to modems and terminals .

•

Appendix D shows examples of adapter
initialization programs for each feature.

Prerequisite Publications

Chapter 1 introduces the four types of
communication features available for Series/ 1.
Chapter 2 describes the asynchronous
communication control (ACC) features.

•

•

~

Related Publications
•

IBM Series/ 1 Customer Site Preparation
Manual, GA34-0050

• IBM Series/ 1 Configurator, GA34-0042
Additional Series/1 information can be found in
publications listed in IBM Series/ 1 Graphic
Bibliography, GA34-0055.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the following types of Series/1

communication features:
•
•
•

Asynchronous
Binary Synchronous
Synchronous Data Link Communications Single-Line Control

•

Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Control

Communication Features
The communication features provide a variety of single-line and
multiple-line communication capabilities. In addition, there are a variety of
line speeds, line configurations, clocking sources, and data transmission
codes to choose from. All communication features described in this manual
are cycle-steal devices.
Asynchronous Communications Single-Line Control Feature

The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex line
that operates at speeds of up to 9,600 bits per second (bps). It can be
used as either a primary station or a secondary station. The feature makes
no provisions for station-address recognition; therefore, the program must
be able to recognize station-addresses when this feature is used as a
secondary station on a multipoint network. No initial program load (IPL)
capability is provided.
Asynchronous Communications 8-Line Control and Asynchronous Communications 4-Line Adapter Features

The 8-line control and the 4-line adapter features provide a maximum of
eight communication lines that operate in half-duplex mode. The maximum
bit rate for each of these lines is 2,400 bps.
Binary Synchronous Communications Single-Line Control Feature

The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex
medium-speed (up to 9,600 bps) line that can IPL the processor from a
host system. This feature can be used as either a primary or secondary
station.
Binary Synchronous Communications Single-Line Control/High-Speed Feature

The single-line control/high speed feature provides circuitry for one,
half-duplex, high-speed (up to 56,000 bps) line. It can IPL the processor
from a host system. This feature can be used as either a primary or
secondary station. This feature is for use with leased-line applications only.
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Binary Synchronous Communications 8-Line Control and Binary Synchronous Communications 4-Line Adapter
Features
These features can control up to eight half-duplex communications lines at
medium speeds. The maximum aggregate bit rate possible through the
8-line control feature is 33,600 bps. Multiple-line BSC features are not
able to IPL from a host system.
Synchronous Data Link Control Single-Line Control Feature
The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex line
that can handle bit rates of up to 9,600 bps. The synchronous data link
control (SDLC) feature operates as a primary station or a secondary
station but, provides no IPL capability. ·
Feature-Progrmmiable Multi-Line Communication Feature
This feature uses asynchronous or synchronous transmission, depending on
which of these options is programmed. Up to eight lines can run at 7 ,200
bps, or at combinations of different speeds.

Interfaces
In all features, except the high-speed BSC, an EIA1 RS232-C and CCITT2
V.24 interface is provided for each line. The interface directly drives or
terminates an external modem. The high-speed BSC provides interfaces
compatible with the Western Electric 303 data set (or equivalent), and
CCITT recommendation V.35. The Feature-Programmable Multi-Line
Communication Feature also provides local attachment capabilities using a
20-milliampere current loop.
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1

Electronic Industries Association

2

Consultative Committee on International Telephone and Telegraph

Data Links
Each communication line can operate with one of the following types of
data links:
•

Point-to-point-nonswitched

•

Point-to-point-switched

•
•

Multipoint-nonswitched
Direct connect (asynchronous only)

· Point-to-Point-Nonswitched

A point-to-point-nonswitched data link consists of a local station
connected to a single remote station. Such a line is nonswitched because
there is a permanent connection between the local station and the remote
station through their respective modems.

Local
station

Modem

Modem

Remote
station

Point-to-Point-Switched

A point-to-point-switched data link consists of a local station connected
to one of several remote stations after a link has been established between
the local station and the remote station. The connection is maintained only
for the duration of the communication.

Local
station

I
Modem

\

\

Modem

Remote
station

Modem

Remote
station

Modem

Remote
station

I

-··
\

\
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Multip.-int-Nonswitched
A multipoint-nonswitched data link consists of a primary station
connected to several secondary stations through their respective modems.
The primary station polls the secondary stations, using unique station
addresses. Only the addressed station can respond to the poll.

Control
station

Modem

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station

Direct Connect (Asynchronous Only)
A direct-connect data link consists of two stations connected using an EIA
RS232-C, CCITT V.24, or current loop connection.

Local
station

14
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Remote
station

Transmission Codes
The communication features use a variety of transmission codes.

ACC Codes
The asynchronous feature uses:
•
•

Paper Tape Transmission Code (Eight-Bit Coded Data or
Correspondence version)
Eight-Bit Data Interchange

BSC Codes
The BSC feature uses:
•

American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCil)-nontransparent only

•

Extended binary-coded decimal interchange code
(EBCDIC)-transparency is standard

SDLC Codes
Transparency is standard in all SDLC procedures. The SDLC feature uses
any eight-bit code, including:
•
•

ASCil
EBCDIC

Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Control
This feature supports ASCII and other transmission codes with 5, 6, 7, or
8 bits per character in either asynchronous or synchronous modes. This
feature can transmit or receive data transparently. It uses right-shifted data
codes, such as ASCil and EBCDIC, however, any code containing 5, 6, 7,
or 8 bits per character can be used at the programmer's discretion. Refer
to Chapter 5 for additional information about transmission codes for this
feature.
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Communications Indicator Panel
This feature is optional for the communication features. The panel is a
valuable aid to program debugging and machine troubleshooting. Various
conditions and registers in the adapter can be displayed and one setting of
the DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches causes any incorrect data
to be placed in storage "as is". It also can manually reset the 'data
terminal ready' (DTR) line to the modem.
2

0

3

4

5

6

7

00000000

0,6

8

4

2

1

4

2

10

Q~QQQQQQ
I

D. !SPLAY/FUNCTION
I
SELECT
_____J

L___

L

LINE
SELECT

_J

The indicator panel can be used with any of the communication features.
The panel's cable plugs into a connector on a feature control card, and the
panel can be moved between processor units and input/ output (I/ 0)
expansion units; it is not necessary to have more than one indicator panel.
The panel does not attach to the half-width model of the processor.
The indicator panel provides different information for each feature.
Details can be found in each chapter under "Communications Indicator
Panel."

Communication Features Characteristics
The communication features can communicate with remote stations over
private lines, leased common-carrier facilities, or switched voice-grade
common-carrier lines, or it can be directly connected to remote stations.
The asynchronous, SDLC, and medium-speed BSC interfaces conform to
EIA standard RS232-C, and to CCITT recommendation V.24.
The high-speed BSC can select either an interface that is compatible with
a Western Electric 303 (or equivalent) data set, or an interface that is
compatible with CCITT recommendations V.35.
Some modems disconnect automatically when the communication feature's
DTR signal is deactivated. This signal can be deactivated by issuing a Start
command, with a disable operation specified in the device control block, or
by using the communications indicator panel.
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Establishing a Switched-Line Data Link
Initiating a Call

1. Load the program and make sure that the DTR signal is active.
2. Place the modem in talk mode.
3. Dial the remote station. The operator of the remote station will answer
your call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating that the
remote modem is in auto-answer mode. If you talk to the operator,
request that the remote modem be placed in data mode (or
equivalent).
4. Place your modem in data mode (or equivalent) and hang up the
receiver.
Answering a Call

1. When you are called, lift the receiver and talk to the operator of the
other system.
2. Make sure that the program is loaded and the DTR signal is active.
3. Put your modem in data mode (or equivalent) before the caller puts
the calling modem in data mode, and hang up the receiver.

Introduction
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Chapter 2. Asynchronous Communication

This chapter describes the asynchronous communication control features,

which control the serial transfer of data to and from remote terminals or
host systems by using modems and communication line facilities. The
asynchronous features allow a Series/ 1 processor to communicate with
telecommunication equipment or other processors that have compatible
adapters. The following communication characteristics apply to the
asynchronous features:
• Data ~ansmission is serial-by-bit, using the start/stop method of
character and bit synchronization.
• The features can communicate with several different terminals using
Paper Tape Transmission Code (PTTC) or Eight-Bit Data Interchange
Code.
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Transmission code selection is under program control.
Line control characters are defined by the program.
Bit rates from 37.5 to 9,600 bits per second (bps) are controlled by
programming. The multiple-line asynchronous feature can process up
to 2,400 bps on all eight lines.
The asynchronous features make no provision for station-address
recognition; therefore, when an asynchronous feature is used as a
secondary station on a multipoint network, the program must be able
to recognize station addresses.
The processor cannot receive an initial program load (IPL) through the
asynchronous features.
The asynchronous features provide for answer-tone or break
generation/detection.
The asynchronous features provide internal clocking.

Conflpratlons
The asynchronous communication control features are available in
single-line. and multiple-line configurations. The single-line feature contains
one card; the multiple-line configuration provides up to eight lines, and
contains either two or three feature cards-two cards for one to four lines,
three cards for five to eight lines.
Note: Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the term "attachment" is
used as a general teml. to refer to either of the following:
• The Async:hronous Communications Single-Line Control feature
(single-line attachment)
•

The Asynchronous Communications 8-Line Control feature and one or
two Asynchronous Communications 4-Line Adapter features
(multiple-line attachment)

Asynchronous Communication
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Each line operates in a half-duplex mode, but can be connected to a
full-duplex modem to avoid excessive modem turnaround times. If a line is
connected to a full-duplex modem, the attachment still operates in
half-duplex mode. When connected to a full-duplex modem, the 'request to
send' jumper on the feature card should be installed.

Operating Modes
The attachment operates in transmit, receive, or receive response mode.
The modes are selected by several different operations, as explained under
"Device Control Block (DCB)" later in this chapter.
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Transmission Codes
The asynchronous attachments use one of the following codes:
•

Paper-Tape Transmission Code, using Extended Binary-Coded
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) or Correspondence code (one
stop bit)

•

Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code (two stop bits)

Line control depends on the requirements of the remote station. For
detailed descriptions of terminal line control, consult the technical manual
for the remote station.
Paper Tape Transmission Code
The IBM 2740 Communications Terminal Models 1 and 2 and the IBM
2741 Communication Terminal use two versions of Paper Tape
Transmission Code. They are Paper Tape Transmission Code with
EBCDIC and Paper Tape Transmission Code with Correspondence code.
These codes are similar but they have some differences in character
structure and line control usage. The codes are shown in Appendix A.
The line control characters used by the 2740 and 2741 follow; however,
the adapter is not restricted to those shown, and additional line control
characters can be defined by the programmer through initialization.

2740 line control characters (EBCD)
Hex

Alternate
designation

Meaning

BD/3D

EOB

End of block

9F/1F

EOT

End of transmission

@

96/16

EOA

End of address

®

C0/40

No

Negative response

®

B7/37

SOA

Start of address; used
only in addressing

CY)
us

F6/76

Yes

Positive response

1C/9C

Upshift

DS

7C/FC

Downshift

Char

®
©

27 41 line control characters (Correspondence)
Char

©

®

Hex

Alternate
designation

Meaning

9F/1F

EOT

End of transmission

16/96

EOA

End of address

us

1C/9C

Upshift

DS

7C/FC

Downshift

Asynchronous Communication
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Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code
Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code is essentially a mirror image of eight-bit
ASCil (see diagram below and note the sequence of bits in each terminal).
The asynchronous· features can communicate with terminals that use
eight-bit ASCil (such as Teletype 1 models ASR 33 and ASR 35). These
terminals must transmit two stop bits to prevent stop-bit errors in the
attachment.
ACCA (Note 1)

I

SER DES

0

--:Transmit

ASCII terminal (Note 2)

0 1 0 0

7

I~

l

"'

0

--p-

7

Receive

Receive

Transmit-

....-.1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

8-Bit Data Interchange Code for the
character "A"

0 0 1 0

ASCII code for the character "A"

Notes:
1. ACCA shifts the most-significant bit first.
2. ASCII shifts the least-significant bit first.

The character set for Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code is shown in
Appendix A and the line control characters are shown in the following
chart.

Line control characters (8-Bit Data Interchange)
Char

Hex

Meaning

WRU

Al

Who are you? WRU or dial requests identification
(ID)

XON

89

Transmitter on

XOFF

C9

Transmitter off

BOT

21

End of transmission

Any code may be used at the programmer's discretion. For example, a
programmer could specify one character as the change-of-direction (COD)
character in all seven COD slots on a set control operation's DCB, and
transmit and receive 255 characters, using the asynchronous attachment in
Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code mode.

1
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Trademark of the Teletype Corporation

Indicator panel connectors

7

3

Device address/ I

0

6 ~xxxx x111
XXXX X110
5
~ XXXX X101

XXXX X011 . / 2
xxxx xo10'
XXXX X001~
1
xxxx xooo'-

I

/xxxx x100

I

4

0

\

Asynchronous
communication
single-line control

~ Device address

Asynchronous
communication
4-line adapter

Asynchronous
communication
8-line control

Asynchronous
communication
4-line adapter

*Modem interface connectors

Note: XXXX

= basic device address

Asynchronous Communications Control Features

Line Control
Because each remote station might require different line control characters,
the asynchronous attachments provide programmable line control
characters. These characters are transferred to the attachment by using the
device ·control block (DCB). The DCB that transfers the control characters
to the attachment is different from other DCBs. It is identified by bits
11-15 of the control word being set to 01101 (Paper Tape Transmission
Code) or 11101 (Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code).
Control Characters
Transmit operations using Paper Tape Transmission Code are terminated
when the byte count goes to 0, with the exception of errors or an
end-of-block (EOB) data character. On a receive operation, the
attachment compares received characters with the programmed line control
characters. All recognized control characters that cause a change of
direction also cause the attachment to terminate the receive operation that
is in progress. This is done with either a normal device-end interrupt
request, a DCB command chaining operation, or an exception interrupt
request with interrupt status byte bit 0 or 2 equal to 1. All received
control characters, except upshift and downshift in Paper Tape
Transmission Code, are placed in storage.

Asynchronous Communication
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PTl'C-R.eceive Mode
The program must initiate a set control operation, specifying (loading) the
control characters in the DCB as follows:
Word
0

!OXOD

1

Bit-rate constant

2

COD2(®)

3

COD4(®)

(®)
COD 3 ( 0)
COD 5 (©)

4

COD 6 (Upshift)

COD 7 (Downshift)

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Not used

7

Not used

COD 1

®

CODJ/EOA. When the first end-of-address (EOA)
character is
received, the attachment begins longitudinal redundancy check (LRC)
character accumulation, starting with the next character received. The
EOA character is placed into storage. Any characters received between the
first EOA and the COD 5
character that have the same bit
configuration as the EOA are treated as data.

©

COD2/EOB. When the end-of-block (EOB) ® character is received, the
attachment compares the next character received (which is the LRC
character) with the LRC character accumulated by the attachment. If the
LRC characters compare, the attachment ends the operation with a normal
device end interrupt or begins a DCB chaining operation if chaining was
specified (except when an incorrect'· length record is detected-see
"Interrupt Status Byte" laterin this chapter). If the LRC characters do not
compare, or if a stop-bit error or vertical redundancy check (VRC) error is
detected, the attachment ends the operation with an exception interrupt
and sets interrupt status byte (ISB) bit 0 on.
Note: The attachment cannot distinguish between terminals that use record
checking and those that do not use record checking; therefore, the EOB
must not be· received when record checking is not used.
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CODJ and COD4. The set control DCB should be loaded (by the
program) with the positive acknowledgement character COD 3 (!) and
the negative acknowledgement character COD4 ® so that these
acknowledgements can be recognized from the remote terminals.
If the attachment is in receive mode, any COD3 or COD4 character

received between an EOA and an EOT is treated as data.
If the attachment is in receive response mode (receive response mode is

used after a transmit operation to receive the acknowledgement from the
receiving station that it has received the data from the transmit station),
the attachment recognizes a COD3 or COD4, places it in main storage,
arid presents a device end interrupt (except when an incorrect length
record is detected-see "Interrupt Status Byte" later in this chapter. The
program must then examine the character in storage to determine the
appropriate action.

©

COD5/EOT. When the end-of-transmission (EOT)
character is
received, the attachment ends the operation with a device end interrupt or
begins a DCB chaining operation if chaining was specified (except when
an incorrect length record is detected-see "Interrupt Status Byte" in this
chapter).
COD6/Upshift. When the upshift character (hexadecimal lC) is received,
the attachment places subsequent characters into storage with the
high-order bit of each byte on, until a downshift (COD?) character is
received or the attachment is reset. The upshift character is not placed in
storage.
COD7/Downshift. When the downshift character (hexadecimal 7C) is
received, the attachment places subsequent characters into storage with the
high-order bit of each byte off, until an upshift (COD6) character is
received or the attachment is reset. The downshift character is not placed
in storage. All receive operations begin in lowercase.
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PTIC Code-Tl'tlllSlllit Mode

In transmit mode, all normal ending conditions are controlled by the byte
count.
COD 1/EOA. When the end-of-address (BOA) character is transmitted,
the attachment begins longitudinal redundancy check (LRC) character
accumulation starting with the. next character transmitted. Any characters
with the same bit· configuration as the BOA, occurring between the first
BOA 'and the CODS character, are treated as data.
COD 2 I EOB. When the end-of-block character is transmitted, the
attachment recognizes this and follows it with the LRC. If the byte count
is 0 when the BOB is transmitted, the attachment presents a device end
interrupt or begins a DCB chaining operation if chaining is specified. If the
byte count is not 0 the attachment terminates the operation with an
exception interrupt and sets interrupt status byte (ISB) bit 0 on and bit 4
on in cycle-steal status word 1.
Note: The attachment cannot distinguish between terminals that use record
checking and those that do not use record checking; therefore, the BOB
must not be transmitted when record checking is not used.
CODJ anti COD4. Any COD3 or COD4 character coming from storage
is transmitted as data.
CODS/EOT. Following the transmission of an BOT, the attachment is
again able to recognize the BOA character as a control character.
COD6/Ups6ift anti COD7/Downsltift. For transmitted data, the shift bit
(representing a change from upshift to downshift or downshift to upshift)
causes the attachment to generate the appropriate shift character to be
inserted into the data stream before the data character is sent.
Note: The attachment does not recognize shift characters from storage; it
does not update the shift mode unless the shift bit with the shift character
indicates a change. If the bit changes the current case, two shift characters
are transmitted.
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Elg/It-Bit Data llllm:ltaage Co6-R«.eiw Mo"-

In receive mode, the attachment recognizes any of the seven characters
defined in the DCB (as shown below) and treats them as COD characters.
When any of the defined characters are received, the attachment presents
a device end interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining
operation (except when an incorrect length record is detected-see
"Interrupt Status Byte" later in this chapter). All received control
characters are placed in storage.
Note: The programmer must ensure that all COD characters are defined in
the set control DCB. H they are not defined, hex 00 is treated as a COD
character (by default) and terminates the receive operation.
Eigit-Bit Data lntaclla11ge Code-Ttallfmit Mo"-

ln transmit mode there is no control character comparison. All ending
conditions must be controlled by byte count. A device-end interrupt
request occurs in transmit mode when the byte count is reduced to 0.
Word

0

/0010

1

Bit-rate constant

COD 1

2

COD2

COD3

3

COD4

COD 5

4

COD6

COD 7

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Not used

7

Not used
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Data Flow
With the exception of the upshift/ downshift bit in the DCB for Paper
Tape Transmission Code, valid data is placed in storage as it is received.
Received data that contains incorrect parity or a stop-bit error is placed in
storage as hex 00. The data may be placed in ~torage exactly as received
by placing the DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches on the
communications indicator panel (if installed) to 11110. Data is transmitted
as it comes from storage; therefore, data must be organized in the exact
bit configuration required by the code being used and in the sequence in
which it is to be transmitted.. Figure 2-1 illustrates the attachment's storage
data register and the relationship between the bits in storage and various
transmission codes.

Buffer

Storage
PTTC

0

Transmit/receive
buffer

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415
8 A 8 4 2

c

8-Bit DIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

B A 8 4 2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

First
character
Figure 2-1.

c

Second
character

Asynchronous feature data flow

Note: Asynchronous attachments transmit by sending out the high-order
bit of the high-order byte first. The received characters are stored in the
same manner-the first bit received. is the high-order bit of the high-order
byte. If the data address (DCB word 7) is odd, only one character is
moved in dr out of storage on the first data transfer.
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Line Error Checking
The attachment performs error checks on received data in Paper Tape
Transmission Code mode only. The type of terminal being communicated
with and the code being used determine the type of checking used. The
attachment performs longitudinal and vertical redundancy checks on the
received data, which has odd parity. LRC is performed when the
attachment recognizes an BOB character; therefore, do not transmit an
BOB if LRC is not being used. The LRC is generated without regard to
parity and is the modulo 2 sum of all bits. transmitted.
If parity checking is required for Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code, the
checking must be done by the program, because no VRC or LRC checking
is done in Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code.
The attachment also checks each received character for the correct stop
bits-one stop bit for Paper Tape Transmission Code, two stop bits for
Eight-Bit Data Interchange Code.
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Time-Outs
The attachment has two programmable timers (timer 1 and timer·2). Eacli
timer is controlled by a 16-bit word in the DCB. Both timer values are
reduced independently at a rate of 3.33 milliseconds per count. The
maximum time that either timer can count is 218.4 seconds. The timers use
a count (hex FFFF to 0001) supplied by the program. When the count
reaches 0000, the attachment begins or terminates an operation. The
timers are used with various operations defined in the control word of the
DCB as shown below.

Timer 1
•

Receive time-out (see "Receive with Time-Out" under "Operations"
later in this chapter)

•

Generate answer-tone or break

•

Transmit delay
- Slows down turnaround time (pre-transmit delay)
- Allows last character to exit modem before dropping 'request to
send' (post-transmit delay)

•

'Carrier detect' time..out

•
•

Program delay
Halt 1/0

•

'Clear to send' time-out

Timer 2

• 'Data set ready' time-out
•

Ring indicator time-out

• DTR disable delay
For detailed infonnation about the use of the timers with particular
operations, see "Device Control Block (DCB)" later in this chapter.
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Commands
The Operate I/O instruction points to the IDCB, which contains one of
the following commands:
• Prepare
Device Reset
• Halt I/O
• Start
• Start Cycle Steal Status
• Read ID
• Start Diagnostic 1
• Start Diagnostic 2
• Start Control
It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the program always
tests the Operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/0
instruction.

•

The programmer should exercise care in modifying the DCB words prior to
an interrupt request that signifies the end of the operation. The attachment
might not have fetched all of the DCB, because it is slower than the
Series/ 1 processor's instruction speeds.
Note: See Appendix D for an example of an adapter initialization program.

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the
addressed device. The immediate data field contains the level and I-bit.
The single-line attachment is always able to accept and execute a Prepare
command, even if it is busy or has an interrupt request pending from a
previous command. On a multiple-line attachment, the device returns
condition code 1 to this command if it has an interrupt pending, and the
I-bit in the IDCB equals 0. The IDCB for the Prepare command has the
following format.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0
7 8

15

00-FF for multiple-line

60

attachments

00-7F for single-line
attachments
!Immediate data field

O's
16

Level
2627

I

l1
3031
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Level. This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level assigned to
the device. The binary value of bits 27 through 30 indicates priority levels
of 0 through 3.

Example:
Bits 27-30
0000
0001
0010
0011

Level
0
1
2
3

A Prepare command issued to any device on a multiple-line attachment
gives all of the devices in the attachment the same priority interrupt level.
The I-bit information applies only to the specific device addressed.

I-Bit. This bit determines whether the device is allowed to present
interrupt requests. An I-bit value of 1 permits requests; a value of 0
prevents requests.
The prepared attachment stores the level data and presents it to the
processor each time an enabled device ·presents an interrupt request. This
data is reset during a system reset or a power-on reset, or is changed by
the successful execution of another Prepare command issued to the
attachment. The Prepare command causes an interrupt request to be
presented if one was pending on the device and the I-bit equals 1.
The Prepare command causes this request only if the attachment is not
prepared (I-bit equals 0) and has a request pending upon receipt of a
Prepare command with the I-bit equal to 1.
The Prepare command always causes an attachment to respond with either
satisfactory (Operate I/0 CC7) or device busy (multiple-line controller
only, CCl).
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Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed device and clears any
pending interrupt requests (except controller end). The Prepare command
information, residual address, DTR line, controller-end interrupt, or set
control operation's DCB is not affected (see "Status After Resets" later in
this chapter). The IDCB for the Device Reset command has the following
format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

0 1 1 0 1 1 1
0

Device address field

xxxxxxxx
7 8

15

xx

6F
Immediate data field

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16

31

00

A Device Reset command issued to the attachment· causes the attachment
to become "busy" while the reset functions are carried out. The
differences between the single-line attachment and the multiple-line
attachment are:
•

The length of time the attachment is busy performing the reset
function

•

The method used to report the conclusion to the program

For example, if a Start command follows a Device Reset too closely, a
'busy after reset' (CC2) is reported on a single-line attachment. The
program must reissue the command until a 'satisfactory' ( CC7) is reported.
On a multiple-line attachment, a 'controller busy' (CC6) is reported when
a Start follows Device Reset too closely. When the reset is completed, a
'controller end' interrupt (CCO) is presented by the base address of the
multiple-line controller (line O), at which time the program should reissue
the Start I/ 0 command.
Note: Under certain conditions, it is possible that more than one
'controller end' interrupt request is presented. If no busy condition is
found upon examining the 'controller busy' queue, disregard the request.
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Halt 1/0
The Halt 1/0 command halts all 1/0 activity on the 1/0 interface. Any
pending interrupt requests, including controller end (CCO), are cleared.
The I-bits and priority level do not change, and this instruction performs
the same function as a system reset.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15

xx

FO

Start
The Start command initiates a cycle-steal operation in the addressed
device. The format of the IDCB for the Start 1/0 command is:
IDCB (imme.diate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 x
0
7 8

xxxxxxx
15

xx

70
'Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

xx xx
Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command initiates a cycle-steal operation in
the addressed device for the purpose of collecting status information about
the previous cycle-steal operation. The format of the IDCB for this
command follows.
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0

15

7 8

----~--.,,,,,

7F

xx

IImmediate data field
DCB address

16

31

'XXXX
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This command does not allow a chaining operation. The byte count in the

DCB (word 6) must be equal to 6 and the data address (word 7) must be
on a word boundary (bit 15 off) or an exception interrupt request
(CC=2) occurs with DCB specification bit (bit 3) equal to 1 in the
interrupt status byte.
See "Cycle-Steal Status Words" later in this chapter for a description of
the information transferred to storage by this command.

Read ID
The Read ID command puts the attachment's identification (ID) word into
the immediate data field position of the IDCB. The ID word contains
physical information about the attachment that is used to tabulate the
system's configuration. The Read ID command is generally used in
diagnostic programming. The format of the IDCB for this command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx
xx

20

Immediate data field
Identification word
(6
Single-line ACC
Two-Ii ne ACC
Four-line ACC
Six-line ACC
Eight-line ACC

100E

210E}
220E
230E
200E

3,,1

(si ngl e-li ne)

(multiple-lines)

Note: If the controller card has jumpers installed for addresses that are not
present, the controller responds to commands as though the 4-line adapter
card was present; therefore, the ID of the controller should match the
number of attachment lines present to prevent errors. For example, an ID
of 200E defines a multiple-line controller with two 4-line attachments (8
lines). If there is only one 4-line attachment present (4 lines), the ID is
220E.
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Diagnostic Commands
Diagnostic commands are used by diagnostic programs to check for correct
operation of the attachment. The results of these commands are sensitive
to the engineering-change (EC) level of the attachment.
Start Diagnostic 1

The IDCB for this command is shown below:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

______ xxxxxxxx

Device address field
Command field
0111110
._
7 8
15
0

xx

7D

'Immediate data field
DCB address

31

16

xx xx
Start Diagnostic 2

The IDCB for this command is shown below:
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
__,7 8
15
0._

xxxxxxxx

_________

~---.._,..

7E

I

______

XX

Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

xx xx
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Start Control
The Start Control command is reserved for use by IBM engineering.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx

7C

XX

'Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

Issuing this command to a multiple-line ACCA controller can cause the
attachment to become inoperable. If this happens, the attachment can only
be restored to operation by turning power off, and then on again.
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Device Control Block (DCB)
The DCB is an eight-word area in main storage that describes the specific
parameters of the operation. Its location in storage is assigned by the
program. The DCB address transferred to the attachment through the
IDCB points to word 0. The address of the DCB must be even. If the
DCB address is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 1 equal
to 1 (Delayed Command Reject) and terminates the operation with an
exception interrupt request. The DCB is fetched by the attachment, using
a cycle-steal address key of 000 after issuing a Start, Start Cycle Steal
Status, Start Control, or Start Diagnostic command. The format of the
. DCBs for a Start Cycle Steal Status commands are shown in Figures 2-2a,
2-2b, and 2-3.
Word
0

DCB (device control block)
Control word

1

Not used

2

Timer 1

3

Timer 2

4

Not used

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Byte count

7

Data address

0
Figure 2-la. Format of the OCB for a Start command
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Word
D /OOOD or /001 D
1

Bit rate constant

COD 1

2

COD 2

COD3

3

COD4

COD 5

4

COD 6 (Upshift)

COD 7 (Downshift)

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Not used

7

Not used

Figure 2-2b. Format of the DCB for a Set Control command

Word

DCB (device control block)

0 Control word !Addr
0 0 1 0 0

key1

xxx0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used-must be even address

6

Byte count-must be 0006

7

Data address-must be even
D

Figure 2-3.

15
Format of the DCB for a Start Cycle. Steal Status command
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Control Word 0
The control word is located· in word 0 of the DCB. This word delineates
the cycle-steal operation. The format of the control word for a Start Cycle
Steal Status command is shown in Figure 2-3. The format of the control
word for the Start command follows.
Bit 0-Cliaining Flag. If this bit equals 1, the attachment fetches the next
DCB in the chain after completing the current DCB operation.
Bit 1. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 2-lnput Flag. This bit indicates the direction of data transfer. If bit 2
equals 1, data is transferred from the attachment to the processor; if bit 2
equals 0, data is transferred from the processor to the attachment.
Bits 3 and 4. These bits are not used and must equal 0.
Bits 5 Through 'J.-Cycle-Steal Address Key. This is a three-bit key
presented by the attachment during data transfers. It is used by the
processor to determine if the attachment can access certain areas of
storage.
Bits 8 and 9. These bits are not used and must equal 0.
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Bits 10-15-0pemtion. The attachment ·decodes these bits to determine
which of the following operations is to be performed:
10 11 12 13 14 15

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0 0
0 0

0 0
0

0

0

0 0
0 0

0
1

Transmit
Transmit end
Transmit allow break
Transmit end allow break
Receive
Receive with time-out
Receive response
Receive response with time-out
Ring enable
Ring enable with time-out
DTR enable
DTR enable with time-out
DTR enable with answer-tone
DTR enable with answer-tone
and time-out
DTR disable
Set control Paper Tape Transmission
Code
Set control eight-bit data
interchange
Program delay
Reset
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Operations
The following paragraphs describe the operations specified by bits 10-15
of the DCB control word. Before issuing a transmit-type command, the
programmer should ensure that the program has issued Prepare (I-bit equal
to 1), Set Control, and Enable commands to ensure that the attachment is
ready and configured to execute all commands.

Transmit. This operation is used when another transmit type of operation
is to follow immediately.
The attachment begins this operation by sending 'request to send' (RTS)
to the modem and starting timer 2. The attachment then waits for 'clear to
send' (CTS) from the modem. When the attachment gets 'clear to send,' it
resets timer 2, starts timer 1, and waits for timer 1 to time-out. When
timer 1 times out, the attachment begins fetching data from storage and
transmitting the data to the remote station. The delay provided by timer 1,
in this case, is called "pre-transmit delay"; its purpose is to allow the
receiving station enough time to prepare to receive data and to allow time
for the modem and communication lines to stabilize.
Timer 2 should be set to a value high enough to allow turnaround on a
half-duplex teleprocessing link. If timer 2 is not correctly defined by the
program, an exception interrupt request (CC2) occurs. With interrupt
status byte bit 0 equal to 1, status word 1 of the attachment reports a
modem interface error (bit 9 equals 1) indicating that RTS was active and
that CTS was not returned by the modem within the time limits of timer 2.
The attachment presents a device~end interrupt request or begins a DCB
command chaining operation when the byte count goes to 0. The
attachment stays in transmit mode and leaves its R TS active at the end of
this operation. This allows continuity from one transmit type of operation·
to another without sending another RTS and waiting for CTS.
When chaining a series or transmit-type operations, timers 1 and 2 are
used in the first operation only.
Pre-transmit delay

Timer 2

Timer 1

Transmission

i
First operation
(transmit)

Second operation
(transmit)

Note: Timer 1 should be set for a pre-transmit delay of approximately 9
milliseconds when the receiving station is a program-controlled device and
is directly connected or connected through a full-duplex modem. Timers 1
and 2 should always be specified to prevent excessive turnaround times
and noise.
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Tl'llllSlllit End. This operation is used to transmit the last block of data in
a chain of transmit-type operations or when only one block is being
transmitted. Figure 2-4 shows an example of the use of this operation.
This operation is the same as the transmit operation, except that the
attachment exits transmit mode and starts timer 1 after the last character
is sent to the modem. When timer 1 times out, the attachment resets its
RTS (if RTS is not wired "on"). This delay allows the last character to
leave the modem before the attachment resets its 'request to send.' The
timer 1 delay at the end of this operation is called "post-transmit delay."
Note that timer 1 is used twice in this operation (pre-transmit and
post-transmit delays) if this operation is not part of two or more
transmit-type operations.
Pre-transmit delay

Timer2

Post-transmit delay

Timer 1

Transmission
Single operation
(transmit end)

Post-transmit delay

:

Trans~ission
Previous operation
(transmit)

Timer 1

Last operation
(transmit end)
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Transmit Allow Bl'ellk. This operation is the same as the transmit
operation, except that it allows the receiving station to stop the
transmission. To do this, the receiving station "breaks" the line by driving
its transmit line to a "space" condition for at least 150 milliseconds. If the
attachment detects this condition, it presents an exception interrupt request
with bit 0 equal to 1 in the interrupt status byte. Status word 1 bit 6 is
equal to 1 to indicate a break.
Transmit End Allow Bmdc. This operation is the same as the transmit-end
operation, except that this operation allows the receiving Station to stop
the transmission. To do this, the receiving station "breaks" the line for at
least 150 milliseconds. If the attachment detects this condition, it resets .
transmit mode and RTS, and presents an exception interrupt request with
bit 0 equal to 1 in .the interrupt status byte. The attachment does not reset
RTS if it is wired "on."

DC81

DCB2

DCB3

DCB4

DCB5

DCB6

DCBl

transmit
end

receive
response

transmit

transmit

transmit
end

receive
response

transmit
end
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Figure 2-4.
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Positive response
An example of using asynchronous operations

~

y

Reaive. This operation allows the attachment to begin placing data into
storage when the attachment begins receiving valid data. If the 'carrier
detect' jumper is installed, 'carrier detect' from the modem must be active
before the attachment can begin transferring data to storage.
If while receiving, the attachment detects a VRC or stop-bit error, it
places hex 00 into storage instead of the incorrect character. If the

communications indicator panel is connected to the attachment and the
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches are set to 11110, the
attachment places the character into storage "as is."
In PTTC mode, the attachment checks every character it receives to see if
the character is a COD2, COD3, COD4, or CODS character. In Eight-Bit
Data Interchange Code, the attachment checks all COD characters. The
attachment presents a device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB
command chaining operation when it recognizes a COD character and the
byte count goes to 0.
If the byte count goes to 0 before a COD is received, this is a long record.
If a COD is received before the byte count goes to 0, this is a short

record. Either condition terminates the operation with an exception
interrupt request.
Before beginning this operation, transmit mode must be off and DSR must
be on. The following chart shows the ending conditions for receive
operations.
Note: Chaining is not allowed between two receive operations.

Input conditions
Error
condition
_{See Note)

Chain
. flag

Receive termination

Byte
count=O

COD
received

cc

ISB/IIB

Comment

AO

2
2

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

2

AO

-

-

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

2
2
2
2
2

AO
AO

2

80

20
00

3

No chain
Chain to next DCB
Note 1
Chain to next DCB
Note 1

80

AO
AO

No chain
No chain
No chain

Notes:
1. LRC and YRC errors can occur only in PTTC mode. LRC, YRC, and stop-bit error
exception interrupts occur at the completion of the operation for the present DCB.
2. Chaining is not allowed between two receive operations.
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Reai• Witll Time-Out. This operation is the same as the receive
operation, except that the attachment uses timer 1 to limit the time it will
wait for the first character. It also limits the time between characters.
Failure to receive a character within this time results in an exception
interrupt request with bit 0 equal to 1 in the interrupt status byte and
status .word 1 bit 1 equal to 1. If the 'carrier detect' jumper is installed,
the attachment allows the time specified by timer 1 for 'carrier detect' to
become active. If 'carrier detect' does nQt become active within the
specified time, the attachment presents an exception interrupt request and
posts modem interface error (bit 9) in cycle-steal-status word 1. ,Timer 1 is
restarted after each character is received and also after 'data carrier detect'
is detected.

Recei• Res.JJOnse. This operation is used with Paper Tape Transmission
Code when LRC checking is being used. It is used to receive the positive
or negative response to a transmit operation.
This operation is the same as the receive operation, except that· when the
attachment is in receive response operation, it always recognizes the
COD3 and COD4 characters. These are the low-order byte of word 2 and
the high-order byte of word 3 in the set control operation's DCB. For a
detailed description of the COD3 and COD4 characters, refer to
"PTTC-Receive Mode" earlier in this chapter. Figure 2-4 shows an
example of the use of this operation.
Reai• Response Witll Time-Out. This operation is the same as the receive
response operation, except that the attachment uses timer 1 to limit the
time that the attachment waits to receive the response. 'Carrier detect' and
character time-out are identical to the receive with time-out operation.
Ring Enable. This operation is used in switched-line applications. It allows
the attachment to recognize that it is being called by another station. The
attachment cannot accept another operation until either a call is received
or. the device is reset. When the attachment detects a "ring," it presents a
device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining
operation. This operation should logically chain to a 'DTR enable' type of
command. Status word 2, bit 4 (ring indicator), is set upon detection of a
ring signal. The 'ring enable' operation does not "enable" the adapter; it
only notifies the program that a "ring" was detected. Logically, the
program should either chain to or issue a DTR enable-type DCB operation
to establish a connection with the switched-line modem.
Ring Enable Witll Time-Out. This operation is the same as the ring enable
operation except that the attachment uses timer· 2 to limit the time it will
wait for a "ring." If timer 2 times out, the attachment presents an
exception interrupt request with interrupt status byte bit 0 equal to· 1 and
status word 1, bit 1 (time-out), equal to 1.
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DTR Enable. This operation causes the attachment to activate the 'data
terminal ready' (DTR) line. DTR must be active for any transmit or
receive operation to take place. When the attachment receives 'data set
ready' (DSR) from the modem, it presents a device-end interrupt request
or begins a DCB command chaining operation. The attachment also
presents an interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining
operation if DSR is already active.
Note: DTR is normally wired on for leased lines and must not be wired
for switched lines.
DTR Enable With Time-Out. This operation is the same as the DTR
enable operation except that the attachment uses timer 2 to limit the time
that it will wait for DSR to be returned from the modem. If timer 2 times
out before DSR becomes active, the attachment presents an exception
interrupt request, sets interrupt status byte bit 0 equal to 1, and sets status
word 1 bit 9 (modem interface error) equal to 1.
DTR Enable With Answer-tone. This operation is the same as the DTR
enable operation, except that the attachment places an answer-tone on the
transmit line when DSR becomes active. The duraction of the answer-tone
is determined by timer 1. The attachment presents a device-end interrupt
request or begins a DCB command chaining operation when the timer 1
time-out occurs. Timer 1 should be set for approximately 3 seconds for
this operation. The exact setting depends on the modem being used.
Consult the manual about the modem to determine the correct length of
the answer-tone.
This operation can be used to generate a break condition to a terminal.
This command is valid when connected to a full-duplex type data set or
when directly connected to a terminal with a break feature installed.
DTR Enable With Answer-tone and Time-Out. This operation combines the
functions of the DTR enable with answer-tone and DTR enable with
time-out operations.
DTR Disable. This operation causes the attachment to deactivate the DTR
line to the modem. The modem then disconnects itself from a switched
network. The attachment starts timer 2 at the same time that it deactivates
DTR. When the time-out occurs, the attachment presents a device-end
interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining operation. Timer 2
should be set for at least 5 seconds to ensure that DSR has been
deactivated. This operation should not be used in a leased-line application.
For a leased-line operation, the DTR jumper should be installed on the
attachment and one 'DTR enable' instruction should be issued at IPL time.
If the enable instruction fails, a problem exists in the leased line data set
(powered off).
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Set Control P1TC. This operation performs four functions:
•

It places the attachment in Paper Tape Transmission Code mode.

•

It loads the bit-rate constant from word 1 of the DCB into the

attachment's clock register.
•

It loads the line-control characters from the DCB into registers in the
attachment for use in transmit and receive operations. This enables the
program to specify the bit pattern of all the line control characters.
See "Line Control" earlier in this chapter for the location of the line
control characters in the DCB.

•

It sets the attachment for seven-bit code with a one-stop-bit operation.

The attachment presents a device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB
command chaining operation at the end of this operation. The control
information in the attachment remains unchanged until another set control
operation is performed, or until a power-on reset occurs.
CAUTION: All seven COD characters must be defined or a hex 00 is
decoded as a turnaround character.
Set Control Eight-Bit Data Interchange. This operation is the same as the
set control operation that uses Paper Tape Transmission Code except that
this operation places the attachment in eight-bit data interchange mode. It
sets up eight-bit code and two stop bits.
CAUTION: All seven COD characters must be defined or a hex 00 is
decoded as a turnaround character.
Program Delay. This operation allows the program to use timer 2. The
attachment loads the value specified in DCB word 3 into timer 2 and
starts the timer. When the time-out occurs, the attachment presents a
device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining
operation.

DCB Command Reset. This operation resets an individually addressed
device. The prepare command information, the information supplied by the
set control operation, and DTR are not reset by this operation. A
device-end interrupt request occurs or a DCB command chaining operation
begins when the reset is complete. Note that this DCB causes the device
to be busy and should not be confused with an IDCB reset.
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Bit-Rate Constant
An eight-bit hexadecimal number is used to control the bit rate within a
range.
The single-line attachment runs at speeds fr<;>m 37.S to 1,200 bps (low
range) with the low-speed jumper installed on the feature card. It runs at
speeds from 300 to 9,600 bps (high range) with the high-speed jumper
installed.
In a multiple-line attachment, the low-speed and high-speed jumpers are
located on the Asynchronous Communications 4-Line Adapter cards.
There is only one set of jumpers on each 4-line adapter card; therefore, if
the high-speed jumper is installed on a 4-line adapter card, all lines
associated with that card must run at speeds between 300 and 2,400 bps.
The bit-rate constant is supplied to the attachment by the program. The
constant is taken from the high-order byte of DCB word 1 and stored in
the attachment during a set control operation.
The bit-rate constant for low-range operation is determined by the
following formula:
9600

Constant = - - -1
bps

Round off to the nearest whole number and
convert to hexadecimal.

Example: Determine the bit-rate constant for 150 bps.
9

~~~ -1=63 {decimal)= 3F

{hexadecimal)

The hexadecimal constant supplied by the program in conjunction with the
set control operation is 3F.
The bit-rate constant for high-range operation is determined by the
following formula:
76800

Constant = -b- - -1
ps

Round off to the nearest whole number
and convert to hexadecimal.

Example: Determine the bit rate constant for 1,200 bps (with high-speed
jumper installed).
7

~~~~ -1 = 63 (decimal= 3F

{hexadecimal)

The hexadecimal constant supplied by the program in conjunction with the
set control operation is 3F.
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Note: The high-speed jumper should be installed when operating at speeds
over 300 bps.

There are some bit rates in the ranges mentioned previously that are
incompatible with the attachment. The difference between the bit rate of
the attachment and the bit rate of the attached terminal must not exceed
1.5 percent. To determine the difference (in percent), use one of the
following methods. An example follows method 2.
Method 1-For attachments that have the low-speed jumper installed.
Step 1.

Divide the terminal's bit rate into 9,600 and round
the answer to the nearest whole number.

Step 1.

Multiply the above answer by 0.000104166. This
gives the attachment's bit time.

~tep

Determine the terminal's bit time by taking the
reciprocal of the terminal's bit rate.

3.

Step 4.

Divide the smaller of the bit times by the larger of
the bit times. Subtract the answer from 1. Multiply
this answer by 100. This gives the percentage of
difference between the bit rate of the terminal and
the actual bit rate of the attachment for a given
constant.

Method 2-For attachments that have the high-speed jumpers installed.
Compute the difference in the same manner as method 1, making the
following substitutions:
Step 1.

Substitute the number 76,800 for 9,600.

Step 2.

Substitute the number 0.0000130208 for
0.000104166.

Example: Determine the difference between the bit rate of the attachment
and the bit rate of a terminal that operates at 134.5 bps.

Step 1

9600
134.5

=71.37=71

Step 2

0.000104166
x
71
0.007395786 = attachment's bit-time

Step 3

1
_ = 0.007434944 =terminal's bit-time
134 5

Step 4

(1 - 0.00 7395786 ) 100 = 0 5391'.0
0.007434944
.
Therefore, a terminal with a bit rate of
134.5 bps is compatible with the attachment.
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Timer 1
Timer 1 is used by the program to control the following:
•

Receive time-out

•

Generate answer-tone or break

•

Transmit delay
Slows down turnaround time (pre-transmit delay)
Allows last character to exit modem before dropping RTS
(post-transmit delay)
'Carrier detect' time out

For detailed information about the use of timer 1 with specific operation,
see "Device Control Block (DCB)" in this chapter.

Timer 2
Timer 2 is used the program to control the following:
•

Program delay

•

Halt 1/0

•

'Clear to send' time-out

•

'Data set ready' time-out

•

Ring indicator time-out

•

DTR disable delay

For detailed information about the use of timer 2 with specific operation,
see "Device Control Block (DCB) in this chapter.

Chain Address
The chain address word (DCB word 5) contains the storage address of the
next DCB when chaining is indicated. The address of the chain-to DCB
must be even. If it is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit ·3
equal to 1 and terminates the operation with an exception interrupt
request. DCB word 5 must always have an even address (chaining bit may
or may not be set).

Byte Count
The byte count is a 16-bit word (DCB word 6) that contains an unsigned
integer representing the count for this data transfer. The count is always
specified in bytes.

Data Address
This word (DCB word 7) contains the storage address of the first data

transfer for the operation being performed.
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Interrupt Status Byte
When the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor, the
interrupt status byte is used to record status that cannot be indicated to
the program by the condition codes. The attachment presents the interrupt
status byte to the processor as bits 0 through 7 ·of the interrupts ID word.
The bits and their. meanings follow.
Bit 0-Device-Dependent Status A11t1ilable. If this bit equals 1, additional
status is available by using the Start Cycle Steal Status command
(described later in this chapter). This bit may be set equal to 1 in
conjunction with bit 2 (incorrect length record).
Bit 1-Delayed Command Reject. This bit is set equal to 1 for either of
the following conditions:
•
•

The IDCB contains an odd DCB address.
The IDCB contains an invalid function/ modifier.

Bit 2-Inconect Length Record. This bit is reported only during receive
operations. If interrupt status byte bit 0 equals 0 and bit 2 equals 1, the
byte count has gone to 0 and the attachment has not received a change of
direction (COD) character. If interrupt status byte bits 0 and 2 both equal
1, the attachment received a COD character and the byte count was not 0.
Bit 3-DCB Specification Check. This bit equals 1 under any of the
following conditions:
• The DCB contains an odd chaining address (DCB word 5).
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•

The byte count (DCB word 6) contains a value other than 6 for a
Start Cycle Steal Status command.

•

The data address (DCB word 7) contains an odd address for a Start
Cycle Steal Status command.

•
•

The byte count for a transmit or receive operation is 0.
Bit 2 of the DCB control word (word 0) is not set appropriately for
the operation.

•

The single-line attachment diagnostic DCB has the 1/0 bit set to 0 in
the control word (odd data address).

Bit 4-Storage Data Clwdc. This bit equals 1 during cycle-steal output
operations only. It indicates that the storage location accessed during the
current output cycle contained incorrect parity. The parity in main storage
is not corrected. The attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 5-lnMid Storage A.ddras. This bit equals 1 if the storage address
presented by the attachment for data or DCB access exceeds the storage
size of the system. The attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 6-Protect Cltedc. This bit equals 1 if the attachment attempted to
access a storage location without the correct cycle-steal address key. The
attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 7-lnterfaa Data Ciec/c. This bit equals 1 if a parity error was
detected on an interlace during a cycle-steal data transfer. The condition
can be detected by the processor I/ 0 channel or the attachment. In either
case, the operation is terminated and an exception interrupt requested is
presented to the processor.
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Cycle-Steal Status Words
Three words of status information are available by using the Start Cycle
Steal Status command. This information is available regardless of the
setting of interrupt status byte bit 0.
The format of the DCB for this command is shown in Figure 2-5. Three
words (six bytes) of status information are transferred into main storage,
starting at the data address contained in DCB word 7. Status words 1 and
2 are the only words required for analysis of attachment or terminal link
errors.
Word
0

1x xkey1x

DCB (device control block)
Control word Ad<Y

0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used-must be even

6

Byte count-must be 0006

7

Data address-must be even
0

Figure 2-5.

15
Format of the DCB for a Start Cycle Steal Status command

Won/ 0

Word 0 contains the main storage address of the last attempted cycle-steal
data transfer. This residual address may be either a data or DCB address.
The value of the residual address must be examined to determine if it is a
data address or a DCB address. When reporting a DCB address, the
attachment reports the address of the low-order byte of the last DCB word
that the attachment attempted to fetch.
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Word 1

Bit 0-0verrun. During a receive operation, this bit equals 1 if the
attachment is not able to transfer data to storage before the storage data
register is needed for new data.
During a transmit operation, this bit equals 1 if the attachment is unable to
fetch new data from storage in time to keep a steady stream of data going
out on the line. Examine the bit rate being sent to the attachment and
correct it with a new set-control DCB.
Bit 1-Time-Out. This bit equals 1 if:
• · During a receive with time-out or a receive response with time-out
operation, no data is received within the limits established by timer 1.
•

During a ring enable with time-out operation, 'ring indicator' is not
received from the modem within the limits of timer 2.

Increase timer 1 value during a ring enable with time-out. If a ring signal
was not received within the limits of timer 2, increase the value of timer 2
and retry.
Bit 2-Block Check Error. The LRC character received does not compare
with the LRC character accumulated by the attachment (Paper Tape
Transmission Code mode only). Transmit a negative acknowledgement and
retry.
Bit 3-DCB Reject. This bit equals 1 under either of the following
conditions:
• A transmit-type operation is attempted when the attachment is in
receive mode.
• A receive-type operation is attempted when the attachment is in
transmit mode.
Examine receive mode bit 5 in status word 2, issue a device reset, and
retry.
Bit 4-EOB and Count Not Zero. In transmit mode, an BOB was
transmitted and the byte count was not 0 (Paper Tape Transmission Code
mode only). Examine the transmit data for an BOB; remove the BOB and
retry.
Bit 5-YRC Error. The parity of a received Paper Tape Transmission
Code character was incorrect. The error interrupt request is presented at
the end of the message.
A special character (hex 00) is placed in main storage when any incorrect
data is detected. If the communications indicator panel is installed and the
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches are set to 11110, the received
character is placed in storage without any modifications to the character.
The interrupt request does not occur until a COD is detected, or the byte
count is reduced to 0 and the chain bit equals 0.
Transmit a negative acknowledgement and retry.
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Bit 6-Break Detected. During a transmit allow break or transmit end
allow operation, a "break" condition was detected. The attachment resets
transmit mode and 'request to send' (if RTS is not wired "on").
Programmers can write a program that can issue either a Receive
command or continue transmitting.
Bit 7-Stop-Bit Error. A character was received with a stop bit missing.
The interrupt request does not occur until the count is reduced to 0 or a
COD character ·is received. This error is reported if the operator presses
the "break" key on a terminal and the adapter is in receive mode.
The incorrect character is replaced in main storage with a special character
(hex 00). If the communications indicator panel is installed and the
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches are set to 11110, the received
character is placed in storage without any modifications to the character.
The interrupt request does not occur until a COD is detected, or until the
byte count is reduced to 0 and tbe chain bit equals 0.
The programmer should transmit a negative acknowledgement and retry.

Bit 8. This bit always equals 0.
Bit 9-Modem Interface Error. Conditions that cause this error are:
•

DSR is not received from the modem within the predetermined time
after an enable-with-timer operation begins.

•

DTR or DSR is inactive at the beginning of a transmit or a receive
operation or goes inactive during a transmit or receive operation.

•

CTS is active for more than 1 second while RTS is inactive at the
beginning of a transmit operation.

•

RTS or CTS is lost during a transmit operation.

•

'Carrier detect' becomes inactive during a receive operation, or 'carrier
detect' does not become active within the time specified by timer 1 at
the beginning of a receive with time-out operation. The conditions are
applicable only when the 'carrier detect' jumper is installed.

Note: If a modem interface error is reported, the programmer should
examine status word 2 and retry. If DTR equals 1, the attachment expects
DSR to equal 1 ; if R TS equals 1, the attachment expects CTS to equal 1.

Bits 10-15. These are not used and must equal 0.
Note: More than one error may be reported in status word 1. An example
is a biock check error with a VRC error.
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Won/ 2

Bit 0--Data Terminal Ready. This is an outbound signal from the
attachment to the modem indicating readiness to communicate.
Bit 1-Data Set Ready. This bit is an inbound signal to the attachment
from the modem indicating that power is on and the modem is ready to
communicate.
Bit 2-Request to Send. This is an outbound signal from the attachment
to the modem when transmit mode is active. Expect a CTS (bit 3)
returned from the modem.
Some full-duplex modems always signal CTS as a power-on indication; in
this case, the RTS jumper on the attachment should be installed.

Bit 3-Clear to Send. This is an inbound signal to the attachment from
the modem in response to an R TS (bit 2) signal.
Bit 4-Ring Indicator. This is an inbound signal to the attachment from
the modem signalling that the phone is ringing. The attachment only senses
this signal during any ring-enable command.
Bit 5-Receive Mode. This bit equals 1 when the attachment is in receive
mode. This bit equals 0 when the attachment is in transmit mode. Examine
this bit if status word 1 bit 3 (DCB reject) is reported.
Bits 6-15. Not used.

····~;;·
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Status After Resets
There are several methods of resetting some or all of the circuits in the
attachment. The resets and their effects are shown in the following chart:

DTR
RTS
DTR
RTS
Interrupt
with
with
w/o
w/o
jumper jumper jumper jumper level

Pending
Set
Residual
I-bit control interrupts address

DCB

Power on reset

on

off

on

off

off

off

off

off

off

off

System reset

on

on

off

--

--

on

off

off

on

on

off

DCB command reset

on

on

off

Indicator panel reset

--

off

--

--

--

-----

--

Device reset

------

off

on

-----

off

Halt 1/0

-----

-----

off*

---

----

*Will not reset controller end interrupt or controller busy condition.

--= not reset

Multiple-Line Attachment Operation
The asynchronous multiple-line attachment controller is designed to
provide control circuitry for one or two asynchronous 4-line adapter
features. The asynchronous multiple-line attachment contains hardware
and a microprocessor to service the 4-line adapters. The basic difference
between the multiple-line attachment and the single-line attachment is that
the multiple-line attachment can present a controller busy (CC6) to the
program followed by a controller-end interrupt request (CCO) when the
multiple-line attachment controller hardware is no longer busy.
There is only one controller-end interrupt request when multiple controller
busy operate I/0 condition codes are presented; consequently, the
program should queue the controller busy condition codes and clear (post)
the controller-end interrupt condition code to all controller-busy codes
received.
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Error Recovery
Operate 1/0 Condition Codes
The asynchronous communication single-line and eight-line control
features may present a variety of operate I/0 condition codes. The codes
for each type of Operate I/ 0 command with a recommended program
recovery or abort procedure are given following the asynchronous operate
I/ 0 condition-codes chart.

ACC operate 1/0 condition codes
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0

0

0

0

Not attached

1

0

0

1

Busy

2

0

1

0

Busy after reset (Note 1)

3

0

1

1

Command reject

4

1

0

0

Intervention required (Note 2)

s

1

0

1

Interlace data check

6

1

1

0

Controller busy (Note 3)

7

1

1

1

Satisfactory

Notes:
1.

Not reported by the multiple-line attachment.

2.

Not reported by any communications attachment.

3.

Not reported by any single-line communications attachment; reported on
multiple-line attachments when the controller is busy servicing a previous Operate
1/0 instruction; a subsequent controller end interrupt will occur (interrupt
condition code 0).
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Operate 1/0
command

Controller busy
for next
Operate 1/0
Operate 1/0?

Read ID

No

cc

Recommended action

0
1,2,4,6
3

Abort; device not attached
Abort; hardware error
Abort; examine IDCB function
Retry; abort if problem persists
Satisfactory

5
7

Prepare

No

3
5
7

Abort; device not attached
Abort if single-line. If multiple-line, examine bit 15 {I-bit)
of the IDCB; if bit 15 equals 1, abort; if bit 15 equals 0,
correct program
Abort
Abort; examine IDCB function
Retry; abort if problem persists
Satisfactory

0
1

2,4,6

Halt 1/0

No

0, 1,3,4,5,6
7

Abort
Satisfactory

Device reset

Yes

0
1,2,4,6
3

Abort; device not attached
Abort
Examine IDCB function; if OK, abort
Retry; if trouble persists, abort
Satisfactory

5

7
Start, Start
Cycle Steal
Status, Start
Diagnostics 1
& 2, Start
Control
Yes

0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
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Device not attached; abort
Device reset; retry; if problem persists, abort
If present on multiple-line adapter, abort; if single-line
attachment, retry; if trouble persists, abort
Examine function in IDCB; if correct, abort
Abort
Retry; if trouble persists, abort
Retry on multiple-line attachment after controller end
interrupt; abort on single-line
Satisfactory

Interrupt Condition Codes
Interrupt requests can only occur for the asynchronous attachment
following the acceptance of the following commands:
•

Prepare

•
•

Start
Start Cycle Steal Status

•

Start Diagnostic 1

• Start Diagnostic 2
• Start Control (multiple-line attachment only)
The only interrupt codes presented by the asynchronous attachment are 0
(multiple-line only), 2, and 3. If an interrupt code 2 is reported, the
program should examine the interrupt status byte and issue a Start Cycle
Steal Status command (if the interrupt status byte contains hex 80) for
additional status information.

ACC interrupt condition codes
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0

0

0

0

Controller end (Note 1)

1

0

0

1

PCI (Note 2)

2

0

1

0

Exception

3

0

1

1

Device end

4

1

0

0

Attention (Note 2)

5

1

0

1

Attention and PCI (Note 2)

6

1

1

0

Attention and exception (Note 2)

7

1

1

1

Attention and device end (Note 2)

Notes:
1.

Reported only by multiple-line attachments. The controller presents the device
address of line 0.

2.

Not reported by the ACC attachments.
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The interrupt requests possible with interrupt status byte combinations alld
recommended actions follow:
lntenupt status byte
Bit
Name
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Device-dependent status available
Delayed command reject
Incorrect length record
DCB specification check
Storage check
Invalid storage address
Protection check
Interface data check

lntenupt
status byte

Intenupt CC

(hex)

0
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2

AO

2

80

2

40

2

20

2

10

2
2

2

08
04
02

2

01

Recommended action
Retry Operate 1/0 commands queued with controller busy
Operate 1/0 condition code.
Normal ending operation to a receive DCB if a COD was
detected prior to reducing the byte count to 0. Issue a Start
Cycle Steal Status command to obtain residual address.
Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command; examine bits to
determine further action.
Examine IDCB for invalid function modifier or odd DCB
address; correct error condition retry.
Occurs during a receive operation and indicates that the
byte count reduced to 0 and no COD character was
detected. Increase the receive data buffer size and byte
count and retry.
Indicates that the DCB being executed had an odd
chaining address (word 5); a Start Cycle Steal Status DCB
had a byte count other than 6 or an odd address; a
transmit or receive DCB had a byte count of O; the 1/0 bit
of the DCB control word is incorrect; a diagnostic type
DCB had incorrect byte count or odd data address; a Start
Control command to a multiple-line attachment with the
1/0 bit in the control word set to 1 did not have a byte
count of hex 400, or, if the 1/0 bit equals 0, had an odd
data address. Correct the error and retry.
Storage data check; retry operation; if error persists, abort.
Invalid storage address; correct program and retry.
Protect check; verify the protect key and retry. This error
can only occur on a Series/l processor that has the storage
protection feature.
Interface data check; retry once; if the error persists,
abort.

Jumper Options
The following options can be selected by installing jumpers on the feature
cards.

Single-Line Control Feature
Request to Send
If the request-to-send jumper is installed, the attachment maintains RTS in

an active condition. This eliminates modem turnaround when using a
full-duplex mode. This option must be selected when using a modem that
always keeps CTS active.
Data Terminal Ready
If the data-terminal-ready jumper is installed, the attachment maintains

DTR in an active condition. This option must not be selected for
switched-line operation.
Speed Range

Either high-range or low-range must be selected, but not both.
With the low-range jumper installed, speeds between 37 .5 bps and 1,200
bps can be selected by programming; however, it is recommended that the
high-range jumper be used for speeds above 300 bps.
The high-range jumper allows the program to select bit rates between 300
bps and 9,600 bps.

Carri• Detect
Some modems offer the ability to check the quality of the received signal.
When the signal is of acceptable quality, the modem generates 'carrier
detect.' If the received signal starts to deteriorate, the modem notifies the
attachment by deactivating 'carrier detect.'
'Carrier detect' is a function of the remote site when RTS and CTS are
active. The modem then activates 'carrier detect.' A loss of 'carrier detect'
may be caused by the local modem, open lines, the remote mode, or the
remote station not being in transmit mode.
If the carrier detect jumper is installed on the attachment card, the
attachment waits for 'carrier detect' from the modem at the beginning of a
receive-type operation. If 'carrier detect' does not become active within
the time specified by timer 1, or if it becomes inactive during the receive
operation, the attachment presents an exception interrupt· and signals
'modem interface error' to the processor. 'Carrier detect' also informs the
user that the remote station has RTS active.
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4-Line Adapter Feature
Jumpers for multiple-line attachments are located on the 4-line adapter
cards.
Request to

S~nd

There are four RTS jumpers on the card--one for each line. The jumpers
perform the same functions as described for single-line attachments.
Data Tenninal Ready

There are four DTR jumpers on the card--one for each line. The jumpers
perform the same functions as described for single-line attachments.
Bit-Rate Jumpers

There is only one set (one low-range and one high-range) of jumpers for
the entire card; therefore, all four lines on the card must operate within
the same range. The function of these jumpers is the same as previously
described for the single-line attachment, except that the maximum bit rate
in high-range is 2,400 bps.
Can-ier Detect

There are four carrier detect jumpers on the card-one for each line. The
jumpers perform the same functions as described for single-line
attachments.
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Communications Indicator Panel
This optional panel is a valuable aid to program debugging and machine
troubleshooting.
The indicator panel displays various conditions and registers in the
attachment. In addition, the DTR line(s) to the modem(s) can be reset
from the indicator panel. One setting of the DISPLAY /FUNCTION
SELECT switches (11110) causes any incorrect data that is received to be
placed in storage "as."

2

0

3

4

5

6

7

00000000
0,6
,0
8

4

2

1

4

2

0~000000
L
_J

I

DISPLAY/FUNCTION
I
SELECT
____J

L___

LINE
SELECT

LINE SELECT Switches
The three LINE-SELECT switches are used only with multiple-line
attachments. They are used to select a particular line. A line is selected by
setting the last three bits of its device address, in binary form, into the
LINE-SELECT switches.
These switches are ignored when the indicator panel is used with a
single-line attachment.

DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches
The DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches determine what
information is displayed on the panel. Figure 2-6 is a list of switch settings
and the information that is displayed on the panel
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
switch
setting

Lamps

Information

()()()()().

0-7

High-order byte of the DCB control word

00001

0-7

Lamps 0-3 identify the subroutine. Lamps 4-7 show bits
12-15 of the DCB control word and identify the operation
being performed.
4-7

Operation

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

Transmit
Transmit end
Transmit allow break
Transmit end allow break
Receive or receive response
Receive or receive response-with time-out
Ring enable
Ring enable with time-out
DTR enable
DTR enable with time-out
DTR enable with answertone
DTR enable with answertone and time-out
DTR disable
Set control
Program delay
Reset

00010

0-7

Bit-rate constant

00011

0-7

CODl/EOA

00100

0-7

COD2/EOB

00101

0-7

COD3

00110

0-7

COD4

00111

0-7

CODS

01000

0-7

COD6/upshift

01001

0-7

COD7 /downshift

01010

0-7

Bits 0-7 of the chain address

01011

0-7

Bits 8-15 of the chain address

01100

0-7

Bits 0-7 of the byte count

01101

0-7

Bits 8-15 of the byte count

Figure 2-6 (Part 1 of 2). Indicator panel information-Ace feature
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION

SELECT
switch

setting

Lamps

Infonnation

01110
01111
10000
10001
10010
10011
10110

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0
1
2
3
4
5

Bits 0-7 of the data address
Bits 8-15 of the data address
Bits 0-7 of timer 2
Bits 8-15 of timer 2
Bits 0-7 of timer 1
Bits 8-15 of timer 1
Overrun
Time-out
Block check error
DCB reject
EOB, count not 0
VRC error
Break detected
Stop-bit error
Bits 8-11 of the DCB control word
Modem interlace error
DTR jumper installed
R TS jumper installed
Carrier detect jumper installed
DTR
DSR
RTS
CTS
Ring indicator
Transmit line is in a "space" condition
Receive line is in a "space" condition
Carrier detect
Used by diagnostic microprograms
Receive mode
Used by diagnostic microprograms
Used by diagnostic microprograms
8-Bit Data Interchange Code
Transmit mode
Used by diagnostic microprograms
Not used
This contains the last character sent or received
(transmit/receive buffer). On receive operations, actual data
appears; on transmit operations, data appears shifted one
position to the left and bit 7 is turned on.
Lamp test-,-all lamps should "blink"
The interrupt status byte
The lamps have no meaning. On a receive operaton, this switch
setting causes any bad data that is received to be placed into
storage. Normally, the attachment puts hex 00 in storage in place
of any received bad data. This switch setting applies to all lines
on a multi-line attachment, regardless of the setting of the LINE
SELECT switches.
The information displayed is the same as in switch setting 11001;
however, this switch setting resets DTR if it is not jumpered
"on."

6

10111

11001

7
0-3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

11010

11011

7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0-7

11100
11101
11110

0-7
0-7

11111

0-7

Figure 2-6 (Part 2 of 2). Indicator panel infonnation-ACC feature
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Chapter 3. Binary Synchronous Communication

This chapter describes the binary synchronous communication (BSC)
features which control the serial transfer of data to and from remote
terminals or host systems by using modems and communication line
facilities. The BSC features allow a Series/ 1 processor to communicate
with telecommunication equipment or other processors with compatible
adapters.
The following communication characteristics apply to the BSC features:
•

Data transmission is serial-by-bit, using the BSC method of
transmission.

•

The features communicate with terminals or host systems using
Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) and
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII).
Bit rates of up to 9,600 bits per second (bps) on the medium-speed,
single-line feature, and up to 56,000 bps on the high-speed, single-line
feature.

•

•
•

The features can be primary or secondary stations.
The single-line features can IPL the Series/1 processor.

•

Transparency (available when using EBCDIC) is standard

•
•

Intermediate block checking is standard.
Internal clocking is selected by installing a jumper on the feature cards
(medium-speed only).

•

Answer-tone generation is selected by installing a jumper on the
feature cards (medium-speed only).

Configurations
The BSC features are available in single-line and multiple-line
configurations. The single-line configurations are contained on one card~
The multiple-line configuration provides up to eight lines. The multiple-line
configuration contains either two or three feature cards-two cards for
one to four lines, three cards for five to eight lines.
When eight lines are installed, the multiple-line feature can handle up to
9,600 bps on lines 0 and 1, and up to 2,400 bps on all other lines. When
four lines are installed, each line can run at speeds of up to 4,800 bps. The
bit rate for an individual line is established by the modem's transmit and
receive clocks. On medium-speed attachments, if the modem does not
provide clocking, internal clocking must be used. Internal clocking provides
bit rates of 600 bps or 1,200 bps (under program control). The high-speed
attachment makes no provision for internal clocking.
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Note: Throughout the, remainder of this chapter, the term attachment. is
used as a general term to refer to any of the following:
• BSC Single-Line Control
• BSC Single-Line Control/High Speed
• BSC 8-Line Control and one or two BSC 4-Line Adapters
When referring to the first or second item above, the term single-line
attachment is used. When referring to the third item, the term
multiple-line attachment is used. Each line operates in half-duplex mode.
Indicator panel connectors

(;]· 1

3

"-..

Device address/ J

r:::1
L/

/2

XXXX X011
xxxx X010
xxxx xoo1......_,_ 1

I

(1

~

xx xx xooo

,(1

'!

\

Binary synchronous
communication
single-line control
or
Binary synchronous
communication
single-line controlhigh speed

[;-.I

GJ

Binary synchronous
communication
4-line adapter

. Binary Synchronous Communications Control Feature
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6 .............._" XXXX Xl 11
~xxxx x110
~xxxx x101
5

/

xxxx x100

4

Binary synchronous
communication
8-line control

*Modem interface connectors

Note: XXXX = base device address

Device address

Binary synchronous
communication
4-line adapter

Operating Modes
The attachment has several operating modes that are selected by control
characters.

Text
Text mode is selected when the first start-of-heading (SOH) or
start-of-text (STX) control character is decoded. Subsequent SOH and
STX characters are treated as data characters. During text mode, the
attachment processes header or text characters and accumulates a block
check character (BCC). Synchronization (SYN) characters and the first
SOH or STX characters decoded are not included in the BCC
accumulation. Text mode is terminated after an end-of-text (ETX) or
end-of-transmission-block (ETB) character is decoded by the attachment.

Transparent Text
Transparent text mode is selected when a data-link-escape (DLE) STX
sequence is decoded during a transmit or receive operation. While in this
mode, any kind of binary data can be transmitted or received. The
following changes from text mode occur:
•

The attachment recognizes individual control characters or control
sequences, (such as ETB, STX, and enquiry (ENQ)), only as data,
with no other associated function.

•

All inserted SYN characters are preceded automatically by a DLE
character (DLE-SYN).

•

A second DLE is attached automatically to every data DLE to
distinguish it as a DLE control character, rather than data. This second
DLE and the inserted DLE-SYNs are automatically deleted upon
reception and do not enter main storage.

To exit transparent text mode, one of the following ending sequences are
required:
•

DLE-ETX

•

DLE-ETB

•

DLE-ITB

•

DLE-ENQ

These sequences must be transmitted by using the exit transparent
operation (See "Device Control Block (DCB)" later in this chapter). In
transparent text mode, the transmitting attachment automatically inserts a
second DLE between the first DLE and the ETX, ETB, ENQ, or ITB. The
receiving station discards the first DLE. The inserted DLE and the ETX,
ETB, ENQ, or ITB are considered as two data characters and placed in
storage. The exit transparent operation prevents the attachment from
inserting a second DLE. The receiving station recognizes the ending
sequences as ending sequences, not data. Because the DLEs in these
ending sequences are true DLEs and are not placed in storage at the
receiver, they should not be included in the byte count for the receiving
station.
Only DLE-ITB leaves the attachment in text mode; all the others cause a
COD.
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During transparent text mode, a BCC is accumulated as in normal text
mode. The only DLE characters included in the BCC are the data DLEs.

Control Mode
In a multipoint configuration, when the attachment receives a valid EOT
sequence, it enters control mode. While in control mode, the attachment
monitors for its station address. If the attachment does not enter selected
mode and detects an address sequence other than its own, character
.synchronization is reset.
The multiple-line attachment must be in receive mode to recognize the
EOT character. Due to its IPL capability, the single-line attachment will
monitor the line for an EOT character while it is in. control mode (that is,
no command pending). An EOT character following the leading SYN-SYN
sequence places the single-line attachment in control mode.

Selected Mode
The attachment enters selected mode when it decodes its station address
twice (contiguously) after establishing byte synchronization. If a receive
operation has been initiated, the message sequence, starting with the
second station address character, is transferred to storage.
Note: The attachment's station-address (used in multipoint configuration
only) is determined by discrete jumpers on the feature card. Control
characters may not be used as an address. The bit-2 position in storage
(station address) cannot be wired. In EBCDIC, this is bit 2; in ASCII, this
is bit 6 (Figure 3-2 shows bit layout of EBCDIC and ASCII characters).
The program, may use these bits to differentiate between a polling and a
selecting sequence.

Multipoint address bit 0 must not be wired "on" when using ASCII.

Passive Mode
The attachment in a multipoint network is in passive mode when it is not
in selected or in control mode. Passive mode is entered when the
attachment is powered on. The attachment enters ·other modes, depending
upon the characters received on the line as previously described.

IPL Mode
Initial program load (IPL) by a host system may be accomplished through
a single-line attachment using EBCDIC characters only. A jumper (for bit
0 of the multipoint address) must be installed on the feature card to allow
the attachment to IPL the processor.
If an IPL sequence (DCl-DCl-ENQ) is received, the attachment

hardware responds with an EBCDIC acknowledgment (ACKO) after a
50-inillisecond delay.
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If the attachment is a multipoint tributary station, its address must be
included in the IPL sequence, as shown in the following example. (It must

also have been placed in control mode as described earlier).
Host
System

BSC feature

Series/1

SYN
SYN

(Addr)*
(Addr)*

---~._

---~._

OC1
OC1
ENO

Machine reset

. . - - - - - ACKO (hardware)

OLE
STX

IPL

message

OLE
ETX

Begin execution
on level 0 at
address 000
..-----ACK0/1 (software)

Program transmits ACK 1
to acknowledge host system

*Used only if the attachment
is a multipoint tributary.

The host must then transmit DLE-STX (to enter transparent text mode)
followed by the IPL program. This sequence (DLE-STX) is not checked
by the attachment for validity and is not placed into storage. The
attachment enters transparent text mode and places all following data into
storage beginning at location 0000.
Upon receiving a DLE-ETX followed by a valid BCC, the attachment
presents a device-end interrupt request, on level 0, with the device address
in register 7. The IPLed program must handle this interrupt request. The
program must also transmit a positive acknowledgement back to the host
system.
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If the IPL operation is unsuccessful, the attachment holds the processor in

IPL mode (Load light will be on) and monitors the line for a retry of the
IPL operation.· A general logic flow for a switched-line IPL sequence
follows.

Enter

Line monitored
for 13 seconds
for IPL sequence
(or retry)
No
No

Attachment
sets DTR
on

Reset
processor

Transmit
answer-tone,
if required

Attachment
disconnects
(drops DTR)

Attachment
returns
ACKO

Present
attention
interrupt

IPL program
placed into

No
Yes

Attachment
delay for
50 msec

No

Attachment
does as
instructed
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Interrupt on
level 0 with
device address
in register 7;.
restart
processor
(address 0000)

General logic flow for switched-line IPL sequence

Notes:
1. For an unattended processor to be IPLed on a switched network, the
modem must be capable of automatically answering calls~ If the line
has not been enabled ('data terminal ready' made active) and the
allow-IPL jumper and the switched-line jumpers are installed, the
attachment activate 'data terminal ready' and presents an attention
interrupt request to the processor upon detecting the ring signal. If a
command is not given by the processor or if the attention interrupt is
not accepted by the processor, the attachment monitors the line for
approximately 13 seconds looking for an IPL sequence. (Any
command given by the processor during this period is accepted.) The
line will be disconnected (DTR deactivated) if no IPL sequence is
detected within this time period. If the line was enabled prior to this
sequence, the DTR line will· stay active.
2. On a leased line, the attachment cannot receive an IPL unless DTR is
wired "on."
3. There are some modems that do not supply clocking and cannot :r:un at
speeds higher than 600 bps. These modems require the use of the
internal clocking feature of the BSC attachments. Internal clocking
automatically supplies clocking at 1,200 bps. The 600-bps rate of
internal clocking can only be selected by a program already in storage;
therefore, the system cannot be IPLed by the BSC attachments when
such a modem is used.
4. The maximum number of bytes that can be loaded by the host IPL
program using the BSC attachment is 65,535; however, the quality of
the transmission line must be considered when transmitting 65,535
bytes.

Transmission Codes
· The BSC attachments allow data communication using EBCDIC or ASCII
line codes. ASCII can be specified by the program after the IPL. The
attachment establishes EBCDIC if:
• No code is specified
• A power-on reset occurs
• A system reset occurs
Note: The EBCDIC and ASCII character assignments are shown in
Appendix A.
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Control Characters
Note: For detailed information about BSC line control, refer to General
Information Binary Synchronous Communications; GA27-3004.

Figure 3-1 shows the control characters and sequences for BSC.

Name

Mnemonic

EBCDIC

ASCII

Start of heading
Start of text
End of transmission block (Note 1)
End of text (Note) 1)
End of transmission (Note 1)
Enquiry (Note 1)
Negative acknowledge (Note 1)
Synchronous idle
Data link escape
Immediate block chracter
Initial program load (Note 2)
Even acknowledge (Note 1)
Odd acknowledge
Wait before transmit-positive
acknowledge (Note 1)
Mandatory disconnect (Note 1)
Reverse interrupt (Note 1)
Temporary text delay
Transparent start of text (Note 3)
Transparent intermediate block (Note 3)
Transparent end of text (Note 3)
Transparent end of transmission
block (Note 3)
Transparent synchronous idle (Note 3)
Transparent block cancel (Note 3)
Transparent TTD (Note 3)
Data DLE in transparent mode (Note 3)

SOH
STX
ETB
ETX
BOT
ENQ
NAK
SYN
OLE
ITB
IPL
ACKO
ACKl

SOH
STX
ETB
ETX
BOT
ENQ
NAK
SYN
OLE
IUS
DClDClENQ
DLE(70)
OLE/

SOH
STX
ETB
ETX

WACK
DISC
RVI
TTD
XSTX
XITB
XETX

OLE,
OLE EOT
OLE@
STXENQ
DLESTX
OLE IUS
DLEETX

OLE;
DLEEOT
DLE<

XETB
XSYN
XENQ
XTTD
XDLE

OLE ETB
OLE SYN
DLEENQ
OLE STX DLE ENQ
DLEDLE

BOT
ENQ
NAK
SYN
OLE

us
OLEO
DLEl

STX~NQ

Notes:
1.

These control characters and sequences cause a change-of-direction (COD)
interrupt request after the required action has been completed.

2.

Not applicable in ASCII format.

3.

Transparent mode not available in ASCII.

Figure 3-1.
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RSC-feature control characters

The functions of the control characters follow:
Mnemonic

Function

SOH or STX

Resets control mode and sets the adapter to text mode.
BCC accumulation starts with the first character after the
first SOH or STX character is transmitted/ received.
Reset text mode with BCC comparison.
End of transmission.
Reset text mode without BCC transmission and
comparison.
Negative response to a request for a reply, or to a block of
heading or a block of text in error.
Transmitted automatically by the adapter to establish and
maintain synchronization.
Alert the adapter to test the next character for a defined
control sequence in transparent text mode. In
nontransparent text mode, DLE is treated as data.
Included in the BCC; it causes the BCC to be sent.
Control characters to initiate an IPL sequence.
Indicates affirmative acknowledgement of even blocks.
Indicates affirmative acknowledgement of odd blocks.
Indicates a temporary not-ready-to-continue (or
not-ready-to-receive) condition.
Used only on switched communication facilities to initiate
a. disconnect.

ETB or ETX
BOT
ENQ
NAK
SYN

DLE

ITB
IPL
ACKO
ACKl
WACK

DISC

Reverses direction of data transfer.
TTD
Alerts the receiving station of a temporary text delay
XSTX
Turns off control mode and set the adapter to transparent
text mode.
XITB
Same as ITB, but turns off transparent text mode.
XETX/XETB Same as ETB or ETX, but turns off transparent mode.
XSYN
Transmitted automatically by the adapter to establish and
maintain synchronization in transparent text mode.
XENQ
Turn off transparent text mode and cancel the current
block of data.
XTTD
Alerts the receiving station to a temporary text delay in
transparent text mode.
XDLE
In transparent text mode, the transmitter adds a second
DLE after each data DLE. At the receiver, the first DLE
is removed and does not enter storage or the BCC.
RVI
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Data Flow
Transmit
Transmission data is fetched from storage two characters at a time unless
the byte count is equal to an odd value. The high-order byte· holds the first
character to be sent; the low-order byte holds the next character. After a
character has been transferred into the serializer/deserializer (SERDES), it
is transmitted over the line, low-order bit first.
ASCII characters in storage are eight bits long-seven data bits plus one
parity bit.· This parity bit should not be confused with the parity bit in
storage. The ASCII parity bit is bit 0 in a byte of storage.
The attachment does not check ASCII parity during transmit operations;
therefore, the program must maintain odd parity in storage bits 0-7 when
using· ASCII. Figure 3-2 illustrates BSC attachment data flow.

Buffer
------

Send/receive
buffer

Storage

0

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415

EBCDIC

0

2 3 4 5 6 7 0

ASCII

p 7 6 5 4 3 2
First
character

Figure 3-1.

2 3 4 5 6 7

p 7 6 5 4 3 2
Second
character

BSC feature data flow

Receive
The first bit received is transferred into the low-order bit position of a
byte, the second bit received is transferred into the next higher bit
position, and so on until ~ character is assembled.
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Two characters are assembled in the attachment before data is transferred
to storage (except as noted above). When two characters are to be
transferred to storage, the first character received is loaded into the
high-order byte of the storage data register and the next character is
loaded in the low-order byte before the data is transferred to storage. Data
is written into main storage without any code translation.

Line Error Checking
Two different types of checking are employed, depending on the code
selected. Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is used with EBCDIC and
longitudinal redundancy and vertical redundancy checking (LRC/VRC) is
used with ASCII.
'
Error correction is accomplished by retransmitting the data block that was
in error.

Synchronization and Timing
.The attachment receives strobe pulses from the modem; these pulses
establish and maintain bit synchronization. If the modem does not supply a
pulse, the internal clocking feature must be wired "on" to supply
synchronization. Whichever form of bit synchronization is used, a specific
series of characters precedes each transmission in order to establish
character synchronization.

Transmit Synchronization
The attachment automatically begins transmission with a leading pad
character (hex 55) followed by the initial synchronizing pattern of two
SYN. characters. If internal clocking is being used, the attachment
transmits two leading pad characters.
'
To maintain synchronization, the attachment inserts a synchronization
pattern of SYN-SYN at one-second intervals (approximately). In
transparent text mode this synchronization pattern is OLE-SYN. These
characters are also inserted as time-fill characters when the attachment is
not transmitting such as when it is fetching a new device control block
(DCB) during a chaining operation.
SYN Imertion. SYN characters or transparent SYN characters are inserted
automatically during transmission or between chaining. This is done to
maintain synchronization.
SYN Deletion. SYN characters or transparent SYN characters are deleted
and not placed in storage.
Trailing Pad Charaden. The attachment automatically transmits a trailing
pad character (hex FF) after every COD character or after the BCC if the
change of direction calls for BCC. This ensures that the last character sent
(COD or BCC) goes online in its entirety. A pad of hexadecimal FF also
provides the second character of the NAK and BOT control character
sequences. The attachment does not begin an interrupt request or chaining
operation until· the entire pad character is transmitted.

SYN and pad characters (leading and trailing) are provided by the
attachment and are not stored in main storage.
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Receive Synchronization
Character phase synchronization is established when two consecutive SYN
characters followed by any non-SYN character are received and decoded.
Character phase is maintained because the transmit station periodically
inserts a synchronization pattern into the data stream.
SYN and pad characters are deleted by the attachment and are not stored
in main storage.

Time-Outs
There are three types of time-outs possible with BSC operations: data set
ready (DSR), receive, and program.
Data Set Ready Time-Out

When performing an enable terminal operation, bit 12 of DCB word 0 can
be used to cause the attachment to wait a predetermined time ( 13 seconds
for single-line and 3 seconds for multi-line) for DSR to be returned by the
modem. If DSR is not returned within this time period of DTR being
activated, the attachment terminates the. operation and presents an
exception interrupt request.
Receive Time-Out

The receive time-out is nominally three seconds and causes the attachment
to present an exception interrupt (CC2) under the following conditions:
•

Character phase is not established within three seconds after the
attachment accepts a receive data operation. This is under program
control and is effective only if bit 12 is set on in word 0 of the current
DCB.

•

A continuous synchronization pattern, or transparent synchronous idle
(in transparent mode) is received for three seconds while in character
phase.
While receiving data, no synchronization pattern or transparent
synchronization idle is received within three seconds.

Program Time-Out
A two-second time-out is available for use by the program. It is initiated
by any Start .command with bit 12 equal to 1 in word 0 of the associated
DCB. After two seconds, the attachment presents a device-end interrupt
request (CC3).

Turnaround Considerations
When operating with modem eliminators, approximately 10 milliseconds
(plus any associated program delays) should be allowed from the
termination of a write operation to the start of a read operation.
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Commands
The Operate Input/ Output instruction points to the immediate DCB
(IDCB), which contains one of the following commands:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare
Halt 1/0
Device Reset
Start
Start Cycle Steal Status
Read ID
Start Diagnostic 1
Start Diagnostic 2
Start Control

It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the program always

tests the operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/0
instruction.
The programmer should exercise care in modifying the DCB words prior to
an interrupt request that signifies the end of an operation. The attachment
may not have entirely fetched all of the DCB (due to the relatively slow
speed of the attachment in relation to Series/ 1 processor instruction
speeds).
Note: See Appendix D for an example of an adapter initialization program.

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the
addressed device. The immediate data field of the IDCB contains the level
and I-bit information. The single-line attachment is always able to accept
and execute a Prepare command, even if it is busy or has an interrupt
request pending from a previous command. On a multiple-line attachment,
the device returns a condition code of 1 to this command if it has an
interrupt request pending. The IDCB for the Prepare command has the
following format:
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 x
7 8
0

xxxxxxx
15

00-FF for multiple-line

60

attachments

00-7F for single-line
attachments

IImmediate data field
O's

16

Level

2627

3031
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Level. This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level assigned to
the device.
Example:
Bits 27-30
0000
0001
0010
0011

Level
0

1
2
3

A Prepare command issued to any device on a multiple-line attachment
gives all of the devices in the attachment the same priority interrupt level.
The I-bit information, however, applies only to the device addressed.

I-Bit. This bit determines whether the device is allowed to present
interrupt requests. An I-bit value of 1 means that the device can request
an interrupt; a vallle of 0 means that the device cannot interrupt.
The prepared attachment stores the level data and presents it to the
processor each time an enabled device presents an interrupt request. This
data is reset by a power-on reset. The prepare information can be changed
by the successful execution of another Prepare command.
The Prepare command may allow an interrupt request to occur if the
attachment is not prepared and has an interrupt request pending upon
receipt of a Prepare with the I-bit equal to 1.
The Prepare command always causes an attachment to respond with
satisfactory (Operate I/O CC7) or device busy (on multiple-line controller
only; CCl).

Halt 1/0
The Halt I/ 0 command halts all I/ 0 activity on the I/ 0 channel. Any
pending interrupt requests, including controller end (CCO) are cleared; the
I-bits and priority level do not change. This instruction performs the same
function as a system reset.
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx

FO
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xx

Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed device and clears any
pending interrupt requests (except controller end). The Prepare
information and the residual address do not change. This command does
not reset the DTR line to the modem or clear a 'controller end' interrupt
request.
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 x
0
7 8

xxxxxxx
15

xx

6F

Immediate data field

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31

16

00

A Device Reset command issued to the attachment causes the attachment
to become busy while the reset functions are carried out. There are
differences between the single-line attachment and the multiple-line
attachment are:
•

The length of time the attachment is busy performing the reset
function
• The method used to report the conclusion to the program
For example, if a Start command follows a Device Reset too closely, a
'busy after reset' (CC2) is reported on a single-line attachment. The
program must reissue the command until a 'satisfactory' ( CC7) is reported.
On a multiple-line attachment, a 'controller busy' (CC6) is reported when
Start follows Device Reset too closely. When the reset is completed, a
'controller end' interrupt (CCO) is presented by the base address of the
multiple-line controller (line 0).
Note: Under certain conditions, it is possible that more than one .
'controller end' interrupt request is presented. If no busy condition is
found upon. examining the 'controller busy' queue, disregard the interrupt
request.
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Start
The Start command initiates a cycle-steal operation for the addressed
device. The format of the IDCB for the Start command is:
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

0 1 1·1 0 0 0 0

0

xx xx xx xx

7 8

15

xx

70

I

Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

xx xx
Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status causes the device to initiate a cycle-steal
operation for the purpose of collecting status information about the
previous cycle-steal operation. The format of the IDCB for this command
follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

------...-----_.,

0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15

~-----.....----~

7F

XX

'Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

xx xx
The byte count in the DCB (word 6) must be equal to 6 and the data
address (word 7) must be on a word boundary (bit 15 off) or an exception
interrupt request (CC2) will occur with DCB specification check bit (bit
3) equal to 1 in the interrupt status byte.
See "Cycle Steal Status Words" in this chapter for a description of the
information transferred to storage by this command.
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Read ID
The Read ID command puts the attachment's identification (ID) word into
the immediate data field of the IDCB. The ID word contains physical
information about the attachment that can be used to tabulate the system's
configuration. The Read ID command is generally used in diagnostic
programming.
IDCB {immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 x
7 8
0

xxxxxxx
15

xx

20

IImmediate data field
ID word

31

16
Single-line BSC
Two-line BSC
Four-line BSC
Six-line BSC
Eight-line BSC

1006
2106
2206
2306
2006

Note: If the control-feature card has jumpers installed for addresses not
present, the controller responds to commands as if the hardware is present.
Consequently, the ID of the controller should match the number of
attachment lines present to prevent errors. For example, an ID of 2006
defines a multiple-line controller with two 4-line attachments (all eight
lines in use). If there is one 4-line attachment present, the ID is 2206 (or
2106 if only two of the four lines are in use).
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Start Diagnostic
The Start Diagnostic commands are used by diagnostic programs to check
for correct operation of the attachments.
Start Diagnostic 1

The format of the IDCB for this command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0111110

___ __

0.._

,...

xxxxxxxx

_, 7

8

15

xx

70
Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

xx xx
In the DCB control word, bit 2 must equal 1 bits 5 through 7 can equal
either 0 or l, and all other bits must equal 0. The byte count must be
0008 (for single-line) or OOOE (for multiple-line), and the data address
must be even. If any of these conditions are not met, the attachment
presents an exception interrupt request and reports DCB specification
check in the interrupt status byte.
This command causes the following two tests to. occur in the attachment:
• A checksum test
• A register test
In the first test, the attachment calculates a checksum for each of the
read-only storage (ROS) modules in the attachment. Single-line
attachments have two modules; multiple-line attachments have three. The
ROS modules have a check sum built into them when they are made. The
attachment transfers these four check sums to storage, beginning at the
address specified in DCB word 7.
Data word
Data word
Data word
Data word
Data word
Data word
Data word

0
1
2
3
4*
5*
6*

Built in check sum-ROS 1
Calculated check sum (inverted)-ROS 1
Built in check sum-ROS 2
Calculated check sum (inverted)-ROS 2
Built in check sum-ROS 3
Calculated check sum (inverted)-ROS 3
AA55 ·(results of buffer test in addressed device)

* Multiple-line attachments only
The second test checks all registers in the attachment. If the test is
successful, the attachment presents a device-end interrupt request. If an
error is detected, the attachment will "hang" and will not present a
device-end interrupt request or an exception interrupt request.
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Start Diagnostic 2
The IDCB for the Start Diagnostic 2 command has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0
7 8
7E

15
XX

' Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

xx xx
In the DCB control word, bit 2 must equal 1, bits 5-7 can equal either 0
or 1 and all other bits must equal 0. The byte count must be 0002 (for
both single-line and multiple-line attachments), and the data address must
be even. If any of these conditions are not met, the attachment presents an
exception interrupt request and reports DCB specification check in the
interrupt status byte.
The attachment activates DTR and request to send (RTS) and checks for
DSR and clear to send ( CTS) to be returned through the modem cable and
wrap connector. The attachment then checks the serializer/deserializer
(SERDES) by wrapping a data character through the cable and wrap
connector. The results of this test are then placed into the high-order byte
of the storage data register. The bits in this byte are:
Bit

Meaning

O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data terminal ready
Data set ready
Request to send
Clear to send
Clocks found*
Buffer service latch failed to set
Transmit mode latch (should equal 1)
Data wrap failed

*

Bit 4 will be on if both transmit and receive clocks are activated due to internal
clocking being wired on. The correct results of this test are F2XX or F AXX,
depending on whether internal clocking is being used.

The attachment places hex FF into the low-order byte of the storage data
register and then attempts to transfer only the high-order byte to storage.
Only the high-order byte of the word in storage addressed by DCB word 7
should be changed. The program should load a value other than hex FF
into the low-order byte of storage so that it can determine if the "byte
mode" transfer worked. If the "byte mode" generated an error, the
low-order byte in storage will contain hex FF.
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Start Control
The Start Control command is reserved for use by IBM engineering.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0
7 8
7C

15
XX

IImmediate data field
DCB address
16

31

Issuing this command to a multiple-line attachment can cause the
attachment to become inoperable. If this happens, the attachment can only
be restored to operation by turning power off, and then on again.
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Device Control Block (DCB)
The DCB is an eight-word area in main storage that describes the specific
parameters of the operation. Its location in storage is assigned by the
program. The data is loaded and changed by the program. The address of
the DCB must be even. If the DCB address is odd, the attachment sets
interrupt status byte bit 1 equal to 1 (delayed command reject) and
terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request ( CC2).
It is fetched by the attachment, using a cycle-steal address key of 000,

after successful execution of a Start 1/0, Start Cycle Steal Status, Start
Control, or Start Diagnostic command. The DCB address transferred to
the attachment through the IDCB points to word 0 of the DCB.

Word

DCB (device control block)

0 Control word
1 Not used

2 Not used

3 Not used
4 Not used
5 Chain address
6 Byte count
7 Data address

0

15
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Control Word 0
Control word 0 prescribes the operation to be performed. The format of
the control word follows.
Bit 0-Chaining Flag. H this bit equals 1, the attachment fetches the next
DCB in the chain at the end of the current DCB operation.
Programming note. Chaining should not be used to receive continuous
blocks of data in the high-speed'atfachment (greater than 9,600 bps), or
the multiple-line attachment. Overrun errors may occur if receive
operations are chained in these attachments.

Bit 1. This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bit 2-lnput Flag. If bit 2 equals 1, data is transferred from the
attachment to the processor; if bit 2 equals 0, data is transferred from the
processor to the attachment.
On a Start command, this bit equal to 1 specifies a receive operation.

The receive operation allows the attachment to start transferring data to
main storage after character synchroriization is established.
The attachment presents a normal device"".end interrupt request or begins a
DCB command chaining operation when a COD character is received and
the byte count is reduced to 0.
The attachment presents an exception interrupt request and interrupt
status byte bit 1 equals 1 if DSR equals 0 when the operation begins.
Bit 12 of DCB word 0 may be used with this operation to limit the time
the attachment allows for establishing character syn~hronization to 3
seconds. Failure to establish character synchronization within this time
results in an ·exception interrupt request with interrupt status byte bit 0
equal to 1.
Bits 3 and 4. These bits are not used and must equal 0.
Bits 5 Through 7-Cycle-Steal Address Key. This is a three-bit key
presented to the processor by the attachment during cycle-steal data
transfers. It is used by the processor to determine if the attachment is
authorized to access certain blocks of main storage.
Bit 8-Half-Rate. The attachment uses this bit only during the enable
terminal operation. If bit 8 equals 1, the modem (if it· is equipped to
recognize half-rate) runs at one-half of its normal bit rate. If internal
clocking is being used, this bit selects the 600-bps rate. If the state of the
rate-select line is to change, the attachment automatically waits 13 seconds
before checking for DSR. This allows the modem enough time to equalize.
Note: If this bit equals 1 and the attachment generates an answer-tone, it
resets the bit rate to its previdus speed. Another enable terminal operation
is required to set half-rate again.
Bit 9-ASCII Mode. If this bit equals 1, the attachment uses ASCII; if
the bit equals 0, the attachment uses EBCDIC.
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Bit 10-Eaable Tennina/. This bit is used to activate DTR to the modem.
A device-end interrupt request occurs 50 milliseconds after DSR is
returned by the modem. If DSR is already active, the request occurs
immediately.
Bit 12 may be used in conjunction with this operation to limit the time
that the attachment will wait for DSR to become active. If bit 12 equals 1,
f allure to get DSR within 3 seconds results in DTR being reset and an
exception interrupt request with interrupt status byte bit 0 equal to 1.
On a medium-speed, single-line attachment wired to IPL the Series/1
processor in s switched network, a ring indication from the modem also
sets DTR equal to 1. For manual call or manual answer sequence, bit 10
must be used to set DTR equal to 1 prior to entering data mode.
On a leased line, DTR is normally wired "on".
Bit 11-Disable Tenni1111/. This bit causes the attachment to deactivate
DTR in order to disconnect the modem from a switched network. The
attachment presents a device-end interrupt request or begins a chaining
operation 2 seconds after DSR goes off. If DSR is not deactivated within 3
seconds, the attachment presents an exception interrupt request with
interrupt sta~us byte bit 0 equal to 1.
Bit 12-Start Timer. This bit can be used with an enable terminal
operation or with a receive operation to provide a 3-second time-out.
When used alone, bit 12 causes the attachment to start timing a 2-second
period, after which the attachment presents a device-end interrupt request.
Bit 13-Tl'tlllfmit Operatio& This operation starts a 3-second timer and
turns on RTS. When the modem returns CTS, the attachment establishes
synchronization (described under "Synchronization and Timing" earlier in
this chapter). The attachment then starts fetching data from main storage
and transmitting the data.
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The attachment presents a normal device-end interrupt request or begins a
DCB command chaining operation when a line turnaround character
(COD) is transmitted and the byte count goes to 0.
The attachment presents an exception interrupt request and interrupt
status byte bit 0 equals 1 if DSR equals 0 when the operation begins.
Failure to receive CTS from the modem within the 3-second time-out
period or CTS being active for 3 seconds without RTS being active results
in an exception interrupt request with bit· 0 equal to 1 in the interrupt
status byte.
The attachment resets transmit mode and RTS after transmitting the pad
character following a COD character. If block checking is used, the
attachment resets transmit mode and RTS after transmitting the pad
character following the BCC.
-Note: RTS can be permanently wired on when desired. CTS must not be
permanently returned by the modem unless RTS is wired on.

Bit 14-Exit Transparent. Because the BSC attachment does not recognize
control characters when transmitting in transparent text mode, there must
be a method of transmitting control sequences so that they can be
recognized as such. Thi_s is accomplished by the exit transparent operation.
The exit transparent operation requires its own DCB and a byte count of
2. Unexpected results may occur if the byte count is greater than 2.
This operation should only be used to transmit the control sequences
shown below following a block of transparent text.
DLE-ETX
DLE-ETB
•

DLE-ITB
DLE-ENQ

Bit 15. This bit is not used and should equal 0.

Chain Address
The Chain Address word contains the storage address of the next DCB
and is used when chaining is indicated. The chain address must be even. If
it is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 3 equal to 1 and
terminates the operation.

Byte Count
The Byte Count word contains the number of bytes to be transferred to or
from storage.

Data Address
The Data Address is the address in main storage where data transfer is to
start.
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Interrupt Status Byte
When the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor, the
interrupt status byte is used to record status that cannot be indicated to
the program by condition codes. The interrupt status byte is meaningful
only when interrupt condition code 2 or 6 is reported. The processor
detects the interrupt status byte in bits 0 through 7 of the interrupt ID
word.
The bits of the interrupt status byte and their meanings follow.

Bit 0-Device-Dependent Status Available. If this bit equals 1, additional
status is available by using the Start Cycle Steal Status command (a
discussion of this status follows in this chapter). This bit may be equal to 1
in conjunction with bit 2 (incorrect length record).
Bit I-Delayed Command Reject. This bit equals 1 under the following
conditions:
•

The command field of the IDCB contains an invalid function or
modifier bit combination.

•

The IDCB contains an odd DCB address.

•

The command field of the IDCB specified a Write command
(OlOX XXXX).

Bit 2-Incorrect Length Record. This error can occur during both transmit
and receive operations. It is caused by either of the following conditions:
•

The byte count has been decremented to 0, the attachment has not
detected a COD character, and the chaining flag is off.

•

The attachment has detected a COD character and the byte count has
not been decremented to 0.

In this case, interrupt status byte bit 0 also equals 1. A Start Cycle Steal
Status command can be used to determine the location of the COD in
storage (residual address).

Bit 3-DCB Specification Check. Any of the following conditions causes
this error:
•

Word 5 of the DCB (chain address) contains an odd address.

•

Word 6 of the DCB (byte count) contains a count other than 6 for a
Start Cycle Steal Status command.

•

Word 7 of the DCB (data address) contains an odd address for a Start
Cycle Steal Status command.

•

A byte count of 0 is specified in the DCB for either a transmit or
receive operation.

•

Bit 2 of the DCB control word equals 0 for a Start Cycle Steal Status
command.

•

Bit 3 of the DCB control word equals 1.
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Bit 4-Storage Data ·C/ta:k. This bit equals 1 during cycle-steal output
operations only. It indicates that the main storage location accessed dliring
the current output cycle contains incorrect parity. The attachment
terminates the operation with an exceptioninterrupt request.

Bit 5-lnvalid Storage Addrm. This bit equals· 1 if the address presented
by the attachment for data or DCB access exceeds the storage size of the
system. The attachment terminates the operation with an
exceptioninterrupt request.
Bit 6-Prot«t Cll«k. This bit equals 1 if the attachment attempts to
access a storage location without the correct cycle-steal address key.
Bit 'J.-lnterface Data Cll«k. This bit equals 1 if a parity error has
detected an interface cycle-steal data transfer. The condition can be
detected by the channel or the attachment. In either case, the attachment
terminates the operation with an exception-interrupt request.
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Cycle-Steal Status Words
Three words of status information are· available by using the Start Cycle
Steal Status command.
The format of the DCB for this command is the same as for a normal
cycle-steal data transfer. The chaining bit is not checked by the
attachment, but it should equal 0. The byte count must be 6. Six bytes of
information are .transferred to main storage starting at the data address
contained in DCB word 7.

WordO
Word 0 contains the main storage address of the last attempted cycle-steal
data transfer. This residual address may be either a data or a DCB
address. When reporting a DCB address, the attachment reports the
address of the low-order byte of the last DCB word that the attachment
attempted to fetch.

Word 1
Word 1 has the following format.
Bit 0-0verrun. During a receive operation, this condition occurs if the
attachment is unable to transfer the contents of the storage data register to
main storage before it is time to reload the register. During a transmit
operation, an overrun occurs if the attachment is unable to reload the
storage data register in time to keep a steady stream of data going out on
the line.
Bit 1-Time-Out. This bit equals 1 if:

•

DSR is not received from the modem within 3 seconds after an enable
terminal operation begins (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 equals 1).

•

Character phase is. not established within 3 seconds of acceptance of a
receive operation (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 equals 1).

•

A continuous synchronization pattern is received for 3 seconds .
While receiving data, no synchronization pattern is received for a
period of 3 seconds.

•
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Bit 2-Modem Interface Error. Conditions that cause this error are:
•

DTR or DSR equals 0 at the beginning of a transmit or a receive
operation.

•

CTS equals 1 for more than 1 second while R TS equals 0 at the
beginning of a transmit operation.

•

DTR or DSR is lost during a transmit or a receive operation.

•

RTS or CTS is lost during a transmit operation.

•

CTS is not returned by the modem within 3 seconds after the
attachment activates RTS.

Bit 3-Block Cheek Error. The BCC received over the data link does not
compare with the BCC accumulated in the attachment. In ASCII mode, an
LRC or VRC error is indicated by this bit.
Note: This error may also occur during heavy channel activity.

Bit 4-Mu/tipoint Transmit Error. This bit indicates that the attachment is
a tributary on a multipoint network and a transmit operation was
attempted before the controlling station selected this station.
Bit 5-Answer-tone Jumper Installed. This bit indicates that the attachment
is wired to provide an answer-tone when it senses that the 'ring indicator'
line from the modem is active.
Bit 6-Mu/tipoint Tributary Jumper Installed. This bit indicates that the
attachment is a tributary station in a multipoint network.
Bit 7-Interna/ Clock Jumper Installed. This bit iiidicates that the internal
clock jumper is installed in the attachment. The attachment provides
clocking for 1,200 bps (600 bps if half-rate has been specified in the
control word of the DCB).
Bits 8-15-Multipoint Address. These bits indicate that this is the
multipoint address for which the attachment is wired.
Bit 8 equals multipoint address bit O; bit 15 equals multipoint address bit
7.
Note: On single-line attachments, bit 8 (multipoint address bit 0) allows
the attachment to IPL the processor when this bit equals 1, regardless of
whether or not the attachment is a multipoint tributary. Bit 0 must not be
wired on when using ASCII.
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Word 2
Word 2 contains status information regarding certain key lines of the
device and indicates that the following modem lines or conditions are
active.
Bit 0-Data Terminal Ready. This bit is an outbound signal from the
attachment to the modem indicating that the attachment is ready to
communicate.
Bit 1-Data Set Ready. This bit is an inbound signal to the attachment
from the modem indicating that power is on and the modem is ready for
line operations.
Bit 2-Request to Send. This bit is an outbound signal from the
attachment to the modem requesting that the modem prepare for data
transmission.
Bit 3-Clear to Send. This bit is an inbound signal to the attachment
from the modem indicating that the link is ready to transmit data.
Bit 4-Ring Indicator. This bit is an inbound signal to the attachment
indicating that the modem detects a ring condition on the line; this is
reported to the program as an attention interrupt request.
Bit 5-Half-Rate Selected. This bit is an outbound signal to the modem
indicating that it should operate at half normal speed (modem must be
equipped with this option); the signal is also called 'data signal rate
selector.'
Bit 6-Transmit Mode Latch. This bit indicates that the attachment is
transmitting data.
Bit 7. This bit is not used and should equal 0.
Bits 8 Through 15 (Indicator Panel Switch Setting). These bits indicate the
current setting of the communications indicator panel
DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches (if installed); bits equal 0 if
communications panel is not installed.
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Status After Reset
There are several methods of resetting some or all of the circuits in the
attachment. They are:

Reset

Action

Power-on reset All attachment components are reset to the off condition.
System reset/
Device reset

All attachment components (except DTR latches and the
cycle-steal residual address) are reset to the off condition.
The controller-end interrupt request is not affected by a
device reset.

Note: For a System Reset, Device Reset, or Halt 1/0 command, the
information displayed by indicator panel switch settings 0-C is not reset.

Multiple-Line Attachment Operation
The BSC multiple-line attachment controller is designed to service one or
two binary synchronous communication 4-line adapter features. The BSC
multiple-line attachment contains hardware and a microprocessor to service
the 4-line adapter. The basic difference between the multiple-line
attachment and the single-line attachment (other than speed limitations) is
that the multiple-line attachment presents a controller busy operate I/ 0
condition code to the program, followed by a controller-end interrupt
request when its hardware is no longer busy.
The programmer should be aware that when multiple controller busy
operate I/0 condition codes are presented, there may be one
controller-end interrupt request. The programmer should queue the
controller busy Operate 1/0 condition codes and clear (post) the
controller-end interrupt condition code to all the controller busy codes
received.
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Error Recovery
Operate I/0 Condition Codes
The BSC single-line and 8-line control feature may present a variety of
operate 1/0 condition codes; these are shown below for each type of
Operate I/ 0 command with a recommended action.

"

BSC operate 1/0 condition codes

CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0
1
2

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
0

3
4

0
1

1
0

1
0

5

1

0

1

6

1

1

0

7

1

1

1

Not attached
Busy
Busy after reset
(Note 1)
Command reject
Intervention
required (Note 2>
Interface data
.check
Controller busy
(Note 3)
Satisfactory

Notes:

1. Not reported by the multiple-line attachment.
2. Not reported by any communications attachment.
3. Not reported by any single-line communications attachment. Reported
on multiple-line attachments whenthe controller is busy servicing a
previous Operate I/ 0 instruction; a subsequent controller end
interrupt will occur (interrupt condition code 0).
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Operate 1/0 command

Controller busy
for next
Operate 1/0
Operate 1/0? cc

Read ID

No

0
1,2,4,6
3
5
7

Abort, device not attached
Abort hardware error
Abort, examine !DCB function
Retry; abort if problem persists
Satisfactory

Prepare

No

0
1

7

Abort; device not attached
Abort if single-line; if multiple-line,
examine bit 15 (I-bit) of the !DCB; if bit 15
equals 1, abort; if bit 15 equals 0, correct
program
Abort
Abort; examine !DCB function
Retry; abort if problem persists
Satisfactory

Halt 1/0

No

0, 1,3,4,5,6
7

Abort
Satisfactory

Device reset

Yes

0
1,2,4,6
3
5

Abort; device not attached
Abort
Examine IDCB function; if OK, abort
Retry; if trouble persists, abort
Satisfactory

2,4,6
3
5

7

Start, Start Cycle Steal
Status, Start Diagnostic
1 & 2, and Start Control
(multiple-line only)

Yes

0

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
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Device not attached; abort
Device reset; retry; if problem persists,
abort
If present on multiple-line adapter, abort; if
single-line attachment, retry; if trouble
persists, abort
Examine function in IDCB; if correct,
abort
Abort
Retry; if trouble persists, abort
Retry on multiple-line attachment after
controller-end interrupt request; abort on
single-line
Satisfactory

Interrupt Condition Codes
Interrupt' requests can occur for the BSC attachment only following the
acceptance of these commands:
• Prepare (This command is not normally an interrupting command. The
only time an interrupt request can occur following this command is
when the device is unprepared and an interrupt request is pending.)
•
•
•
•
•

Start
Start
Start
Start
Start

Cycle Steal Status
Diagnostic 1
Diagnostic 2
Control (multiple-line attachment only)

DSC interrupt condition codes
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0

0

0

0

1
2
3
4
5

0
0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1

6

1

1

0

7

1

1

1

Controller end
(Note 1)
PCI (Note 2)
Exception
Device end
Attention
Attention and PCI
(Note 2)
Attention and
exception
Attention and
device end

Notes:

1.

Reported only by multiple-line attachment. The controller presents the device
address of line 0.

2.

Not reported by BSC attachments.

Various combinations of interrupt condition codes and interrupt stat-q.s
byte values with recommended actions follow (the interrupt status byte is
reproduced for your convenience):
Interrupt status byte
Bit
Name

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Device dependent status available
Delayed command reject
Incorrect record length
DCB specification check
Storage check
Invalid storage address
Protection check
Interlace data check
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Interrupt
status
byte
Interrupt CC

(hex)

0

2 or 6

AO

2 or 6

80

2 or 6

40

2 or 6

20

2 or 6

10

2 or 6

08

2 or 6

04

2 or 6

02

2 or 6

01

Recommended action

Retry Operate 1/0 commands queued with controller busy
operate 1/0 condition code
Normal ending operation to a receive DCB; if a COD was
detected prior to reducing the byte count to 0, perform a
Start Cycle Steal Status command to obtain the location of
the COD (residual address)
Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command, examine bits for
determination of further action
Examine IDCB for invalid function modifier or odd DCB
address; correct error condition and retry
Occurs during a receive or transmit operation; indicates that
the byte count reduced to 0 and no COD character was
detected; increase the receive data buffer size and byte count
and retry
Indicates that the DCB being executed had an odd chain
address (word 5); a Start Cycle Steal Status DCB had a byte
count other than 6 or an odd address; a transmit or receive
DCB had a byte count of O; the I/0 bit of the DCB control
word is incorrect; a diagnostic type DCB had incorrect byte
count or odd data address; a Start Control command to a
multiple-line attachment did not have a byte count of hex
300 or had an odd data address; correct the error and retry
Storage data check; retry operation; if error persists, abort
Invalid storage address; correct program and retry
Protect check; verify the protect key and retry;
Interface data check; retry once and abort if the error
persists

Additional Error-Recovery Recommendations
If condition code 3 (command reject) is received in response to an

Operate I/ 0 instruction, check the validity of the command field of the
IDCB and retry the instruction. Notify the user if the error persists. Only
the following bit combinations are valid:
Prepare command
Device Reset command
Start command
Read ID command
Halt 1/0 command
Write command*

0110 0000
0110 1111
0111 XXXX
0100 0000
1111 0000
OlOX XXXX

X The attachment does not look at these bits during the Operate 1/0 instruction.
* A BSC attachment cannot execute a Write command; however, the attachment
accepts the command. When the Operate I/0 instruction is completed, the
attachment reports delayed command reject by presenting an exception interrupt
request with interrupt status byte bit 1 equal to 1.
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Jwnper Options
The following options can be selected by installing jumpers on the feature
cards.

Single-Line Control Feature (Medium Speed)
Internal Clocking. With this jumper installed, the attachment provides
clocking at 1,200 bps or 600 bps (that is selected by programming).
Amwer-tone. With this jumper installed, the attachment provides a
3-second answer-tone after the modem activates DSR in response to the
attachment activating DTR. This jumper should not be installed if the
modem provides an answer-tone.
Request to Send. If this jumper is installed, the attachment maintains R TS
in an active condition. This eliminates modem turnaround when using a
full-duplex modem. This option should always be selected when using a
modem that always keeps CTS active.
Data Tenninal Ready. If this jumper is installed, the attachment maintains
DTR in an active condition. This option must not be selected for
switched-line operation.
No Ring Indication. This jumper must be installed if the modem does not
provide a ring indication.
Multipoint Tributary. This jumper is installed if the attachment is to be
used as a multipoint tributary. It causes the attachment to look for its
multipoint address on the receive-data line after receiving an initial
character synchronization sequence.
Multipoint Address. These jumpers establish the multipoint address to
which the attachment is to respond. If bit 0 is wired on, the attachment is
allowed to respond to a host-initiated IPL sequence, regardless or whether
or not the multipoint tributary jumper is installed. Bit 0 must not be wired
on when using ASCII.

For switched-line operation, bit 7 must be wired on, and the multipoint
tributary jumper must not be installed.

Binary Synchronous Communication
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Single-Line Control Feature (High Speed)
The high-speed attachment provides the following options, which perform
functions identical to those described for the medium-speed, single-line
attachment;
•

Request to send

•

Data terminal ready

•

Multipoint tributary

•

Multipoint address

In addition to the above options, the attachment has jumpers to select
either an interface compatible with a Western Electric 303 Data Set (or
equivalent) or an interface compatible with CCITT recommendation V.35.

4-Line Adapter Feature
The jumpers on this feature are the same as the jumpers on the
medium-speed, single-line attachment except that multipoint address bit 0
has nothing to do with IPL because multiple-line attachments cannot IPL.
There are four complete sets of jumpers on each card-one set for each
line.
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Communications Indicator Panel
This optional panel is a valuable aid to program debugging and machine
troubleshooting.
2

0

3

4

5

6

7

00000000
0,6
,0
8

4

2

1

4

2

<Q~<QQQ<QOO
L
_J

I

DISPLAY/FUNCTION
I
SELECT
___J

L_____

LINE
SELECT

LINE SELECT Switches
The three LINE-SELECT switches are used only with multiple-line
attachments. They are used to select a particular line. A line is selected by
setting the last three bits of its device address, in binary form, into the
LINE-SELECT switches. The LINE-SELECT switches are ignored when
the indicator panel is used with a single-line attachment.

DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches
The DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches determine what
information is displayed on the panel. Figures 3-3 and 3-4 are lists of
switch settings and the information that is displayed on the panel.
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
sWitcb
setting
00000

00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111
01000
01001
01010

Lamps

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7)
0-7)
5
6

7

01011
01100
01101
01110
01111

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0
1
2
3
4

5
6

10000

0
1

2

3
4
5
6
7

Information
High-order byte of DCB word 0 (control word)
Low-order byte of DCB word 0 (control word)
High-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
High-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)
Low-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)
High-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
High-order byte of the storage data register
Low-order byte of the storage data register
Interrupt condition code bit 4
Interrupt condition code bit 2
Interrupt condition code bit 1
ISB
High-order byte of cycle-steal status word 1
High-order byte of the CRC
Low-order byte of the CRC (or LRC)
DTR
DSR
RTS
CTS
Ring indicator
Half-rate select
Transmit mode
DTR
DSR
RTS
CTS
Transmit data (on = space)
Receive data (on = space)
Transmit mode
Receive mode

Figure 3-3 (Part 1of2). Indicator panel information-single-line DSC features
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION

SELECT
swltda
setting

10001

10100
10110

10111

11000

11010
11011
11100
11111

Lamps

Information

5
6
7
0-7

Answer-tone jumper installed
Multipoint tributary jumper installed
Internal clocking jumper installed
Miltipoint address

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2
3
4

COD
BCC
Text Mode
Transparent mode
DLE 1
Character phase
SYN2
SYN 1
Selected mode
Control mode
VRC error
BCC error
ASCII mode

0
1
2
3
5
6
3
0-7
0-7

Second DCl
First DC 1 IPL sequence
Address 2 (MP address received)
Address 1 (MP address received)
ITB sent or received
EOT /NAK sent or received
EOT sent or received
Lamp test; all lamps should be on
Same as switch setting 10000; resets DTR.

Note: Switch settings and lamp indications other than those shown require detailed
knowledge of the microcode to understand.

Figure 3-3 (Part 2 of 2). Indicator panel information-single-Une RSC features
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
switch
setting

Lamps

Information

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

High-order byte of DCB word 0 (control word)

Low-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)

01000

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7)

01001

0-7)

Low-order byte of the storage data register

01010

5
6
7

Interrupt condition code bit 4
Interrupt condition code bit 2
Interrupt condition code bit 1

01011

0-7
0-7

ISB

()()()()()

00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111

01100
01101
01110
01111

0-7
0-7
0
1
2
3

4
5
6
10000

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Low-order byte of DCB word 0 (control word)
High-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
High-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)
High-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
High-order byte of the storage data register

High-order byte of cycle-steal status word 1
High-order byte of the CRC
Low-order byte of the CRC (or LRC)
DTR
DSR
RTS
CTS
Ring indicator
Half-rate select
Transmit mode
DTR
DSR
RTS
CTS
Transmit data
Receive data
Transmit mode
Receive mode

Figure 3-4 (Part 1of1). Indicator panel information-multiple-line RSC features
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION

SELECT
switch
setting

Lamps

Informatlon

10100

4
5
6
7
0-7

Interrupt pending
Answer-tone jumper installed
Multipoint tributary jumper installed
Internal clocking jumper installed
Multipoint address

10101

0

Enable timer bit
Timer value in 50-milliseccond increments

10001

1-7
10110

0
1
2

3
4
5
10111

0
1

2
3

11000
11001

11100
11101
11110
11111

2
3
1
2
7
0-7

0-7
0-7

COD sent or received
BCC sent or received
Text Mode
Transparent mode
OLE sent or received
Character phase
Selected mode
Control mode
VRC error
BCC error
Address 2 (MP address received)
Address 1 (MP address received)
ITB sent or received
EQT /NAK sent or received
EQT sent or received
Lamp test; all lamps should be on
First character after character phase in receive
Contains last COD character sent or received
Resets DTR if it is not

jump~red

"on"

Note: Switch settings and lamp indications other than those shown require detailed
knowledge of the microcode to understand.
Figure 3-4 (Part l of l). Indicator panel information-multiple-tine BSC features
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Chapter 4. Synchronous Data Link Control

This chapter describes the Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC)
Single-Line Control feature which controls the serial transfer of data to
and from remote terminals or host systems by using modems and
communication line facilities. The SDLC feature allows a Series/ 1
processor to communicate with telecommunication equipment or other
processors with compatible adapters. The following communication
characteristics apply to the SDLC feature:
•

Data transmission uses SDLC procedures.

•

The feature can communicate with host systems or terminals using
Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC),
American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII), or any
other eight-bit data code.

•

The attachment is a single-line, medium-speed, half-duplex device that
can operate on switched or nonswitched lines.
Bit rates of up to 9 ,600 bps with external clocking; bit· rate of 600 bps
or 1,200 bps with internal clocking.

•
•

It can be used as either a primary or secondary station.

•
•

Internal clocking is available.
Non-return-to-zero-change-on-ones (NRZI) recording is used with
internal clocking.

•

Non-return-to-zero (NRZ) recording or NRZI recording can be used
with external clocking.
Answer-tone generation can be provided by installing a jumper on the
attachment card.

•
•

The attachment does not support station-address-field extensions or
control-field extensions.

ConfiguratiQns
The SDLC feature is on a single card that can be installed in any 1/0 card
socket in the processor enclosure or in an 1/0 expansion unit; it is
available only in single-line, half-duplex configurations. If the line is
connected to a full-duplex modem the attachment .still operates in
half-duplex mode. The 'request to send' jumper should be in~talled when
the SDLC feature is connected to a full-duplex modem.
Connections to the modem and the indicator panel are made through
top-card connectors.
Note: Throughout the remainder of ~his chapter, the term "attachment" is
used as a general term to r~fer to the ~DLC Single-Line Control feature.
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Operating Modes
Monitor Mode
The attachment is placed in monitor mode by a Receive command. While
in this mode, the attachment is constantly monitoring the line, looking for
a flag character. If the attachment is operating as a primary station it
immediately goes into receive mode upon recognizing a flag character. If
the attachment is operating as a secondary station, it checks the address
following the flag. If the address is its own (or the broadcast address), the
attachment goes into receive mode. If the address is not the address of the
attachment, the attachment remains in monitor mode.

Receive Mode
If the attachment is operating as a primary station, data is transferred to

main storage beginning with the A-field. When the attachment is operating
as a secondary station in receive mode, data is transferred to main storage
beginning with the C-field. If the attachment is operating as a secondary
station, the attachment automatically checks the received address to
determine if the frame is intended for this station. If the frame is intended
for this station, the attachment transfers the data to storage (beginning
with the C-field).

L _ Primary station data ____J

i---- to or from storage - - i

Flag

Address

Control

lnfor7ation

I

FCS

I

Flag

L Secondary station data .-.I
,------ to or from storage

--.--1

The accumulation of frame-check sequences starts with the address and
includes the frame-check sequence received.

Flag

Address

I·

Control

lnfor~tion

FCS accumulation
(receive)

I I
·I
FCS

Flag

Transmit Mode
This mode is established when a Transmit command has been issued by
the program. Frame-check sequence accumulation begins with the first
character to be transmitted after the beginning flag character and
continues until the byte count, device control block (DCB) word 6, is
decremented to 0.
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Flag

Address

Control

Information

FCS

Flag

l.__FCS accumulation~
~(transmit)

~

I

The frame-check sequence is then automatically transmitted, followed by a
flag character. If the attachment is operating as a primary station, the
address of the receiver comes from storage .. If the attachment is operating
as a secondary station, the hardware provides the A-field of the frame.

Transmission Codes
The SDLC attachment allows data communication using any eight-bit data
code including EBCDIC or ASCII. The EBCDIC and ASCII character
assignments are shown in Appendix A.

Control Characters
Two levels of information grouping are in SDLC procedures. The basic
level, called a frame, is checked by the attachment for transmission errors.
The frame is the vehicle for every command, every response, and all
information that is transmitted using SDLC procedures.

Q--

z

~

)

Frame starts;
transmission
checking begins

'--8

1

Frame ends;
transmission check
is complete

All control and information
data is sent in one or more
frames

The higher level of grouping, a frame sequence, is checked by the program
for missing or duplicated frames. At a station that transmits sequenced
frames, the program counts and numbers each sequenced frame; this count
is called N s. At a station receiving sequenced frames, the program counts
each error-free sequenced frame that it receives; this count is called Nr.
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Secondary

Primary

Nrcount

Ns Count

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1

6

~

next

0

---8

/

Frames

I

0

2

3

4

Nrcount

Ns Count

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ns
6

Ns

2

3
4
5

.

A

5

2

It I

3
4
5

tores=-G

Poll (command

0-

z

6

0

next

QJ

NsO
Nr=7
Final (response)

H
If B responds with Nr =:

A may send, on request, Ns frames:

7 (as above, all frames check OK)
6 (frame 6 discarded because of error)
5 (error on frarne 5; 5 and 6 discarded)
4 (error on frame 4; 4-6 discarded)
3 (error on frame 3; 3-6 discarded)
2 (error on frame 2; 2-6 discarded)
1 (error on frame 1; 1-6 discarded)
0 (error on frame O; no frames accepted)

7, 0, 1, 2,
7, 0, 1,
7, 0,
7,

3,
2,
1,
0,
7,

4,
3,
2,
1,
0,
7,

5
4
3
2
1
0
7

(continue)
(retransmit and
(retransmit and
(retransmit and
(retransmit and
(retransmit and
(retransmit and
(retransmit)

continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)

Note: Shaded frames are retransmitted.

The program advances the Nr count when a frame is checked and found to
be error-free. Nr then becomes the count of the next-expected frame and
should agree with the next incoming Ns count. If the incoming Ns does not
agree with Nr, the frame is out of sequence and the count Nr does not
advance. Out-of-sequence frames may be rejected or saved, at the option
of the program. The receiving station does accept the incoming Nr count
(confirmation) if the out-of-sequence frame is otherwise error-free.
The counting capacity for Nr or Ns is 8, using the digits 0 through 7.
These counts can "wrap around;" that is, 7 is followed by 0. Up to seven
frames may be sent before the receiver reports its Nr count to the
transmitter because some or all of the frames may need repeating. The
reported Nr count is the sequence number of the next frame that the
receiving station. expects to receive; therefore, if the count is not the same
at a checkpoint as the transmitter's next sequence number, some of the
frames already sent must be repeated.
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The Nr and Ns counts of both stations are initialized to 0 at the discretion
of the primary station. At other times, the counts advance as sequenced
frames are sent and received

Data Flow
Each character occupies a byte position in storage. Transfers to and from
storage are two bytes at a time, except that the first and lkst transfers may
move only one byte if specified by the data address or byte count.

Transmit
Transmission data is fetched from storage two characters at a time. The
high-order byte holds the first character to be sent and the low-order byte
holds the next character. After a character has been transferred into the
serializer/deserializer (SERDES), it is transmitted over the line serially,
low-order bit first. Figure 4-1 illustrates the data flow.

Buffer

Storage

0

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415

EBCDIC

0

2 3 4 5 6 7 0

ASCII

p 7 6 5 4 3 2

p 7 6 5 4 3 2

First
character

Figure 4-1.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Second
character

SDLC attachment data flow

Note: H the data address (DCB word 7) is odd, only one character is
fetched from storage on the first data transfer
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Receive
The first bit received is transferred into the low-order bit position of a
byte, the second bit received is transferred into the next higher bit
position, and so on, until a character is assembled. The first character
received is loaded into the high-order byte of the storage data register and
the next character is loaded in the low-order byte. The attachment
provides buffering for four bytes of data. This allows the attachment to
recognize .an ending flag without putting the frame-check sequence into
storage. Data is written into main storage without any code translation.

Note: If the data address (DCB word 7) is odd, only one character is sent
to storage on the first data transfer
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Frame Format
All active communication regulated by SDLC procedures have a format
called a frame. Each frame is enclosed in flags.
Starting from the beginning flag as a reference point, eight consecutive
binary bits are dedicated to the address (A) of the secondary station. The
next eight consecutive bits comprise the control (C) information, which
can be a command or response. At least 16 more bits are transmitted after
the C-field before the ending flag is sent. These 16 bits, the frame-check
sequence (FCS), contain the transmission checking information; therefore,
the internal structure of any valid frame must consist of at least. 32
consecutive binary bits.
Any information (I) field is sent following the C-field and preceding the
frame-check sequence field. The I-field is not restricted in format or
content. In a frame with an I-field, the maximum length is not restricted
by procedures.
The transmission check at the receiver is complete when the ending flag is
recognized. The receiving attachment separates the I-field from
frame-check sequence information when the ending flag is received, and
does not put the frame-check sequence into storage.

Flag
Two flags, the beginning flag and the ending flag, enclose the SDLC
frame. The beginning flag serves as a reference for the position of the Aand C-fields and initiates transmission error checking; the ending flag
terminates the check for transmission errors. Both. beginning and ending
flags have the binary configuration 01111110. The bit orientation of
SDLC allows the flag to be recognized at any time.
A flag may be followed by a frame or by another flag.

Beginning
Flag
111110

Ending

c

A

FCS
01

I

Flag

I

0

I

Address

Control

Check field

I

I

Flag
111

I

Flag

·1

I

j.-Sbits*~
I

I

\

r'4..------16 bits*-----..~1
I

"""'l11~---16bits*-----11•~1
Variable-length information field
I
(may be absent)

I

I

I..........-----Span of cyclic redundancy check and 0 insertion-------1......I
(See "Frame Check Sequence (FCS) Field.)
*Excluding inserted O's.
Frame Format
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Zero Insertion
A frame can be identified because it begins with a flag and contains only
non-flag bit patterns. (The frame ends at the next flag.) This characteristic
does not restrict the contents of a frame, because SDLC procedures
require that a binary 0 be inserted by the transmitted station after any
succession of five contiguous 1's within the frame. No pattern of
01111110 (flag) is ever transmitted by chance. After testing for flag
recognition, the receiver removes a 0 that follows a received succession of
five contiguous 1's. The attachment automatically provides zero insertion
and deletion. Inserted and removed O's are not included in the transmission
error check. (A one that follows five ones is not removed.)
Note: When NRZI transmission recording is used, zero insertion eliminates.
the remaining possibility of prolonged transitionless periods in the active
state

NRZI transmission allows the transmit data line to change states when a
logical zero is transmitted.
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From storage
in parallel
form

Serialize
Compute FCS
Generate Flag
Insert a 0 after
five 1's between
flags (F)

Recognize F's
Delete a 0
after five 1's
between F's
Compute and
check FCS
Deserialize

To storage
in parallel
form

F

c

A

Bit stream
for CRC computation

01111110 11111111 11000000 11111100 11111101

Transmitted bit
stream

01111110111110111110000000111110100111110101

t

t

t

Inserted zeros t

tDeleted zerost

t

t

Received bit
stream

01111110111110111110000000111110100111110101

Bit stream
for CRC computation

01111110 11111111 11000000 11111100 11111101
F

A

C

Data Link Control Functions and Zero Insertion/Deletion
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Idle Stations
A series of contiguous flags may be transmitted by a station to maintain
bit synchronization and to maintain the data link in an active state. A
series of flags may also be used to hold the authority to transmit and to
avoid time-outs at the linked station(s).
Note: The use of NRZI transmission recording and zero insertion is
restricted to the active state of the data link; neither one operates in the
idle state

Address Field
The primary station manages a data link by issuing commands to the
secondary stations that recognize their address in the A-field of a received
frame.
A primary station can address all secondaries by sending an all J 's
address (hex FF). A secondary station may receive a common address or
its individual address; however, when a secondary station sends any
response, only its individual address is used.

Control Field and the Poll/Final (P /F) Bit
The C-field contains, within its eight binary digits, the capability to encode
the commands and responses required to control a data link. The C-field
has three formats, as shown here:
(sent first)

(sent last)

.i

Bits
Information transfer
format
Supervisory
format
Nonsequenced
Poll/final bit

I'o

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

2

I
3 I 4

I
I
I
I

Nr

P/F

Nr

P/F I

**

P/F

I
I
I

t'

*Codes for supervisory commands/responses
**Codes for nonsequenced commands/responses
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5

I

I
I 0

Ns
*
**

i

6 I 7

r--'

I 0
I
I
II

Each C-field contains the format identifier and poll/final bits. The codes
for the C-field commands and responses are shown here:

Sent
last
Format
(See
Note)
NS

s

I

00

Sent
first

z

""a
,~

Binary
configuration

,~

8
80

"Q

z""

"" .=
;§

00
......
(I)

(I)

00

=

0

c:i...

00

Acronym

u

~

x

x

""a c!::§_~

......

(I)

Q)

I+::
~

0

l5..

00

(I)

00

(I)

~

ooZ

8 'E::sh

.:i

'=

0

u0 ':""f3 Defining characteristics

000

P/F

0011

UI

000

F

0111

RIM

000

p

0111

SIM

x

x

x

Set initialization mode; the
using system prescribes the
procedures

100

p

0011

SNRM

x

x ·x

Set normal response mode;
transmit on command

000

1111

DM

0011

DISC

x
x

This station is offline

010

F
p

011

F

0011

NSA

100

F

0111

FRMR

101

P/F

1111

XID

001

P/F

0011

NSP

111

P/F

0011

TEST

Nr

P/F

0001

RR

Nr

P/F

0101

RNR

Nr

P/F

1001

Nr

P/F

NsO

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

REJ

x
x
x

x
x
x

I

x

x

Command or response that requires unnumbered information

x

Initialization needed; expect
SIM

Do not transmit or receive
information

x

Acknowledge NS commands
Invalid frame received; must
receive SNRM, DISC, or SIM
System identification in I-field

x

Response optional if no P-bit

x

Check pattern in I-field

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Ready to receive
Not ready to receive
Transmit or retransmit, starting
with frame Nr
Sequenced I-frame

Note: NS = nonsequenced, S = supervisory, I = mformat10n.

The poll/final (P /F) bit is the send-receive control. A poll bit is sent to a
secondary station to authorize transmission; a final bit is returned by the
secondary station in response to the poll bit. (Do not confuse the final bit
with the F (flag) frame delimiter pattern.) Normally, only one poll bit is
outstanding (unanswered by a final bit) on a data link.
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Information Transfer Format
A C-field in the information transfer format is a part of each sequenced
frame that is transmitted over a data link. It contains the poll-final bit and
the Nr and Ns counts.
Stations transmitting information-transfer frames request configuration by
sending the Ns count; they confirm by sending the Nr count.
Supervisory, Nr = 2
(confirm frames 0-1 )
r-1 nformation transfer

l
Primary
sends frames

Ns

P (poll)

=
I

0 I

2

J,
F (final)

Ns=
Secondary
sends frames

I

Confirm frames 0-3 (Nr

0

~

1

~ j
4)

Superyjsory Format
The supervisory. format is an adjunct to the information transfer format.
Frames containing a C-field of the supervisory format convey ready or
busy conditions and may be used to report sequence errors (thus
requesting retransmission). Such frames may be interspersed with frames
having a C-field of the information transfer format. Whether or not a
primary station has information data to transmit, it may use a frame
having ~ C-field of the supervisory format to poll a secondary station. A
secondary station may use the supervisory format to respond to a request
for confirmation. Frames with a supervisory format C-field are not
counted in the Nr or Ns counts.

Nonsequenced Fonnat
Command and response frames having a C-field of this format are used
for data link management. Data link management includes activating and
initializing secondary stations, controlling the response mode of secondary
station, and reporting of procedural errors (not recoverable by
retransmission). Information data may also be transmitted, using a frame
with a C-field of .the nonsequenced format. Frames with a nonsequenced
format C-field are not counted in the.Nr or Ns counts.
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Infonnation Field
SDLC procedure are desinged as a vehicle for data contained in the I-field.
The I-field contains data that is moved, by using the data link, from place
to place in the system. The I-field is unrestricted in format and content; its
contents are not apparent to the components of data link control.
An I-field is normally included with every frame having a C-field of the

information-transfer format. These information-transfer frames are the
only ones that are sequenced.
There are provisions for an I-field in frames with a nonsequenced format
C-field, but these are unprotected by sequence checking.

Frame Check Sequence Field
The frame-check sequence field (also called block check character (BCC)
contains 16 binary digits. It follows the I-field (if there is one; the C-field
if not) and immediately precedes the ending flag. These 16 digits result
from a mathematical computation on the digital value of all binary bits
within the frame (excluding inserted O's). The purpose is to validate
transmission accuracy.
The transmitting SDLC attachment performs the computation and sends
the resulting frame-check sequence value. The receiving SDLC attachment
performs a similar computation and checks its results; it discards a frame
that is found to be incorrect and does not advance its Nr count.
Synchronization
The basic SDLC attachment receives timing pulses from the modem. This
establishes and maintains bit synchronization. When the attachment starts
to transmit, the attachment automatically transmits a flag character. This
establishes frame and byte synchronization.
Some modems, to operate properly, may require NRZI-recorded data
and/ or pad characters.· Bits 9 and 12 of the DCB control word can be
used to satisfy particular modem requirements.
If internal clocking is used, the attachment operates in NRZI mode and
automatically sends two pad characters (hex 00) prior to sending the
beginning flag. This causes 16 bit transitions to take place before the flag
character is sent.
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Timers
The attachment has two programmable timers. Each timer can count up to
27 seconds, in 106-millisecond increments. Bits 0 through 7 of DCB word
1 control one timer; bits 8 through 15 control the second timer.

Timer 1
Timer 1 can be used in a variety of ways:
Idle detect timer-If a receive operation is specified, the attachment
runs timer 1 for the duration specified by bits 0 through 7 of DCB
word 1. When this time times out, the attachment begins checking the
line for an idle condition. If an idle condition is detected, the
attachment presents an exception-interrupt request.
If a flag character is detected while timer 1 is running, the attachment
immediately begins checking for an idle condition and stops timer 1. If
an idle condition is detected from the time that timer 1 stops until the
receive operation ends, the attachment presents an exception-interrupt
request.
If the program assigns a value of 0 to timer 1, the attachment does not

check for an idle condition.
Note: An idle condition is .15 contiguous ones on the line.

•

'Data set ready' time-out-During an enable terminal operation, this
time-out occurs if 'data set read' (DSR) is not returned by the modem
within the specified time. If the condition of the rate select line will be
changed during. the enable terminal operation, this timer must be set to
a value that will allow the modem enough time to equalize. Consult
the manual for the modem being used to determine equalizaiton time.

•

'Disable data terminal ready' time-out-During a' disable terminal
operation, a time-out occurs if DSR is not deactivated within the
specified time.

•

'Clear to send' time-out-During a transmit operation, a modem
interface error occurs if 'clear to send' (CTS) is not returned by the
modem within the specified time.

•

Program delay-When the operation is not an enable terminal, disable
terminal, receive, or transmit operation, timer 1 can be used by the
program for timing puposes.

Timer 2
Timer 2 is used in two ways:
• Nonproductive receive time-out. This time-out is used only during
receive operations. Its purpose is to limit the total nonproductive
receiving time for a total receive operation. A total receive operation
can be a single receive operation or a chain of receive operations
initiated by a single Operate I/ 0 instruction. When chaining receive
operations, the value for timer 2 is taken from each DCB in the chain.
The timer runs anytime that the attachment is not receiving flags or
frames. When timer 2 times out, the attachment presents an exception
interrupt request.
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•

Hold-line-active timer. When timer 2 is used in conjunction with a
transmit operation with bit 15 on in the DCB control word, the
attachment transmits flag characters for the duration of the time
specified by bits 8 through 15 of DCB word 1, or until another
transmit operation begins.

Note: When the timers are set to 0, no time-out occurs.

Commands
The Operate I/O instruction points to the immediate DCB (IDCB), which
contains one of the following commands:
•

Prepare

•

Halt I/O
Device Reset

•

•

Start
Start Cycle Steal Status
Read ID

•
•
•
•

Start Diagnostic 1

Start Diagnostic 2
It is the programmer's respons,ibility to ensure that the program always
tests the Operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/ 0
instruction.
Note: See Appendix D for an example of an adapter initialization program

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the
addressed device. The data word contains the level and I-bit. The device is
always able to accept and execute a Prepare command, even if it is busy
or has an interrupt request pending from a previous command. The IDCB
for the Prepare command has the following format:
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

xxxxxxx

7 8

15

0

60

I

00-7F

Immediate data field

16

O's

Level

2627

3031
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Level This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level assigned to
the device. The binary value of bits 27-30 indicates priority levels of ().;..3.
Example:
Bits 27-30
Level

0000
0001
0010
0011

0
1
2
3

I-Bit. This bit determines whether the device is allowed to present
interrupt requests. An I-bit value of 1 means that the device can request to
interrupt; a value of 0 means that the· device cannot interrupt.
The attachment stores the level data and presents it to the processor each
time the attachment presents an interrupt request. The prepare information
(level and I-bit) is reset by a system reset or a power-on reset.
The Prepare command causes an interrupt request only when the
attachment is not prepared (I-bit equal to 0) and has an interrupt request
pending upon receipt of a Prepare with the I-bit equal to 1.
The Prepare command always causes an attachment to respond with
satisfactory (CC7).

Halt 1/0
This command halts all I/ 0 activity on the I/ 0 channel. The reset
functions in the attachment are the same as those carried out for a Device
Reset.
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx

FO
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xx

Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed device. Any pending
interrupt requests are cleared. The prepared level, I-bit, residual address,
and 'data terminal ready' (DTR) are not reset by this command. The
Device Reset command.has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0

xxxxxxx

7 8

15

0

00-7F

6F

I

Immediate data field

O's
31

16

A Device Reset command issued to the attachment causes the attachment
to become busy while the reset functions are carried out. The amount of
time that the attachment is busy is a function of the microcode program.
The attachment presents a busy after reset (CC2) if an Operate 1/0
follows a Device Reset too closely.

Start
The Start command transfers the address of a DCB to the attachment.
When the Start command is· accepted, the attachment fetches the DCB
from the main storage address specified in the immediate data field of the
IDCB and begins executing the operation.
I DCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

xxxxxxx

7 8

15

0

70
!Immediate data field
DCB address
16

00-7F

31
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Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command causes the attachment to transfer
status information (about the previous cycle-steal operation to the
processor. The attachment provides four words of cycle-steal status
information. The byte count specified in word 7 of the DCB· must be 8.
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Device address field
Command field

0
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 8
0

x x x x x x x

----..----

15

00-7F

7F

I'

mmediate data field
DCB address

31

16

The data address (word 7) must be on a word boundary (bit 15 equal 0)
or an exception interrupt request (CC2) will occur with DCB specification
check bit (bit 3) equal to 1 in the interrupt status byte.
See "Cycle-Steal Status Words" (later in this chapter) for a description of
the status information.

Read ID
The Read ID command transfers the attachment's identification (ID) word
from the attachment to the immediate data field of the IDCB. The ID
word of the SDLC attachment is shown below as it appears in the
immediate data field of the IDCB:
I DCB (immediate device control block)

Device address field

Command field

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 8
0

xxxxxx x
15

00-7F

20
Immediate data field

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
16

31

~~~'--.-'

1
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Diagnostic Commands
The Diagnostic Commands are used by diagnostic programs to check for
corrrect operation of· the attachment.
Start Diagnostic 1
The format of the IDCB for this command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
0
7 8

70

15

00-7F

I

Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

xx xx
The byte count for this operation must be 12 (hex OOOC) and the data
address must be even; otherwise, a DCB specification check will occur.
The DCB control word should be hex 2000.
The Start Diagnostic 1 causes the following four tests to be performed in
the attachment.
1. Register test-Upon recognition of the Start Diagnostic 1 command
and before fetching the DCB, all registers accessible to the
microcontroller are tested. If the test finds an error, the attachment
will "hang" and proceed no further. If the test does not find an error,
the attachment will fetch the DCB and proceed with test 2.
2.

Check sum test-The read-only-storage (ROS) modules in the
attachment have a check sum built into them when they are made.
This test reads each location in ROS and calculates a check sum for
each module. It then transfers the built-in and calculated check sums
to storage as follows:
Data word 0 = Built-in check sum ROS module 1
Data word 1

= Calculated check sum ROS module

1 (inverted)

Data word 2 = Built-in check sum ROS module 2
Data word 3

= Calculated check sum ROS module 2

(inverted)
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3. Function test-This test checks various circuits and latches in the
attachment. The results are then placed in data· word 4 in storage. The
bits in data word 4 have the following significance:
Bit

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

DTR active
DSR active
Not used
Not used
NRZ transmit tested successfully*
Not used
NRZI transmit tested successfully
Not used
Flag latch tested successfully
Abort latch tested successfully
Idle latch tested successfully
Buffer service latch tested successfully
Overrun latch tested successfully
Zero bit insert tested successfully
Transmit clock active
Receive clock active

*NRZ is not tested if the internal clock jumper is installed.

The following table shows the correct contents of data word 4 for
various configurations:

With internal
clocking
Leased-line
or
switched-line
with modem enable
Switched-line with
modem disabled

C2FF
82FF

Without internal
clocking*

CAFC
CAFD
CAFE
CAFF
8AFC
8AFD
8AFE
BAFF

*State of bits 14 and 15 depends on state of modem clocks.

4. Byte transfer test-The attachment loads the value in the
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches of the communication
indicator panel into both bytes of the attacmnent's storage data
register. If an indicator panel is not connected to the attachment, the
value is 0. The attachment then attempts to transer only the high-order
byte of the storage data register to data word 5 in storage. The
low-order bytes of data word 5 in storage should remain unchanged.
The program should make data word 5 equal to FFFF before issuing
the Start Diagnostic 1 command to verify the correct byte transfer.
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Start Diagnostic 2
The Start Diagnostic 2 command is used by diagnostic programs to
perform the same tests as the Start Diagnostic 1 command, with the
addition of a data wrap test during test 3 (see "Start Diagnostic 1"). The
format of the IDCB for this command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 x
0
7 8

xxxxxxx
15
00-7F

7E

Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

xx xx
The byte count for this operation must be 12 (hex OOOC) and the data
address must be even; otherwise a DCB specificaiton check will be
transmitted. The DCB control word should be hex 2000. For this
command to operate properly, the atttachment must be disconnected from
the modem and a wrap connector must be plugged into the modem end of
the cable that goes from the attachment to the modem.
The bits in data word 4 have the following significance for the Start
Diagnostic 2 command:
Bit

l\1eaning

0
1
2
3
4

DTR active
DSR active
RTS active
CTS active
NRZ transmit tested successfully*
NRZ receive tested successfully*
NRZI transmit tested successfully
NRZI receive tested successfully
Flag latch tested successfully
Abort latch tested successfully
Idle latch tested successfully
Buffer service latch tested successfully
Overrun latch tested successfully
Zero bit insert tested successfully
Transmit clock active
Receive clock active

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

*NRZ is not tested if the internal clock jumper is installed.

If the attachment supplies internal clocking, data word 4 should equal
F3FF. If the modem supplies clocking, data word 4 should equal FFFC.
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Device Control Block (DCB)
The DCB is an eight-word area in main storage that describes the specific
parameters of the operation. Its location in storage is assigned by the
program. The data in its words is loaded and changed by the program. It is
fetched by the attachment, using a cycle-steal address key of 0 after
successful execution of a Start 1/0, Start Cycle Steal Status, Start
Diagnostic 1, or Start Diagnostic· 2 command.
The DCB address transferred to the attachment through the IDCB points
to word 0 of the DCB and must be even. If the DCB address is odd, the
attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 1 (delayed command reject) to 1
and terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request (CC2).
Words 1 through 5 are ignored during a Start Cycle Steal Status, Start
Diagnostic 1, or Start Diagnostic 2 command. The format of the DCB is
shown below.
DCB (device control block)
Word

0 Control word
1 Timer 1

_[Timer 2

2 Not used (O's)
3 Not used (O's)
4 Status address

5 Chain address
6 Byte count

7 Data address
0
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Control Word 0
Control word 0 delineates the cycle-steal operation. The format of the
control word follows.

Bit 0-Chaining Flag. If this bit equals 1, the next DCB in the chain is
fetched after the successful completion of the current DCB operation. If
this bit equals 0 and the operation is successfully completed, the
attachment presents a normal ending interrupt request.
Bit 1. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 2-lnput Flag. This bit indicates the direction of data transfer relative
to main storage. If bit 2 equals l, data is transferred from the attachment
to the processor; if bit 2 equals 0, data is transferred from the processor to
the attachment. On a Start command, a receive operation is specified by
this bit begin equal to 1. This bit must equal 1 for a Start Cycle Steal
Status, Start Diagnostic 1, or Start Diagnotic 2 command.
Receive operation -This operation allows the attachment to begin
transferring received data to the processor after synchronization is
established.
The ending conditions for a receive operation are dependent on several
factors:
•

The setting of the chaining flag .(bit 0)

•
•

The setting of the SE bit (bit 4)
The condition of the poll-final bit in the current frame

• Whether any errors occurred in the frame
There are two general type of errors: suppressible and nonsuppressible.
Nonsuppressible errors always cause an exception interrupt request (CC2).
All errors except the following four are nonsuppressible.
• Overrun
• Aborted frame
• Incorrect length record
• Block check error
The action taken when a suppressible error occurs depends on the setting
of the SE bit. If the SE bit equals 0, the attachment presents an exception
interrupt (CC2) and posts the cause of the error in the interrupt status
byte or cycle-steal status words. If the SE bit equals 1, the attachment
posts the error in the residual status block and either presents a device end
interrupt request ( CC3) with interrupt information byte bit 0 equal to 1,
or chains to the next DCB.
Bits 0 through 7 of DCB word 1 can be used in conjunction with the
receive operation to specify a time after which the attachment will begin
checking the line for an idle condition. If an idle condition is detected, the
attachment sets bit 5 equal to 1 in cycle-steal status word 2 and bit 0
equal to 1 in the interrupt status byte, and presents an exception interrupt
request.
Bits 8 through 15 of DCB word 1 can be used in conjunction with the
receive operation to specify the nonproductive receive time-out period.
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Bit 3. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 4-Suppnm Exception. This bit is used with receive operations only.
When this bit equals 1, the attachment does not present an exception
interrupt request upon detecting incorrect-length records, aborted frames,
overruns, or block check errors. Instead, the attachment stores two words
of information· into the residual status block at the end of the operation,
beginning at the address specified in the status address (DCB word 4).
The first word contains the residual byte count. The second word contains
the residual status flags. See the description of the status address (DCB
word 4) for a description of the residual status block.
Bits 5 Through 7-Cycle-Steal Addnm Key. This is a three-bit key
presented to the processor by the attachment during data transfers· so that
the processor can ascertain whether the attachment is authorized to access
certain blocks of main storage.
Bit 8-Half-Rate. The attachment only recognizes this bit during the
enable termi!J.al operation-and then only if DSR is already equal to 1.
This bit causes the modem to operate at one-half of its normal bit rate (if
the modem is equipped to do so). If internal clocking is being used, this bit
selects the 600-bps bit rate. If changing bit rates, timer 1 (bits 0 through 7
of DCB word 1) should be set to allow enough time for the modem to
equalize when using modem clocking. The attachment will not change rates
if timer 1 equals 0, regardless of whether internal clocking or modem
clocking is being used.

Bit 9-NRZI Reconling. This bit causes the attachment to use and
recognize NRZI recording. When the internal clocking feature is used,
NRZI is automatic and this bit is ignored.
Bit JO-Enable Terminal Operation. This bit causes the attachment to
activate the DTR line. A device-end interrupt request occurs or a chaining
operation begins 50 milliseconds after the modem activates DSR.
Timer 1 may be· used in conjunction with this operation to limit the time
the attachment waits for DSR to become active. If DSR does not become
active within the specified time, the attachment resets DTR and presents
an exception interrupt request with bit 0 equal to 1 in the interrupt status
byte and bit 4 equal to 1 in status word 2.
For manual answer or manual call sequences, this bit must be used to tum
DTR on prior to entering data mode. On leased lines, DTR can be wired
on.
Programming Note: When the modem presents a ring indication, the
attachment presents an attention interrupt request (CC4) and waits 50
milliseconds for the program to perform an enable terminal operation. If
after this time the program has not enabled DTR, the attachment presents
another attention interrupt request (provided that the ring indication is still
active).
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Bit 11-Disab/e Terminal Operation. This bit causes the attachment to
deactivate the DTR line and disconnect from a switched network. Timer 1
can be used in conjunction with this operation to limit the time that the
attachment allows for DSR to become deactivated. If DSR does not
deactive within the specified time, an exception interrupt request occurs
with bit 0 equal to 1 in the ISB and bit 4 equal to 1 in status word 2. A
device-end .interrupt request occurs or a chaining operation begins 200
milliseconds after the attachment detects that the DSR line has been
deactivated.
Bit 12-Pad. This bit is used only with a transmit operation. If this bit
equals 1, the attachment automatically transmits two pad characters prior
to transmitting the first flag character of the first frame. For NRZ, the pad
character is a hexadecimal 55; for NRZI, the pad character is a
hexadecimal 00.
Bit 13-Seeondary or Primary. This bit determines whether the
attachment will operate as a primary or a secondary station. If bit 13
equals 1, the station is a primary station; if bit 13 equals 0, the station is a
secondary station. On a receive operation, the attachment examines the
address portion of a received frame only if the attachment is being used as
a secondary station. On a transmit operation, the attachment generates its
own address only when it is operating as a secondary station.
Bit 14-Trammit Operation. The attachment begins this operation by
activating 'request to send' (RTS), and then waiting for CTS to become
active. Upon receiving CTS, the attachment transmits the beginning flag
character and starts transmitting the data. When the byte count is reduced
to 0, the attachment automatically transmits the frame-check sequence and
the ending flag character. One DCB causes one frame to be transmitted.
If bit 0 (the chaining flag) equals 1, the attachment fetches the next DCB
and starts the next frame .. If bit 15 (hold line active) equals 0 and the
attachment is unable to fetch the chained-to DCB in time to cause the
next frame to immediately follow the preceding frame, the attachment
deactivates transmit mode and the transmission line goes into an idle
condition. The next DCB is then treated as a normal transmit operation.
Bit 15 can be used to eliminate the possibility of the line idling between
frames.
If bit 0 and bit 15 equal 0 and the modem delay jumper is installed, the

attachment automatically transmits trailing pad characters (hex FF) for 2
milliseconds after the· ending flag character. The attachment then exits
transmit. mode and resets RTS.
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Bit 15-Hold Line Adive. This bit is used in conjunction with bit 14
(transmit operation). If bit 15 equals 1 when the byte count goes to 0, the
attachment stays in transmit mode and transmits flag characters until
another operation begins or until the time specified in timer 2 passes. If
the program sets timer 2 to 0, the line is not held active.

Results

Conditions

Chain

cc

bit
0

occurs

Post
residual
status

IIB
Chn SE
bit bit

P/F
bit

Int

EOC
bit
*

No errors

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

3
3
3
3
n/a
2
n/a
3

0
0
0
0
n/a
**
n/a
0

no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

n/a
n/a
1
1
n/a
n/a
0
1

Suppressible
errors

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

2
2
3
3
2
2
n/a
3

**
**
1
1
**
**
n/a
1

no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes

n/a
n/1
1
1
n/a
n/a
0
1

*See "Status Address" for a description of this bit.
**When condition code 2 is reported, the IIB is called the ISB and
bit 0 has a different meaning. See "Interrupt Status Byte" for a
description of ISB bits.
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Status Address
The· Status Address word is used in conjunction with bit 4 suppress
exception (SE) of the control word. Bit 4 of the control word and the
status address are used only on receive operations. The address this word
contains is the main storage address of the residual status block. If bit 4 of
the control word equals 1 and the attachment detects any of the conditions
that set residual status flags, an exception-interrupt request does not occur.
Instead, the attachment automatically stores two words of information into
the residual status block and monitors the line, looking for an ending flag
character. When the ending flag is detected, the attachment presents a
normal device-end interrupt request or begins a chaining operation. The
first word stored in the residual status block is the residual byte count; the
second word contains the residual status flags.
Residual Status Flags

The second word of the residual status block contains the residual status
flags. The bits have the following meanings.
Bit-End of Chain. This bit indicates that no further chaining will take
place. This is usually a result of the attachment receiving a frame in which
the poll-final bit equals 1. This bit also equals 1 if the SE bit equals 1 and
the chaining flag equals 0.
Bits 1 through 7. These bits are not used and must equal 0.
Bit 8-0verrun. This condition occurs during a receive operation if the
attachment is unable to transfer the contents of the storage data register to
the processor before it is time to load another word of data into the
storage data register.
Bit 9-.A.bort. This condition occurs during a receive operation if the
attachment detects an abort condition. An abort condition is eight
contiguous 1-bits received after the beginning of a frame.
Bit 10-Long Frame. This bit indicates that the bytes count has been
reduced to zero and the current frame has not ended. The attachment
continues to monitor the receive line until the end of the frame; however,
any data received after the byte count reaches 0 is lost.
Bit 11-Block Check Error. The frame check sequence received is
incorrect.
Bits 12 through 14. These bits are not used and must equal 0.
Bit 15-No Exception. This bit indicates either of two conditions. The
first condition is that the frame is the correct length and error free. The
second condition is that the attachment received an error free but short
frame. To determine which condition caused this bit to be set, examine the
residual byte count. If the residual byte count is not 0, a short frame was
received.
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Chain Address
The Chain Address word contains the· storage address of the next DCB
and is used when chaining is indicated (bit 0 of control word equals 1).
The chain address must be even. If the address is odd, the attachment sets
interrupt status byte bit 3 equal to 1 and terminates the operation.

Byte Count
This 16-bit byte-count word contains the number of bytes to be
transferred during the operation specified in the current DCB control
word.

Data Address
This is ihe address in main storage where data transfer starts.

Interrupt Information Byte
When the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor, the
interrupt information byte is used to record information that cannot be
indicated to the program by the condition codes. If interrupt information
bytes bit 0 equals 1 when condition code 3 is reported, the SE bit was
equal to 1 for the previous receive operation and a suppressible error was
suppressed. When interrupt condition code 2 or 6 is reported, the interrupt
information bytes has a fixed format called the interrupt status byte.

Interrupt Status Byte
The processor detects the interrupt status byte in bits 0 through 7 of the
interrupt ID word. The format of the interrupt status byte follows.

Bit 0-Device Dependent Status A vai/able. If this bit equals 1, additional
status is available through the Start Cycle Steal Status command. A
discussion of this status folldws in this chapter.
Bit I-Delayed Command Reject. This bit equals 1 under the following
conditions:

•

The command field of the IDCB contains an invalid function or
modifier bit combination.

•

The immediate data field of the iDCB contains an odd DCB address .

Bit 2-Inco"ect Record Length This error is reported only during receive
operations and only when bit 4 of the IDCB control word equals 0.
Incorrect record length indicates that the attachment detected a mismatch
between the byte count and. the frame length or that the poll-final bit was
on in the frame just received (when chaining).
A Start Cycle Steal Status command may be issued to obtain the residual
byte count and the address of the last attempted data transfer.
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Bit 3-DCB Specification Check. This bit equals 1 if one of the following
conditions occurs:
•
•

The DCB contains an odd address in the chaining address (word 5).
The byte count field (DCB word 6) contains a value other than
8-applies only to Start Cycle Steal Status commands.

•

The data address (DCB word 7) contains an odd address-applies
only to Start Cycle Steal Status, Start Diagnostic 1 or Start Diagnostic
2 commands.
The status address (DCB word 4) contains an odd address-applies
only to receive operations when the SE bit equals 1.

•
•

The byte count (DC:Q word 6) equals 0 for either a transmit operation
or a receive operation.

•

Bit 2 of the DCB control word is not equal to 1 for a Start Cycle Steal
Status, Start Diagnostic 1, or Start Diagnostic 2 command.
More than one operation is specified in the control word (word O) of
the DCB.

•
•

Bit 3 of DCB word 0 equals 1.

•
•

Bit 1 of DCB word 0 equals 1.
The byte count field (DCB word 6) contains a value other than 12
(applies only to Start Diagnostic 1 or Start Diagnostic 2 commands).

Bit 4--Storage Data Check. This bit equals 1 during cycle-steal output
(storage to attachment) operations only. It indicates that the storage
location accessed during the current output cycle contains incorrect parity.
The parity in main storage is not corrected. The attachment terminates the
operation.
Bit 5-lnvalid Storage Addnm. This bit equals 1 ·if an address presented
by the attachment during a cycle steal to or from storage exceeds the
storage size of. the system. The attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 6-l'mted Check. This bit equals 1 if the attachment attempts to store
data into a storage location without the correct cycle-steal address key.
Bit 7--lnterface Data Check. This bit equals 1 if a parity error is detected
on the interface during a cycle-steal data transfer. The condition may be
detected by the channel or the attachment. In either case, the operation is
terminated and an exception interrupt request is presented to the
processor.
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Cycle-Steal Status Words
When a cycle-steal data transfer is terminated by an exception condition,
bit 0 of the interrupt status byte may be equal to 1. If interrupt status byte
bit 0 equals 1, further information regarding the cause of the exception
condition may be obtained by executing a Start Cycle Steal Status
command.
The format of the DCB for this command is the same as for a normal
cycle-steal data transfer. The attachment ignores bits 0, 4, and 8 through
15 of the control word, and DCB words 1 through 5. The byte count must
be 8, and the data address must be an even address. Four words are
transferred into main storage, starting at the data address contained in
DCB word 7.

WordO
Word 0 contains the main storage address of the last attempted cycle-steal
transfer. This residual address may be a data address: DCB address, or
status address. Figure 4-2 shows which type of address the residual
address can be for various error conditions. Where more than one
possibility is shown, the program must decide which type of address
cycle-steal status word 0 contains.

Residual address

DCB
Error condition

address

Status
address

Delayed command reject
Incorrect-length record
DCB specification check
Storage data check
Invalid storage address
Protect check
Interface data check
Overrun
Time-out
Modem interface error
Block check error
Abort
Idle or inactivity detected
Nonproductive receive

NIA

NIA

*
**
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

*

x
x
x
x
x

Long frame.
The address is that of the DCB word in error.

Figure 4-2.
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*

Residual address table

Data
address

NIA

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Word 1
Word 1 contains the residual byte count. This is the byte count remaining
when an operation ends.

Word2
With an exception interrupt request (CC2) and an interrupt status byte of
hex 80, issuance of a Start Cycle Steal Status command is recommended to
further define an error. This section describes the required error analysis
and recommended action.
Status words 2 and ·3 are the only words required for attachment or
interface error analysis. Word 2 has the following format.

Bit 0-0l'el7'fln. During a receive. operation, this condition occurs if the
attachment is unable to transfer the contents of the storage data register to
main storage before it is time to reload the register. During a transmit
operation, an overrun occurs if the attachment is unable to reload the
storage data register in time to keep a steady stream of data going out on
the line. Channel activity is being stressed by servicing many I/ 0
attachments. Verify this condition does not exist and retry. If the problem
persists, it is probably caused by hardware.
Bit 1--Abort. During a receive operation, this bit equals 1 if the
attachment receives eight consecutive 1-bits (no 0-bits insertion) within a
normal frame. This indicates that the transmitting station decided to
terminate the frame prematurely. This condition is recoverable by the
program. If the condition occurs frequently, contact the remote location to
determine if the program is aborting frames.

Bit. 2-Long Frame. The byte count decremented to 0 and no ending flag
was received. If using the SE bit, adjust buffer size and bytes count to
accommodate more data. If not using SE bit, contact the remote location
and determine the exact byte. count necessary.
Bit 3-Blodc Check Error. In receive operation only, the attachment sets
this bit equal to 1 if the frame check sequence received by the attachment
· is incorrect. The probable cause is a line error. The program may request
retransmission for recovery.
Note: This error may also occur during heavy channel activity.

. Bit 4--Time-Out. The attachment sets this bit equal to 1 if a DSR
time-out or a Disable DTR time-out occurs. This is an attachment to
modem handshaking problem during an enable or disable comni.and.
Increase value of timer 1 to allow DSR to become. either active or inactive
(depending on operation requested).
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Bit 5-ldle Detected. This error occurs if the attachment detects an idle
condition after timer 1 times out during a receive operation or disable
command. The attachment expected to receive a frame and the line went
idle. Increase timer 1 value or notify remote location that turnaround is
too slow.
Bit 6-Nonproductive Receive Ti~-Out. This bit indicates that a
nonproductive receive time-out occurred. The remote station is not
transmitting frame soon enough after being polled within the limits
specified in timer 2. The condition may occur at a line break or on a long
frame.
If it occurs frequently, contact remote station to resolve problem.

Bit 7-Modem Interface Error. The attachment sets this bit equal to 1
under the following conditions:
•
•

DSR is not active when either a transmit or receive operation is
initiated.
DTR, DSR, RTS, or CTS is lost during a transmit operation.

•

DTR or DSR is lost during a receive operation.

•

On a transmit operation, timer 1 times out before CTS is activated by
the modem.

Examine status word 3 bits 0 through 3 for an error condition. Adjust
timer value, if necessary and retry.
Bits 8 Brough 12. These bits are not used and will be equal to 0.
Bit 13-Business Machine Clock. TJ:µs bit indicates that the internal
clocking jumper is installed.
Bit 14-Generate Amwer-tone Jumper Installed. This bit indicates that the
answer-tone jumper is installed in the attachment. The attachment provides
a 3-second answer-tone when a ring is detected.
Bit 15-Modem Delay Jumper Installed. Some modems require that RTS
remain active for a time after the attachment transmits the ending flag.
When this. jumper is installed, the attachment maintains RTS in the active
condition and transmits trailing pad characters for 2-milliseconds after
sending the ending flag.
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Word3
With an exception interrupt request (CC2) and an interrupt status byte of
hex 80, issuance of a Start Cycle Steal Status command is recommended to
further define the error. This section describes the required error analysis
and recommended action.
Status words 2 and 3 are the only words required for attachment or
interlace error analysis. Word 3 contains status information regarding
certain attachment and modem lines. After a modem error, word 3
indicates the status of the lines at the time of the error. If a modem error
did not occur, word 3 indicates the status at the time the Start Cycle Steal
Status command was executed. If a modem interface error is reported,
status word 2 can be examined to determine the cause.

Bit 0-Data Terminal Ready. This is an outbound signal from the
to the modem signifying that the remote station is ready to
communicate. It expects 'data set ready' (bit 1) from the modem. DTR is
set by the 'DTR enable' type DCBs.
~ttachment

Bit 1-Data Set Ready. This is either an inbound signal to the attachment
from the modem in response to DTR (bit 0) or an indication of power on
from a leased-line modem. If the DSR always equals 1, then install the
DTR jump~r on the attachinent.
Bit 2-Request to Send. This is an outbound signal from the attachment to
the modem requesting that the modem prepare for data transmission. It
expects a CTS (bit 3) return from the modem. Some full-duplex modems
always signal CTS as a power-on indication. In this c~se, the RTS jumper
on the attachment should be installed.
Bit 3-Clear to Send. This is an inbounq signal to the attachment from
the modem indicating the communication modem is ready to transmit data.
Bit 4-ll.ing Indicator. This is an inbound signal to the attachment
indicating the modem has detected a ring condition on the line.
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Bit 5-Half-Rate Selected. This is an outbound signal from the attachment
to the modem requesting the modem to operate at half its normal bit rate.
If internal clocking is used, this line causes the attachment to provide
clocking at 600 bps.
Bit 6-Transmit Mode Latch. This does not interface to the modem. It
indicates that the attachment hardware is set up to transmit.
Bit 7. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 8 Through 15. This is the low-order byte, and contains the secondary
station address.

Status After Reset
There are several methods of resetting some or all of the circuits in the
attachment. They are:
Reset

Action

Power-on reset

All attachment components are reset to equal 0.

System reset

All attachment components (except DTR, half-rate, and the
residual address) are reset to equal 0.

Halt 1/0 command

All attachment components (except DTR, prepared level,
I-bit, half-rate, residual address, residual byte count, and
residual DCB information) are reset to 0 by this command.

Device Reset command This command resets the same component as the Halt 1/0
command.
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Error Recovery
Operate I/0 Condition Codes
Only the following bit combinations are valid:
Prepare command
Device Reset command
Start command
Read ID command
Halt IfO command
Write command

0110
0110
0111
0010
1111
OlOX

0000
1111

xxxx

0000
0000
XXXX

X The attachment does not detect these bits during the Operate 1/0 instruction.

*

The SDLC attachment cannot execute a Write command; however, it does accept
the command. When the Operate 1/0 instruction is issued, the attachment reports
"delayed command reject" by using an exception interrupt request with ISB bit 1
equal to 1.

The SDLC feature may present a variety of Operate I/0 condition codes.
These are shown below for each type of Operate I/ 0 command with a
recommended program recovery or terminate procedure (notify user).

SDLC Operate 1/0 condition codes
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0
1
3
4

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
1
0

5

1

0

1

6

1
1

1
1

0
1

Not attached
Busy
Busy after reset
Command reject
Intervention
required
Interface data
check
Controller busy
Satisfactory

2

7
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Operate 1/0
command

cc

Operate 1/0

Recommended
action

Read ID

o.

Terminate; device not
attached
Terminate; hardware error
Terminate;
examine IDCB function
Retry; terminate if problem persists
Satisfactory
Terminate
Terminate;
examine IDCB function
Retry; if problem persists, abort
Satisfactory
Terminate; device not attached
Terminate
Examine IDCB function;
if OK, abort
Satisfactory

1,2,4,6
3

Prepare

Device Reset

5
7
0,1,2,4,6
3
5
7
0
1,2,4,6
3
7

Start,
Start Cycle
Steal status,
Start Diagnostic 1 &2

0
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
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Device not attached: terminate
Device reset; retry;
If trouble persists, terminate
Retry; if trouble
persists, terminate
Examine function in IDCB;
if correct, terminate
Terminate
Retry; if trouble persists, terminate
Terminate
Satisfactory

Interrupt Condition Codes
Interrupt condition code 4 (attention) indicates that the 'ring indicator'
line from the modem is active. Condition codes 6 and 7 indicate that the
'ring indicator' line is active in· conjunction with another interrupt-causing
condition.

SDLC intemapt condition codes
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

MeaDlng

0

0

0

0

1
2
3
4
5

0
0
0
1
1

0
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
1

6

1

1

0

7

1

1

1

Controller end (not
reported)
PCI (not reported)
Exception
Device end
Attention
Attention and PCI
(not reported)
Attention and
exception
Attention and
device end

Interrupts can occur only after acceptance of the following commands:
• Prepare

•
•
•
•

Start
Start Cycle Steal Status
Start Diagnostic 1
Start Diagnostic 2
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Possible interrupts with various interrupt status byte combinations and
recommended actions follow (the interrupt status byte is reproduced for
your convenience):
Bit

Name

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Device-dependent status available
Delayed command reject
Incorrect length record
DCB specification check
Storage data check
Invalid storage address
Protect check
Interface data check

Interrupt CC

Interrupt
status
byte
(hex)

Not reported

0
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Recommended
action

2

80

Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command;
examine bits to determine further action.

2

40

Examine IDCB for invalid function modifier or
odd DCB address; correct error condition and
retry.

2

20

Occurs during a receive operation; indicates byte
count reduced to 0 and no ending flag was
detected, or ending flag was detected and byte
count was not reduced to O; adjust receive data
buffer size and byte count and retry; this error
can occur only when the control word bit 4
equals 0.

2

10

Indicates DCB being executed has an odd chain
address (word 5); a start cycle steal status DCB
has a byte count other than 8 or an odd address;
a transmit or receive DCB has a byte count of
zero; the 1/0 bit of the DCB control word is
incorrect; a diagnostic-type DCB has incorrect
byte count or odd data address; correct the error
and retry.

2

08

Storage data check; retry operation; if error
persists, terminate.

2

04

Invalid storage address; correct program and
retry.

2

02

Protect check; verify the protect key and retry.

2

01

Interface data check; retry once and terminate if
the error persists

Jumper Options
The following options can be selected by installing jumpers on the feature
card.
Internal Clocking. With this jumper installed, the attachment provides
clocking at 600 bps or ·1,200 bps (selectable by programming).
Genemte Answer-tone. With this jumper installed, the attachment provides
a 3-second answer-tone after the modem activates DSR in response to the
attachment activating DTR. This jumper should not be installed if the
modem provides an answer-tone.

Request to Send. If this jumper is installed, the attachment maintains RTS
in an active condition. This eliminates modem turnaround delay when
using a full-duplex modem. This option must always be selected when
using a modem that always keeps CTS active.
Data Terminal Ready. If this jumper is installed, the attachment maintains
DTR in an active condition. This option must not be selected for
switched-line operation; it niust be selected when using a modem that
always keeps DSR active.

Modem Delay. There are some modems that may lose the last charcter at
the end of a transmit operation. If this jumper is installed, the attachment
keeps the transmit data line in a marking condition for 2 milliseconds after
sending the last character to the modem and before resetting RTS. This
prevents the last character from being lost.
Secondary Station Addl'm. If the attachment is to be used as a secondary
station, the station address is assigned by installing jumpers that
correspond to bits of the address.

-
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Communications Indicator Panel
This optional panel. is a valuable aid to program debugging and machine
trouble shooting. Various conditions and registers in the attachment can be
displayed. In addition, the DTR line to the modem can be reset from this
panel.
2

0

3

4

7

6

5

00000000

0,6

8

4

2

1

4

.~

...-.:

.41.i

.;I.;

0. . . Q·,, Q·, Q··,· Q·,,
L
.,

L DISPLAY/FUNCTION_J
SELECT
.

,0

2

cO>:.
~

Q':

LINE
SELECT

~

_J

LINE SELECT Switches
The three LINE-SELECT switches are used only with multiple-line
communication devices. The SDLC attachment does no.t use these
switches.

DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches
The DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches determine what
information is displayed in the indicator panel. Figure 4-3 is a list of
switch settings and the information that is displayed in the indicator panel.
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DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
switch
setting
00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111
01000
01001
01010
01011
01100
01101

01110
10100
10101
11100
11101

Lamps

Information

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

High-order byte of DCB word 0 (control \VOrd)

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

Secondary station address

Low-order byte of DCB word 0 (control word)
High-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 5 (chain address)
High-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)
Low-order byte of DCB word 6 (byte count)
High-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 7 (data address)
Low-order byte of word 1 of·the Residual Status Block
Interrupt status byte (ISB)
High-order byte cycle steal status word 2
High-order byte of DCB word 4 (status address)
Low-order byte of DCB word 4 (status address)
SDLC control
0 Flag detected
1 Buffer service request
2 Idle detect
3 Abort detect
4 Overrun
5 Business machine clock selected
6 Attachment generated answer-tone
7 Modem delay selected
Low-order byte of DCB word 1 (timer 2)
High-order byte of DCB word 1 (timer 1)
Lamp test
Modem status
0 Data terminal ready
1 Data set ready
2 Request to send
3 Clear to send
4 Ring indicator
5 Half-rate select
6 Transmit mode
7 Receive mode

11110*

Enable for DTR reset

11111*

Reset DTR

* To reset DTR, the switches must first be set to 11110; then to 11111. This prevents
resetting DTR unintentionally.
Figure 4-3.

Indicator panel information-SDLC feature
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Chapter S. Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Communication

The programmable multi-line attachment controller is designed to provide
control circuitry for one or two programmable 4-line adapter features. The
programmable multi-line attachment contains hardware and a
microprocessor to service the 4-line adapters.
Each line of the multi-line communication feature is programmable. This
chapter describes this feature, which controls the serial transfer of data to
and from remote terminals or host systems. The following communication
characteristics apply:
•

Data transmission is serial-by-bit, using either asynchronous
(start-stop) or synchronous methods of character transmission.

•

The feature can communicate with different terminals/ systems using
ASCII or any transmission code with 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits per character.

•

Line control characters are defined by the program.

•

The bit rate can range from 37.5 to 1,200 bps, or from 300 to 19,200
bps. Aggregate throughput is 64,000 bps (based on a 12-bit
character).

•

There is multipoint control; that is, the program can recognize
secondary station addresses in a multipoint network.

•

The feature provides answer-tone generation and break character
recognition.

•

Internal and external (modem) clocking capability (asynchronous
only).

•

Block check character reception for one or two characters is provided.

•

Parity generation and checking can be specified as odd, even, or no
parity.

•

The stop bit length can be either 1 or 2 characters.

•

Synchronous operation can have either 1 or 2 synchronization
characters.

•

Up to seven different change-of-direction (COD) characters can be
recognized.

•

Echoplex capability.

•

Current loop (20 milliampere) capability or EIA RS232C or CCITT
V.24 Interface.

•

Expanded mode provides for the following attachment operations:
Continuous Receive
Continuous echoplex
Attention interrupt
With the following character recognition/ detection
Two character change-of-direction (COD)
Two character longitudinal-redundancy-check (LRC)
Extended change-of-direction with block· check capability.
Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Communication
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Configurations
The programmable communication control feature has a multi-line
configuration and provides control for up to eight lines. This configuration
contains either two or three feature cards-two cards for one to four lines,
and three cards for five to eight lines.

Note: Throughout the remainder of this chapter, the term "attachment" is
used as a general term to refer to the Feature-Programmable 8-Line
Communications Control and one or two Feature-Programmable 4-Line
Communication Adapters.
Each line operates in a half-duplex mode (unless expanded mode is
selected) and can be connected to a full-duplex modem to avoid excessive
modem turnaround. If a line is connected to a full-duplex modem, the
attachment still operates in half-duplex mode and the 'request to send'
jumper on the feature card should be installed.

Transmission Codes
In asynchronous operation, the attachment supports transmission codes
with 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits per character plus parity and one or two stop bits.
The adapter always adds a start bit. The attachment operates either with
no parity bit or with an additiQnal bit for even or odd parity checking.
In synchronous operation, the attachment supports any transmission code
with 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits per character plus parity and one or two
synchronization characters. (When two synchronization characters are
used, they may be the same character or different characters.) The
attachment operates either with no parity bit or with an additional bit for
even or odd parity checking.
Any code that meets the preceeding requirements may be used at ·the
programmer's discretion.
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Control Characters
Each remote terminal may require different line control characters, each
line of the adapter provides programmable line control characters. For
example, a program could specify the same change-of-direction (COD)
character in each of the seven COD positions in a set-control or set-mode
device control block (DCB), which would allow 255 possible character
configurations or 256 possible character configurations that could be
received in an eight-bit code using the receive transparent command. The
attachment recognizes up to seven different change-of-direction (COD)
characters. These control characters are specified in· the DCB in either the
set-mode or set-control format.
Reception of any of the seven COD characters causes the attachment to
terminate the current receive operation in one of the following conditions:
• Device-end interrupt request
• Exception interrupt request
• Chained operation
Note: The programmer must ensure that all COD chaf~dtefSf~~b~l to
COD7) are defined in the set-control/ set-mode DCB.
These COD characters are transferred to the attachment by the DCB. The
DCB format follows:
Word

0

Control word

1 Bit-rate constant

COD 1

2

COD2

COD3

3

COD4

COD 5

4

COD6

COD 7

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Byte count*

7

Data address

0

7 8

15

*Used for synchronous operation
DCB for a set-control/set-mode operation
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Receive/Transmit Mode
In normal receive mode, when the set control or set mode operations have
been used to initialize the adapter, the following conditions are in effect:
• Seven change-of-direction (COD) characters are operable. Two of the
CODs can be conditioned, by command, to receive a single-character
block check character.
•

The receive and echoplex functions of the attachment are directly
controlled by the Series/1 program using the defined start command
operations. In this operating mode, the attachment receives data only
when a DCB receive or DCB transmit with pre-receive operations are
being processed.
In normal receive mode, the attachment recognizes any one of the seven
characters defined in the DCB and treats them as COD characters. When
any one of the defined characters is received, the attachment presents a
device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB command chaining operation
except when an incorrect length record is detected. All received control
characters are placed in storage.
In expanded mode (note that more information about expanded mode is
described under ''Data Reception'' later in this chapter), the two character
change-of-direction causes· the adapter to interpret the change-of-direction
table in conjunction with a delineating character to determine an ending
sequence. The user-specified delineating character is the first character
received and the second character will be any of the seven programmable
characters in the change-of-direction table. If two delineating characters
are received consecutively followed by a character in the
change-of-direction table, reception continues until a single delineating
character followed by a COD is detected. Typically, the delineating
character would be a OLE or ESC character.
In transmit mode, there is no control character comparison. All ending
conditions must be controlled by byte count. When the byte count is
reduced to 0, a device-end interrupt request or chaining occurs.
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Data Flow
Valid data is placed in storage as it is received. If parity checking is
requested, the data is checked for odd or even parity, and then the parity
bit is removed from the data character. Data that is received with incorrect
parity is placed in storage as hex 00. The data may be placed in storage
exactly as it is received by placing the DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT
switches on the communication indicator panel (if installed) to 11110. This
applies to any and all lines.
In expanded mode, the inhibit zero insertion affects the adapter error
procedure when a bad parity character is received (assumes parity check
enabled). Normal adapter operation is to replace the bad parity character
with a binary zero character. When this mode is enabled, the adapter will
not "zero" the character but will provide the character as it was received
(incorrect data parity) with the parity bit removed.
Data is transmitted as it comes from storage; therefore, data must be
organized in the exact bit configuration required by the code being used
and in the sequence in which it is to be transmitted. Illustrated below is
the attachment's storage data register and the bits in storage.
Parity

LSB

Receive~

- 1 - -......

data

Buffer

------

Storage

0

Transmit
data

Transmit/receive
buffer

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
....

First
character

---

Second
character
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Note: The programmable· attachment transmits by sending out the
low-order bit of the byte first. The received characters are stored in the
same manner; that is, the first bit received is the low-order bit of the byte.
If the character is less than 8 bits, ·it must be right justified. If the data
address (DCB. word 7) is odd, only one character is moved in or out of
storage on the first data transfer.

Line

Err~r

Checking
The attachment checks for line errors through programmed parity
checking. The DCB in set-mode form.at specifies even, odd, or no parity. If
even or odd parity is specified, the parity bit is generated by· the adapter in
transmit mode and checked by the adapter in receive mode.
Note: If the set-control DCB is executed, no parity is specified.

Asynchronous operation requires one or two stop bits (as defined in the
set-mode/set control DCB) be transmitted with each character. The
attachment checks· each received character for only one stop bit.
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Timers
The attachment has two programmable timers (timer 1 and timer 2). Each
timer is controlled by a 16-bit word in the DCB. Both timer values are
reduced independently at a rate of 3.33 milliseconds per count. The
maximum time that either timer can count is 218.2 seconds. The timers use
a count (hex FFFF to 0000) supplied by the program. When the count
reaches 0000, the attachment begins or terminates an operation. The
timers are. used with various operations defined in the control word of the
DCB; these operations are listed below.

Timer 1
•

Receive time-out (see "Receive with Time-Out" under "Operations"
later in this chapter)

•

Generate answer-tone or break

•

Transmit delay
Slows down turnaround (pre-transmit delay)
- Allows last character to exit modem before deactivating 'request to
send' (post-transmit delay)

•

'Carrier detect' time-out

•

Program delay

•

'Clear to send' time-out
'Data set ready' time-out
'Ring indicator' time-out

Timer 2

•
•
•

'Data terminal ready' disable delay

For detailed information about the use of the timers with particular
operations, see "Device Control Block (DCB)" later in this chapter.
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Commands
The program ·initiates all communication operations by issuing an Operate

I/0 instruction.
The Operate I/ 0 instruction points to the immediate device control block
(IDCB), which contains one of the following commands:
Prepare
Device Reset
Write Data
Halt 1/0

Read ID
Start
Start Cycle Steal Status
Start Diagnostic 1
Start Diagnostic 2
Start Control
It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the program always
tests the Operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/0
instruction.
The programmer should exercise care in modifying the DCB words prior to
an interrupt request that signifies the end of the operation. The attachment
might not have fetched all of the DCB because it is slower than the
Series/1 processor.
On this attachment, the base device address must have the following:
• The device addresses must be sequential.
• The first device address must have bits 13, 14, and 15 equal to 0.
See the illustration below.

Device addresses
Line
0
1

2
3
4
5
6

Base device address*

x
x

x
x
x

7

x
x
x

bit ....

8

x
x

x
x

x
,x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

9

10

11

x

x

x

Line address

x
x

0
0
0
0

0
0

0

1
1

0

0
0

0

x
x

1
1
1
1

1
1

0

12

13

14

15

x
x
x
x

*Base device address (indicated by X's) is set by
jumpers on the controller card.
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1
1
1
1

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the
addressed device. The data word contains the priority level and I-bit. The
IDCB for the Prepare command has the following format.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Device address field

Command field

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 x
7 8

xxxxxxx

0

15

00-FF

60

I

Immediate data field

O's

Level

16

2627

I

1
3031

Level. This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level assigned to
the device. Bits 27 through 30 indicate priority levels.

Example:

•

Bits 27-30

Level

0000
0001
0010
0011

0
1
2

3

A Prepare command issued to any device on this attachment gives all of
the devices in the attachment the same priority interrupt level. The I-bit
information applies only to the specific device addressed.

I-Bit. This bit determines whether the device is allowed to present
interrupt requests. An I-bit value of 1 allows requests; a value of 0
prevents requests.
The prepared attachment stores the level data and presents it to the
processor each time an enabled device presents an interrupt request. This
data is reset during a system reset or a power-on reset, or is changed by
the successful execution of another Prepare command issued to the
attachment. The Prepare command causes an interrupt request to be
presented if one was pending on the device and the I-bit now equals 1. On
a multi-line attachment, the device returns an operate I/0 condition code
1 to this command if it has an interrupt request pending, and the I-bit in
the IDCB equals 0.
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Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed ·device and clears any
pending interrupt requests (except controller end). The following are not
affected: the line control characters, bit rate constant, and number of data
bits specified by the DCB; the DTR line; and the controller-end interrupt.
(See "Status After Resets" later in this chapter.) The IDCB for the Device
Reset command has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0

xxxxxxxx
15

7 8

xx

6F
Immediate data field

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
31

16

00

A Device Reset command issued to the at.iachment causes the attachment
to become "busy" while the reset functions are being performed. A
'controller busy' (CC6) is reported if a Start command follows a Device
Reset or another Start command too closely. When the attachment is
capable of accepting another command, a controller-end interrupt request
(CCO) is presented by the base address of the multi-line attachment (line
O) at which time the program should reissue the Start command.

Halt 1/0
The Halt I/ 0 command halts all I/ 0 activity on the I/ 0 channel. Any
pending interrupt requests, including controller end (CCO), are cleared.
Except for the fact that the I-bits and priority level do not change, this
instruction performs the same function as a system reset. The format of
the IDCB for this command follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0

FO
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xxxxxxxx

7 8

15

xx

Read ID
The Read ID command puts the attachment's identification (ID) word into
the IDCB's immediate data field. The ID word contains physical
information about the attachment that can be used to tabulate the system's
configuration. The Read ID command is generally used in diagnostic
programming. The format of the IDCB for this command follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15

xx

20
Immediate data field
Identification word
16
Two-line
Four-line
Six-line
Eight-line

31

2116
2216
2316
2016

Note: If the controller card has jumpers installed for addresses that are not
valid, the controller responds to commands as though the 4-line adapter
card was present; therefore, the ID of the controller should match the
number of attachment lines present to prevent errors. For example, an ID
of 2016 or 2316 defines a controller with two 4-line attachments. If there
is only one 4-line attachment present, the ID is 2216 or 2116.

Write Data
This command is provided as a way to handle character-by-character
operation in the expanded operating mode to provide programmed
echoplex. DTR, DSR, RTS, CTS must be active when this command is
issued. This command is similar to a "Transmit End" Start command
except there is no DCB associated with this command. Data is transferred
to the attachment in the IDCB. Chaining,· pre- and post-transmit delays,
and modem control operations are not supported. The addressed device
will be "Device Busy" until a Device End or Exception Interrupt is
presented notifying the program it is capable of accepting more data.
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The Write Data IDCB has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 x
0
7 8

xxxxxxx
15

00-7F

50

0

16

31

2324

XX= Transmit data

Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command initiates a cycle-steal operation in
the addressed device to· retrieve status information about the previous
cycle-steal operation. The format of the IDCB for this command follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx

7F

XX

I

Immediate data field
DCB address
16

xx xx
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31

This command does not allow a chaining operation. The byte count in
word 6 must be equal to 6 and the data address (word 7) must be on a
word boundary (bit 15 equals O) or an exception interrupt (CC2) occurs
with DCB bit 3 (specification check) in the interrupt status byte equal to
1.

See "Cycle Steal Status Words" later in this chapter for a description of
the information transferred to storage by this command.

Word

I

DCB (device control block)

keyI

0 Control word Addr
0 0 1 0 0 XX XO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used-must be even address

6

Byte count-must be 0006

7

Data address-must be even

0

15
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Diagnostic Commands
The Diagnostic Commands commands. are used by diagnostic programs to
check for correct operation of the attachment.
Start Diagnostic 1
The format of the IDCB for this comm.and follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
0
7 8

15

xx

7D

I

Immediate data field

DCB address

16

31

xx xx
When a Start Diagnostic 1 command is issued to the attachment, the
following sequence of operations takes place:
1. The DCB is fetched.

2. A test of the attachment registers is executed. When one or more
registers identifies an error, the attachment enters a wait state and no
interrupt request is presented.
3. A read-only-storage (ROS) check sum is calculated and the results are
stored at the data address specified in the DCB.
Note: When the attachment recognizes Start Diagnostic 1, it dedicates
itself to executing that command and no operations should be pending at
other addresses controlled by this attachment.
Word

0

DCB (device control block)
Control

worc'l''ld&

0 0 1 0 0

key1

xxx0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 Not used
2

Not used

3

Not used
_:_

4

Not used

5

Not used-must be even address

6

Byte count-must be 0012 (hex C)

7

Data address-must be even

0
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15

Descriptions of the Start Diagnostic 1 DCB words follow:
Won/ 0
Bits 0 and 1. These bits must equal 0.
Bit 2. This bit must equal 1.
Bits 3 and 4. These bits must equal 0.
Bits 5-7. These bits are the storage protect key.
Bits B-15. These bits should equal 0 to preclude future code
obsolescence.

Wonts 1 through 5
These words are not used.
Won/ 6-Byte Count

This word must contain a count of 12 (hexadecimal C). Otherwise, the
attachment terminates the operation with an exception-interrupt request
and the DCB specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
Won/ 7-Data Address
This word must contain an even address. Otherwise, the attachment
terminates the operation with an exception-interrupt request and the DCB
specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
This word specifies the starting address for the attachment to cycle steal
the following words into storage:
•
•

Word 1-Stored check sum of ROS 1
Word 2-Calculated check sum of ROS 1 (inverted)

•
•

Word 3-Stored check sum of ROS 2
Word 4-Calculated check sum of ROS 2 (inverted)

•
•

Word 5-Stored check sum of ROS 3
Word 6-Calculated check sum of ROS 3 (inverted)
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Start Diagnostic 2
The Start Diagnostic 2 command can be issued to any device without
disturbing the normal function of other devices.
The IDCB for this command is shown below:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Device address field
0 1 ,1 1 1 1 1 0 xx xx xx xx
0
7 8
15
Command field

7E

00-7F

I

Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

xx xx
When a Start Diagnostic 2 command is issued to the attachment, various
operations as defined in the DCB are executed. These operations are
terminated with a device-end interrupt request after the attachment cycle
steals the Start Diagnostic 2 words into storage. The operations and words
are described below.
This command provides both external and internal wrap capability. The
external wrap requires an external wrap connector; the internal wrap does
not affect the transmit or receive lines.
Note: Before a Start Diagnostic 2 command can be issued, a Set Mode or
Set Control command must be issued; otherwise, results are be
unpredictable. If external clocking is available, it may be used with this
command. Internal clocks not exceeding 300 bps may be used for
diagnostic purposes in synchronous mode. DTR and RTS are reset
following the completion of this command (if not jumpered on).

Word

0

DCB (device control block)

Control wordlAddrkeyI
0 0 1 0 0

x x x

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used-must be even address

6

Byte count-must be 0006

7

Data address-must be even

0
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Control Word 0
The bit descriptions for this word are given below.

Bits 0 and 1. These bits must equal 0.
Bit 2. This bit must equal 1.

'

Bits 3 a.nd 4. These bits must equal 0.
Bits 5..,;.7. These bits are the storage protect key.
Bit 8. If the '-data-terminal-ready' (DTR) jumper is not installed and this
bit equals 1, DTR is deactivated for the length of the command.
Bit 9. If the 'request-to-send' (RTS) jumper is not installed and this bit
equals 1, the R TS is deactivated for the length of the command.
Bit 10. The adapter activates echoplex when this bit equals 1. The
echoplex latch is reset after Start Diagnostic 2 is executed.
Bit 11. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 12. The attachment places a "space" condition on the transmit line
when this bit equals 1. If odd parity is selected, bit 12 (parity error) of
diagnostic word 1 equals 1. If asynchronous mode is selected, bit 9 (break
detect) and bit 10 (framing error) of the returned diagnostic data word
equal 1. Diagnostic data word 0 is 0000 for 5-, 6-, 7-, and 8-bit character
lengths.
Bit 13. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Bit 14. An internal wrap test is performed when this bit equals 1. The
'transmit data' line to the modem remains at a mark level and no data is
transmitted off the card. The 'receive data' line is not examined and does
not affect the test.
Bit 15. This bit is not used and must equal 0.
Words 1 Through 5
These words are not used.

Word 6-Byte Count
This word must contain a count of 6. Otherwise, the attachment terminates
the operation with an exception-interrupt request and the DCB
specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.

Word 7-Data Address
This word must contain an even address. Otherwise, the attachment
terminates the operation with an exception-interrupt request and the DCB
specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
This word specifies the starting address for the attachment to cycle steal
the diagnostic data words into storage.
Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Communication
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Diagnostic Data Words
The diagnostic data words are used in conjunction with the maintenance
package.
Wor~O

This word is defined by the character length of the selected transmission
code as shown in the chart that follows.

Word 0 description
Character length (bits)

Start Diagnostic 2 DCB
word 0, bit 12, equals 0

Start Diagnostic 2 DCB
word 0, bit 12, equals 1

5

150A

0000

6

152A

0000

7

552A

0000

8

55AA

0000

Won/ 1

The bit descriptions for this word are given below.

Bit 0-Data Tenninal Ready. This bit equals 1 if 'data terminal ready'
(DTR) jumper is installed or if bit 8 of the DCB control word 0 equals 0.
DTR is reset following the command execution.
Bit
•
•
•
•
•
•

1-Data Set Ready. This bit is set as follows:
Equal to 1 if external wrap connector is used
Equal to 1 if a leased-line modem is used and powered on.
Equal to 1 if the IBM Current Interface Cable is installed and the
current interface is wired
Equal to 0 or 1 if a switched-line modem is used
Equal to 0 if no cable is installed
Equal to 0 if bit 8 of DCB control word 0 equals 1

Bit 2-Request To Send. This bit equals 1 if the 'request-to-send' (RTS)
jumper is installed or if bit 9 of DCB control word 0 equals 0.
Bit 3-Clear To Send. This bit equals 0 or 1 for the same conditions as
bit 1 (data set ready), as described previously.
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Bit 4-&temal Clocks. This bit equals 1 if the bit-rate constant in the
DCB for the Set Control or Set Mode command equals 00.
Bit· 5-Carrier Detect. This bit equals 1 if the 'carrier detect' jumper is
installed or the external wrap connector is used and control word 0 bit 9
equals 0. This bit can equal 0 or 1 if connected to a modem.
Bit 6-&hoplex. This bit equals 1 if bit 10 of control word 0 equals 1.
Bit 7.-B.eceive Data Lead. This bit can equal 0 or 1.
Bit 8-Ring. This bit equals 0.
Bit 9-SyncI Break Detect. This bit equals 1 for all operations in
synchronous mode and those in which bit 12 of DCB control word 0
equals 1 in asynchronous mode.
Bit 10-Framing Ermr. This bit equals 1 if bit 12 of DCB control word 0
equals 1 in asynchronous mode.
Bit 11-0verrun. This bit equals 0.
Bit 12-Parity Error. This bit equals 1 if bit 12 of DCB control word 0
equals 1 and odd parity is specified in set mode.
Bit 13-Transmit Empty. This bit equals 1.
Bit 14-Receive Ready. This bit equals 1.
Bit 15-Transmit Ready. This bit equals 1.
Won/ 2

This word is used to test the attachment's ability to cycle steal bytes of
data into storage. Bits 0 through 7 are the bit rate constant and the only
data byte to be placed in storage. If this byte transfer fails, hex FF is
placed in bits 8 through 15; if the transfer is successful, bits 8 through 15
are unchanged.
Note: Before executing a Start Diagnostic 2 command, bits 8 through 15
of word 2 in storage should be equal too a value other than hex FF so that
the program can determine if the byte transfer failed. After Start
Diagnostic 2 is completed, DTR is reset unless it is wired "on."
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Start Control
The Start Control command is used for the following operations:
• Write controller storage
• Read controller storage
•
•
•

Start trace
Trace dump
Set expanded mode

I DCB {immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0

xxxxxxxx

0

7 8
7C

15
XX

'Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

Issuing this command to the controller can cause the attachment to
become inoperable, if certain conditions/parameters are not adhered to. If
this happens, the attachment can only be restored to operation by turning
power off, and then on again.
The data address (DCB word 7) must always be even. Otherwise, the
attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request
and the DCB specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
Write Controller Storage. The DCB format for this operation follows.

Word
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DCB {device control block)

0

Control word-OXOO

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chain address-not used

6

Byte count-must be 432 {hex 1BO)

7

Data address-must be even

This operation begins if DCB word 0 bit 2 equals 0 and the byte count is
432. Starting at the address specified in DCB word 7, the attachment cycle
steals 432 bytes of data from processor storage into storage associated
with the attachment. A device-end interrupt request is presented when the
cycle stealing is c~mpleted. The 43-2 bytes of-data transferred is used by
IBM Engineering to make functional changes in the attachment.
If DCB word 0 bit 2 equals 0 and the byte count is not 432, the

attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request
and the DCB specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
Read Controller Storage. The DCB format for this operation follows.

Word

DCB (device control block)

0

Control word-2XOO

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chain address-not used

6

Byte count-must be 1024 (hex 0400)

7

Data address-must be even

This operation begins if DCB word 0 bit 2 equals 1 and the byte count is
1024. Starting at the address specified in DCB word 7, the attachment
cycle steals 1024 bytes of data from the attachment into storage. A
device-end interrupt request is presented when the cycle stealing is
completed.
If DCB word 0 bit 2 equals 1 and the byte count is not 1024, the

attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request
and the DCB specification check bit in the interrupt status byte equals 1.
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Start Trace. The DCB format for this operation follows.

Word
0

DCB (device control block)
Control word-0000
Not used

2

Bit-dependent

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chain address-not used

6

Byte count-must be 0

7

Data address-not used

This operation begins if DCB word 0 bit 2 equals 0 and the byte count is
0. An array is generated in attachment storage to provide the following
information about the last seven DCBs issued to a single address (only one
address can be traced at a time):
•
•

The DCB control words
The DCB addresses

•
•

The interrupt status byte and interrupt condition codes
The cycle-steal status word 1s information

Note: The field containing the interrupt status byte and interrupt condition
code for the last DCB is followed by 0000; the field containing status
word 1 for the last DCB is followed by 0000.

Data shifts through this array and is traced for predefined error conditions.
These conditions are defined in DCB word 2 by having one or several bits
equal to 1. The bits and their meanings follow:
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Bit

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10-11
12
13-14
15

Overrun
Time-out
Log all status-word-1 errors (all other bits must be off)
DCB reject
Not used
Parity error
Break detected
Stop-bit error
Not used
Modem-interlace err~r
Not used
Error during pre-receive/adapter buffer full
Not used
Adapter buffer not empty

After an error condition is detected, the trace operation stops and
information about the last seven DCBs is available to the operator when
the trace dump operation is performed. The trace operation also stops
when DCB word 2 equals 0 or when any interrupt status byte except AO
or 80 is presented.
Trace Dump. The DCB format for this operation follows.

Word

0

DCB (device control block)
Control word-2XOO
Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Byte count-must be 64 (hex 0040)

7

Data address-must be even

This operation begins if DCB word 0 equals 2XOO and the byte count is
64. Data for error analysis is duip.ped from an array in storage to the data
address specified in DCB worq 7 and is made available to the operator
through an output device.
'
This da~a ~s the following information alJout the last seven DCBs issued to
asingle address:
'
•

The DCB control words

• The :Q~~ addresses
• T~e interrupt status byte and interrupt condition codes
• The status word 1 information
This data also includes status words 0 and 2 for the last DCB if the trace
operation stops due to an error detected.
Note: The field containing the interrupt status byte and interrupt condition
codes for the last DCB is followed by FFFF; the field containing status
word 1 for th~ last DCB is followed by FFFF.

The interrupt status byte and interrupt condition codes are presented in
the following format:

Interrupt status byte

Reset indicator

Condition code
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The condition codes and their meanings follow:
Condition
code

00
02
03
FO

F2
F3

l\f eaning

No interrupt returned
Exception interrupt returned
Device-end interrupt returned
Operation terminated by reset
Exception interrupt returned followed by reset
Device-end interrupt returned followed by reset

The trace dump storage array appears in storage as follows:

Control word 0

DCB 5
6
7
0

byte 01

2
3
4
DCB address

DCB 5
6
7
0
1
2

3
4
ISB/CC

DCB 5
6
7
0
1
2

3
4
Status word 1

DCB 5
6
7
0
1
2

3
4
Trace dump storage array
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byte 64

The trace dump printout is as follows:
DCBl

DCBO

Control word 0

DC85

DC86

2004

swo

DCB address

xx xx

SW2

ISB/CC

8002

FFFF

Status word 1

8000

FFFF

DC81

DC82

DCB3

DCB4

------......----'~~'------------------------;
DCBs without
Failing
DCBs without
errors

DCB

errors

SWO

Status word 0 for failing DCB

SW2

Status word 2 for failing DCB

FFFF

Indicates that trace has stopped
on preset error condition
(Note: 0000 indicates that
trace is still running)
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Set Expanded Mode. To enable and disable the expanded operating mode
the "Start Control" command is used.

The IDCB has. the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 x x x x x x x x
0
7 8
15
7C

XX

I

Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

DCB Format
Word
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
X-field
=

Y-field

=

0001
Not used
Trace option
X field Y field
Not used
Not used
Must be zero
Not used
Delineating Character used in Two Character Change of
Direction Mode. Bit 10 of the Y field must be on to
activate the. mode.
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit

08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

= not used;

must be 0
=two character LRC mode
= two character change of direction mode
= inhibit zero insert mode
= 4 CODs with LRC mode
= continuous echoplex mode
= attention interrupt mode
= continuous receive mode

Note: See "Operations" for a description of the modes listed in the Y
field.
These modes are stored in a bit significant manner, a "O" disables the
mode and a "1" enables the mode.

These extensions are applicable on a per line basis within the
Feature-Programmable Multi-line adapter. The various adapter modes of
operation can be used together, however, certain combinations of modes
such as continuous echoplex without continuous receive or attention
interrupt without continuous receive are illogical.
(Device Reset, System Reset, Halt I/ 0 will reset the expanded mode of
operation.)
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Start

The Start command initiates a cycle-steal operation in the addressed
device. The format of the IDCB for the Start command follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx
xx

70
· 1/mmediate data field
.
DCB address

16

I
·
31

xx xx
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Device Control Block (DCB)
Cycle-steal commands require a DCB. The DCB is an eight-word area in
storage that describes the specific parameters of the cycle-steal operation.
Its storage address is assigned by the program and must be even. When
this address is transferred to the attachment, it points to word 0. If the
DCB address is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 1
(delayed command reject) equal to 1 and terminates the operation with an
exception interrupt requ~st. The general format for a DCB Start command
follows.

Word
0
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DCB (device control block)
Control word

1

Not used

2

Timer 1

3

Program~controlled

4

Not used

5

Chain address-must be even

6

Byte count

7

Data address

interrupt/timer 2

The formats for the individual start commands (Start, Start Cycle Steal
Status, Start Diagnostic, and Start Control) are described under
"Commands," earlier in this chapter.
The general format for a DCB specifying asynchronous set-mode or
set-control operation follows:

Word
0

DCB {device control block)
Control word
Bit-rate constant

Line-control character

2

Line-control character Line-control character

3

Line-control character Line-control character

4

Line-control character Line-control character

5

Chain address

6

Byte count

7

Data address

0

7 8

15

The general format for a DCB specifying synchronous set-mode operation
(synchronous mode only) follows:
Word

DCB {device control block)

0

Control word

1

00

2

Line-control character Line-control character

3

Line-control character Line-control character

4

Line control character Line-control character

5

Chain address

6

Quantity of synchronization characters

7

Address of synchronization characters

0

Line-control character

7 8

15
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A description of the eight DCB words follows.

Word 0-Control Word
This 16-bit word prescribes the operation to be performed.
Bit 0-Chaining Flag. If this bit equals l, the attachment fetches the next
DCB in the chain after completing the current DCB operation if there are
no exception interrupt conditions.
Bit 1-l'rogram-Controlled Inte,.,.,,pt (PCI) Request. If this bit equals 1,
the attachment presents a PCI request at the completion of the DCB fetch
and places DCB word 3 bits 8 through 15 in the interrupt information
byte. Data transfers associated with the DCB can begin if the PCI request
is pending. If the PCI request is pending when the attachment encounters
the next interrupt-causing condition, the PCI condition is discarded by the
device and is replaced with the new interrupt condition. This bit is
recognized only during transmit and receive operations. If it equals 1 in
any other type of operation, bit 3 of the interrupt status byte (DCB
specification check) is set equal to 1 and the operation terminates with an
exception interrupt request.
Bit 2-lnput Flag. This bit indicates to the attachment the direction of
data transfer. It equals 1 when data is transferred from the attachment to
the processor; it equals 0 when data is transferred from the processor to
the attachment.
Bits 3 and 4. These bits are not used and must equal O; otherwise, bit 3
of the interrupt status byte (DCB specification bit) is set equal to 1 and
the operation terminates with an exception interrupt request.
Bits 5 Through 7-Cycle-Steal Addnm Key. This key is presented by the
attachment during· data transfers. It is used to ascertain storage access
authorization.
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Bits 8 through 15. When bit 8 equals 1, the operation specified in bits 9
through 15 of the DCB control word is performed in set mode. The
attachment decodes bits 9 through 15 to determine which of the following
operations is to be performed.
Bits
8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 1 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
1 0

0 0

0

0
0
0
0

Operation

0
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 0 0 Transmit
0 0 1 Transmit end
0 0 1 Transmit end with pre-receive
0 1 0 Transmit allow break
0 1 1 Transmit end allow break
0 1 1 Transmit end allow break with pre-receive
0 0 Receive
0 1 Receive with time-out
0 0 Receive with block check character
0 1 Receive with time-out and block
check character
0 0 Receive with echoplex
0 1 Receive time-out and echoplex
0 0 Receive with echoplex and block check
character
0
Receive with echoplex, time-out, and
block check character
0 0 Receive transparent
0 1 Receive transparent with time-out
0 0 Receive transparent with echoplex
0 1 Receive transparent with echoplex and
time-out

0 1 1
0 0 Read adapter buffer
0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 Ring monitor
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 Ring monitor with time-out
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0 0 0

1

0 0 0 DTR
0 0 1 DTR
0 1 0 DTR
0 1 1 DTR
1 0 0 DTR

Set control

0

0 Program delay

0 0 0 0

Reset

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

enable
enable with time-out
enable with answer-tone
enable with time-out and answer-tone
disable

0

xxxxxxx

DCB specification check
Set mode
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Data Transmission
Transmit.
The transmit operation is used when another transmit-type operation
follows immediately.
The attachment begins this operation by sending 'request to send' (RTS)
to the modem and starting timer 2. The attachment then waits for 'clear to
send' (CTS) from the modem. When the attachment receives 'clear to
send,' it resets timer 2, starts timer 1, and waits for timer 1 to time out.
When timer 1 times out, the attachment begins cycle stealing data from
storage and transmitting the data to the remote station. The delay provided
by timer 1, in this case, is called "pre-transmit delay"; its purpose is to
allow the receiving station enough time to set up to receive data and to
allow time for the modem and communication lines to stabilize.
Timer 2 should be set to a value high enough to allow turnaround on a
half-duplex teleprocessing link. If timer 2 is not correctly defined by the
program, an exception-interrupt request (CC2) occurs. If the interrupt
status byte bit 0 equals 1, status word 1 of the attachment has a modem
interface error (bit 9 equals 1) indicating that RTS was active and that
CTS was not returned by the modem within the time limits of timer 2.
The attachment presents a device-end interrupt request or begins a DCB
command chaining operation when the byte count goes to 0. The
attachment stays in transmit mode and leaves RTS active at the end of this
operation. This allows continuity from one transmit-type operation to
another without sending another RTS and waiting for CTS.
When chaining a series of transmit-type operations, timer 2 is used only in
the first operation; timer 1 provides a pre-transmit delay in the first
operation only.
Pre-transmit delay

Timer 2

Timer 1

Transmission

First operation
(transmit)

Tran~ission
Second operation
(transmit)

Timer 1 should be set for a pre-transmit delay of approximately 9
milliseconds when the receiving station is a program-controlled device and
is directly connected or is conneCted through a full-duplex modem. Timers
1 and 2 should always be activated to prevent excessive turnaround and
noise.
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Note: Line control characters are not examined. In synchronous operation,
leading pad characters and synchronization characters are not inserted by
the attachment except in two situations. When data is not placed into the
ciata stream as quickly as the attachment expects it, the attachment may
insert synchronization characters into the data stream as follows:

•

Between characters within a block of data

•

Between blocks of data within the data stream when the blocks result
from chained transmit operations

Transmit End. This operation is used to transmit the last block of data in
a chain of transmit-type operations or when only one block is being
transmitted. An example of the use of this operation is shown below.
Post-transmit delay

Pre-transmit delay

~
Timer 2

Transmission

Timer 1

Timer 1

Single operation
(transmit end)
Post-transmit delay

Tran~ission
Previous operation
(transmit)

Timer 1

Last operation
(transmit end)

This operation is the same as the transmit operation, except that the
attachment exits transmit mode and starts timer 1 after the last character
is sent to the modem. When timer 1 times out, the attachment resets its
RTS (if RTS is not wired on). This delay allows the last character to leave
the modem before the .attachment resets 'request to send.' The timer-1
delay at the end of this operation is called "post-transmit delay.'' Note
that timer 1 is used twice in this operation (pre-transmit and post-transmit
delays) if this operation is not part of two or more transmit-type
operations.
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Transmit End With Pre-receive. This operation is the same as the
transmit-end operation, except that there is· no post-transmit delay and,
when pre-receive time starts, incoming data is saved during the chaining
process. Pre-receive time starts after the last character has been
transmitted and a post-transmit delay is not used. Data can be received
immediately; however, this operation must be chained to a receive-type
command or an exception interrupt will occur. Interrupt status byte bit 3
(DCB specification check) is set equal to 1. To ensure data integrity
during line turnaround, a direct connection or a four-wire interface must
be used.
Transmit Allow BIWlk. This operation is the same as the transmit
operation, except that it allows the receiving station to stop the
transmission. To do this, the receiving station "breaks" the line by driving
its transmit line to a "space" condition for at least 150 milliseconds plus
two character times. If the attachment detects this condition, it presents an
exception interrupt request with bit 0 of the interrupt status byte equal to
1 and transmit mode is reset. Status word 1 bit 6 equals 1 to indicate the
break.
Transmit End Allow Break. This operation is the same as the transmit-end
operation, except that this operation allows the receiving station to stop
the transmission. To do this, the receiving station "breaks" the line for at
le~st 150 milliseconds plus two character times. If the attachment detects
this condition, it resets transmit mode and RTS and presents an exception
interrupt request with bit 0 of the interrupt status byte equal to 1. The
attachment does not reset R TS if the jumper is installed.
Transmit End Allow Break With he-Receive. This operation is the same as
the transmit-end with pre-receive operation and transmit-end-allow-break
operation combined. The same restrictions stated under "Transmit End
With Pre-Receive" apply to· this command.
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Data Reception
Normal receive mode (selected by using the set control or set mode
operations) provides the following:
• ACCA compatibility
• Half-duplex operation
• 7 change-of-direction (COD) characters, 1 block check character, and
2 of the CODs can be conditioned by command to receive a single
block check character
• Command-driven reception, with echoplex capabilities.
In the normal receive mode, the attachment receives data only when a
DCB receive or DCB transmit with pre-receive operation is being
processed. When no receive DCB or transmit DCB is being processed, the
attachment assumes that no data is present to be received. This assumption
is correct when dealing with a half-duplex device. When a device operates
in full-duplex mode, data can be present almost anytime.
&panded Mode

To expand the attachment capabilities, additional operations are defined
using the Set Expand Mode command. (See "Set Expanded Mode" in the
commands section of this chapter.)
Expanded mode provides the following operations:
• Continuous receive mode
• Attention interrupt mode
• Continuous echoplex mode
• Extended character recognition/ detection consisting of the following:
Two character change-of-direc~ion
Inhibit ·zero insert mode
Two character block check mode
4 CODs with LRC mode
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Continuous Receive Mode. In the normal receive mode, the adapter
receives data only when a DCB Receive or DCB transmit with pre-receive
COJllIDand is being processed by the adapter. When no receive DCB is in
process or a transmit DCB is being processed, the attachment assumes that
no data is present to be received. This assumption is correct when dealing
with a half-duplex device. When a device operates in full-duplex mode,
however, data can be present at almost anytime due to operator action or
device operation. To handle this situation, a new mode of operation has
been defined: continuous receive mode.

1. If a receive DCB is in process, the character will be handled in normal
fashion; that is, it is compared with the (COD) character table and the
receive either continued or terminated based on normal operation.
2. If no DCB is active or a non-receive DCB is active, the adapter stores
the character within the adapter's 15 byte buffer (one character per
byte) and awaits the processing of the next DCB receive. The adapter
continues to buffer these characters on a first-in-first-out (FIFO)
basis. When the next receive DCB is processed by the adapter, the
buffer contents are processed as part of the operation just as if the
buffer data was being received from the line. It will be transparent to
the program whether the data from the receive came from the buffer
or the actual line. If the adapter receives more characters than it can
hold in the line buffer, the next DCB will terminate with a unique
error condition of first-in-first-out (FIFO) full (status word l, bit 12).
Note that the COD (change-of-direction) processing is simply an alert
condition for lines operating in asynchronous mode (TTY); that is, the
reception of the COD character does not necessarily mean a true
end-of-message condition, but could simply be a special character within a!
message. In synchronous mode operations, after a COD has been
received,' the attachment resets synchronization and begins the
resynchronization process again. Set Mode Set Control, or DCB Reset
commands clear the adapter of any stored input data. DTR, DSR, and
DCD must be active before entering this mode of operation.
Attention Interrupt Mode. Attention interrupt mode is an operating mode
used only in conjunction with continuous receive mode. When activated in
the adapter, attention interrupt mode causes received characters to be
processed by the adapter concurrent with other adapter operations. In this
mode, when a character is received and a Read DCB is not in process, it is
presented to the Series/ 1 using an attention interrupt with the received
character in the IIB (interrupt information byte). The following special
situations are dependent on the Attention Interrupt Mode: Attention
interrupts will only be presented if a Transmit Type command or no
command is active.

1. If a transmit allow break command is active and a character is received
which is in the COD table, the adapter will terminate the Transmit
Allow Break command (after processing the current transmit
character) and present interrupt status with the residual address of the
last character transmitted available to the system. Note if a COD
character is received prior to the transmit allow break command, and
is interrupt pending in the channel the transmit command will not be
stopped.
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2. If an error occurs, an attention with exception (CC=6) will be
presented with an ISB equal to 80; and no further attention interrupts
are presented until a read adapter buffer operation followed by a read
cycle steal status is processed by the adapter. Attention interrupts
resume if the first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer is empty (Bit 15 of status
word 1) following a Start Cycle Steal Status command. If a
transmit-type command is terminated by the error, a Start Cycle Steal
Status command should be issued, then a Read Adapter Buffer
command followed by another Start Cycle Steal Status command. The
first Start Cycle Steal Status command is used to obtain the residual
address of the transmitted data. The read Adapter buffer operation is
used to clear out all previously held data and the second Start Cycle
Steal Status command will reenable attention interrupts. If the adapters
buffer is not empty, and bit 15 of status word 1 is on, another read
adapter buffer operation is required followed by a Start Cycle Steal
Status command.
Continous F.choplex Mode. Continuous echoplex provides the capability to
use the echoplex function with continuous receive in a half-duplex
operation between the adapter and the Series/ 1. During read with
echoplex operation, characters received from the terminal are automatically
transmitted ·back to the terminal for display. When continuous receive
mode is in operation and continuous echoplex is specified, any characters
received without a pending read operation are saved and echoed to the
terminal. During a transmit operation any characters received will not be
held in the line buffer and not echoed to the terminal. Continuous
echoplex is intended for situations where the device requires echoplex but
no CPU logic is needed to process the data characters for echo.
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Expanded Chamcter Recognition/Detection

Two. Character Chlillge-of-Dil'f!dion Mode. Two character
change-of-direction causes the adapter to interpret the change-of-direction
table in conjunction with a delineating character to determine an ending
sequence. The user-specified delineating character is the first character
received and the second character will be any of the seven programmable
characters in the change-of-direction table. If two delineating characters
are received consecutively followed by a character in the
change-of-direction table, reception continues until a single delineating
character followed by a COD is detected. Typically, the delineating
character would be a DLE or ESC character.
Inhibit Zero ln.wt1 Mode. Inhibit zero insert mode, when enabled, causes
the attachment to place a received character with incorrect parity into
storage as it was received. If inhibit zero insert mode is not enabled, the
attachment places O's into storage when characters are received with
incorrect parity.
Two Chamcter Block Chedc Mode. Two character block check causes the
adapter to process the Read with block check command such that two
block check (LRC) characters following a COD are placed into the user's
buffer within Series/ 1 storage. Similar to the conventional mode of LRC
reception (single character) no check is made of the data received as a
block check.
- Four CODs widt LRC Mode. 4 CODs with LRC causes the adapter to

receive one additional character following COD recognition utilizing four
specifiable COD characters. When a Receive with Block Check command
is issued and COD 4, 5, 6, or 7 ·is received and interpreted from the
change-of-direction table, one additional·character is placed in Series/1
storage following the COD character.
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Normal ReceiJJe

This operation allows the attachment to begin cycle stealing data into
storage when the attachment begins receiving valid data (the correct start
bit or synchronization characters must be recognized). If the 'carrier
detect' jumper is not installed, 'carrier detect' from the modem must be
active before the attachment can begin transferring data to storage. When
any of the defined characters are received, the attachment presents an
integupt request, as shown in the chart:
Receive Termination Chart
Input conditions

Receive termination

Error
condition*

Chain flag

Byte
count= 0

COD
received

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

I

cc

ISB/IIB

2
2
3
2

AO

-

-

2
2
2
2
2
2

AO
AO

Comment

20
00

AO

No chain
Chain to next DCB
Chain to next DCB

80

AO
AO
80

No chain
No chain
No chain

* Parity error exception interrupt occurs at the completion of the operation for

the present

DCB. All other exception interrupts are presented upon detection.

If the attachment detects a parity error while receiving data, it places hex

00 into storage instead of the incorrect character and continues receiving
data until the ending condition occurs (COD received). The attachment
then presents an exception interrupt request. If the indicator panel is
connected to the attachment and the DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT
switches are set to 11110, the attachment places the incorrect character
into storage and continues receiving data.
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A device-end interrupt request is presented when a COD character is
recognized. After character synchronization is established,. all characters,
including any synchronization characters, are placed into storage.
When the attachment recognizes any receive operation, and the timer is
not used, and the 'carrier detect' jumper is not installed, the attachment
waits for an indefinite length of time for 'carrier detect' to become active
before beginning the receive operation.
When the attachment recognizes any. receive operation, and the timer is
used, and the 'carrier detect' juniper is not installed, the attachment waits
for the length of time specified in timer 1 for 'carrier detect' to become
active before beginning the receive operation. If 'carrier detect' does not
become active within the specified time, the attachment terminates the
operation with an exception interrupt request and word 1 bit 9 (modem
interface error) in the start cycle-steal status operation's DCB equals 1.
When the 'carrier detect' jumper is installed, a 'carrier detect' signal is
returned to the attachment and the signal from the modem 1s not checked.
When DCB word 0 bit 0 (chaining flag) equals 0, the byte count reaches
0, and no COD is received:
•

An exception interrupt request is presented
Interrupt status byte bit 2 (incorrect length record) equals 1

Receive With Time-Out. This operation is the same as the receive
operation, except that the attachment uses timer 1 to limit the time it will
wait for the first character. It also limits the time that the attachment waits
between characters. Failure to receive a character within this time results
in an exception interrupt request with interrupt status byte bit 0 equal to 1
and status word 1 bit 1 (time-out) equal to 1. If the 'carrier detect' jumper
is not installed, the attachment waits the length of time specified by timer
1 for 'carrier detect' to become active. If 'carrier detect' does not become
active within the specified time, the attachment presents an exception
interrupt request and posts modem interface error (bit 9) in cycle steal
status word 1.
Receive With Block Check Character. This operation is the same as the
receive operation except that the attachment waits for one character after
detecting either the COD6 or COD7 character specified in the DCB
format of a Set Control or Set Mode command. The block check character
is not generated or checked by the adapter but is placed in storage. Parity,
if set, is checked on the block check character.
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Receive With Time-Out and Block Check Character. This operation is the
same as the receive-with-block-check-character operation except that timer
1 is used to limit the time that the attachment waits for 'carrier detect' to
become active, to receive the first character, or between characters. If the
attachment does not receive a character or a block check character after a
COD6 or COD7 character, an exception interrupt request is presented
with interrupt status byte bit 0 equal to 1.
Receive With Echoplex. This operation is the same as the receive operation
except that all data transmitted from the sending station is returned to the
sending station on the sending station's receive line. A full-duplex interface
is required.
Receive With Time-Out and Echoplex. This operation is the same as the
receive-with-echoplex operation except that timer 1 is used to limit the
time that the attachment waits to receive a character, the time between
characters, and the time waiting for 'carrier detect' to become active. If
the attachment does not receive a character or 'carrier detect' within the
specified time, an exception interrupt request is presented with interrupt
status byte bit 0 equal to 1.
Receive With Block Check Character and Echoplex. This operation is the
same as the receive-with-block-check-character operation except that data
is immediately transmitted back to the sending station.
Receive With Echoplex, Time-Out, and Block Check Character. This
operation is the same as the
receive-with-time-out-and-block-check-character operation except that
data is immediately transmitted back to the sending station.
Receive Transparent. This operation is the same as receive, except that the
COD characters are not recognized and this operation terminates when the
byte count reaches 0.
Receive Transparent With Time-Out. This operation is the same as the
receive-transparent operation except that timer 1 limits one of the
following:

•

The time that the attachment waits for 'carrier detect' to become
active or to receive a character

•

The time between characters when more than one character is being
received

Receive Transparent With Echoplex. This operation is the same as the
receive-transparent operation except that all data transmitted from the
sending station returns to the sending station on the sending station's
receive line.
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Receive Transparent With Echop/ex and Time-Out. This operation is the
same as the receive-transparent-with-echoplex operation except that timer
1 limits one of the following:
The time that the attachment waits for 'carrier detect' to become
active or to receive a character

The time between characters when more than one character is being
received
Notes:
1. When 'carrier detect' jumper is not installed and the attachment
recognizes any receive operation without timer, the attachment, before
going into receive mode, waits for an indefinite period of time for
'carrier detect' signal from the modem to become active.
2. When 'carrier detect' jumper is not installed and the attachment
recognizes any receive with time-out command, before going into
receive mode, the attachment waits for the 'carrier detect' signal from
the modem to become active within the period of time specified in
timer 1. (DCB word 2). If at the end of timer 1 value, the 'carrier
detect' signal from the modem has not become active then the
attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt and
modem interface error bit (bit 9) set in cycle steal status word two.
3. When the 'carrier detect' jumper is installed, 'carrier detect' is
permanently returned to the attachment and the signal from the
modem is not checked.
Read Adapter Bu//er. This operation is used with the expanded mode
commands. When executed, any data saved in the adapter buffer will be
cycle-stolen into Series/1 storage. This command must be issued if an
interrupt condition code of 6 is presented or ~f bit 15 of word 1 of the
Start Cycle Steal Status command is active. The first byte placed into
storage represents a byte count of the characters received error free but
not reported by way of "CC4". Following the byte count are the receive
characters. Up to 16 (hexadecimal 10) bytes may be placed into storage.

Line Control
Ring Monitor. This operation allows the attachment to monitor the 'ring
indicator' line from the modem. Unless this is a chained operation, the
attachment presents a device-end interrupt request to the processor when
'ring indicator' is active for more than 100 milliseconds.
Ring Monitor With Time-Out. This operation is the same as the
ring-monitor operation except that timer 2 limits the length of time that
the attachment waits for a ring condition. If a time-out occurs, an
exception interrupt request is presented, interrupt status byte bit 0 equals
1, and bit 1 (time-out) is set in cycle steal status word 1.
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DTR E11ablt!. This operation sends 'data terminal ready' to the modem;
the modem responds by activating 'data set ready.' Unless this is a chained
operation, the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor
when 'data set ready' becomes active.
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To ensure the validity of 'data set ready,' the minimum execution time of
this· operation is 100 milliseconds.
Note: 'Data terminal ready' is normally wired on for leased lines.
DTR Enable With Time-Out. This operation is the same as the
DTR-enable operation except that timer 2 limits the length of time the
attachment waits for 'data set ready.' If a time-out occurs before the DSR
becomes active DTR is disabled, an exception interrupt request is
presented to the processor, the interrupt status byte bit 0 equals 1, and bit
9 (modem interface error) is set in cycle steal status word 1. To ensure the
validity of 'data set ready,' the minimum execution time of this operation
is 100 milliseconds.
DTR Enable With Answer-tone. This operation is the same as the
DTR-enable operation except that an answer-tone or space is placed on
the transmission line for the period specified in timer 1 when 'data set
ready' is activated. After the time-out occurs, an interrupt request is
presented to the processor or chaining begins. To ensure the validity of
'data set ready,' the minimum execution time of this operation is 100
milliseconds. Timer 1 should be set to approximately 3 seconds (refer to
the modem manual for an exact setting).
DTR Enable With Answer-tone and Time-Out. This operation is the same
as the DTR-enable-with-answer-tone operation except that timer 2 limits
the length of time the attachment waits for 'data set ready.' If a time-out
occurs before the DSR becomes active, DTR is disabled, an exception
interrupt request is presented to the processor, interrupt status byte bit 0
equals 1,. and status word 1, bit 9 (modem interface error) is set in cycle
steal status word 1. To ensure the validity of 'data set ready,' the minimum
execution time of this operation is 100 milliseconds.
DTR Disable. This operation is used in a switched network to deactivate
'data terminal ready' and disconnect the attachment from the network.
Timer 2, which should be set for at least 1 second, starts when 'data
terminal ready' is deactivated. Unless this is a chained operation, the
attachment presents a device-end interrupt request to the processor when a
time-out occurs. If 'data terminal ready' or 'data set ready' is not
deactivated within the time specified by timer 2, an exception interrupt is
presented to the processor, interrupt status byte bit 0 equals 1 and cycle
steal status word 1 bit 9 equals 1. 'Data terminal ready' cannot be
deactivated if the jumper is installed.
Set Control. This operation provides compatibility with the Asynchronous
Communications (ACC) features, and it places the attachment in
asynchronous mode and COD characters are defined in the DCB for a Set
Control command. The data length is eight bits, there is no parity
specified, and there are two stop bits. The above conditions are effective
until a new 'set control' or 'set-mode' is activated, or a power-on reset
occurs.
Note: The attachment's mode of operation is designated by either 'set
control' or 'set mode operation.'
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Program Delay. This operation starts timer 2. Unless this is a chained
operation, the attachment presents a device-end interrupt request to the
processor when a time-out occurs.

Reset. This operation resets all information in an addressed device except
Prepare command information, 'data terminal ready,' set control
information, or set mode information. Unless this is a chained operation, ·a
device-end interrupt request is presented to the processor when all of the
designated information is reset.
Set Mode. This operation places the attachment in either asynchronous or
synchronous operation. The format of bits 8 through 15 for both modes
are shown here:

Bit

Value

Meaning

8

1

Set mode

9

0
1

Asynchronous operation
Synchronous operation

00
01
10
11

5 bits
6 bits
7 bits
8 bits

10, 11
t

per character
per character
per character
per character

Asynchronous

Synchronous

00

Invalid

01
10

One stop bit
Reserved

11

Two stop bits

SYN-SYN is recognized/
generated
Invalid
SYN is recognized/
generated
Invalid

14

0
1

Odd parity
Even parity

15

0
1

Parity disabled
Parity enabled

12, 13

Note: Any invalid configuration causes an exception interrupt request with
ISB bit 3 (DCB specification check) equal to 1.

In asynchronous mode, external clocks must be provided when DCB word
1 bits 0 through 7 (bit-rate constant) equal 00.
In synchronous mode, external clocks must be provided and DCB word 1
bits 0 through 7 (bit-rate constant) must equal 00. The number of
synchronization characters specified by bits 12 and ·13 must equal the byte
count in the DCB of a set-mode (synchronous) operation and must reside
at an even-byte boundary; otherwise, a DCB specified check is presented
to the processor. The location of the synchronization characters must be
specified by DCB word 7 (data address). If two synchronization characters
are used, they can be different characters.
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Bit Rate
Any line on the adapter can be programmed for data transmission at a rate
betweetJ.-37.5 and 19,200 bps. (See limitations below.) If the rate is
between 37 .5 and 1200 bps, install the low-range jumper; if the rate is
between 300 and 19,200 bps, install the high-range jumper. Specify the
exact bit rate (bit-rate constant) in the program. The constant is the
high-order byte of DCB word 1 and is stored in the attachment during a
set control/ set mode operation.
The programmable eight-line controller is limited to the following:
• A maximum aggregate throughput rate of 64,000 bps (at 12 bits per
character), 56,000 if doing a trace operation
• A maximum of one four-line adapter if the bit rate of 19 ,200 bps is
selected for any line synchronous operation
• When continuous receive mode is selected with buffered full-duplex
devices, the bit rate used to determine controller loading should be
twice the stated bit rate of the line.
Example:
Determine the bit-rate constant for 150 bps.
9600

Constant = - - -1
bps

9

7~~ -1

Round off to the nearest whole number and
convert to hexadecimal.

= 63 (decimal)= 3F (hexadecimal)

Therefore, the hex constant supplied by the program in conjunction with
the set control/set mode operation would be 3F.
The bit-rate constant for high-range operation is determined by the
following formula:
76800

Constant = - - -1
bps

Round off to the nearest whole number
and convert to hexadecimal.

Example:

Determine the bit-rate constant for 1,200 bps (with high-speed jumper
installed).
7

~~~~

..., 1 = 63 (decimal) = 3F (hexadecimal)

Therefore, the hex constant supplied by the program in conjunction with
the set control/set mode operation would be 3F.
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There are some bit rates in the ranges shown previously that are
incompatible with the attachment. The difference between the bit rate of
the attachment and the bit rate of the attached terminal must not exceed
1.5 percent. To determine the difference (in percent) use one of the
following methods. An example follows method 2.
Method 1

For attachments that have the low-speed jumper installed.
Step 1. Divide the terminal's bit rate into 9,600 and round
the answer to the nearest whole number.
Step 2. Multiply the above answer by 0.000104166. This
gives the attachment's bit time.
Step 3. Determine the terminal's bit time by taking the
reciprocal of the terminal's bit rate.
Step 4. Divide the smaller of the bit times by the larger of
the bit times. Subtract the answer from 1. Multiply
this answer by 100. This gives the percentage of
difference between the bit rate of the terminal and
the actual bit rate of the attachment for a given
constant.

Method 2

For attachments that have the high-speed jumper installed.
Compute the difference in the same manner. as method 1,
making the following substitutfons:
Step 1. Substitute the number 76,800 for 9,600.
Step 2. Substitute the number 0.0000130208 for
0.000104166.

Example:

Determine the difference between the bit rate of the attachment and the
bit rate of a terminal that operates at 134.5 bps.

Step 1

9600
_ = 71.37 = 71
134 5

Step 2 0.000104166
x
71
0.007395786 =attachment's bit-time
Step 3

134 .~

= 0.007434944 =terminal's bit-time

Step 4 ( 1 - 0.007395786) 100 = 0 53%0
0.007434944
.

\
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The aggregate throughput rate can be determined by performing the
following calculation:
7

L

or the summation of

x=O

r~:oJ

+

[1~~1]

+

[1~:2]

+

[12~:3]

L2~:4J

+

[12~:5J

+

[1~:6J

+

[1~·;7J

+

Where:
B=bit rate (see note)
C=character length of line x (character length is equal to the sum of all
bits in the character: start, data, parity, and stop)
For example, in a configuration, five lines with the following
characteristics are desired:
Two asynchronous lines at 9600 bps, each having a start bit, five data
bits, one parity bit, and one stop bit
Two asynchronous lines at 2400 bps, each having a start bit, eight
data bits, no parity, and two stop bits
One synchronous line at 9600 bps, having eight data bits and one
parity bit

2 (2400)J
[

11

+

r2 (2400)J +
11

r2 (9600)J = 46,836
.
9

Because 46,836 bps is less than 64,000 bps, the above configuration is
valid.
Note: The actual bit rate multiplied by 2 should be used for buffered
terminals using continuous receive mode.
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Chain Address
The chain address word (DCB word 5) contains the storage address of the
next DCB when chaining is indicated. The address must be even;
otherwise, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 3 equal to 1 and
terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request.

Byte Count
The 16-bit byte-count word (DCB word 6) contains an unsigned integer
that is the byte count for this data transfer.

Data Address
The data address word (DCB word 7) contains the storage address of the
first data transfer for the operation being performed.
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Interrupt Status Byte
When the attachment presents an exception interrupt request (along with
an interrupt condition code of 2 or 6) to the processor, the interrupt status
byte is used to record status tl~at cannot be indicated to the program by
the .condition codes. The attacmnent presents the interrupt status byte to
the processor as bits 0 through 7 of the interrupt ID word.
The bits and their meanings follow.

Bit 0-Device-Dependent Staflis Available. If this bit equals 1, additional
status is available by using the Start Cycfo Steal Status command
(described later in this chapter). Thls bit may be set equal to 1 in
conjunction with bit 2 (incorrect length record).
Bit 1-./Jelayed Command Reject. This bit is set to 1 for any of the
following eonditions:
• The IDCB contains an odd DCB address.

•
•

The IDCB contains an invalid function modifier.
The IDCB is for a command that performs a write operation .

Bit 2-lncowect Length Record. This bit can be reported during all receive
operations except the receive-transparent operation. If ISB bit 0 equals 0
and bit 2 equals l, the byte count has gone to 0 and the attachment has
not received a change of direction (COD) character. If ISB bits 0 and 2
both equal 1, the attachment received a COD character and the byte count
was not 0.
Bit 3-lJCB Specification Check. This bit equals 1 under any of the
following conditions:
•

The DCB contains an odd chaining address (DCB word 5).

•

The byte count (DCB word 6) contains a value other than 6 for a
Start Cycle Steal Status command.

•

The data address (DCB word 7) contains an odd address for the
following: a Start Cycle Steal Status, Start Control, or Start Diagnostic
command (the chaining bit must equal 0 for these commands).

•

The byte count for a transmit or receive operation is 0 .
Bit 2 of the DCB control word (word O) is not set appropriately for
the operation.

•
•

•
•

Bit 2 of the control word for a Start Control command equals 1 and
the byte count is not equal to hex 0400 or hex 0040.

•

Bit 2 of the control word for a Start Control command equals 0 and
the byte count is not equal to hex OlBO or hex 0000.
The PCI bit is on for other than transmit- or receive-type operations .

•
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The byte count of a Start Diagnostic 1 command is not equal to 12.
The byte count of a Start Diagnostic 2 command is not equal to 6 .

Bit 4-Storage Data Check. This bit equals 1 during cycle-steal output
operations only. It indicates that the storage location accessed during the,
current output cycle contained incorrect parity. The parity in main storage
is not corrected. The attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 5-Invalid Storage· Address. This bit equals 1 if the storage address
presented by the attachment for data or DCB access exceeds the storage
size of the system. The attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 6-Protect Check. This bit equals 1 if the attachment attempted to
access a storage location without the correct cycle-steal address key. The
attachment terminates the operation.
Bit 7-Interface Data Check. This bit equals 1 if a parity error was
detected on the Series/1 interface during a cycle-steal data transfer. The
condition can be detected by the processor 1/0 channel or the attachment.
In either case, the operation is terminated and an exception interrupt
request is presented to the processor.

0

Devicedependent
status
available

1
Delayed
command
reject

2
Incorrectlength
record

3
DCB
specificati on
check

4

Storage
data
check

5
Invalid
storage
address

6
Protect
check

7
Interface
data
check

Interrupt Information Byte (IIB)
When the attachment presents an interrupt, the IIB is used to record
additional information. If the condition code equals 3 ( CC3) the
IIB=OOOO. If the condition code equals 4 (CC4) and expanded mode is
being used, the IIB equals the character received.
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Cycle-Steal Status Words
Three words of status information are available by using the Start Cycle
Steal Status command. This information is available regardless of the
setting of ISB bit 0.
Three words (six bytes) of status information are transferred into main
storage starting at the data address contained in DCB word 7. Status
words 1 and 2 are the only words required for analysis of attachment or
terminal link errors.

Word

0

DCB (device control block)
Ctr/ word

0 0 1 0 0

rcTkey1
x x x

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used

6

Byte count-must be 0006

7

Data address-must be even

WordO
Word 0 contains the main storage address of the last attempteQ cycle-steal
data transfer. This residual address may be either a data or DCB address.
The value of the residual address must be examined to determine if it is a
.. data address or a· DCB address. When reporting a DCB address, the
attachment reports the address of the low-order byte of the last DCB word
that the attachment attempted to fetch.
Word 1

Bit 0-0venvn. During a receive operation, this bit equals 1 if the
attachment is not able to transfer data to storage before the storage data
register is needed for new data.
Bit 1-Time-Out.

This bit equals 1 if:

•

During a receive-with-time-out operation, no data is received within
the limits established by timer 1.

•

During a ring-enable-with-time-out operation, 'ring indicator' is not
received from the modem within the limits of timer 2.

For error recovery, increase the timer 2 value during a ring enable with
time-out. If a ring signal was not received within the limits of timer 2,
increase the value of timer 2 and retry.
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Bit 2. This bit is not used.
Bit 3-DCB Reject. This bit equals 1 under either of the following
conditions:
•

A transmit-type operation is attempted when the attachment is in
receive mode.

•

A receive-type operation is attempted when the attachment is in
transmit mode.

Bit 4. This bit is not used.
Bit 5-YRC Error. The parity of a received character was incorrect. The
exception interrupt request is presented at the end of the message.
A special character (hex 00) is placed in main storage when any incorrect
data is detected. If communications indicator panel is installed and the
DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches are set to 11110, the received
character is placed in storage without any. modifications to the character.
For expanded mode, inhibit zero insertion affects the adapter error
procedure when a bad parity character is received (assumes parity check
enabled). Normal adapter operation is to replace the bad parity character
with a binary 0 character. When this mode is enabled, the adapter does
not "zero" the character, but provides the character as it was received
(incorrect data parity). The interrupt request does not occur until a COD
is detected, or the byte count is reduced to 0 and the chain bit equals 0.
For error recovery, the program should transmit a negative
acknowledgement and retry.

Bit 6-Break. During a transmit-allow-break, transmit-end-allow-break or
transmit-end-allow-break-with-pre-receive operation, a "break" condition
was detected. The attachment terminates the operation and resets transmit
mode and 'request to send'. (if RTS is not wired "on"). For error recovery,
the program can then issue either a receive command or continue
transmitting. During continuous receive mode, 'break detect' will not be
presented.
Bit 7--Stop-Bit Error. A character was received with a stop bit missing.
The exception interrupt request occurs as soon as the error is detected.
For error recovery, the program should transmit a negative
acknowledgement and retry.

Bit B. This bit is not used.
Bit 9-Modem Interface Error. Conditions that cause this error are:
• DSR is not activated from the modem within the predetermined time
after a DTR enable with time-out operation begins.
• CTS is not activated from the modem within the time specified by
timer 2 during any transmit or DTR enable with answer-tone
operation.
• DTR or DSR are not active at the beginning of a transmit or a receive
operation.
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•

CTS is active for more than Lsecond while RTS is inactive at the
beginning of a transmit operation. (If CTS is permanently returned,
RTS must be wired on.)

•

DTR or DSR is lost during a transmit or receive operation.

•

R TS or CTS is lost during a transmit or answer-tone operation.

•

'Carrier detect' becomes inactive during a receive operation if the
'carrier detect' jumper is not installed.

•

'Carrier detect' is not received during a receive with time-out
operation if the 'carrier detect' jumper is not installed.

If a modem interface error is reported, for error recovery, the programmer
should examine status word 2 and retry. If DTR equals 1, the attachment

expects DSR to equal 1; if RTS equals 1, the attachment expects CTS to
equal 1.

Bits 10

and 11.

These bits are not used.

Bit 12-Error During Pre-Receive, Adapter Buffer Full. This bit equals 1
when an error is detected during an operation with pre-receive. This bit
equals 1 if operating in expanded mode with continuous receive and the
adapter buffer is full.
Bits 13 Thmugh 14. These bits are not used and must be 0.
Bit 15. This bit reflects the status of the adapter buffer. If this bit equals
1, a read adapter buffer operation followed by another Start Cycle Steal
Status command must be issued to reset any error conditions and enable
attention interrupts.
Note: More than one error may be reported in status word 1. An example
is a VRC error with an overrun, time-out, modem interface error, or error
during pre-receive.

Word 2

Bit 0-Data Terminal Ready. This bit is a signal from the attachment to
the modem that indicates whether DTR was active at the time the Start
Cycle Steal Status command was issued. It expects a DSR (bit 1) response
from the modem.
DTR is set by the 'DTR enable' type DCBs.

Bit 1-Data Set Ready. This bit is a signal to the attachment from the
modem. It is either in response to DTR (bit 0) or is a power-on indication
from a leased-line modem.
If DSR is always equal to 1, install the DTR jumper on the attachment.
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Bit 2-Request to Send. This bit is an outbound signal from the
attachment to the modem when the attachment wishes to transmit. Expect
a CTS (bit 3) returned from the modem.
Some full-duplex modems always signal CTS as a power-on indication; in
this case, the RTS jumper on the attachment must be installed.
Bit 3-Clear to Send. This bit is an inbound signal to the attachment
from the modem in response to RTS (bit 2) signal.
Bit 4-External Clocks. This bit equals 1 if the bit-rate constant in the
DCB for a set mode/set control operation equals 00, indicating modem
clocking is being used.
Bit 5-Carrier Detect. This bit equals 0 or 1 when the attachment is
connected to a modem and the 'carrier detect' jumper is installed.
Bit 6-Echoplex. This bit equals 1 if the attachment is in echoplex mode.
Bit 'f.-Receive Data Lead. This bit may equal 0 or 1.
Bits 8-15. These bits designate the communications indicator panel
DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switch settings.
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Status Mter Resets
There are several methods of resetting some or all of the circuits in the
attachment. The resets and their effects are shown in the chart:

Poweron
reset

System
reset

Halt
1/0

Device
reset

DCB
command
reset

Indicator
panel
reset

DTR with jumper

On

On

On

On

On

On

DTR without jumper

Off

--

--

--

--

Off

RTS with jumper

On

On

On

On

On

On

RTS without jumper

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Interrupt level

Off

Off

I-bit

Off

Off

Set control

*

--

----

----

Pending interrupts

Off

Off

Off

Off

Residual address

**

--

--

--

------

Echoplex

Off

Off

Off

Off

Off

Trace

Off

***

***

***

Expanded mode

Off

Off

Off

Off

---

---------

*Defaults to 8 data bits, 2 stop bits, no parity, internal clock.
**Reset to 0000.
***Does not disable the trace; logs the reset, if enabled.
- -Does not change.
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Error Recovery
Operate I/0 Condition Codes
This attachment may present a variety of operate I/ 0 condition codes.
The codes for each type of Operate I/0 command with a recommended
program recovery or abort procedure are given following the
programmable multi-line operate I/ 0 condition-codes chart.
There will be only one controller-end interrupt request when multiple
controller busy operate I/ 0 condition codes are presented; consequently,
the program should queue the controller busy condition codes and clear
(post) the controller-end interrupt condition code to all controller-busy
codes received.
Note: Under certain conditions, it is possible that more than one
controller-end interrupt request is presented. If no busy condition is found
upon examining the "controller busy" queue, disregard the interrupt
request.

Programmable multi-line Operate 1/0 condition codes

cc

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0

7

1

1

1

Not attached
Busy
Busy after reset
Command reject
Intervention required
Interface data check
Controller busy (see
Note)
Satisfactory

Note: Reported when the controller is busy servicing a
previous Operate I/0 instruction; a subsequent
controller-end interrupt request will occur (interrupt
condition code 0).
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The following table shows recommended error-recovery or abort
procedures for operate 1/0 error conditions:
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Interrupt Condition Codes
Interrupt requests can only occur for the feature-programmable multi-line
attachment following the acceptance of the following commands:
•

Prepare (This command is not an interrupting command. An interrupt
request can occur when the device is unprepared and an interrupt
request is pending. This command is issued with the I-bit equal to 1.)

•

Write Data

•
•

Start
Start Cycle Steal Status

•
•

Start Diagnostic 1
Start Diagnostic 2

• Start Control
The only interrupt codes presented by the attachment are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and
6. If an interrupt condition code 2 or 6 is reported, the program should
examine the ISB and issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command (if the ISB
bit 0 is active)

Programmable multi-line interrupt condition codes

cc

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0

0

0

0

1

4
5
6

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
1
1
0
0
1

1
0
1
0
1
0

7

1

1

1

Controller end (see
Note)
PCI
Exception
Device end
Attention
Attention and PCI
Attention and
exception
Attention and device
end

2
3

Note: The controller presents the device address of line 0.

The following chart shows the recommended actions for various
combinations of condition codes and interrupt status byte values. (The
interrupt status byte bit meanings are included for your convenience.)
Interrupt status byte
Bit
Name

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Device-dependent status available
Delayed command reject
Incorrect record length
DCB specification. check
Storage check
Invalid storage address
Protection check
Interface data check
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Interrupt

cc

ISB
(hex)

Retry Operate I/0 commands queued with
controller busy operate I/ 0 condition code.

0
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Recommended action

2

AO

Normal ending operation to a receive DCB if a
COD was detected prior to reducing the byte
count to 0. Perform a Start Cycle Steal Status
command to obtain residual address.

2

80

Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command; examine
bits to determine further action.

2

40

Examine IDCB for invalid function modifier or
odd DCB address; correct error condition; retry.

2

20

Occurs during a receive operation and indicates
that the byte count reduced to 0 and no COD
character was detected. Increase the receive data
buffer size and byte count and retry.

2

10

Indicates that the DCB being executed had one or
more of the following errors: an odd chaining
address (word 5); a Start Cycle Steal Status DCB
had a byte count other than 6 or an odd address;
a transmit or receive DCB had a byte count of O;
the I/ 0 bit of the DCB control word is incorrect;
a diagnostic type DCB had incorrect byte count or
odd data address; a Start Control command to an
attachment with the I/ 0 bit in the control word
set to 1 did not have a byte count of hex 400 or
hex 040, or, if the 1/0 bit equals 0, had an odd
data address. Correct the error and retry.

2

08

Storage data check; retry operation; if error
persists, abort.

2

04

Invalid storage address; correct program and retry.

2

02

Protect check; verify the protect key and retry.
This error can only occur on a Series/I processor
that has the storage protection feature.

2

01

4

xx

Interface data check; retry once; if the error
persists, abort.

6

80

Attention interrupt, used in expanded mode with
ISB/IIB equal to the character received.
Attention with exception, always indicates that the
expanded mode of operation (attention interrupt)
detected an error on receive. This interrupt does
not terminate any outstanding 1/0 commands.

Jumper· Options
The following options can be selected by installing jumpers on the feature
card.

Request to Send
There are four RTS jumpers on the card-one for each line. If the jumper
is installed, the attachment maintains RTS in an active condition for that
line. This eliminates modem turnaround when using a full-duplex interface.
This option must be selected when using a modem that always keeps CTS
active.
Data Terminal Ready

There are four DTR jumpers on the card-one for each line. If the jumper
is installed, the attachment maintains DTR in an active condition for that
line. To enable disconnecting from a switched network, this option should
not be selected for switched-line operation.
Bit-Rate Jumpers

There are four sets (one low-range and one high-range) of jumpers for the
card, one for each line. Either high-range or low-range must be selected
for each line, but not both.
With the low-range jumper installed, speeds between 37.5 and 1,200 bps
can be selected by programming; with the high-speed jumper installed,
speeds between 300 and 19,200 bps can be selected by programming.
can.ier Detect
There are four 'carrier detect' jumpers on the card-one for each line.
Some modems offer the ability to check the quality of the received signal.
When the signal is of acceptable quality, the modem generates 'carrier
detect.' If the received signal starts to deteriorate, the modem notifies the
attachment by deactivating 'carrier detect.'
'Carrier detect' is a function of the remote site when RTS and CTS are
active. A loss of 'carrier detect' may be caused by the local modem, open
lines, the remote modem, or the remote station not being in transmit
mode.
If the 'carrier detect' jumper is not installed on the attachment card, the
attachment waits for 'carrier detect' from the modem at the beginning of a
receive-type operation. If 'carrier detect' does not become active within
the time specified by timer 1, or if it becomes inactive during the receive
operation, the attachment presents an exception interrupt request to the
processor and activates 'modem interface error.' 'Carrier detect' also
informs the user that the remote station has RTS active.

Line Inter/ace Circuits
There are two types of line-interface-circuit jumpers: an EIA
RS-232C/CCITTV24 interface and a 20-milliampere current loop
interface. One or the other of the options must be selected for each line,
but not both.
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Communications Indicator Panel
This optional panel is a valuable aid to program debugging and machine
troubleshooting.
The communications indicator panel displays various conditions and
registers in the attachment. In addition, the DTR line(s) to the modem(s)
can be reset from the indicator panel. One setting of the
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT switches causes any incorrect data that
is received to be placed in storage "as is."
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

00000000

016

8

4

2

1

4

2

10

Q~QQQQQQ
L

DISPLAY/FUNCTION_J
SELECT

L

LINE
SELECT

_J.

LINE SELECT Switches

The three LINE SWITCHES switches are used to select a particular. line.
A line is selected by setting the last three bits of its device address, in
binary form, into the LINE SELECT switches.
DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches

The DISPLAY/FUNCTION select switches determine what information is
displayed on the panel. Following is a list of switch settings and the
information that is displayed on the panel.
DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
00000
00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110
00111
01000
01001
01010
01011
01100
01101
01110
01111
10000

10001
10010
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Lamps

Information

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

High-order byte of the DCB control word
Low-order byte of the DCB control word
Bit-rate constant
Line-control character 1
Line-control character 2
Line-control character· 3
Line-control character 4
Line-control character 5
Line-control character 6
Line-control character 7
Bits 0-7 of the chain address
Bits 8-15 of the chain address
Bits 0-7 of the byte count
Bits 8- 15 of the byte count
Bits 0-7 of the data address
Bits 8-15 of the data address
Bits 0-7 of timer 2
Bits 8-15 of timer 2
Bits 0-7 of timer 1

DISPLAY/
FUNCTION
SELECT
10011
10100

10101
10110

10111

11000
11001

11010
11011
11100
11101
11110
11111

Lamps

Information

0-7
0-4
5
6
7
0-7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0
1
2-3
4
5-6
7
0-7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Bits 8-15 of timer 1
Base device addresses
Interrupt condition code (LSR even)
Interrupt condition code (LSR carry)
Interrupt condition code (LSR overflow)
Engineering use
Overrun
Time-out
Not used
DCB reject
Not used
Parity error-VCR
Break detected
Stop-bit error
Engineering use
Modem-interface error
Engineering use
Error during pre-receive
Engineering use
Adapter buffer not empty
Engineering use
Data terminal ready
Data set ready
Request to send
Clear to send
External clocks
Carrier detect
Echoplex
Receive line _(on=mark)
Engineering use
Set mode or set control (bits 8-15 in the
Lamp test
Interrupt status byte
Place data into storage "as is"
Data terminal ready
Data set ready
Request to send
Clear to send
External clocks
Carrier detect
Echoplex
Receive

con~rol

word)
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Appendix A. Transmission Codes

'

Decimal Hex

Binazy

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

0000 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0001 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
9110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0010 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
liOl
1110
1111
0011 0000
0001
0010
OOll
0100
0101
0110

00
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
OA
OB

oc

OD
OE
OF
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
lA
1B

lC
1D
1E

36
37

lF
20
21
22
23
24
25

3&

26

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

27
28
29
2A
2B

3~

2C
2D
2E

2F
30
31
32
~3

34
3~

36

ASCII
(See
EBCDIC Note)

Eight-bit
data interchange

NUL

NUL
NUL

soa
STX
ETX
PF
HT
LC
DEL

RLF
SMM
VT
FF
CR

so

SI
DLE
DCl
DC2
TM
RES
NL
BS
IL
CAN
EM

cc

CUl
IFS
IGS
IRS
IVS
DS

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS
HT
LF
VT
FF
CR

so

SI
DLE
DCl
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS
RS

sos

FS

"

BYP
LF
ETB
ESC

#
$

%

ENQ
ACK
BEL

SYN
PN
RS
UC

space
1

space
1,)

2

2

3
4

3
5

5

7

6
7

6
8

8

4

9

0

space

P (even parity)
P (odd parity)
0 (even parity)
0 (odd parity)

H (even parity)
H (odd parity)
((even parity)
( (odd parity)

z

0

@

(EOA)

@

(EOA),9

x
uppercase
8

EOT
D (even parity)
D (odd parity)
S (even parity)
S (odd parity)

&

uppercase
I\

©

(EOT)

©

@

t

I

x

s
t

n
u

u
v

e
d

w

k

x

c

y

1
h

(EOT)

'
(
)

SM
CU2

PTTC/
Correspondence

@

us

space
!

PTTC/EBCD

*

+

T

-'

4

I
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

forms feed
forms feed

z
L

'
Transmission 'Codes

·.· A-1

Decimal

Hex

Binary

55
56

37
38
39
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E
3F
40
41
42
43
44

0011 0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0100 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0101 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0110 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0111 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100

57
58

59
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

45
46
47
48
49
4A
4B
4C
4D
4E
4F

50
51
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
5~

5A
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
6A
6B
6C
60
6E
6F
70
71
72
73
74

Eight-bit
data interchange

ASCII
(See
EBCDIC Note)
EOT

CU3
DC4
NAK
SUB
space

7
8
9
:
;
<

\ (even parity)
\(odd parity)
<(even parity)
< (odd parity)

=
>
?
@

A
B

EOA
B (even parity)
B (odd parity)
" (even parity)
" (odd parity)

c

D
E
F
G

GA34-0028

PITC/
Correspondence

@

b

(SOA), comma

index

@

index

(EOB)

® ,-

!

i

m

k
l

v

H
~
<
(

+
]
&

I

m

J
K
L
M
N

n

'
r

0

i

p

a

q
r

0

$

w

CRLF

CRLF

backspace
idle

backspace
idle

&
a

j

R
2

0
p
Q
R

line feed
line feed

s

J

s

T

u
v
w
x

*

y
!

z

$

{

*

\

)

]

;

A

--,

Z (even parity)
Z (odd parity)
: (even parity)
: (odd parity)

-

I

ACK
a
b
c
d
e
f

b
&

%

'

-

m,,

>

n

?

0

I
I

f
p

c
d

g

h
i
j
k
l

g

F

V (even parity)
V (odd parity)
6 (even parity)
6 (odd parity)

p
q

'shift out
N (even parity)
:N (odd parity)
:. (even parity)

t

s
t
·-

A-2

PITC/EBCD

e

g,

q
comma

h

I

f

i

:•

c;,

(

.

_,_

-

~

~-

y

Decimal· Hex

Binary

117
llS
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
12S
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
13S
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
16S
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178

0111 0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1000 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1001 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1010 0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1011 0000
0001
0010

75
76
77
7S
79
7A
7B
7C
7D
7E
7F

so

Sl
S2
S3
84
S5
S6
S7
SS
S9
SA
SB
SC
SD
SE
SF
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
9A
9B
9C
9D
9E
9F
AO
Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
AS
A9
AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF
BO

Bl
B2

ASCII
(See
EBCDIC Note)

:
#
@

,

=
"
a
b
c
d
e

u
v
w
x
y
z
I

Eight-bit
data inter·
chang~

PITC/EBCD

PITC/
Correspondence

• (odd parity)
®,period

{

t

}

>

-

DEL

horiz tab

tab

lowercase

lowercase

delete
SOM
A (even parity)
A (odd parity)
! (even parity)
! (odd parity)

space

space

=

±, [

<

@

X-ON

;
:

%

Q

%

&

f
g

h
i

,

t

>

*

horiz tab
horiz tab

*

$

I

(

)

)

)

z

1

j
k
I
m

n

#

@ (EOA),''

0

(

p
q

r
Y (even parity)
Y (odd parity)
9 (even parity)
9 (odd parity)

,..,
s
t
u
v
w
x
y
z

WRU (even)
WRU (odd)
E

%

U (even parity)
U (odd parity)
5 (even parity)
5 (odd parity)

return
M (even parity)

uppercase

uppercase

@(EQT)

©(EQT)
T

•
?

s

x
N

T

u

u
v

E
D

w

K

x

c

y

L
H

z

Transmission Codes

A-3

Binary

179
180

B3
B4

1011 0011
0100

M (odd parity)
·(even parity)

181

BS
B6
B7

0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1100 0000
{
0001 A
0010 B
0011 c
0100 D
0101 E
0110 F
0111 G
1000 H
1001 I
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110 Ly'
1111
1101 0000
}
0001 J
0010 K
0011 L
0100 M
0101 N
0110 0
0111 p
1000 Q
1001 R
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
1110 0000 \
0001
0010 s
0011 T
0100 u
0101 v
0110 w
0111 x
1000 y
1001 z
1010
1011
. 1100 rl
1101
1110
1111

- (odd parity)

lBS
186
187
18B
189
190
191
192
193
194
19S
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
21B
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227

22B
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237

23B
239

A-4

GA34-0028

Eight-bit
data interchange

Decimal· Hex

1B2
1B3
1B4

BB
B9
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF

co
Cl
C2
C3
C4

cs
C6
C7

CB
C9
CA
CB

cc

CD
CE
CF
DO
Dl
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

DB
D9
DA
DB
DC
DD
DE
DF
EO
El
E2
E3
E4
ES
E6
E7

EB
E9
EA
EB
EC
ED
EE
EF

EBCDIC

ASCII
(See
Note)

J

PTTC/EBCD

P'ITC/
<;orrespondence

@

B

(SOA), I

J

index

=

@

EOM (even)
EOM (odd)

® ,-

c

J

M

#

K
L

v

X-OFF
S (even parity)
S (odd parity)
3 (even parity)
3 (odd parity)

index

(EOB)

M

.,

N

R

0

I

p

A

Q
R

0

!

w

[

CRLF

CRLF

;

backspace
idle

backspace
idle

+
A

J
G

B

+

c

F

D

p

vertical tab
K (even parity)
K (odd parity)
+ (even parity)
+ (odd parity)

s

PAD
bell
G (even parity)
G (odd parity)
, (even parity)
, (odd parity)

w

E

7

F
G

Q
comma

EBCDIC

Decimal Hex

Binary

240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

1111 0000 0
0001 1
0010 2
0011 3
0100 4
0101 5
0110 6
0111 ·7
1000 8
1001 9
1010 LVM
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

FO
Fl
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

ASCII
(See
Note)

Eight-bit
data interchange

PTTC/
PTTC/EBCD

Corre~ondence

shift in (even)
shift in (odd)

H

?

0

I

y

I

<=(even parity)
<=(odd.parity)
? (even parity)
? (odd parity)
delete
rub out

®,

---,

-

horiz tab

tab

lowercase

lowercase

delete

Note: When used with the BSCA, the software must maintain parity in bits 0-7 of each byte.

Transmission Codes

A-5

A~6
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Appendix B. Communications Operator's Error Test Procedure

The communication adapters operator self-test program needs a minimum
system configuration of:
Series/1 processor with 16K storage, a diskette drive feature 4964 or 4962
model 2, a programmer console feature 5650, and one communication
adapter feature 1610, 2091/2092, 2074, 2075, 2093/2094, 2095/2096,
or 2090.
1. Remove power, disconnect the modem cable at the modem and
connect the wrap connector at the modem end of the cable as follows:
Modem cable
part number

Wrap connector
part number

1632206
1632208
1632210
1632211
1632919

1633812
2704136
1633810
1633811

*

*Do not disconnect the modem cable but place the switch in the cable extension
part number 2722052 in the test position.

2. Insert the Basic diskette.
3. Depress the load button on the programmer console.
4. If the system has only a programmer console go to step 11.
5. Wait for the input/output device (as configured in the diagnostic
diskette) to print the following messa.ge:
RDY
ENTER

6. Insert the SIO/Communications diskette.
7. Begin the operator self test program by entering B3CEF on the
input/ output device.
8. The output device will then print:
ENTER DEVICE ADDRESS AND LOOP COUNT
ENTER

9. Enter FDAXX (where DA=device address and XX=loop count in
hexadecimal).
Example:
F1801 (DA= 18, loop count=Ol).
10. Wait for one of the following messages to appear then take the
appropriate operator action:
Message:
DEVICE ADDRESS ERROR
REENTER DEVICE ADDRESS AND LOOP COUNT
ENTER

Communications Operator's Error Test' Procedure

B-1

Operator, A ct ion,·

Verify the device address is cotrect and call the service organization or
return to step 9.
' Message:
TEST WAS SUCCESSFUL

Operator Action:

None, self explanatory
'Message:
THE TEST FAILED, CALL THE SERVICE,ORGANIZATION

Opetator Action:

Verify that the cable wrapped is the corr,ecione and call the service
organizc;ttion or return to step 9..
After the loop 'count has been exhausted, the program will return to
step.:8.;:At this time, you may run the test again or terminate the
program by returning the system io th~ qperating state;
(Steps 11 through 18 of this proc'edure ~re for systems with only a
programmer's console.)
'
Note: The running time for each feature per pass is as follows:
Feature

Time

1610
2091/2092
2074
2075
2093/2094
2090
2095/2096

1 second
8 seconds
2 seconds
2 seconds
12 seconds
12 seconds
12 seconds

11. Wait for a hexadecimal 3 800 in

th~

lights of the programmer console.

12. Insert the SIO I Communications Diskette.
13. Depress the data buffer button and e11ter OOOB, then depress the
console interrupt button. Depress the clat'a buffer button ,again and
enter 3CFF, then depress the console interrupt button twice.
14. Wait for 3CE1 on the lights of the

pro~r~mmer

console.

15. Depress data buffer and en_ter OOlF, the11 depress the console interrupt
button.
16. Depress the data buffer and enter DAXX (where DA=cievice address
and XX=loop count). Depress the console interrupt button twice.

B-LJ

OA.34-6>028 ·. : ' ·

17. Wait for one of the following values to appear in the -lights of the
programmer console:
Value in lights

Operator action

3CE2
(Device address error)

Verify the. address is
correct and call the
service organization
or go to step 13.

3CE3
(Test successful)

Self-explanatory

3CE4
(The test failed,
. call the service
organization)

Verify that the cable
wrapped iti the
correct one and call
the service organization or return to
step 13.

18. Depress the data buffer button, enter 0006 and depress the console
interrupt button twice. Wait for the lights to indicate 3CE1 and
proceed to step 15 to run the test again, if desired, or return the
system to the ope.rating state.

Communications Operator's Error Test Procedure
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Appendix C. Cab.le Information

Asynchronous Local Attachment Communications Cable

8 A
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

DO
OD
DO
DO
DO
DO

1

0

2

0

0

3

4

0

0

5

0

17 18

0

0

0

0

7

6

0

14 15 16

0

8

0

0

9

0

19 20

0

0

10

11

0

0

21

22 23

0

0

0

12 13

0

0
24 25

0

0

0

0

DO
Pin

Pin

:=J

~~

• 6 Data set ready

Request to send A03:J
Clear to send 803

~~

• 8 Carrier detect

Data terminal ready
Data set ready

A01
801

,

Transmit data

A04 •
Receive data 804.

( (

Carrier detect A07 •

f))'

Signal ground A08 •

)

~~
J}

s

• 3 Receive data
• 2 Transmit data

c:

Request to send
Clear to send

• 7 Signal ground

Cable Information

C.;J

EIA Data Set Cable

B A
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
D
DD

1

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

0

0

5

0

14 1 5 16

0

6

0
0

7

0

17 18

0

8

0

0

0

Attachment end
A01

9

0

19 20

0

Data terminal ready (CD) [ 108.2]

~ ~....- - - -..• 20
~(

.23

A03 • Request to send (CA) [ 105]

( ~.....~----••

4

A04 •Transmit data (BA) [ 103]

\

2

AO< Transmit clock (DB) [114]

{ (

A07 .carrier detect (CF) [109]

c(

~

, j

•

• 15

A08 •Signal ground (AB) [ 102]

•
l} ' " " " ) - - - - •

B01 •Data set ready (CC) [ 107]

/

B03

c' c

Clear to send (CB) [ 106]

•

~,. . ._ _ _ _..

•

8
7
6
5

•
. B04••-R_e_ce_i_ve_d_at_a_(_B_B_)_[_1_0_4_l_________..~~~----- 3
• 17
B06 Receive clock (DD) [ 115]
B07 •Ring indicator (CE) [ 1 2 5 ] : " " " , - - - -..• 22
) }
•

c\'

.

(EIA circuit designation)
[CCITT circuit number]

Transmit data

~=

Request to send

5

Clear to send

8

Receive data

Carrier detect
Data terminal ready

2: :
15 c..17 -

22 (.,
7 0

Data set ready
Transmit clock
Receive clock
Ring indicator
Signal ground

Wrap connector

C-2
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11

0

12 13

0

0

0

22 23

24 25

0

0

0

Modem end

Ao2.Rateselect(CH_) [111]

4

10

0
21

0

0

Binary Synchronous Communications/High Speed Cable (WE-Type 303)

8 A
12
11
10

09
08
07
06
05
04
03
02
01

DD
DD
DD
DD
D
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD
DD

Modem-end connector
(end view)

Attachment-end
connector
(end view)
Pin

Pin

'

Request to send A01 : n
, ..., •
(
Clear to send A02 •--+-+-'-1--1_ _ _ _ _ _ ____..,.
Signal ground 801
·
+5 volts A03 ••__.,......,
... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~

•

08
Transmit clock
Signal ground 806

( ~

•

)

•

I ""}.,.------·:--f-'

f ~

Transmit data A06 ........
Receive data AA

v~

,
I'
,
,
'
:
.
;
,
------:--1.·------.
~'
1
,r--,---------~) '..
o7:

Data set ready A04:
Receive clock A05 ..
Signal ground 803

,=-

• D

• c

1)~

•
•
•

8
F
L

E
K
J

Cable Information

C-3

Binary Synchronous Communications V .35/High Speed DON Cable

0(i) Q)~

8 A

09

DD
DD
DD
DD

08

D

12
11
10

07

DD

06

DD

05

DD

04

DD

03

DD

02

DD

01

DD

B

J.

A

@ D
•
F. @ E@
L

K 0

C

D

@
H.

@ N
•
M
R @P
@
@ T
@ S
v@ x@ u. w@
z. b@ y@ •
;@

.c.
i. I.
d. 9k. h•.•
"• • m.

~Q)©0~

Attachment-end
connector
(end view)

Modem-end connector
(end view)

Pin

Signal ground 801 ..
, ____

. . ____ ,___________ L
1
8

-j

+5 volts A03 - - - - - - - - - - " ' " - - - - - - - - - N
Request to send 804 .,__ _ _ _ _ _ _---'\ - - - - - - - - - - c
Clear to send 805 - - - - - - - - - - ' " " ' ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ D
Signal ground 806 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M
Data set ready 807 - - - - - - - - - - " ' " - - - - - - - - - E
Receive clock 8 A09
Receive clock A 809

•.---------~
e----------~

x
,.___________ v

----------

Transmit data B A10 • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - s
Transmit data A 810 e - - - - - - - - - " " " " ' ,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ p
Receive data 8 A 11
Receive data A 811

T

R
y
Transmit clock A A12 - - - - - - - - - - " ' " - - - - - - - - - •
Transmit clock 8 812 - - - - - - - - - - ,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
a

C-4
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Appendix D.

~dapter

Initialization Programs

Chart D-1
ACC Adapter Initialization Program
Entry

Read
ID

Yes

Abort; device
not attached

Abort; hardware
error
Yes
Prepare
1-bit= 1

Present
status words
to user

DTR enable
with time-out

DTR enable
with answer-tone
and time-out

Adapter Initialization Programs

D-1

Chart D-2.
BSC Adapter Initialization Program

Yes

No

No

Abort; device
not attached

Yes

Device
reset

Yes

Prepare
I-bit= 1

Yes

No

DTR enable
with time-out
Present
attention
interrupt
Yes

No

DTR
enable

Start Cycle
Steal Status
command

Yes

Attachment
transmits
answer-tone

Successful
connection

Successful
connection

No
Power on
data set

Continue with transmit,
receive, etc., operations

D-2
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Chart D-3
SDLC Adapter Initialization Program

Read
ID

No

No

Yes
Abort; device
not.attached

Yes

Device reset

Terminate; abort
hardware error

DTR enable
with time-out

Successful
connection
Start Cycle
Steal Status
command

Yes
Attention
interrupt

No

Power on
data set
Modem
generates
answer-tone

Attachment
generates
answer-tone

Adapter Initialization Programs

D-3

Chart D-4.
Feature - Programmable
Multi - Line Communication
Initialization Program
Read
ID

Yes

Abort; device
not attached

No

Abort; hardware
error
Yes
Prepare
1-bit = 1

Present
status words
to user

Yes

Wait for
controller
end interrupt

Ring

Start Cycle
Steal Status
Command

DTR enable

with time-out

D-4
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DTR enable
with answer-tone
and time-out

Index

ACC
codes 1-5
operating modes 2-2
adapter initialization programs
ACC D-1
BSC D-2
SDLC D-3
programmable multi-line D-4
address field 4-10
answertone
BSC 3-35
SDLC 4-39
asynchronous communications features
single-line control 1-1
4-line adapter 1-1
8-line control 1-1
automatic disconnect 1-6
binary synchronous communications features
feature configurations 3-1
product description 3-1
single-line control 1-1
single-line control/high speed 1-1
4-line adapter 1-2
8-line control 1-2
bit-rate constant 2-31
bit rates
ACC 2-1
BSC 3-1
SDLC 4-1
programmable multi-line 5-1
block check error 2-37
BSC
codes 1-5
control mode 3-4
IPL mode 3-4
operating modes 3-3
passive mode 3-4
selected mode 3-4
text mode 3-3
transparent text mode 3-3
business machine clocking (see internal clocking)
byte count (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line 5-49

cable information C-1
cables C-1
carrier detect
ACC 2-45, 2-46
4-line adapter 2-46
CCITT 1-2

chain address (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line
codes, transmission
ACC 2-3
BSC 3-7
SDLC 4-3
programmable multi-line
summary of 1-5
command reject 3-31
commands
ACC
device reset 2-15
diagnostic 2-18
halt I/O 2-16
prepare 2-13
read ID 2-17
start 2-16
start contro 1 2-19
start cycle steal status
BSC
device reset 3-15
diagnostic 3-18
halt I/O 3-14
prepare 3-13
read ID 3-17
start 3-16
start control 3-20
start cycle steal status
SDLC
device reset 4-17
halt I/O 4-16
prepare 4-15
read ID 4-18
start 4-17
start cycle steal status
start diagnostic 4-19
Programmable multi-line
device reset 5-1 O
halt 1/0 5-10
prepare 5-9
read ID 5-11
start 5-27
start control 5-20
start cycle steal status
start diagnostic 5-14
write data 5-11
comm uni cations
characteristics 1-6
facilities 1-6
features 2-6
indicator panel 1-6

5-49

5-2

2-16

3-16

4-18

5-12

Index

X-1

communications indicator panel
ACC 2-47
BSC . 3-37
SDLC 4-40
programmable multi-line 5-62
communications operator's error test procedure
condition codes
ACC 2-41
BSC 3-31
SDLC 4-35
programmable multi-line 5-57
configurations
ACC 2-1
BSC 3-1
SDLC 4-1
programmable multi-line 5-2
control characters
ACC 2-5
BSC 3-8
SDLC 4-3
programmable multi-line 5-3
control field 4-10
control mode 3-4
control word, DCB
ACC 2-22
BSC 3-22
SDLC 4-23
programmable multi-line 5-30
cycle steal status words
ACC 2-36
BSC 3-27
SDLC 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-52
data address (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line 5-49
data flow
ACC 2-10
BSC 3-10
SDLC 4-5
programmable multi-line 5-5
data links 1-3
data terminal ready
ACC 2-45, 2-46
BSC 3-35
SDLC 4-39
4-line adapter 2-46
data transmission codes
ACC 2-3
BSC 3-7
SDLC 4-3
programmable multi-line 5-2
summary of 1-5
DCB (device control block)
ACC
bit-rate constant 2-31
byte count 2-33
chain address 2-3 3
control word 2-22
data address 2-33
format 2-20
Timer 1 2-33
Timer 2 2-33
X-2
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B-1

DCB (device control block) (continued)
BSC
byte count 3-24
chain address 3-24
control word 3-22
data address 3-24
format 3-21
SDLC
byte count 4-28
chain address 4-28
control word 4-23
data address 4-28
format 4-22
status address 4-27
timers 4-14
Programmable multi-line
bit-rate constant 5-46
byte count 5-49
chain address 5-49
control word 5-30
control word 5-30
data address 5~49
format 5-28, 5-29
DCB reject 2-37
QCB specification check
ACC 2-34
BSC 3-25
SDLC 4-29
programmable multi-line 5-50
delayed command reject
ACC 2-34
BSC 3-25
SDLC 4-28
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Chapter 1. Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the following types of Series/ 1 communication features:
•

Asynchronous

•

Binary Synchronous

•

Synchronous Data Link Communications Single-Line Control

•

Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Control

•

Synchronous Communications Single-Line Control

Communication Features
The communication features provide a variety of single..:line and multiple-line
communication capabilities. In addition, there are a variety of line speeds, line
configurations, clocking sources, and data transmission codes to choose from.
All communication features described in this manual are cycle-steal devices.

Asynchronous Communications Single-Line Control Feature
The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex line that
operates at speeds of up to 9,600 bits per second (bps). It can be used as either
a primary station or a secondary station. The feature makes no provisions for
station-address recognition; therefore, the program must be able to recognize
station-addresses when this feature is used as a secondary station on a multipoint
network. No initial program load (IPL) capability is provided.

Asynchronous Communications 8-Line Control and Asynchronous Communications 4-Line Adapter
Features
The 8-line control and the 4-line adapter features provide a maximum of eight
communication lines that operate in half-duplex mode. The maximum bit rate
for each of these lines is 2,400 bps.

Binary Synchronous Communications Single-Line Control Feature
The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex
medium-speed (up to 9 ,600 bps) line that can IPL the processor from a host
system. This feature can be used as either a primary or secondary station.

Binary Synchronous Communicatiom Single-Line ControlI High-Speed Feature
The single-line control/high speed feature provides circuitry for one, half-duplex,
high-speed (up to 56,000 bps) line. It can IPL the processor from a host
system. This feature can be used as either a primary or secondary station. This
feature is for use with leased-line applications only.

Binary Synchronous Communications 8-Line Control and Binary Synchronous Communications
4-Line Adapter Features
These features can control up to eight half-duplex communications lines at medium speeds. The maximum aggregate bit rate possible through the 8-line control
feature is 33,600 bps. Multiple-line BSC features are not able to IPL from a
host system.

Syncftronous Data Link Control Single-Line Control Feature
The single-line control feature provides circuitry for one half-duplex line that can
handle bit rates of up to 9,600 bps. The synchronous data link control (SDLC)
feature operates as a primary station or a secondary station but, provides no IPL
capability.

Introduction
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Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Communication Feature
This feature uses asynchronous or synchronous transmission, depending on which
of these options is programmed. Up to eight lines can run at 7 ,200 bps, or at
combinations of different speeds.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control Feature
The synchronous communication single line control (SCSLC) feature uses BSC
or SDLC protocol and X.21 or V.35 interfacing. Bit rates up to 56000 bps are
supported. Operation may be point-to-point or multi-point. IPL capability is
supported.

Interfaces
In all features, except the high-speed BSC and SCSLC, an EIAtRS232-C and
CCITf2 V.24 interface is provided for each line. The interface directly drives or
terminates an external modem. The high-speed BSC provides interfaces compatible with the Western Electric 303 data set (or equivalent), and CCITT recommendation V.35. The Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Communication
Feature also provides local attachment capabilities using a 20-milliampere current
loop. The SCSLC feature provides a CCITT X.21 or V.35 interface and also
has local attachment capabilities by customer supplied cabling.

(
1
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Data Links
Each communication line can operate with one of the following types of data
links:
•

Point-to-point-nonswitched

•

Point-to-point-switched

•

Multipoint-nonswitched

•

Direct connect

Point-to-Point-Nonswitched
A point-to-point-nonswitched data link consists of a local station connected to a
single remote station. Such a line is nonswitched because there is a permanent
connection between the local station and the remote station through their respective modems.
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Modem

Remote
station

Point-to-Point-Switched
A point-to-point-switched data link consists of a local station connected to one
of several remote stations after a link has been established between the local
station and the remote station. The connection is maintained only for the duration of the communication.
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\
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Modem

Remote
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Modem

Remote
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Modem

Remote
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X.21-Letaed Network
A X.21 leased network consists of a local station connected to one or more
remote stations by a digital communications equipment (DCE), synchronous
communications single line control (SCSLC), and leased-line connecting stations.

Remote
station

SCSLC

DCE

Remote
station
DCE
Remote
station

Remote
station

Mu/ti-Point-Nonwsitched
A multi-point-nonswitched data link consists of a primary station connected to
several secondary stations through their respective modems. The primary station
polls the secondary stations, using unique station addresses. Only the addressed
station can respond to the poll.

Control
station

Modem

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station
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IDirect Connect (Asynchronous and BSC)
,A direct-connect data link consists of two stations connected using an EIA
RS232-C, CCITT V.24, or current loop connection.

Local
station

Remote
station
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Local Attach (SCSLC)
Local attach capabilities are provided in several modes, using the RS422A interface.
Local 1 multi-point

Local 1

Local 1
multi-point

Remote
station

Local 1
attach

Local 1
multi-point

Local 1
multi-point

Loca! 1
multi-point

Local 2 multi-point

Local 2

Local 2
attach

Local 2
multi-point

Remote
station

Local 2
multi-point

Local 2
multi-point

Local 2
multi-point
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Transmission Codes
The communication features use a variety of transmission codes.

ACC Codes
The asynchronous feature uses:
Paper Tape Transmission Code (Eight-Bit Coded Data or Correspondence
version)
Eight-Bit Data Interchange

DSC Codes
The BSC feature uses:
•

American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)-,-nontransparent
only

•

Extended binary-coded decimal interchange code (EBCDIC)-transparency is
standard

SDLC Codes
Transparency is standard in all SDLC procedures. The SDLC feature uses any
eight-bit code, including:
•

ASCII

•

EBCDIC

SCSLC Codes
The SCSLC feature uses:

•
•

BSC codes
SDLC codes

(
\

Feature-Programmable Multi-Line Control
This feature supports ASCII and other transmission codes with 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits
per character in either asynchronous or synchronous modes. This feature can
transmit or receive data transparently. It uses right-shifted data codes, such as
ASCII and EBCDIC, however, any code containing 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits per character can be used at the programmer's discretion. Refer to Chapter 5 for additional information about transmission codes for this feature.
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Communications Indicator Panel
This feature is optional for the communication features. The panel is a valuable
aid to program debugging and machine troubleshooting. Various conditions and
registers in the adapter can be displayed and one setting of the
DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches causes any incorrect data to be
placed in storage "as is" It also can manually reset the 'data terminal ready'
(DTR) line to the modem.
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00000000
0,6
,0
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4

2

1

4

2

(Q~QQQQQQ
I

DISPLAY/FUNCTION
I
SELECT
_____J

L__

L
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SELECT

_J

The indicator panel can be used with any of the communication features. The
panel's cable plugs into a connector on a feature control card, and the panel can
be moved between processor units and input/output (1/0) expansion units; it is
not necessary to have more than one indicator panel. The panel does not attach
to the half-width model of the processor.
The indicator panel provides different information for each feature. Details can
be found in each chapter under "Communications Indicator Panel."

Communication Features Characteristics
The communication features can communicate with remote stations over private
lines, leased common-carrier facilities, or switched voice-grade common-carrier
lines, or it can be directly connected to remote stations.
The asynchronous, SDLC, and medium-speed BSC interfaces conform to EIA
standard RS232-C, and to CCITT recommendation V.24.
The high-speed BSC can select either an interface that is compatible with a
Western Electric 303 (or equivalent) data set, or an interface that is compatible
with CCITT recommendations V.35.
Some modems disconnect automatically when the communication feature's DTR
signal is deactivated. This signal can be deactivated by issuing a Start command,
with a disable operation specified in the device control block, or by using the
communications indicator panel.
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Establishing a Switched-Line Data Link
Initiating a Call

1.

Load the program and make sure that the DTR signal is active.

2.

Place the modem in talk mode.

3.

Dial the remote station. The operator of the remote station will answer
your call, or you will hear a high-pitched tone indicating that the remote
modem is in auto-answer mode. If you talk to the operator, request that
the remote modem be placed in data mode (or equivalent).

4.

Place your modem in data mode (or equivalent) and hang up the receiver.

1.

When you are called, lift the receiver and talk to the operator of the other
system.

2.

Make sure that the program is loaded and the DTR signal is active.

3.

Put your modem in data mode (or equivalent) before the caller puts the
calling modem in data mode, and hang up the receiver.

Answering a Call

(
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Chapter 6. Synchronous Communication Single Line Control

Introduction
The synchronous communication single line control attachment provides one
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee ( CCITT) X.21
interface to allow the interchange of data between the Series/ 1 processor and a
remote DCB (digital communications equipment) using the synchronous mode of
data transmission. The DCB must comply with the electrical and functional
requirements of CCITT recommendation X.21. Interconnection between the
Series/ 1 and the remote DCB may be made using public or private leased data
networks. In addition, terminals may be locally connected at distances up to
1220 meters (4000 feet).
This attachment supports synchronous data link control/high level data link
control (SDLC/HDLC) or binary synchronous communication (BSC) protocol
and, when operating with SDLC/HDLC protocol, may be operated in duplex
mode. Duplex mode allows data to be concurrently transmitted and received
between the Series/ 1 and the DCB. The communicating bit rate is normally
controlled by clocking signals supplied by the DCB, the exception being when
using the local connect option, which provides clocking by the attachment. The
attachment provides clocking for data rates of 9600 or 48000 bits per second
(bps) when the local connect option is used.
For further information about the X.21 interface, refer to IBM Implementation
of X.21 Interface - General Information Manual, GA27-3287.
Note: The local connect option allows the connection of remote
terminals without DCE's, using the RS-422A interface, at distances up
to 1220 meters (4000 feet).
The attachment also provides one CCITT V.35 interface and supports both the
SDLC/HDLC and BSC protocols with a maximum rate of 56000 bps.
Note: Sustained throughput at 48000 and 56000 bps when using BSC
protocol is considerable less than the clocking rate. Refer to the
portion of this chapter on BSC protocol.

;
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When using the local connect options, there are two basic connection methods:
•

Local 1 Attachment: Internal clocking is occurs at a data rate of 9600 bps

with the remote device capable of deriving the clocking information from
the data stream. This mode of operation allows the remote terminal to be
connected to a distance of 1220 meters (4000 feet) using an BIA
RS-422A interface. Only the SDLC/HDLC half-duplex protocol is
supported by this method of clocking. When operating in local 1 mode,
the attachment transmits and receives in NRZI mode (bits 9 and 12 of
the control word are ignored on transmit and bit 9 is ignored on receive).
Leading pads are transmitted automatically at the beginning of each
frame sequence.
•

Local 2 Attachment: An internal attachment generated clocking signal at a

data rate of 48000 bps is provided to an BIA RS-422A interface. This
allows the remote device to use the clock as if a DCB were present. With
this method of operation, the remote terminal must be connected at a
distance of not greater than 305 meters (1000 feet). Both the
SDLC/HDLC (half duplex & duplex) and BSC (half duplex) protocols
are supported in this mode.
Control of up to 10 remote stations may be achieved by attaching them in a
multi-drop configuration, cable length not exceeding 15 meters (45 feet). Both
the SDLC/HDLC and BSC protocols are supported in this configuration.
Refer to the Figure 6-1 flowchart for a graphic representation of installation
considerations and available options.
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Start

Yes

Options/requirements
1. Speed to 48000 bps.
2. X.21 DCE connection
by 10-meter (33-foot)
cable.
3. RS-422A interface.
4. Must have X.21 jumper
plug installed.

Yes

Options/requirements
1. Speed to 56000 bps.
2. V.35 DCE connection
by 6-meter (20-footl
cable.
3. CCITT V .35 interface.
4. Must have V.35 jumper
plug installed:

No

No

Options/requirements
1. Half duplex.
2. ASCII or EBCDIC.
3. CRC or LRC/VRC error
checking.
4. Point-to point or
multi-point.
5. Control and tributary
operation.
6. IPL option.

'

Optic;ns/requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.

Half duplex or duplex
Use any 8-bit code
NRZ or NRZI
Frame check sequence
error checking
5. Point-to-point or
multi-point
6. Control and tributary
operation.
7. IPL option.

Yes

Options/requirements
1 . Customer cable to
1220 meters (4000 feet).
SDLC/HDLC protocol.
Half duplex.
Speed of 9600 bps.
Point-to-point or
multi-point.
6. Control and tributary
operation.
7. IPL option.
8. RS-422A interface.
9. Must have X.21 jumper
plug installed.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yes

Yes

Configuration
error

Options
1. Up to 10 multi-point
stations.
2. Control and tributary
operation.

Optlons/requ irements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BSC or SDLC/HDLC protocol.
Speed to 48000 bps.
RS-422A interface
IPL option.
Must have X.21 jumper plug
installed.
6. Customer cable to 305-meters
(1000-feet)

Figure 6-1. Installation Considerations and Options
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Data Flow
Data transmission and reception protocol may be either SDLC/HDLC or BSC.
Two characters at a time are fetched from storage during transmission. Bits 0-7
hold the first character transmitted and bits 8-15 hold the next. However, if the
first character is located at an odd data address or the last character is located at
an even data address, only one data character is fetched and transmitted.
On receive, the first bit received is placed in the least-significant bit, the second
bit placed in the next higher bit position, and so on, until a character is assembled. The first character received is placed in bits 0-7 and the second character
is placed into bits 8-15. Again, however, if the first character has an odd data
address or the last character has an even data address, only one character is
assembled and placed into processor storage.
Refer to Figure 6-2 for an example of data flow for both transmit and receive
operations.

Receive --~1data

SER DES

Transmit
-4--- data

Buffer

Processor 0
storage

2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 101112131415

EBCDIC

0

2 3 4 5 6 7

0

ASCII

p 7 6 5 4 3 2

First
character

2 3 4 .5 6 7

p 7 6 5 4 3 2

Second
character

Figure 6-2. Data Flow
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Device Addressing
The attachment has provisions for responding to Operate I/ 0 commands for two
unique device addresses. The addresses are contiguous, beginning with an even
address. Jumper positions are provided on the attachment card for the assignment of the base device address (always even).
Note: This attachment always uses two device addresses.
When in half-duplex mode, device 0 is the even address. Therefore, to operate
this attachment, an even address must be specified in all commands requiring the
device address. The device commands, addresses, and mode of operation are
shown in the following table:
Half duplex
Command

Dev 0

Start

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Enable*
Disable*
Transmit*
Receive*
Timer*
Start Control**
Start Modification**
Start Cycle Steal Status**
Start Diag 1
Start Diag 2* *
Read ID
Halt 1/0
Reset
Prepare

Dev 1

Duplex
Dev 0

Dev 1

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Note: Any command directed to device 0 or device 1 other
than the ones indicated above will cause an exception interrupt.
* DCB specification check reported.
* * Delayed command reject reported.
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Device Commands
•
•

Prepare

•

Start Diagnostic 2

•
•
•
•

Read ID

Start Diagnostic 1

Halt I/O
Device Reset
Start Control
Start Modification

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the
addressed device. The data word (bits 16-31) contains the level and I-bit. The
device is always able to accept and execute a Prepare command, even if it is
busy or has an interrupt request pending from a previous command. The IDCB
for the Prepare command has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0

I

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15
00-FF

60

Immediate data field

O's

16

Level
2627

1

I

3031

Level - bits 27-30: This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level
assigned to the device. The binary value of bits 27-30 indicates priority levels of
0-3.
Bits 27-30

Level

0000
0001

0
1

0010

2

0011

3

I-Bit - bit 31: This bit determines if the device is allowed to present interrupt
requests. An I-bit set to 1 means that the device can request an interrupt; a 0
means that the device cannot interrupt.
The attachment stores the level data and presents it to the processor each time
the attachment presents an interrupt request. The prepare information (level and
I-bit) is reset by a system reset or a power-on reset.
The Prepare command causes an interrupt request only when the attachment is
not prepared (I-bit set to 0) and has an interrupt pending upon receipt of a
Prepare command with the I-bit set to 1.
The Prepare command always causes an attachment to respond with a condition
code 7 (satisfactory).
6-6
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Start Diagnostic 1
The diagnostic first performs an attachment storage test, which consists of writing/ reading l's and O's through all the storage locations. If the test is successful,
a hex FF is written into data word 5, high-order byte. If the test fails, a hex 00
is written into data word 5, bits 0-7.
Note: During initial power-on sequencing, the random access storage
patch (RAMP ATCH) area is tested. The RAMP ATCH area is not
tested by the diagnostic command.
Next, a checksum is computed for the two ROS modules used by the attachment.
The result is presented along with a checksum written into the modules at the
time the modules were fabricated. The results are then placed in data words 1,
2, 3, and 4, which contain the following:
Data word 1

Stored checksum ROS 1

Data word 2

Computed checksum ROS 1 {complemented)

Data word 3

Stored checksum ROS 2

Data word 4

Computed checksum ROS 2 (complemented)

Data word 5

Bits 0-7 (FF good storage test)
Bits 0-7 (00 storage test failure)
Bits 8-15 (Secondary station/MP tributary
address)

Data word 6

Bits 0-7
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 BSC jumper
Bit 2 Not used
Bit 3 Local attach 2 jumper
Bit 4 Local attach 1 jumper
Bit 5 Allow IPL jumper
Bit 6 V .35 jumper
Bit 7 Not used
Bits 8-15 ref er to preceding text

)
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The attachment reports the secondary station/multi-point tributary address
jumpers in data word 5, bits 8-15. The attachment also reports the configuration
jumpers in data word 6, bits 0-7. Bits 8-15 of the data storage register are set
to a hex AA to test the byte mode of data transfer to storage. If byte mode fails
a hex AA appears in data word 6, bits 8-15; otherwise, the value in data word
6, bits 8-15, is dependent on the processor storage initialization.
The IDCB for the Start Diagnostic 1 command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0111110

xxxxxxxx
7 8

0

15

7D

00-FF

I

' Immediate data field
.
DCB address
16

.

31

Start Diagnostic 1 causes two types of tests to occur in the attachment, with the
results placed in processor storage beginning at the address specified in word 7
(data address) of the DCB. The byte count for this operation must be equal to
11 and the data address must be even; otherwise, an exception interrupt is
presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the interrupt status byte.
A DCB specification check will occur if the control word of the DCB has any
bit on other than bit 2, 5, 6, or 7.
The format of the DCB is as follows:

+ Yl

15

VVord 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 0 0 1 0

E

O's

Not used

2 Not used
3 Not used

4 Not used
5 Not used
6 Byte count (must be hex B)

7 Data address (even)

(
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Start Diagnostic 2
The IDCB for the Start Diagnostic 2 command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0
7 8

xxxxxxxx
15

00-FF

7E

Immediate data field

DCB address

31

16

The Start Diagnostic 2 command causes a wrap test to occur in the attachment,
with the results placed in processor storage, beginning at the address specified in
word 7 (data address) of the DCB. The byte count for this operation must be
equal to 2 and the data address must be even; otherwise, an exception interrupt
is presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the ISB.
A DCB. specification check occurs if the control word of the DCB has any bit
on other than bit 2, 5, 6, 7, or 15. The DCB for the Start Diagnostic 2
command is as follows:
Word

15

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

lKE vJ

0

0 0 1 0 0

1

Not used

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Not used

6

Byte count (must be 2)

7

Data address (must be even)

O's

1x

DCB word 0, bit 15, indicates the following:
•

Bit 15

•

Bit 15

= 1, signal timing provided
= 0, signal timing not provided

Note: Signal timing provided indicates that DCB (X.21 or V.35) is
attached and is supplying the signal timing during the wrap test.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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With the X.21 jumper in place, the attachment is tested in the X.21 mode in the
following sequence:
1.

Test 1 tests the control and transmit lines. The attachment sets bits 0-3
in data word 1 to l's if the test is successful.

2.

Test 2 checks the signal timing if bit 15 of DCB word 0 is set to a 1. If
the test is successful, bit 4 of data word 1 is set to a 1. If bit 15 of
DCB word 0 is set to 0, the attachment tests for a clocking signal and, if
detected, bits 4 and 5 (signal timing and byte timing) in data word 1 are
set to a l's.

3.

Test 3 causes the attachment to perform a BSC wrap test. If the test is
successful, the attachment sets bit 6 in data word 1 to a 1.

4.

Test 4 causes the attachment to perform an SDLC wrap test. If the test
is successful, the attachment sets bit 7 in data word 1 to a 1.

5.

Test 5 causes the attachment to "read" the switches on the indicator
panel and report the hexadecimal value in bits 8-15 of data word 1. If
the indicator panel is not attached, the attachment reports a hex 00 in
bits 8-15 of data word 1.
Note: Data word 1 has the following bit definitions for X.21 :
Bit

Definition

0

Transmit

1

Receive

2

Indicate

3

Control

4

Signal timing

5

Byte timing

6

BSC wrap

7

SDLC wrap

8-15

Indicator panel switch setting

(
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With the V.35 jumper plug in place, the attachment is tested in the V.35 mode.
Note: All tests, with the exception of Test 1 function in the same
manner as for the preceding X.21 tests. Test 2 is not performed in
V.35 mode.
Test 1 checks 'the request to send' (RTS) and 'clear to send' (CTS) lines. If
the test is successful, the attachment sets the associated bit (see following bit
definitions) to a 1 in data word 1.
Data word 1 has the following bit definitions for V.35:
Bit

Definition

0

DSR

1

CTS

2

RTS

3

Not used (O's)

4

Not used (O's)

5

Not used (O's)

6

BSC wrap

7

SDLC wrap

8-15

Indicator panel switch setting

)
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Read ID
The Read ID command transfers the attachment's identification word from the
device to the data word position of the IDCB.
The attachment's ID is 5042. The IDCB for the Read ID command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 x
0
7 8
20

xxxxxxx
15

00-FF

Immediate data field

Identification word

31

16

Halt 1/0
This command halts all I/ 0 activity on the data channel by setting the interface
to DTE ready and reseting the residual byte count to 0.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

xxxxxxxx

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0
7 8

FO

I

15

00-FF

Immediate data field
16

O's
31

(
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Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed device. Pending interrupt
requests (except controller end) are cleared. The prepare level, I-bit, residual
address, and interlace state are not reset by this command. The Device Reset
command has the following format:
I DCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
_...,.
_....7 8,._
........,
0.._

xxxxxxxx

____ ____

____ ______, 15

6F

00-FF

'Immediate data field

O's
16

31

A Device Reset command issued to the attachment causes the attachment to
become busy while the reset functions are carried out. The amount of time that
the attachment is busy is a function of the microcode program. The attachment
presents a busy after reset (CC2) if an Operate 1/0 immediately follows a
Device Reset.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Start Control
The Start Control command is used to setup operating conditions. The IDCB
for the Start Control command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

__ __

0 1 1 1 0 0 0
x
...._,7 8

xxxxxxx

0,.._

15

00-FF

71
Immediate data field
DCB address

16

31

The format for the Start Control (set mode) DCB is as follows:
DCB (device control block)
15
5
7 8
Word Jl
0
KE
Y
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0 0 0 0

x

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chaining address

6

Not used

7

Not used

xxxo

0

15

0

Word I: Word 1 has the following format:

Bits 0-10: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 11 - PC/: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that PCI is supported.
Bit 12 - Mode: When this bit is a 1, the attachment is in duplex mode of operation. When this bit is a 0, the attachment is in half duplex mode of operation.
Note: When this bit is a 1, only SDLC/HDLC mode is supported.
Bit 13 - Installation Test: When this bit is a 1, the attachment performs internal
tests (used for installation measurements).
Bit 14: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 15: This bit is not used and must be 0.

(
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Start Modification
The Start Modification command is used by engineering to modify the attachment micro-code. This command initiates a cycle-steal operation for device 0. If
issued to device 1, a delayed command reject is reported (information status
byte, bit 1 is set on). The IDCB for this command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

72

15

00-FF

I

Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

The DCB for the Start Modification command is described as follows:
1.

Words 0, and 2-5 of the DCB are not used, therefore chaining of DCBs is
not supported.

2.

Word 1 of the DCB contains the address of the attachment storage
location where the micro-code patch is to begin.

3.

Word 6 of the DCB contains the byte count of the number of bytes to be
allocated in the attachment for the micro-code patch.

4.

Word 7 of the DCB contains the processor storage address where the
micro-code patch begins.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC/HDLC)
The synchronous data link control (SDLC/HDLC) capability allows transfer of
serial data to and from a remote terminal or host system via a DCE and
communications line facility. The SDLC/HDLC function can be used for
connecting a Series/ 1 processor to telecommunication equipment or other
processors having compatible adapters.
Note: The attachment views both the SDLC and HDLC protocols in
the same manner.

Data transmission uses SDLC/HDLC control procedures
•

Any eight-bit data code may be used
Bit rates can be up to 56000 bps using V.35 interface.

•

It may be used as either a primary or secondary station

Internal clocking is available for local 1 mode operation
Non-return-to-zero inverted (NRZI) coding is used with internal clocking
(local attach 1)
•

Non-return-to-zero (NRZ) coding or NRZI coding may be used with
clocking supplied by the DCE or local attach 2.

Data transmission is serial-by-bit, using the synchronous data link control
(SDLC) method of character and bit transmission. A general discussion of the
SDLC/HDLC procedures may be found in IBM Synchronous Data Link Control
- General Information , GA27-3093.
The attachment can communicate with host systems using Extended
Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) or any other eight-bit data
code. The SDLC/HDLC uses a specific set of line control characters, but
because transparency is inherent in SDLC/HDLC, the data characters can be
any eight-bit code that is mutually acceptable to the sending and receiving
stations.

(
~

The SDLC/HDLC communication can operate on a leased line at rates up to
56000 bps using V.35 interface.
When internal (business machine) clocking is used (local attach 1), the characters are transmitted and received using NRZI coding. When clocking is provided
by the DCE, either NRZ or NRZI coding may be selected by the software.
Internal clocking provides the strobe pulses used to strobe bits between the DCE
and the adapter. In receive mode, it also establishes and maintains bit synchronization through an advance or retard of the data strobe. A transmission rate of
9600 bps is available through the internal clocking feature.

(
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Operating Modes
Monitor Mode
The attachment is placed in monitor mode by a receive operation. While in this
mode, the attachment is constantly monitoring the line, looking for a flag character. If the attachment is operating as a secondary station, it checks the address
following the flag. If the address is its own (or the broadcast address), th~
attachment goes into receive mode. If the address is not the address of the
attachment, the attachment remains in monitor mode.

IPL Mode
The attachment is placed in IPL mode. While in this mode, when the attachment is not busy, it monitors for an IPL sequence. If an IPL sequence is
received, the attachment processes it and presents a device end interrupt. If an
error occurs during the IPL sequence, the attachment holds the IPL line to the
processor active, and again monitors for the IPL sequence.

Receive Mode
If the attachment is operating as a primary station, data is transferred to main

storage beginning with the A-field (address field). When the attachment is operating as a secondary station in receive mode, data is transferred to processor
storage beginning with the C-field (control field). If the attachment is operating
as a secondary station, the attachment automatically checks the received address
to determine if the frame is intended for this station. If the frame is intended
for this station, the attachment transfers the data to storage (beginning with the
C-field).

l____ Primary station data

r----

Flag

Address

to or from storage
Control

. ______I
---i

lnfor;ation

I I
FCS

Flag

L Secondary station data __J
l to or from storage ----1
The accumulation of frame-check sequences starts with the address and includes
the frame-check sequence (FCS) received.

Flag

Address

I·

Control

lnfor~tion

FCS accumulation
(receive)

I I

Flag

FCS

~1
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Trammit Mode
This mode is established when a transmit operation has been issued by the
program. Frame-check sequence accumulation begins with the first character to
be transmitted after the beginning flag character and continues until the byte
count, device control block (DCB) word 6, is decremented to 0.
Flag

Address

Control

Information

FCS

Flag

1---FCS accumulation~
I- (transmit)
~ I
The frame-check sequence is then automatically transmitted, followed by a flag
character. If the attachment is operating as a primary station, the address of the
receiver comes from storage. If the attachment is operating as a secondary
station, the hardware provides the A-field of the frame.

(
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Initial Program Load (IPL)

SDLC/HDLC IPL
When the attachment is not busy processing a software command, it monitors
the 'receive data' line for an IPL sequence. The IPL sequence proceeds as
follows:
1.

The IPL'ing system sends a Set Initialization Mode (SIM) command that
causes the Series/1 processor to begin an IPL sequence. This command
may be host initiated or result from a request initialization mode (RIM).
The bit configuration of the control byte for the SIM command is
00000111. All of the commands and responses in this sequence are
common to both SDLC and HDLC protocols.

2.

The attachment responds with an unumbered acknowledgement (UA), hex
73, if the allow IPL jumper is installed. The attachment resets the
Series/ 1 and prepares the system to receive the IPL data. If the attachment is not jumpered for allow IPL, a disconnected mode (DM) response
is issued.

3.

The IPL'ing system transmits one frame of data of up to 64000 bytes.
The first byte of data in the information field (I-field) is placed in the
Series/1 processor storage at location 0.

4.

If the received frame check sequence (FCS) is valid, the Series/1 trans-

mits a receive not ready (RNR) with an Nr count equal to 1 to acknowledge receipt of the information frame (IPL load). An interrupt is then
presented to the processor on level 0 with the attachment device address
in register 7 (the attachment is automatically prepared to level 0 with the
I-bit set on). Program execution then starts at location 0.

5.

Should a data error be detected, the attachment holds the IPL line to the
processor active, does not respond, and monitors for a retry (new SIM
command). The IPL'ing syr~em must start the sequence anew and not
simply retransmit the I-frame.
Notes:
a.

The attachment monitors for the IPL sequence only when not busy;
therefore, if a receive operation is pending and a SIM command is
received, it is passed to the software the same as a normal frame.

b.

While the I-frame containing the IPL load may be up to 64000
bytes long, it is not recommended that an IPL load of this length
be used. The 16-bit FCS loses some of its inherent checking
capability when the frame length is greater than 4K bytes. Also,
the possibility of receiving a line "hit" and bad data, even though
it is determined to be invalid by the FCS, is also a function of the
length of the I-frame.

)
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Transmission Codes
The SDLC/HDLC function allows data communication using any eight-bit data
code, including EBCDIC. The EBCDIC character assignments are shown in
Appendix A.

Control Characters
Two levels of information grouping are used in SDLC/HDLC procedures. The
basic level, called a frame, is checked by the attachment for transmission errors.
The frame is the vehicle for all commands, responses, and information transmitted using SDLC/HDLC procedures.

8-)
Frame starts;
transmission
checking begins

z

I

--8
1,
Frame ends;
transmission check
is complete

All control and information
data is sent in one or more
frames

In the higher level of grouping, a frame sequence is checked by the program for
missing or duplicated frames. At a station that transmits sequenced frames, the
program counts and numbers each sequenced frame; this count is called Ns. At
a station receiving sequenced frames, the program counts each error-free
sequenced frame that it receives; this count is called Nr.
The program advances the Nr count when a frame is checked and found to be
error-free. Nr then becomes the count of the next-expected frame and should
agree with the next incoming Ns count. If the incoming Ns does not agree with
Nr, the frame is out of sequence and the Nr count does not advance.
Out-of-sequence frames may be rejected or saved, at the option of the program.
The receiving station accepts the incoming Nr count (confirmation) if the
out-of-sequence .frame is otherwise error-free.
The counting capacity for Nr or Ns is 8, using the digits 0 through 7. These
counts can "wrap around"; (7 is followed by 0). Up to seven frames may be
sent before the receiver reports its Nr count to the transmitter because some or
all of the frames may need repeating. The reported Nr count is the sequence
number of the next frame that the receiving station expects to receive; therefore,
if the count is not the same at a checkpoint as the transmitter's next sequence
number, some of the frames already sent must be repeated.
The Nr and Ns counts of both stations are initialized to 0 at the discretion of
the primary station. At all other times, the counts advance as sequenced frames
are sent and received.

(
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Primary
Nr count

Nscount

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2

~

3

I

Ns
0

next

[2J

-[]

z

~

Nr count

Ns count

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Ns

2

3

4

2
3

6

5

t

4

5
6

lJA..H·-uu~o-..J

Secondary

A

Frames

l~~l) to

tores::[]

4
5
6

Poll (command

0-

z

0

next

[2J

NsO

H

Nr=7
~--Final (response)

If 8 responds with Nr =:

Then A may send, on request, Ns frames:

7 (as above, all frames check OK)
6 (frame 6 discarded because of error)
5 (error on frame 5; 5 and 6 discarded I
4 (error on frame 4; 4-6 discarded)
3 (error on frame 3; 3-6 discarded)
2 (error on frame 2; 2-6 discarded)
1 (error on frame 1; 1-6 discarded)
0 (error on frame O; no frames accepted)

7, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
7, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
,7, 0, 1, 2, 3
,,.t;J, 0, 1, 2
0, 1
,;}, 0

\?,

,: -7

(continue)
(retransmit
(retransmit
(retransmit
(retransmit
(retransmit
(retransmit

and
and
and
and
and
and

continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)
continue)

_§}§~;(retransmit)

Note: Shaded frames are retransmitted.

Frame Format
All active communication regulated by SDLC/HDLC procedures have a format
called a frame, with each frame enclosed in flags.
Starting from the beginning flag as a reference point, eight consecutive bii:iary
bits are dedicated to the address (A) of the secondary station. The next eight
consecutive bits comprise the control ( C) information, which can be a command
or response. At least 16 more bits are transmitted after the C-field before the
ending flag is sent. These 16 bits, the frame-check sequence (FCS), contain the
transmission checking information; therefore, the internal structure of any valid
frame must consist of at least 3 2 consecutive binary bits. Any information (I)
field is sent following the C-field and preceding the frame-check sequence field.
The I-field is not restricted in format or content. In a frame with an I-field, the
maximum length is not restricted by procedures .
. The transmission check at the receiver is complete when the ending flag is
recognized. The receiving attachment separates the I-field from the frame-check
sequence information when the ending flag is received, and does not put the
frame-check sequence into storage.

)
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Flag

•
r

Two flags, the beginning flag and the ending flag, enclose the SDLC/HDLC
frame. The beginning flag serves as a reference for the positions of the A- and
C-fields, and initiates transmission error checking; the ending flag terminates the
check for transmission errors. Both beginning and ending flags have the binary
configuration 01111110. The bit orientation of SDLC/HDLC allows the flag to
be recognized at any time.
A flag may be followed by a frame or by another flag.

-----Frame----___....

Flag
01111110

A

C

FCS

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Il

I Beginning flag

l
I
I

Address

I

I

Control

I

I

~Bbits*~

I

I

I,.

Check field

I
I

I
16 bits*

I

..

I

Flag
011111

\

0

Ending flag

I....4..,_---16 bits* ------1•~1
I
Variable-length information field
(may be absent)

I
I

.....- - - - - S p a n of cyclic redundancy check and 0 insertion------.~

*Excluding inserted O's.
Frame Format

0-Insertion
A frame can be identified because it begins with a flag and contains only
non-flag bit patterns (The frame ends at the next flag). This characteristic does
not restrict the contents of a frame, because SDLC/HDLC procedures require
that a binary 0 be inserted by the transmitting station after any succession of
five contiguous l's within the frame. No pattern of 01111110 (flag) is ever
transmitted by chance. After testing for flag recognition, the receiver removes a
0 that follows a received succession of five contiguous l's. The attachment
automatically provides 0-insertion and deletion. Inserted and removed O's are
not included in the transmission error check. (A 1 that follows five l's is not
removed.)
Note: When NRZI transmission recording is used, 0-insertion eliminates the remaining possibility of prolonged non-transition periods in
the active state. NRZI transmission allows the transmit data line to
change states when a logical 0 is transmitted.

(
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From storage
in parallel
form

Serialize
Compute FCS
Generate Flag
Insert a 0 after
five 1 's between
flags

Recognize F's
Delete a 0
after five 1's
between flags
Compute and
check FCS
Deserialize

To storage
in parallel
form

F

A

c

Bit stream
for CRC computation

01111110 11111111 11000000 11111100 11111101

Transmitted bit
stream

01111110111110111110000000111110100111110101

t t
t t

Inserted O's

t
t

t

t

Received bit
stream

01111110111110111110000000111110100111110101

Bit stream
for CRC computation

01111110 11111111 11000000 11111100 11111101
F

A

Deleted O's

C

Data Link Control Functions and 0 Insertion/Deletion

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Idle Stations
A series of contiguous flags may be transmitted by a station to maintain bit
synchronization and to maintain the data link in an active state. A series of
flags may also be used to hold the authority to transmit and to avoid time-outs
at the linked station(s).

~

Note: The use of NRZI transmission recording and 0-insertion is
restricted to the active state of the data link; neither one operates in
the idle state.

Address Field
The primary station manages a data link by issuing commands to the secondary
stations that recognize their addresses in the A-field of a received frame.
A primary station can address all secondaries by sending an all l's address (hex
FF). A secondary station may receive a common address or its individual
address; however, when a secondary station sends any response, only its individual address is used.

Control Field and PollI Final (PIF) Bit
The C-field contains, within its eight binary digits, the capability to encode the
commands and responses required to control a data link. The C-field has the
following three formats:
Sent first

Sent last

Bits

~0

2

3

5

4

Ns

Information transfer
format

Nr

P/F

Supervisory
format

Nr

P/F

*

Nonsequenced format

**

P/F

**

Poll/final bit

t

I

i,

71
I
I

6 I

I 01
I
I
1I
I 0
I
I
I
I
1I
I
I
I

r--'

*Codes for supervisory commands/responses
**Codes for nonsequenced commands/responses

(
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Each C-field contains the format identifier and poll/ final bits. The codes for the
C-field commands and responses are as follows:

Sent
last

[/)

z

Sent
first

"O
"O

Format
(See
Note)
NS

s

I

~

Binary
configuration

[/)

~

Q)

[/)

Acronym

u

~

x

x

"O

;§

Q) ,.c::
0

c.;::
~

~

Q)

~a!.

- - ....s =

"O

Q)

0
e= =
e0 c.
~

[/)

e_

s.

z....

f'-l

Q)

[/)

Q)

~

z

-5i

[/)

~
0

0
....

u i3

Defining characteristics

000

P/F

0011

UI

000

F

0111

RIM

000

p

0111

SIM

x

x

x

Set ini tializa ti on mode; the
using system prescribes the
procedures

100

p

0011

SNRM

x

x

x

Set normal response mode;
transmit on command

000

F

1111

DM

010

p

0011

DISC

011

F

0011

NSA

100

F

0111

FRMR

101

P/F

1111

XID

001

P/F

0011

NSP

111

P/F

0011

TEST

Nr

P/F

0001

RR

Nr

P/F

0101

RNR

Nr

P/F

1001

Nr

P/F

NsO

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

REJ

x
x
x

x
x
x

I

x

x

Command or response that requires unnumbered information

x

Initialization needed; expect
SIM

x
x

This station is offline
Do not transmit or receive
information

x

Acknowledge NS commands
Invalid frame received; must
receive SNRM, DISC, or SIM
System identification in I-field

x

Response optional if no P-bit

x

Check pattern in I-field

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Ready to receive
Not ready to receive
Transmit or retransmit, starting
with frame Nr
Sequenced I-frame

Note: NS= nonsequenced, S =supervisory, I = information.

The poll/final (P /F) bit is the send-receive control. A poll bit is sent to the
secondary station to authorize transmission; a final bit is returned by the secondary station in response to the poll bit. Do not confuse the final bit with the
F-frame (flag) delimiter pattern. Normally, only one poll bit is outstanding (unanswered by a final bit) on a data link.
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Information Tram/er Format
A C-field in the information transfer format is a part of each sequenced frame
that is transmitted over a data link. It contains the poll-final bit and the Nr and
Ns counts.
Stations transmitting information-transfer frames request configuration by sending the Ns count; they confirm by sending the Nr count.
Supervisory, Nr = 2
(confirm frames 0-1)
!Information transfer

l
Primary
sends frames

Ns

P (poll)

=

I

0 I

2

3l
F (final)

Ns=
Secondary
sends frames

I

Confirm frames 0-3 (Nr

~

4)

0

~

1

J

Supervisory Format
The supervisory format is used with the information transfer format. Frames
containing a C-field of the supervisory format convey ready or busy conditions
and may be used to report sequence errors (thus requesting retransmission).
Such frames may be interspersed with frames having a C-field of the information
transfer format. Whether or not a primary station has information data to transmit, ft may use a frame having a C-field of the supervisory format to poll a
secondary station. A secondary station may use the supervisory format to
respond to a request for confirmation. Frames with a supervisory format C-field
are not counted in the Nr or Ns counts.
Nonsequenced Format

Command and response frames having a C-field in nonsequenced format are
used for data link management. Data link management includes activating and
initializing secondary stations, controlling the response mode of a secondary
station, and reporting of procedural errors (not recoverable by retransmission).
Information data may also be transmitted, using a frame with a C-field of the
nonsequenced format. Frames with a nonsequenced format C-field are not
counted in the Nr or N s counts.

(
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Information Field (I-Field)
SDLC/HDLC procedure is designated as a vehicle for data contained in the
I-field. The I-field contains data that is moved, by using the data link, from
place to place in the system. The I-field is unrestricted in format and content
and its contents are not apparent to the components of data link control.
An I-field is normally included with every frame having a C-field in the information-transfer format. These information-transfer frames are the only ones that
are sequenced.
There are provisions for an I-field in frames with a nonsequenced format C-field,
but these are unprotected by sequence checking.

Frame Check Sequence Field
The frame-check sequence field, also called the block check character (BCC),
contains 16 binary digits. It follows the I-field (if there is one; the C-field if
not) and immediately precedes the ending flag. These 16 digits result from a
mathematical computation on the digital value of all binary bits within the frame
(excluding inserted O's). The purpose is to validate transmission accuracy.
The transmitting SDLC/HDLC attachment performs the computation and sends
the resulting frame-check sequence value. The receiving SDLC/HDLC attachment performs a similar computation and checks its results; it discards a frame
that is found to be incorrect and does not advance its Nr count.

Synchronization
The basic SDLC/HDLC attachment receives timing pulses from the
modem/DCE. This establishes and maintains bit synchronization. When the
attachment starts to transmit, the attachment automatically transmits a flag character to establish frame and byte synchronization.
Some DCEs, to operate properly, may require NRZI-recorded data and/or pad
characters. Bits 9 and 12 of the DCB control word can be used to satisfy
particular DCE requirements.
If internal clocking (local 1 attach mode) is used, the attachment operates in

NRZI mode and automatically sends two pad characters (hex 00) prior to sending the beginning flag. This causes 16 bit transitions to precede the flag character.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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SDLC/HDLC Timers
The attachment has two programmable timers. Each timer can count up to 27
seconds, in 106-millisecond increments. Bits 0 through 7 of DCB word 1
control timer 1 and bits 8 through 15 control timer 2.

Timer 1
Timer 1 can be used in a variety of ways:
•

Idle detect timer. If a receive operation is specified, the attachment runs
timer 1 for the duration specified by bits 0 through 7 of DCB word 1.
When this time runs out, the attachment begins checking the line for an
idle condition. If an idle condition is detected, the attachment presents
an exception-interrupt request.
If a flag character is detected while timer 1 is running, the attachment
immediately begins checking for an idle. condition and stops timer 1. If
an idle condition is detected from the time that timer 1 stops until the
receive operation ends, the attachment presents an exception-interrupt
request.
If the program assigns a value of 0 to timer 1, the attachment does not

check for an idle condition.
Note: An idle condition is 15 contiguous l's on the line.
•

DCE ready time-out. During an enable terminal operation, this time-out
occurs if DCE ready is not returned by the DCB within the specified
time.
Disable data terminal ready time-out. During a disable terminal operation, a
time-out occurs if DCB ready is not deactivated within the specified time.
Clear to send time-out. During a transmit operation, a DCE interface error
occurs if clear to send ( CTS) is not returned by the DCE within the
specified time.
Note: This CTS time-out is valid only in V.35 mode of operation.
Program delay. When the operation is not an enable terminal, disable
terminal, receive, or transmit operation, timer 1 can be used by the
program for timing purposes.

c
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Timer 2
Timer 2 is used in the following ways:
•

Nonproductive receive time-out. This time-out is used only during receive
operations. Its purpose is to limit the total nonproductive receiving time
for a total receive operation. A total receive operation can be a single
receive operation or a chain of receive operations initiated by a single
Operate I/ 0 instruction. When chaining receive operations, the value for
timer 2 is taken from each DCB in the chain. The timer runs anytime
the attachment is not receiving flags or frames. When timer 2 times out,
the attachment presents an exception interrupt request.

•

Hold-line-active timer. When timer 2 is used in conjunction with a transmit
operation, with bit 15 on in the DCB control word, the attachment transmits flag characters for the duration of the time specified by bits 8
through 15 of DCB word 1, or until another transmit operation begins.
Note: When the timers are set to O's, no time-out occurs.

)
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SDLC/HDLC Commands
•

Start

•

Start Cycle Steal Status

It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the program always tests the

Operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/ 0 Instruction.

Start
The Start command transfers the address of a DCB to the attachment. When
the Start command is accepted, the attachment fetches the DCB from the
processor storage address specified in the immediate data field of the IDCB and
begins executing the operation.
I DCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0

xxxxxxx

7 8

70

15

00-FF

IImmediate data field
DCB address

16

31

(
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)

SDLC/HDLC Device Control Block (DCB)
The DCB is an eight-word area in processor storage that describes the specific
parameters of the cycle-stealing operation. Its location in storage is assigned by
the program. The data is loaded and changed by the program. The DCB is
fetched by the attachment, using a cycle-steal address key of 000 after successful
execution of a Start command.
The DCB address transferred to the attachment by the IDCB points to word 0.
The table is in ascending storage address order, with the lowest storage address
at the top of the table.
Note: The address of the DCB in processor storage must be even. If
the address is odd, the attachment presents an exception interrupt
(CC2), with bit 1 (delayed command reject) set in the interrupt status
byte (ISB), and terminates the cycle-steal operation.
The format of the SDLC/HDLC DCB is as follows:
Word

0

DCB (device control block)
Control word
Timer 1

2

Not used (O's)

3

DCB ID

4

Status address

5

Chaining address

6

Byte count

7

Data address

0

]Timer 2

] Not used (O's}

15
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Word 0 - Control Word

Bit 0 - Chaining Flag (CHN): If this bit is a 1, the next DCB in the chain is
fetched after the successful completion of the current DCB operation. If this bit
is a 0 and the operation is successfully completed, the attachment presents a
device end interrupt.

(

Bit 1 - Program-Controlled Interrupt (PC/): This bit causes the device to present
a PCI at the completion of the DCB fetch. The data transfer, associated with
the DCB, may commence even though the PCI may be pending in the attachment. When this bit is set to 1, bits 0-7 of DCB word 3 are placed in the interrupt information byte (IIB) upon interrupt presentation.
This bit is recognized during any transmit or receive operation only. A DCB
specification check (bit 3 of the interrupt status byte) is presented if attempted
on any other command.
In order to use the PCI, a Start Control command DCB must have been previously issued with bit 11 set on in word 1. If a Set Mode command was not
issued with this bit on, the attachment reports an exception interrupt (CC2) with
bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the interrupt status byte.
Bit 2 - Input Flag (IF);· When the input flag bit is a 1, it allows the attachment
to cycle-steal data into processor storage once byte synchronization is
established. A receive operation is specified when this bit is a 1.
For a receive operation, a device end interrupt is given if no chaining is specified
and no errors occurred. A device end interrupt is presented if the no-exception
(NE) bit (residual status block word 1, bit 15) is set in all residual status blocks
associated with the current frame sequence. A permissive device end interrupt
(interrupt condition code 3 and IIB bit 0 set) is given if a residual status block
has had the no-exception bit off for any frame received in the current frame
sequence. If bit 12 of the control word is off on a receive operation and the
poll/ final (P /F) bit is detected as set, chaining is terminated and the
chained-to-DCB is not fetched. Therefore, the use of chaining from a receive
operation to any operation other than a receive should be avoided.

(
'

7

If no chaining was specified and no P /F bit was detected as set, the attachment

anticipates another receive command by staying in receive mode and monitoring
the 'receive data' line. This operation allows the attachment to detect the following frame if only one flag was present between frames. The attachment
cycle-steals the data into processor storage when a Receive command is issued or
reports overrun if that condition exists.
An error interrupt is present when:
The X.21 DTE/DCB interface is not ready for data transfers (bit 0,
device-dependent status available, of the interrupt status byte is set).
The V.35 DSR interface line is off (bit 0,. device-dependent status available, of the interrupt status byte is set).
The byte count in the DCB was specified as 0 (bit 3, DCB specification
check, of the interrupt status byte is set).
Bits 0-7 of word 1 of the DCB can be used with the input flag bit to specify the
idle detect time-out period.
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Bits 8-15 of word 1 of the DCB can be used with the input flag bit to specify
the nonproductive receive time-out period.
Note: The input flag bit must be set to a 1 whenever data is to be
cycle-stolen into the processor storage. Therefore, it must also be set
to a 1 when either a Start Diagnostic or a Start Cycle Steal Status
command is initiated in order to prevent a DCB specification check
error interrupt from being presented.
There are two general types of errors: suppressible and nonsuppressible.
Nonsuppressible errors always cause an exception interrupt request (CC2). The
following errors are suppressible:
Overrun
•

Aborted frame

•

Incorrect-length record

•

Frame check sequence (FCS)

The action taken when a suppressible error occurs depends on the setting of the
SE bit, which must be a 1 for receive mode. If the SE bit is a 1, the attachment
posts the error in the residual status block and either presents a device end interrupt request ( CC3) with interrupt information byte bit 0 set to 1, or chains to
the next DCB.
Bit 3: This bit is not used and must be a 0.

Bit 4 - Suppress Exception (SE): This bit must be set to a 1 when a Receive
command is specified. If not, an exception interrupt (CC2) is presented with bit
3 (DCB specification check) set in the interrupt status byte. The SE bit allows
the attachment to suppress errors that could cause the next frame to be missed.
The attachment stores the residual status block beginning at the status address
specified in the DCB, when a suppressible error occurs (including short frame),
or when the byte count equals 0 upon detection of the ending flag. For a frame
whose length in bytes is equal to the byte count specified in the DCB, or for a
short frame, the NE bit (residual status block word 1, bit 15) is be set on. In
this case, the residual byte count in residual byte word 0 must be examined to
determine the number of bytes received.
Note: This attachment does not support SDLC/HDLC receive operations with the SE bit off. This is an exception to the SDLC
description (refer to Chapter 4 of this document); however, it has no
impact on existing SDLC/HDLC software.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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The attachment handles the SE bit as shown in the following table:

Conditions

Results
Chn SE
bit
bit

P/F
bit

Chain

cc

llB
bit 0
*

Post
resid.
status

EOC
bit
**

Int

No errors

0
0
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
1
1

3
3
n/a
3
***

0
0
n/a
0
n/a

no
no
yes
no
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

1
1
0
1
0

Suppressible
errors

0
0
1

1
1
1
1

3
3
n/a
3
***

1

1

0
1
0
1
1

no
no
yes
no
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

1
1
0
1
0

1
*

1

1

n/a
1
n/a

When condition code 2 is reported, the 11 Bis called the ISB and bit 0
has a different meaning. Refer to "Interrupt Status Byte" in this
chapter for a description of the ISB bits.

** Refer to status address (DCB word 4) for a description of this bit.
***If the Pad/Control bit (bit 12 of the control word) is on during a
receive operation, no interrupt (CC3) occurs, instead, chaining takes
place.

As an example of SE bit usage, if a block check error occurs and the error can
not be suppressed, an exception interrupt must be given with the BCC error
reported via the cycle-steal status operation. This could cause the next frame to
be missed if there is only one flag between frames. By using the SE bit, the
attachment cycle-steals the residual status block into storage (which indicates
that a BCC error occurred for that frame) while continuing to check the received
data.
Note: The SE bit is recognized only by the attachment in conjunction
with a receive operation and is disregarded otherwise.
Bits 5 Through 7 - Cycle-Steal Address Key (KEY): This is a three-bit key
presented to the processor by the attachment during data transfers so that the
processor can ascertain whether the attachment is authorized to access certain
blocks of processor storage.
Bit 8: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bit 9 - NRZI Coding (NRZI): This bit causes the data to be transmitted according to NRZI encoding. When the internal clocking feature (local 1) is used,
NRZI encoding is automatic and this bit is disregarded.
Bit JO - Enable Terminal (ENB): This bit is used to set the X.21 interface to
DTE ready. An interrupt or chain operation (if so specified by bit 0 of the
control word) occurs after DCE ready state (1) is detected. This bit may be
used with bits 0 through 7 of word 1 of the DCB to limit the time that the
adapter waits for DCE ready to become active (27 seconds, maximum).
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Failure to get DCE ready within this time results in an exception interrupt with
bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt status byte, and bit
4 (time-out) set in cycle steal status word 2. If timer 1 of the DCB is specified
as 0, the attachment does not interrupt until 'DCE ready' is returned.
If the V.35 jumper plug is installed, the attachment checks for 'data set ready'
(DSR).

Bit 11 - Disable Terminal (DSB): This bit causes the DTE (in X.21 mode) to
assume DTE controlled not ready. An interrupt or chain operation (if so specified by bit 0 of the control word) begins immediately after the controlled not
ready state is set.

This bit, if set on, causes an immediate device end interrupt if the V.35 jumper
plug is installed.
This bit may be used in conjunction with bits 0 through 7 of word 1 of the DCB
to limit the time the attachment waits for DCE ready to come active.
Failure to obtain DCE ready within the time limit setup results in an exception
interrupt with bit 0 (device dependent status available) set in the interrupt status
byte and bit 4 (time-out) set in cycle-steal status word 2. If timer 1 of the DCB
is specified as 0, no time-out occurs.
Bit 12 - Pad/Control: If bit 14 of the control word is set to a 1 (transmit
mode), bit 12 causes two pad characters (hex 55 or hex 00 if in NRZI mode) to
be transmitted preceding the first flag of a frame sequence. If bit 2 of the
control word is set to a 1 (receive mode), bit 12 prevents the attachment from
breaking a chain operation (no interrupt) when the poll/final (P /F) bit is set to
a 1.

Bit 13 - Secondary/Primary (SIP): This bit determines if the attachment operates as a secondary or a primary station. This bit is set to 1 for a primary
station and to 0 for a secondary station. During a receive operation, the attachment examines the address portion of a received frame only if the attachment is
being used as a secondary station. On a transmit operation, the attachment
generates its own address only when it is operating as a secondary station.
Bit 14 - Transmit Operation (XMIT):

X.21 Leased

This operation causes the attachment to check that the DCE is
ready (CCITT state 1). If the DCE is returning 'ready,' the
attachment activates the control lead for at least 24 bit times
prior to establishing synchronization, and cycle-steals data from
processor storage. The data associated with the current DCB
is transmitted as one frame.
An exception interrupt occurs immediately, with bit 0
(device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt status
byte, and bit 7 (DCE interface error) set in the cycle-steal
status word 2, if the DCE is not ready.

)

If a byte count of 0 is specified in the DCB, an exception
interrupt is presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set
in the interrupt status byte.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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A device end interrupt is presented when the byte count goes
to 0 and the chaining flag is off. The C-line is deactivated for
half duplex, but remains active for duplex operation.
V.35 Leased

This operation starts a timer (refer to bits 0-7 of word 1 of the
DCB) and sends a 'request to send' (RTS) to the DCE. As
soon as 'clear to send' (CTS) is returned from the DCE, the
attachment establishes synchronization and cycle-steals data
from processor storage.
An exception interrupt occurs immediately, with .-bit 0
(device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt status
byte and bit 7 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal status
word 2 if the 'data set ready' (DSR) line from the DCE is off.
Failure to receive 'clear to send' ( CTS) from the DCE within
the time-out period results in an exception interrupt with bit 0
(device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt status
byte and bit 7 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal status
word 2.
Transmit mode is reset and 'request to send' (RTS) is dropped
after the ending flag is transmitted. This occurs only if the
chaining flag is off and hold line active (bit 15 set) is not specified.
A device end interrupt is presented when the byte count goes
to 0 and the chaining flag is off.
If a byte count of 0 is specified in the DCB, an exception

interrupt is presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set
in the interrupt status byte.

!(

((

Hold Line Active (HLA): This bit is used in conjunction with bit 14 (transmit
operation). If bit 15 is a 1 when the byte count goes to 0, the attachment stays
in transmit mode and transmits flag characters until another operation begins or
until the time specified in timer 2 elapses.
Note: A value of 0 set into timer 2 causes the attachment to either
hold the line active for 0-time or an indefinite time. The controlling
parameter is if the attachment is operating in duplex; in this case, an
indefinite HLA occurs.
Word 1 - Timers: This 16-bit word is used to specify time-out periods. The
amount of time may be specified in increments of 106 milliseconds, with a
maximum time-out period of 27 seconds.

Bits 0- 7 Timer 1: In conjunction with receive (bit 2 of the control word set to
1), these bits are used to specify the idle detect time-out period. If chaining of
receive DCB's is to take place, the timeout period must be specified in each
DCB in order for the attachment to detect an idle condition after the first frame
has been received. If the timeout period is selected as zero, the idle detect timer
does not run, and therefore is not checked.
Note: The idle detect time-out period is a specified period of time
after which the receive line is checked for an idle condition ( 15
contiguous 1-bits).
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In conjunction with enable terminal, these bits are used to specify the DCE
ready time-out period. A timer value of zero causes the attachment to wait indefinately for the DCE to go ready. In V.35 mode, the attachment waits as above
for data set ready to come active.
When the enable terminal, disable terminal, input flag, and transmit bits of the
control word of the DCB are set to 0, timer 1 can be used by software as a
timer. If the timeout period is selected as 0, or when the timeout period expires,
a device end interrupt is presented, or a chaining operation continues (if specified).
In V.35 mode, timer 1 is used in conjunction with transmit to specify the
clear-to-send time-out period.
Note: The clear-to-send time-out period is that period of time that the
attachment allows for the return of clear-to-send on a transmit operation using the V.35 interface (DCE interface error, cycle-steal status
word 2, bit 7, is set to a 1).
In conjunction with disable terminal, timer 1 is used to specify the time the
attachment allows for the DCE to become ready. The interface is then set to
DCE controlled not ready.
Bits 8-15 - Timer 2: In conjunction with receive (bit 2 of the control word set
to 1), timer 2 is used to specify the non-productive receive time-out period. If
chaining of receive DCB's is to take place, the time-out period must be specified
in all of the DCB's in the chain. If the time-out period is specified as 0, the
non-productive receive timer does not run, and therefore is not checked.

Note: The non-productive receive time-out period is that period of
time after which the current receive operation is terminated if the
signal on the line is unintelligible (no frames or flags).
In conjunction with hold line active, timer 2 is used to specify the amount of
time that the line is held active. In half-duplex mode of operation, when the
time-out period is selected as 0, the line is not held active. In full-duplex mode
of operation, when the time-out period is selected as 0, the line is held active
indefinately.
Word 2: This word is not used.
Word J - DCB ID: When PCI is specified, bits 0-7 of this word contain the
DCB identifier.

)

Word 4 - Status Address: The status address word is used in conjunction with bit
4, suppress exception (SE), of the control word. Bit 4 of the control word and
the status address are used only on receive operations. The address this word
contains is the processor storage address of the residual status block. If bit 4 of
the control word is a 1 and the attachment detects any of the conditions that set
residual status flags, an exception-interrupt request does not occur. Instead, the
attachment automatically stores two words of information into the residual status
block and monitors the line, looking for an ending flag character. When the
ending flag is detected, the attachment presents a normal device-end interrupt
request or begins a chaining operation. The first word stored in the residual
status block is the residual byte count; the second word contains the residual
status flags.
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Residual Status Flags: The second word of the residual status block contains the
residual status flags. These bits have the following meanings:
Bit 0 - End Of Chain

This bit is associated with the permissive device end
interrupt, that is, BOC will be set on when a frame
having the P /F bit on is received and bit 12 of the
control word is off. BOC is also on if chaining is
not specified in the current DCB.

Bits 1 Through 7

These bits are not used and must be O's.

Bit 8 - Overrun

This condition occurs during a receive operation.

Bit 9 - Abort

This condition occurs during a receive operation.

Bit 10 - Long Frame

This bit indicates that the byte count has been
reduced to 0 and the current frame has not ended.
The attachment continues to monitor the receive line
until the end of the frame; however, any data
received after the byte count reaches 0 is lost.

Bit 11 - Error

The frame check sequence received is incorrect.

Bits 12-14

These bits are not used and must be O's.

Bit 15 - No Exception

This bit indicates either of two conditions. The first
condition is that the frame is the correct length and
error free; the second condition is that the attachment received an error free but short frame. To
determine which condition caused this bit to be set,
examine the residual byte count. If the residual byte
count is not 0, a short frame was received.

Word 5 - Chaining Address: The chaining address word contains the storage
address of the next DCB, and is used when chaining is indicated (bit 0 of the
control word is a 1). The chain address must be even. If the address is odd,
the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 3 to a 1 and terminates the operation.

(

Word 6 - Byte Count: This 16-bit byte-count word contains the number of bytes
to be transferred during the operation specified in the current DCB control
word.
Word 7 - Data Address: This is the address in processor storage where data
transfer starts.

(
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Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command causes the attachment to transfer status
information (about the previous cycle-steal operation) to the processor. The
attachment provides four words of cycle-steal status information. The byte
count specified in word 6 of the DCB must be 8.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field

Device address field

0111111

____....,..______

0,,._

oxxxxxxx
7 8

15
""-----~----_...

7F

I

00-FF

Immediate data field

16

DCB address
31

The data address (word 7) must be on a word boundary (bit 15 set to O) or an
exception interrupt request (CC2) occurs with DCB specification check bit (bit
3) set to 1 in the interrupt status byte.
Refer to "Cycle-Steal Status Words" later in this chapter for a description of the
status information .

,
...
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This command initiates a cycle-steal operation to the addressed device to collect
status information relative to the previous cycle-steal operation (not start cycle
steal status). The word transferred from the data word position of the IDCB is
the 16-bit logical storage address of the DCB.

4

When a cycle-steal data transfer is terminated by an exception condition (interrupt condition code 2), bit 0 of the interrupt status byte may be set on. If bit 0
is on, further device information regarding the cause of the exception condition
may be found by executing a start cycle steal status (SCSS) command. This
command may also be issued at any time to obtain information regarding logic
card jumpers and DCB line status. The byte count for this operation must be 8
or 12 for SDLC/HDLC and the data address must be even.
The format of the start cycle-steal status DCB is as follows:
Word

0

15

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

00 001 v1
1

K E

O's

Not used (O's)

2

Not used (O's)

3

Not used (O's)

4

Not used (O's)

5

Not used (O's)

6

Byte count

7

Data address (even)

(
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Cycle-Steal Status Words

Word 0: Word 0 contains the processor storage address of the last attempted
cycle-steal transfer. This residual address may be a data address, DCB address,
or status address. The following table shows the type of address that the residual address can be for various error conditions. Where more than one possibility is shown, the program must decide which type of address cycle-steal status
word 0 contains.

Residual address
Error condition
Delayed command reject
DCB specification check
Storage data check
Invalid storage address
Protect check
Interface data check
Overrun
Time-out
Modem interface error
Block check error
Abort
Idle or inactivity detected
Nonproductive receive

DCB
address

Status
address

Data
address

N/A

N/A

N/A

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Word 1: Word 1 contains the residual byte count.
remaining when an operation ends.

This is the byte count

Word 2: With an exception interrupt request ( CC2) and an interrupt status byte
of hex 80, issuing a Start Cycle Steal Status command is recommended to further
define an error. This section describes the required error analysis and recommended action.
Bit 0 - Overrun: During a receive operation, overrun occurs if the receive buffer
(attachment hardware) is not read within 16 bit times since it was last read
(excluding 0-bit deletion).
During a transmit operation, the transmit buffer was not reloaded within 16 bit
times since it was last filed (excluding 0-bit insertion).

Bit 1 - Abort: While receiving a frame, seven consecutive 1-bits (no 0-bit
insertion) were received after at least one byte of data had already been
cycle-stolen into storage. If no bytes of data have been stored, the abort condition is ignored and the attachment continues to monitor the receive line for a
flag or an idle condition.
Bit 2 - Long Frame: This bit indicates that the byte count has been decremented to 0 and the current frame being received has not ended.
Bit 3 - Block Check Error (BCC or PCS) The frame check sequence (block
check character; 16-bits) computed from the received data does not equal hex
FOB8.

)

Bit 4 - Time-Out: This bit is set on to indicate that one of the time-outs has
occurred. Only one time-out may occur for any operation.
Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Refer to "word 5" for an indication of the DTE and DCE lines that were active
when the time-out occurred.
In V.35 mode, DSR was not returned by the DCE after an enable operation.
Bit 5 - Idle Detect: This condition occurs during a receive operation after the
idle detect time-out period has exhausted and 15 consecutive 1-bits (no 0-bit
insertion) have been detected.
Note: The attachment does not look for an idle condition if the idle
detect time-out period was specified as 0.
Bit 6 - Nonproductive Receive: This bit is set on if the attachment has been
receiving bits that do not result in flags or frames, for a period longer than that
specified in bits 8-15 (timer 2) of word 1 of the DCB.
Note: The attachment does not, look for a nonproductive receive
condition if the nonproductive receive time-out period was specified as
0.
Bit 7 - DCE Interface Error: In X.21 leased-line mode, the DCE went to DCE
not ready during a transmit or receive operation.
In V.35 mode 'clear to send' (CTS) was not returned from the DCE after setting
'request to send' (RTS).
Bits 8-12: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 13 - Local Attach 1: This bit indicates that the local attach 1 jumper is
installed in the cable. The attachment provides clocking at 9600 bps in
SDLC/HDLC mode only. The clocking signal is not provided to the remote
terminal.

~

Bits 14-15: These bits are not used and must be O's.

(
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Word 3
Bit 0 - Data Terminal Ready (DTR): This bit is a 1 if DTR is active.
Bit 1 - Data Set Ready (DSR): This bit is a 1 if DSR is active.
Bit 2 - Request To Send (RTS): This bit is a 1 if RTS is active.
Bit 3 - Clear To Send (CTS): This bit is a 1 if CTS is active.

Note: Bits 0-3 have no meaning on an X.21 network. Therefore, for
software compatibility, these bits have the following meaning:
0

1

2

3

Enable normal
Enable error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Disable normal
Disable error

off
off

off
off

off
off

off
off

Transmit normal
Transmit error

on
on

on
on

on
on

on
off

Receive normal
Receive error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Bit

scss
following

Bits 4-5: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 6 - Transmit Mode: This bit, when a 1, indicates the attachment is in transmit mode.
Bit 7: This bit is not used and must be a 0.
Bits 8-15 - Secondary Station Address: These bits represent the address of the
secondary station.

Word4
Bits 0-9: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit JO - V.35: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is jumpered
for V.35 operation.
Bit 11: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 12 - Local Attach 2: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is
jumpered for local attach 2. The attachment provides clocking at 48000 bps in
either SDLC/HDLC or BSC mode. The clocking information is available to the
remote terminal via a customer supplied cable.
Bit 13: This bit is not used and must be a 0.
Bit 14 - IPL: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that the allow IPL jumper is
installed.
Bit 15 - BSC: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that the bisynchronous mode
jumper is installed.

)
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Word5

Bits 0-7: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 8 - Transmit: This bit represents the state of the X.21 interface 'transmit'
line.

~

Bit 9 - Receive: This bit represents the state of the X.21 interface 'receive' line.
Bit JO - Indicate: This bit represents the state of the X.21 interface 'indicate'
line.
Bit 11 - Control: This bit represents the state of the X.21 interface 'control'
line.
Bits 12-15: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Note: Local 1 and local 2, when both jumpered, indicates the attachment is operating. as a local 2 multi-point master. If a station address is
also jumpered on the attachment, the attachment is operating as a local
2 multi-point slave.

(
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Binary Synchronous Communication (BSC)
The binary synchronous communications (BSC) protocol is supported by the
attachment to assist in future migration of the user to SDLC/HDLC protocol.
The binary synchronous communication (BSC) capability allows transfer of serial
data to and from a remote terminal or host system via a DCB and leased
communication line facility. The BSC function can be used for connecting a
Series/I processor to telecommunication equipment or other processors having
compatible adapters. The BSC capability supports:
•

Data transmission rates up to 56000 bps
Note: Due to post and pre-processing delays in the attachment,
the sustained data throughput when running at data transmission speeds of 48000 and 56000 bps is considerably less
than the clocking rate. Depending on message size, the maximum throughput at 48000 and 56000 bps transmission speeds
is 15000 bps.

•

Supports EBCDIC or ASCII code.
May be used as multipoint master or multi-point control or station on
leased-line.

•

Line error checking is provided for both EBCDIC and ASCII modes of
transmission

At the beginning of a transmission and periodically during the transmission, the
transmitting station inserts sync patterns (SYNs) into the stream of binary
digits.
Binary synchronous communications can use either Extended Binary-Coded
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) or American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) transmission codes. Selection of codes is controlled by
the program. If the program does not specify ASCII code, the attachment automatically selects EBCDIC code.
For information on the BSC mode of operation, refer to General Information Binary Synchronous Operation, GA27-3004.

)
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Operating Modes
The attachment has several operating modes that are selected by control characters:

•

Text
Transparent text

•
•
•

Control
Selected
Passive
IPL
Transmit
Receive

Text Mode

Text mode is selected when the first start-of-heading (SOH) or start-of-text
(STX) control character is decoded. Subsequent SOH and STX characters are
treated as data characters. During text mode, the attachment processes header
or text characters and accumulates a block check character (BCC). Synchronization (SYN) characters and the first SOH or STX characters decoded are not
included in the BCC accumulation. Text mode is terminated after an end-of-text
(ETX) or end-of-transmission-block (ETB) character is decoded by the attachment.
Transparent Text Mode

Transparent text mode is selected when a 'data-link-escape' (DLE) STX
sequence is decoded during a transmit or receive operation. While in this mode,
any kind of binary data can be transmitted or received. The following changes
from text mode occur:
•

The attachment recognizes individual control characters or control
sequences, such as ETB, STX, and enquiry (ENQ), only as data, with no
other associated function.

•

All inserted SYN characters are preceded automatically by a DLE character (DLE-SYN).

•

A second DLE is attached automatically to every data DLE to distinguish
it as a DLE control character, rather than data. This second DLE and
the inserted DLE-SYNs are deleted automatically upon reception and do
not enter processor storage.

(

To exit transparent text mode, one of the following ending sequences is required:
•

DLE-ETX

•

DLE-ETB

•

DLE-ITB

•

DLE-ENQ

These sequences must be transmitted by using the exit transparent operation.
Refer to "Device Control Block (DCB)" later in this chapter. In transparent
text mode, the transmitting attachment automatically inserts a second DLE
between the first DLE and the ETX, ETB, ENQ, or ITB. The receiving station
discards the first DLE. The inserted DLE and the ETX, ETB, ENQ, or ITB are
considered as two data characters and placed in storage.
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The exit transparent operation prevents the attachment from inserting a second
DLE. The receiving station recognizes the ending sequences as ending
sequences, not data. Because the DLEs in these ending sequences are true
DLEs and are not placed in storage at the receiver, they should not be included
in the byte count for the receiving station.
Only DLE-ITB leaves the attachment in text mode; all others cause a change of
direction (COD).
During transparent text mode, a BCC is accumulated as in normal text mode.
The only DLE characters included in the BCC are the data DLEs.

Control Mode
In a multi-point configuration, when the attachment receives a valid EQT
sequence, it enters control mode. While in control mode, the attachment monitors for its station address. If the attachment does not enter selected mode and
detects an address sequence other than its own, character synchronization is
reset.

Selected Mode
The attachment enters selected mode when it decodes its own station address
twice (contiguously) after establishing byte synchronization. If a receive operation has been initiated, the message sequence, starting with the second station
address character, is transferred to storage.

Notes:
1.

The attachment's station-address (used in multi-point configuration only)
is determined by discrete jumpers on the feature card.

2.

BSC control characters may not be used as an address.

3.

EBCDIC bit 2 or the ASCII bit 6 of the station address is not used by
the hardware.

4.

The program may use these bits to differentiate between a polling and a
selecting sequence.

5.

Multi-point address bit 0 must not be jumpered on when using ASCII.

Passive Mode
The attachment in a multi-point network is in passive mode when it is not in
selected or in control mode. Passive mode is entered when the attachment is
powered on. The attachment enters other modes, depending upon the characters
received on the line as previously described.

IPL Mode
Initial program load (IPL) by a host system may be accomplished through the
attachment using EBCDIC characters only. A jumper must be installed on the
feature card to allow the attachment to IPL the processor.
If an IPL sequence (DCl-DCl-ENQ) is received, the attachment hardware
responds with an EBCDIC acknowledgment (ACKO) after a SO-millisecond
delay.

'

If the attachment is a multi-point tributary station, its address must be included
in the IPL sequence, as shown in the following example. (It must also have been
placed in control mode as described earlier.)

J
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Host
system

Series/1

SYN
SYN
(Addr)* _ _ _......_..
(Addr)* ---~~
DC1
DC1
ENO

-4-----

ACKO (hardware)

Machine reset

DLE
STX

IPL
message

DLE
Begin execution
on level 0 at
address 000

ETX

-4-----

ACK0/1 (software)

Program transmits ACK 1
to acknowledge host system

*Used only if the attachment
is a multipoint tributary.

The host must then transmit DLE-STX (to enter transparent text mode)
followed by the IPL program. This sequence (DLE-STX) is not checked by the
attachment for validity and is not placed into storage. The attachment enters
transparent text mode and places all following data into storage beginning at
location 0000.
Upon receiving a DLE-ETX followed by a valid BCC, the attachment presents a
device-end interrupt request, on level 0, with the device address in register 7.
The IPLed program must handle this interrupt request. The program must also
transmit a positive acknowlegement back to the host system.
If the IPL operation is unsuccessful, the attachment holds the processor in IPL

mode (the Load light is on) and monitors the line for a retry of the IPL operation.
Note: The maximum number of bytes that can be loaded by the host
IPL program using the BSC mode is 65,535; however, the quality of
the transmission line must be considered when transmitting 65,535
bytes.

(
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Transmit Mode
Transmission data is fetched from storage two characters at a time (except as
noted previously). The high-order byte holds the first character to be sent and
the low-order byte holds the next character. After a character has been transferred into the SERDES (serializer/deserializer), it is transmitted over the line,
low order bit first.
ASCII characters in storage are eight bits in length; seven data bits plus one
parity bit. This parity bit should not be confused with the parity bit in storage.
The ASCII parity bit is bit 0 in a byte of storage.
The attachment does not check the ASCII parity during transmit operations;
therefore, the program must maintain odd parity in storage when transmitting the
data.

Programming Consideration: The BSC protocol as implemented has the restriction
that the data block size on transmit and receive operations must not exceed 2000
bytes when the data rate is over 19200 bps.
Note: Link data transmission speeds over 19200 bps result in a
through-put of approximately 15000 bps.
Receive Mode
The first bit received is transferred into the low-order bit position of a byte.
The second bit received is transferred into the next higher bit position, and so on
until a character is assembled. When two characters are to be transferred to
storage, the first character received is loaded into the high-order byte of the
storage data register and the next character is loaded into the low-order byte
before the data is transferred to storage. Data is written into storage without
any code translation.

Transmission Codes
The BSC mode allows data communication using EBCDIC or ASCII line codes.
ASCII can be specified by the program after the IPL. The attachment establishes EBCDIC if:
•

No code is specified

•

A power-on reset occurs
A system reset occurs
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Control Characters
Note: For detailed information about BSC line control, refer to
Genetal Information-Binary Synchronous Communications, GA27-3004.
Name

Abbr

EBCDIC

ASCII

Start of heading
Start of text
End of transmission block (Note 1)
End of text (Note 1)
End of transmission (Note 1)
Enquiry (Note 1)
Negative acknowledge (Note 1)
Synchronous idle
Data link escape
Immediate block character
Initial program load (Notes 2 and 3)
Even acknowledge (Note 1)
Odd acknolwedge
Wait before transmit-positive
acknolwedge (Note 1)
Mandatory disconnect Note 1)
Reverse interrupt (Note 1)
Temporary text delay
Transparent start of text (Note 4)
Transparent intermediate block
block (Note 4)
Transparent end of text (Note 4)
Transparent end of transmission
block (Note 4)
Transparent synchronous
idle (Note 4)
Transparent block cancel (Note 4)
Transparent TTD (Note 4)
Data DLE in transparent
mode (Note 4)

SOH
STX
ETB
ETX
EQT
ENO
NAK
SYN
OLE
ITB
IPL
ACKO
ACK1

SQH
STX
ETB
ETX
EQT
ENO
NAK
SYN
OLE
IUS
DC1 DC1 ENO
DLE(70)
OLE/

SQH
STX
ETB
ETX
EQT
ENO
NAK
SYN
OLE

WACK
DISC
RVI
TTD
XSTX

OLE,
OLE EQT
OLE@
STX ENO
OLE STX

OLE;
OLE EQT
OLE<
STX ENO

XITB
XETX

DLEIUS
OLE ETX

XETB

OLE ETB

XSYN
XENO
XTTD

DLESYN
OLE ENO
OLE STX OLE ENO

SOLE

OLE DLE

us
OLE 0
OLE 1

(

Notes:
1.

These control characters and sequences cause a change-of-direction
(COD) interrupt request after the required action has been completed.

2.

Not applicable in ASCII format.

3.

In general use as IPL sequence.

4.

Transparent mode is not available in ASCII.

(
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The functions of the control characters are as follows:
Mnemonic

ACKO
ACKl
DISC
DLE

ENQ
EOT
ETB or ETX
IPL
ITB
NAK
RVI
SOH or STX

SYN
TTD
WACK
XDLE

)

XENQ
XETX/XETB
XITB
XSTX
XSYN
XTTD

Function
Indicates affirmative acknowlegement of even blocks.
Indicates affirmative acknowlegement of odd blocks.
Used only on switched communication facilities to initiate a
disconnect.
Alert the attachment to test the next character for a defined
control sequence in transparent text mode. In text mode,
DLE is treated as data.
Resets text mode without BCC transmission and comparison.
End of transmission.
Resets text mode with BCC comparison.
Control characters to initiate an IPL sequence.
Included in the BCC; it causes the BCC to be sent.
Negative response to a request for a reply, or to a block of
heading or a block of text in error.
Reverses direction of data transfer.
Resets control mode and sets the attachment to text mode.
BCC accumulation starts with the first character after the first
SOH or STX character is transmitted/ received.
Transmitted automatically by the attachment to establish and
maintain synchronization.
Alerts the receiving station of a temporary text delay.
Indicates
a
temporary
not-ready-to-continue
(or
not-ready-to-receive) condition.
In transparent text mode, the transmitter adds a second DLE
after each data DLE. At the receiver, the first DLE is
removed and does not enter storage or the BCC.
Turns off transparent text mode and cancels the current block
of data.
Same as ETB or ETX, but turns off transparent text mode.
Same as ITB, but turns off transparent text mode.
Turns off control mode and sets the attachment to transparent
text mode.
Transmitted automatically by the attachment to establish and
maintain synchronization in transparent text mode.
Alerts the receiving station to a temporary text delay in transparent text mode.

)
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Line Error Checking

Two different types of checking are employed, depending on the code selected.
Cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is used with EBCDIC and longitudinal redundancy and vertical redundancy checking (LRC/VRC) is used with ASCII.

~
l~

Error correction is accomplished by retransmitting the data block that was in
error.
Synchronization And Timing

The attachment receives strobe pulses from the DCE; these pulses establish and
maintain bit synchronization. A specific series of characters precedes each transmission in order to establish character synchronization.
Transmit Synchronization

The attachment automatically begins transmission with a leading pad character
(hex 55) followed by the initial synchronizing pattern of two SYN characters. If
internal clocking is being used, the attachment transmits two leading pad characters.
SYN Insertion: To maintain synchronization, the attachment inserts a synchronization pattern of SYN-SYN at one-second intervals (approximately). In transparent text mode, this synchronization pattern is DLE-SYN. These characters
are also inserted as time-fill characters when the attachment is not transmitting
such as when it is fetching a new device control block (DCB) during a chaining
operation.
SYN Deletion: SYN characters or transparent SYN characters are deleted and
not placed in storage.
Trailing Pad Characters: The attachment automatically transmits a trailing pad
character (hex FF) after every COD character or after the BCC if the change of
direction calls for BCC. This ensures that the last character sent (COD or
BCC) goes online in its entirety. A pad of hexadecimal FF also provides the
second character of the NAK and EOT control character sequences. The
attachment does not begin an interrupt request or chaining operation until the
entire pad character is transmitted.

(

SYN and pad characters (leading and trailing) are provided by the attachment
and are not stored into processor storage.

(
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Receive Synchronization

Character phase synchronization is established when two consecutive SYN characters followed by any non-SYN character are received and decoded. Character
phase is maintained because the transmit station periodically inserts a synchronization pattern into the data stream.
SYN and pad characters are deleted by the attachment and are not stored in
processor storage.

Time-Outs
The following is a list of the possible time-outs while in the BSC mode of operation:

•

Character synchronization time-out. The period of time the attachment
waits for character phase to be established after initiating a receive operation.

•

Continuous synchronization time-out. A continuous synchronization pattern
or transparent synchronization idle (in transparent mode) is received
while in character phase.

•

Synchronization loss time-out. While receiving data, no synchronization
pattern or transparent synchronization idle is received.

•

DCE not ready time-out. Bit 12 of the control word is used to limit the
time (maximum of 3 seconds) the attachment will wait for DCE ready to
become active.

•

Programmable time-out. Used by the software for timing purposes when
the operation specified in the DCB is not transmit, receive, enable, or
disable terminal. A 2-second time-out is active.

•

Clear-To-Send (CTS) time-out. The period of time the attachment allows
for the return of CTS on a transmit operation. Using the V.35 interface,
DCE interface error, cycle-steal status word 1, bit 2, is on.
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BSC Commands
•

Start

•

Start Cycle Steal Status

It is the programmer's responsibility to ensure that the program always tests the

Operate I/ 0 condition codes following an Operate I/ 0 instruction.

Start
The Start command initiates a cycle-steal operation for the addressed device.
The format of the IDCB for the Start command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field

Device address field

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 x x x x x x x x

a

7

a

70

15

00-FF

IImmediate data field
DCB address

16
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BSC Device Control Block (DCB)
The DCB is an eight-word area in processor storage that describes the specific
parameters of the cycle-stealing operation. Its location in storage is assigned by
the program. The data in its words is loaded and changed by the program. It is
fetched by the attachment, using a cycle-steal address key of 000 after successful
execution of a Start command.
The DCB address transferred to the attachment via the IDCB points to word 0.
The table is in an ascending storage address order with the lowest storage
address at the top of the table.
Note: The address of the DCB in processor storage must be even. If
the address is odd, the attachment presents an exception interrupt
(CC2), with bit 1 (delayed command reject) set in the interrupt status
byte, and terminates the cycle-steal operation.
The format of the BSC DCB is as follows:
Word

0

DCB (device control block)
Control word
Not used

2

Not used

3

DCBID

4

Not used

5

Chaining address

6

Byte count

7

Data address

l

Not used (O's)

I

0

15

Word 0 - Control Word: Control word 0 defines the operation to be performed.
The format of the control word is as follows:
Bit 0 - Chaining Flag: If this bit is a 1, the next DCB in the chain is fetched
after the successful completion of the current DCB operation. If this bit is a 0
and the operation is successfully completed, the attachment presents a device end
interrupt.
Bit 1 - Program Controlled Interrupt (PCI): This bit causes the attachment to
present a PCI at the completion of the DCB fetch. The data transfer associated
with the DCB may commence even though the PCI may be pending in the
attachment. When this bit is set to a 1, bits 0-7 of DCB word 3 are placed in
the IIB upon interrupt presentation.
This bit is recognized only during a transmit or receive operation. A DCB specification check (bit 3 of the interrupt status byte) is presented if this bit is set on
any other command.
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In order to use the PCI, a set mode DCB must have previously been issued with
bit 11 set on in word 1. If the set mode was not issued, this bit is not examined
by the attachment.

Bit 2 - Input Flag: If this bit is a 1, it allows the attachment to cycle-steal data
into processor storage once byte synchronization is established. A device end
interrupt is presented when a change of direction (COD) is received.

(

If the byte count in the DCB was specified as 0, an exception interrupt is

presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the interrupt status byte
(ISB).
This bit may be used with bit 12 to limit the time that the attachment allows to
establish character phasing. Failure to establish character phase within 3 seconds
results in an exception interrupt with bit 0 (device dependent status available)
set in the interrupt status byte and bit 1 (time-out) set in cycle-steal status word
1.
If the attachment is jumpered to operate with the V.35 interface, an exception

interrupt occurs with bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt
status byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal status word 1, if
the 'data set ready' line from the DCE is off.

Bit 3: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bit 4: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bits 5-7 - Cycle-Steal Address Key: These bits represent a three-bit key to be
presented by the attachment during data transfers.
Bit 8: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.

Bit 9 - Set ASCII Mode: This bit sets up the attachment to allow communications using ASCII code. If this bit is a 0, it causes the attachment to recognize EBCDIC code.
Bit JO - Enable Terminal: This bit sets the X.21 interface to DTE ready. An
interrupt or chaining operation (if so specified by bit 0 of the control word)
occurs after DCE ready (CCITT state 1) is detected. Bit 12 of the control word
(start timer) may be used to limit (to 3 seconds) the time that the attachment
waits for DCE ready to become active. Failure to receive DCE ready within this
time results in an exception interrupt with bit 0 (device dependent status available) set in the interrupt status byte and bit 1 (time-out) set in cycle-steal status
word 1. If the start timer bit is off, an enable with no time-out occurs.
If the V.35 jumper plug is installed, the attachment checks for 'data set ready'.

Subsequent action taken is as described above for X.21 mode.

Bit 11 - Disable Terminal: This bit, when set with the attachment in X.21 mode,
causes the DTE to assume DTE controlled not ready. An interrupt or chaining
operation (if so specified by bit 0 of the control word) begins immediately after
the controlled not ready state is set.
If the V.35 jumper plug is installed, the attachment causes an immediate device

end interrupt.
This bit may be used with bit 12 of word 0 of the DCB to limit the time the
adapter waits for DCE ready to become active. The time-out period is 3
seconds.
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Failure to receive DCE ready within this time results in an exception interrupt
being presented with bit 0 (device dependent status available) set in the interrupt
status byte and bit 4 (time-out) set in cycle-steal status word 2.

Bit 12 - Start Timer: This bit is used with bits 2, 10 or 11 to provide a
3-second timeout. In the absence of bits 2, 10, and 11 of the control word, this
bit provides a timer for software. In this case, a 2-second timeout occurs. The
attachment presents a device end interrupt at the completion of this period.
Bit 13 - Transmit:
X.21 Leased

This operation causes the attachment to check that the DCE
does not indicate DCE not ready. If DCE not ready is not
active, the attachment activates the control lead for at least 24
bit times before establishing synchronization and cycle-steals
data from processor storage.
If DCE not ready is active, an exception interrupt occurs
immediately, with bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set
in the interrupt status byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set
in cycle-steal status word 1.

When the byte count goes to 0 and a change-of-direction
(COD) character is detected, a device end interrupt is
presented.
If the byte count goes to 0, the chaining bit is off, and no
COD is sent, an exception interrupt is presented with bit 2
(ILR) set in the interrupt status byte (ISB).
If a COD character is detected prior to the byte count going to
0, an exception interrupt is presented with bits 0 and 2 (short
record) set in the interrupt status byte (ISB).
If a byte count of 0 is specified in the DCB, an exception
interrupt is presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set
in the interrupt status byte (ISB).

Note: At data rates over 19200 bps, an ITB character is not supported unless it occurs on a DCB boundary. For example, the ITB character must be the
last byte in the data buffer associated with a transmit
DCB.
V.35 Leased

This operation starts a 3-second timer and turns on 'request to
send' to the DCE. As soon as 'clear to send' is returned from
the DCE, the attachment establishes synchronization and
cycle-steals data from processor storage.
An exception interrupt occurs immediately, with bit 0
(device-dependent status available) set on in the interrupt
status byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal
status word 1, if the data set ready line from the DCE is off.
Failure to receive 'clear to send' from the DCE within the
3-second time-out period results in an exception interrupt with
bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt
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status byte arid bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal
status word 1.
Transmit mode is reset and 'request to send' to the DCE is
dropped after the pad character is sent following a
change-of-direction (COD) control character or a block control
character (BCC), if required.
Bit 14 - Exit Transparent: This bit allows transmission of control sequences
while in transparent text mode. It should be set on in the final DCB used for a
transmit transparent text operation. The attachment does not transmit a delimiting DLE, nor does it accumulate the single DLE in the BCC. Bit 14 should
only be used in a DCB following a block of transparent text.
When this bit is specified, the byte count must be equal to 2 or a DCB specification check (interrupt status byte, bit 3) is reported.
Bit 15: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Word 1: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word 2: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word J - DCB ID: When PCI is specified, bits 0-7 of this word contain the
DCB identifier.
Word 4: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word 5 - Chaining Address: The chaining address word contains the storage
address of the next DCB and is used when chaining is indicated. The chaining
address must be even. If it is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 3
to a 1 and terminates the operation.
Word 6 - Byte Count: The byte count word contains the number of bytes to be
transferred to or from storage.
The byte count in the DCB (word 6) must be equal to 6 or 10, and the data
address (word 7) must be on a word boundary (bit 15 off) or an exception
interrupt request ( CC2) occurs with DCB specification check bit (bit 3) set to a
1 in the interrupt status byte. The BSC protocol as implemented has the
restriction that the data block size on transmit and receive operations must not
exceed 2000 bytes when the data rate is over 19200 bps.
Word 7 - Data Address: The data address is the address in processor storage
where data transfer is to start.
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Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command causes the device to initiate a cycle-steal
operation to collect status information about the previous cycle-steal operation.
The format of the IDCB for this command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

Command field
Device address field
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0
7 8
15

xxxxxxxx

7F
!Immediate data field
DCB address
16

00-FF

31

Cycle-Steal Status Words
Three words of status information are available by using the Start Cycle Steal
Status (SCSS) command.
Word 0: Word 0 contains the processor storage address of the last attempted
cycle-steal data transfer. This residual address may be either a data or DCB
address. When reporting a DCB address, the attachment reports the address of
the low-order byte of the last DCB word that the attachment attempted to fetch.
Word 1: Word 1 has the following format:

Bit 0 - Overrun: During a receive operation, overrun occurs if the receive buffer
(attachment hardware) is not read by the attachment within 16 bit times since it
was last read.
During a transmit operation, overrun occurs if the transmit buffer is not reloaded
within 16 bit times since it was last filled.

Bit 1 - Time-Out: This bit is a 1 if any of the following conditions exist:
•

In X.21 mode, DCE ready is not received from the DCE within 3 seconds
after an enable terminal operation begins.

•

In V.35 mode, DSR is not received from the DCE within 3 seconds after
an enable terminal operation begins (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 is a 1).

•

Character phase is not established within 3 seconds of acceptance of a
receive operation (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 is a 1).
A continuous synchronization pattern is received for 3 seconds.

•

While receiving data, no synchronization pattern is received for a period
of 3 seconds.

Bit 2 - DCE Inter/ace E"or: This bit is set to a 1 if any of the following conditions exist:

)

•

The DCE werit to DCE not ready during a transmit or receive operation.

•

In V.35 mode, CTS was not returned from the DCE after setting RTS.

Bit 3 - Block Check Error: This bit is set to 1 if the block check character
(BCC) received over the data link does not compare with the BCC accumulated.
In ASCII mode, an LRC or VRC error is indicated.
Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Data transfer to processor storage ceases upon detection of an ASCII VRC
(even parity) error, or in EBCDIC, following a BCC error after an ITB character.
Note: A 1-second delay occurs before presentation of the error interrupt. This is to reduce the probability of the transmit station still passing data should the receive station reply with an immediate negative
acknowlegement.
Bit 4 - Multi-Point Transmit Error: This bit is set to 1 if a transmit operation
was attempted before being selected when the attachment is a tributary on a
multi-point network.
Bit 5: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bit 6 - Multi-point Tributary:
multi-point tributary terminal.

This bit is set to 1 if the attachment is a

Bit 7 - Improper Configuration: If this bit is set to 1, the attachment is configured improperly.
Bits 8-15 - Multi-point Address: The address for which the attachment is jumpered is presented in this byte. The BSC station address (used in multi-point
configuration only) is determined by discrete jumpers on the attachment card.
Control characters may not be used as an address. The EBCDIC 2-bit or the
ASCII 6-bit of the station address is not used by the hardware. For example,
the BSC recognizes either BB or SS as a valid EBCDIC address sequence. The
program, however, may use these bits to differentiate between a polling and a
selection sequence.
Note: The
multi-point
multi-point
multi-point
address.

attachment uses the multi-point address jumpers to indicate
tributary. For example, any jumper set on in the
address field causes the attachment to react as a
tributary. Therefore, hex 00 is an invalid multi-point

(

(
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Word 2

Bit 0 - Data Terminal Ready (DTR): This bit is a 1 if DTR is active.
Bit 1 - Data Set Ready (DSR): This bit is a 1 if DSR is active.
Bit 2 - Request To Send (RTS): This bit is a 1 if RTS is active.
Bit 3 - Clear To Send (CTS): This bit is a 1 if CTS is active.
Note: Bits 0-3 have no meaning on an X.21 network. Therefore, for
software compatability, these bits have the following meaning:
0

1

2

3

Enable normal
Enable error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Disable normal
Disable error

off
off

off
off

off
off

off
off

Transmit normal
Transmit error

on
on

on
on

on
on

on
off

Receive normal
Receive error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Bit

scss
following

Bits 4-5: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 6 - Transmit Mode: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is in
transmit mode.
Bit 7: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bits 8-15: These bits indicate the current setting of the communications indicator panel DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches (if installed); the bits are
O's if the communications indicator panel is not installed.
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Word J

Bits 0-9: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit JO - V. 3 5: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is jumpered for
V.35 operation.
Bit 11: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 12 - Local Attach 2: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is
jumpered for local attach 2. The attachment provides clocking at 48000 bps in
either SDLC/HDLC or BSC mode. The clocking information is available to the
remote terminal via a customer supplied cable.
Bit 13: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 14 - IPL: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the allow IPL jumper is installed.
Bit 15 - BSC: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the bisynchronous mode jumper
is installed.
Wort/4

Bits 0- 7: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 8 - Transmit: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'transmit' line.
Bit 9 - Receive: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'receive' line.
Bit 10 - Indicate: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'indicate' line.
Bit 11 - Control: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'control' line.
Bits 12-15: These bits are not used and must be O's.
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Status

Interrupt Information Byte (JIB)
When the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor, the interrupt
information byte is used to record information that cannot be indicated to the
program by the condition codes. If the interrupt information byte bit 0 is a 1
when condition code 3 is reported, the SE bit was equal to 1 for the previous
receive operation and a suppressible error was suppressed. When interrupt
condition code 2 is reported, the interrupt information byte has a fixed format
called the interrupt status byte.

Interrupt Status Byte (ISB)
When the attachment presents an interrupt request to the processor, the interrupt
status byte is used to record status that cannot be indicated to the program by
condition codes. The interrupt status byte is meaningful only when interrupt
condition code 2 is reported. The processor detects the interrupt status byte in
bits 0-7 of the interrupt ID word.
Definitions of the interrupt status byte bits are as follows:
Bit 0 - Device-Dependent Status Available: If this bit is a 1, additional status is

available by using the Start Cycle Steal Status command. This bit may be a 1 in
conjunction with bit 2 (incorrect-length record).
Bit 1 - Delayed Command Reject: This bit is a 1 for the following conditions:

•

The command field of the IDCB contains an invalid function or modifier
bit combination.

•
•

The IDCB contains an odd DCB address .
A command was issued to the wrong device .

Bit 2 - Incorrect-Length Record: This error can occur during both transmit and

receive operations. It is caused by either of the following conditions:
•

The byte count has been decremented to 0, the attachment has not
detected a COD character, and the chaining flag is off.

•

The attachment has detected a COD character and the byte count has not
been decremented to 0.

In this case, interrupt status byte bit 0 is also a 1. A Start Cycle Steal Status
command can be used to determine the location of the COD in storage (residual
address).
Bit 3 - DCB Specification Check: This bit is set to a 1 if any of the following

conditions exist when the DCB is examined:
•

There is an odd byte chaining address with the chain bit set to a 1 in the
control word.

•

There is an odd byte data address for a Start Cycle Steal Status
command.
There is an odd byte data address for a Start Diagnostic command.

'J

•

The byte count is not hexidecimal 11 for a Start Diagnostic 1 command.

•
•
•

The byte count is not 2 for a Start Diagnostic 2 command.
The byte count is 0 for a receive operation.
The byte count is 0 for a transmit operation.
Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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The input flag I/F bit of the control word was not on for a Start Diagnostic or a Start Cycle Steal Status command.
More than one of the following operations was specified in the control
word at the same time: receive, transmit, disable terminal, and enable
terminal.

r4
~

A Start command was issued to the wrong device.
•

The BSC byte count does not equal 6 or 10 for a Start Cycle Steal Status
command.

•

A DCB other than a transmit or receive with the PCI bit on in the control
word was issued.

•

A set mode DCB specifying duplex when the BSC jumper is on was
issued.

•

A set mode DCB specifying installation test (bit 13 on in word 1 of the
DCB) was turned on while any other bit in word 1 of the DCB is on.

•

A Start Diagnostic 1 command occurred with any bit on in the control
word other than bit 2 or bits 5-7. A Start Diagnostic 2 command
occurred with any bit on in the control word other than 2, 5, 6, 7, or 15.

•

An exit transparent command was issued with the byte count not equal to
2.

•

The SDLC byte count does not equal 8 or 12 hexidecimal for a Start
Cycle-Steal Status command.

Bit 4 - Storage Data Check: This bit is set to 1 during cycle-steal output operations only to indicate that the processor storage location accessed during the
current cycle contains incorrect parity. The attachment terminates the operation
with an exception interrupt request.
Bit 5 - Invalid Storage Address: This bit is set to 1 if the address presented by
the attachment for data or DCB access exceeds the storage size of the system.
The attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request.
Bit 6 - Protect Check: This bit is set to 1 if the attachment attempts to access a
storage location without the correct cycle-steal key.
Bit 7 - Inter/ace Data Check: This bit is set to 1 if a parity error was detected
on an interface cycle-steal data transfer. The condition may be detected by the
channel or the attachment. In either case, the attachment terminates the operation with an exception interrupt request.

(
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Status After Resets
Power-On Reset: Resets the attachment and sets the DTE interface to DTE
ready. The control parameters are reset to no PCI and half duplex.
System Reset: Functions the same as power-on-reset with the exception that no
read-only storage or processor storage test is performed.
Halt II 0 and Device Reset: Functions the same as the power-on-reset, with the
exception that the prepare level and I-bit, residual address and control parameters are not reset. Device reset does not reset the X.21 state.

Note: The residual address is the address of word 7 ( + 1) of the DCB
under the following conditions:
•

Receive time-out prior to character phase.

•

DCE error prior to character phase.

•

DCE error on initiation of a transmit or receive operation.

•

Multi-point transmit error.

•

Following an Enable or Disable command.

The following table shows the function for each of the resets:

Reset function

Reset used

Reset prepare level

Power on
reset

System
reset

Reset I bit

Power on
reset

System
reset

Reset X21 interface (DTE
ready)

Power on
reset

System
reset

Reset all DCB information
displayed by communication
indicator panel

Power on
reset

Reset residual address

Power on
reset

Reset residual byte count

Power on
reset

System
reset

Halt
1/0

Device
reset

Halt
1/0

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Condition Codes
Condition codes are reported to the processor by the attachment and/ or the
channel during the execution of every Operate 1/0 instruction and upon acceptance of every interrupt. Condition codes are recorded in the even, carry, and
overflow indicators.
Condition codes reported during an Operate 1/0 instruction are as follows:
Reported
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

by

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Channel
Device
Device
Device
Device
Chan/Dev
Device
Device

Device not attached
Busy
Busy after reset
Command reject
Intervention req'd*
Interface data check
Controller busy
Satisfactory

*Not reported by the attachment.

Condition codes reported during interrupt acceptance are as follows:
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0
1
2
3
4

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Controller end
PCI
Exception
Device end
Attention*
Attention and PCI*
Attention and exception*
Attention and device end*

5

6
7

*Not reported by the attachment.

(
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Jumperable Options
The following attachment options can be enabled by installation of a card jumper:
Allow IPL: This jumper causes the attachment to monitor for a BSC or
SDLC/HDLC IPL sequence. The DTE interface is set to DTE ready.
Bi-Sync Mode: This jumper sets the attachment to BSC mode. Absence of this
jumper indicates SDLC/HDLC mode to the attachment.
Local Attach 1: This jumper is installed in the local attach 1 cable. The attachment provides clocking in the SDLC/HDLC mode at a speed of 9600 bps.

Note: The X.21 plug must be installed.
Local Attach 2: This jumper is installed in the local attach 2 cable. The attachment provides clocking at a speed of 48000 bps.

Note: The X.21 plug must be installed.
Secondary Station Address/Multi-Point Address: These jumpers are used to assign
the secondary station address in SDLC/HDLC mode, or to assign the
multi-point address in BSC mode.

Note: In BSC mode the attachment is a multi-point tributary if the
multi-point address is not 0. Therefore, 0 is not a valid multi-point
address.

X.21 Jumper: If this jumper plug is installed, the attachment operates with the
X.21 interface.
V.35 Jumper: If this jumper plug is installed, the attachment operates with the
V.35 interface.

)
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Communications Indicator Panel
2

0

3

4

5

6

7

00000000

0,6

8

4

2

1

4

2

,0

00000000
L
_J

L

DISPLAY/FUNCTION_J
SELECT

LINE
SELECT

LINE SELECT Switches
Line select switches 2 and 4 must be set to 0 (down) for valid indications. Line
select switch 1 is used to select either device 0 or device 1.

(
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DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches
The DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches determine what information is
displayed on the panel. The following is a list of switch settings and the information that is displayed on the panel:

Switch setting

16

8

4

2

1

Indicator

Display

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1

1
0
0
1

1
0
1
0

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-1
2-4
5-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-3
4-7

1

1

1

1

1

Bits 0-7 of control word
Bits 8-15 of control word
Timer 1
Timer 2
Bits 0-7 of PCI ID
Bits 0-7 of status address
Bits 8-15 of status address
Bits 0-7 of chain address
Bits 8-15 of chain address
Bits 0-7 of byte count
Bits 8-15 of byte count
Bits 0-7 of data address
Bits 8-15 of data address
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-0
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-0
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-1
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-1
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-2
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-2
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-3
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-3
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-4
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-4
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-5 (SDLC)
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-5 (SD LC)
Bits 0-7 X.21 interface state
Device 0/device 1 busy flags
Not used
Interrupt condition code
Bits 8-15_ residual status word
Secondary or MP address
Lamp test
Interrupt status byte
Interface status (TR IC)
V.35 interface status
(DTR/DSR/RTS/CTS)
Not used
Set mode DCB word 1 bits 1-15

0-2
3-7

)
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Error Recovery
Error recovery for the Synchronous Communications Single Line Control is as
follows:
1.

Inspect the Operate I/ 0 condition code and use the following chart:
Operate

Command

I/OCC

Recommended action

Read ID,
Prepare

0

Exit the error-recovery procedure
(device not attached).
Exit the error-recovery procedure
(hardware error).
Examine the ll)CB function modifier;
exit the error-recovery procedure if
IDCB is correct.
Retry
three
times;
exit
the
error-recovery procedure if the problem
persists.
Satisfactory

1,2,4,6
3
5

7
Halt 1/0

O,l,2,3,4,5,6
7

Device
Reset

0

1,2,4,5,6
3
7
Write Data

Start, Start
Cycle-Steal
Status,
Start
Diag 1,
Start
Diag 2,
Start Mod,
and Start
Control

0
1
3
4
2, 5
6
7

0

2

3

4

5
6

7

Exit the error-recovery
(equipment error).
Satisfactory

procedure

Exit the error-recovery procedure
(device not attached).
Exit the error-recovery procedure
(equipment error).
Examine IDCB function modifier; exit
the error-recovery procedure if the
IDCB is correct.
Satisfactory
Abort, Device not attached
Retry after Device End if device is
busy or Device Reset, Retry; if trouble
persists, abort
Examine IDCB, if correct, abort
Abort
Retry; If trouble persists, abort
Retry after controller end interrupt
Satisfactory

(
'·

Exit the error-recovery procedure
(device not attached).
Retry after device end if the device is
busy or device reset, retry; If trouble
persists, abort
Abort
Examine the IDCB function modifiers;
exit the error-recovery procedure if the
IDCB is correct.
Abort
Retry
three
times;
exit
the
error-recovery procedure if the problem
persists.
Retry after controller end interrupt
Satisfactory

(
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2.

Inspect the interrupt condition code.

•

If the interrupt condition code is 3 or 4, exit the error-recovery procedure .

(Condition code 4 is reported when a 'ring indication' is detected from a
DCE; it is not an error condition.)
•

If the interrupt condition code is 2 or 6, use the following chart.
Interrupt
status
byte
(hex)

Recommended action

AO

Normal ending operation to the receive DCB if a
COD was detected prior to decrementing the byte
count to 0. Perform a Start Cycle Steal Status
command to obtain residual address and ensure that
status word 1 is 0. Not reported in SDLC/HDLC
data transfer mode.

80

Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command; examine
bits for determination of further action.

40

Examine IDCB for valid function modifier or odd
DCB address; correct error condition and retry.

20

Occurs during a receive operation and indicates that
the byte count decremented to 0 and no COD character was detected. Increases the receive data buffer
size and byte count and retry. Not reported in
SDLC/HDLC data transfer mode.

10

Indicates the attachment has detected an invalid situation in the DCB.

08

Storage data check; retry operation; if error persists,
abort.

04

Invalid storage address; correct program and retry.

02

Protect check; verify the protect key and retry. This
error can occur only on processors with storage
protect feature.

01

Interface data check; retry the operation three times;
abort if error persists.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Appendix B. Communications Operator's Error Test Procedure
The communication adapters operator self-test program needs a minimum system
configuration of. a Series/ 1 processor with 16K storage, a diskette drive feature
4964 or 4962 model 2, a programmer console feature 5650, and one communication adapter feature 1610, 2091/2092, 2074, 2075, 2093/2094, 2095/2096,
2090/, or 2080.
1.

Remove power, disconnect the modem cable at the modem and connect
the wrap connector at the modem end of the cable, as follows:
Modem cable
part number

Wrap connector
part number

1632206
1632208
1632210
1632211
1632919
6844126

1633812
2704136
1633810
1633811
*
6844140**

* ·Do not disconnect the modem cable but place the switch in the
cable extension (part 2722052) in the test position.
** If DCE wrap is available, place switch in wrap position.
2.

Insert the Basic diskette.

3.

Press the load button on the programmer console.

4.

If the system has only a programmer console go to step 11.

5.

Wait for the input/output device (as configured in the diagnostic diskette)
to print the following message:
RDY

ENTER
6.

Insert the Basic diskette.

7.

Begin the operator self test program by entering B3 CEF on the
input/ output device.

8.

The output device then prints:
ENTER DEVICE ADDRESS AND LOOP COUNT
ENTER

9.

Enter FDAXX (where DA=device address and XX=loop count in hexadecimal).
Example
F1801 (DA= 18, loop count=Ol).

Communications Operator's Error Test Procedure
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10.

Wait for one of the following messages to appear; then take the appropriate operator action:
Message:

DEVICE ADDRESS ERROR
REENTER DEVICE ADDRESS AND LOOP COUNT
ENTER
Operator Action:

Verify that the device address is correct and call the service organization
or return to step 9.
Message:

TEST WAS SUCCESSFUL

Operator Action:

None, self explanatory
Message:

THE TEST FAILED, CALL THE SERVICE ORGANIZATION
Operator Action:

Verify that the cable wrapped in the correct one, and call the service
organization or return to step 9.
After the loop count has been exhausted, the program returns to step 8.
At this time, you may run the test again or terminate the program by
returning the system to the operating state.
(Steps 11 through 18 of this procedure are only for systems with a
programmer console.)
Note: The running time for each feature per pass is as follows:
Feature

1610
2091/2092
2074
2075
2093/2094
2090
2095/2096
2080

B-2
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11.

Wait for a hexadecimal 3800 to appear in the lights of the programmer
console.

12.

Insert the Basic diskette.

13.

Press the Data Buffer key and enter OOOB; then press the Console Interrupt key. Press the Data Buffer key again and enter 3CFF, then press
the Console Interrupt key twice.

14.

Wait for 3CE1 to appear in the lights of the programmer console.

15.

Press Data Buffer key and enter OOlF; then press the Console Interrupt
key.

16.

Press the Data Buffer key and enter DAXX (where DA=device address
and XX=loop count). Press the Console Interrupt key twice.

17.

Wait for one of the following values to appear in the lights of the
programmer console:

18.

Value in lights
3CE2

Operator action
Verify the address is correct and call the service
organization or go to step 13.

3CE3

Self-explanatory (Test successful)

3CE4

Verify that the cable wrapped in the correct one
and call the service organ- ization or return to
step 13.

Press the Data Buffer key, enter 0006 and press the Console Interrupt
key twice. Wait for the lights to indicate 3CE1. Proceed to step 15 if
desired to run the test again, or return the system to the operating state.

'

)
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Chart D-5
Feature-Synchronous Communication
Single Line Control
Initialization Program

Yes
Abort; device
not attached

No

Terminate; abort
hardware error

DTR enable
with time-out

No

Start Cycle
Steal Status
command
No

Set mode
PCI and/or
full duplex

Successful
connection

)
Adapter Initialization Programs
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Index

ACC
codes 1-5
operating modes 2-2
adapter initialization programs
ACC D-1
BSC D-2
SDLC D-3
programmable multi-line D-4
address field 4-10, 6-5, 6-24
answertone
BSC 3-35
SDLC 4-39
asynchronous communications features
single-line control 1-1
4-line adapter 1-1
8-line control 1-1
automatic disconnect 1-6

binary synchronous communications features
feature configurations 3-1
product description 3-1
SCSLC 6-45
single-line control 1-1
single-line control/high speed 1-1
4-line adapter 1-2
8-line control 1-2
bit-rate constant 2-31
bit rates
ACC 2-1
BSC 3-1
SCSLC 6-1
SDLC 4-1
programmable multi-line 5-1
block check error 2-37
BSC
codes 1-5
control mode 3-4
IPL mode 3-4
operating modes 3-3
passive mode 3-4
selected mode 3-4
text mode 3-3
transparent text mode 3-3
business machine clocking (see internal clocking)
byte count (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SCSLC 6-58
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line 5-49

')

cable information C-1
cables C-1
carrier detect
ACC 2-45, 2-46
4-line adapter 2-46

CCITT 1-2, 6-1
chain address (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SCSLC 6-58
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line 5-49
codes, transmission
ACC 2-3
BSC 3-7
SCSLC 6-20
programmable multi-line 5-2
summary of 1-5
command reject 3-31
commands
ACC
device reset 2-15
diagnostic 2-18
halt 1/0 2-16
prepare 2-13
read ID 2-17
start 2-16
start control 2-19
start cycle steal status 2-16
BSC
device reset 3-15
diagnostic 3-18
halt 1/0 3-14
prepare 3-13
read ID 3-17
start 3-16
start control 3-20
start cycle steal status 3-16
SCSLC
codes 1-6
device reset 6-13, 6-65
halt 1/0 6-12, 6-65
prepare 6-6
read ID 6-12
start 6-30, 6-54
start control 6-14
start cycle-steal status 6-39, 6-59
start diagnostic 1 6-7
start diagnostic 2 6-9
start modification 6-15
SDLC
device reset 4-1 7
halt 1/0 4-16
prepare 4-15
read ID 4-18
start 4-17
start cycle steal status 4-18
start diagnostic 4-19
Programmable multi-line
device reset 5-10
halt 1/0 5-10
prepare 5-9
read ID 5-11

Index
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commands (continued)
Programmable multi-line (continued)
start 5-27
start control 5-20
start cycle steal status 5-12
start diagnostic 5-14
write data 5-11
communications
characteristics 1-6
facilities 1-6
features 2-6
indicator panel 1-6
communications indicator panel
ACC 2-47
BSC 3-37
SCSLC 6-68
SDLC 4-40
programmable multi-line 5-62
communications operator's error test procedure
condition codes
ACC 2-41
BSC 3-31
SCSLC 6-66
SDLC 4-35
programmable multi-line 5-57
configurations
ACC 2-1
BSC 3-1
SCSLC 6-3
SDLC 4-1
programmable multi-line 5-2
control characters
ACC 2-5
BSC 3-8
SCSLC 6-20, 6-50
SDLC 4-3
programmable multi-line 5-3
control field 4-10, 6-24
control mode 3-4, 6-4 7
control word, DCB
ACC 2-22
BSC 3-22
SCSLC 6-32, 6-55
SDLC 4-23
programmable multi-line 5-30
cycle steal status words
ACC 2-36
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-41, 6-5 9
SDLC 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-52

data address (in DCB)
ACC 2-33
BSC 3-24
SCSLC 6-58
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line
data flow
ACC 2-10
BSC 3-10
SCSLC 6-4
SDLC 4-5
programmable multi-line
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5-49

5-5

B-1

data links 1-3
data terminal ready
ACC 2-45, 2-46
BSC 3-35
SDLC 4-39
4-line adapter 2-46
data transmission codes
ACC 2-3
BSC 3-7
SCSLC 6-20, 6-49
SDLC 4-3
programmable multi-line 5-2
summary of 1-5
DCB (device control block)
ACC
bit-rate constant 2-31
byte count 2-33
chain address 2-3 3
control word 2-22
data address 2-33
format 2-20
Timer 1 2-33
Timer 2 2-33
BSC
byte count 3-24
chain address 3-24
control word 3-22
data address 3-24
format 3-21
SCSLC
byte count 6-5 8
chaining address 6-5 8
control word 6-32, 6-55
data address 6-5 8
timers 6-28
SDLC
byte count 4-28
chain address 4-28
control word 4-23
data address 4-28
format 4-22
status address 4-27
timers 4-14
Programmable multi-line
bit-rate constant 5-46
byte count 5-49
chain address 5-49
control word 5-30
data address 5-49
format 5-28, 5-29
DCB reject 2-37
DCB specification check
ACC 2-34
BSC 3-25
SDLC 4-29
programmable multi-line 5-50
delayed command reject
ACC 2-34
BSC 3-25
SDLC 4-28
programmable multi-line 5-50
device control block (DCB)
ACC 2-20
BSC 3-21
SCSLC 6-31, 6-55

(
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device control block (DCB) (continued)
SDLC 4-22
programmable multi-line 5-28
device reset
ACC 2-15
BSC 3-15
SCSLC 6-13
SDLC 4-17
programmable multi-line 5-10
diagnostic commands
ACC 2-18
BSC 3-18
SCSLC 6-7, 6-9
SDLC 4-19
programmable multi-line 5-14
disconnect, automatic 1-6

EIA 1-2
eight-bit data interchange code
receive mode (ACC) 2-9
transmit mode (ACC) 2-9
EOB count not zero 2-37
error checking, line
ACC 2-11
BSC 3-11
programmable multi-line 5-6
error recovery
ACC 2-41
BSC 3-31
SCSLC 6-70
SDLC 4-35
programmable multi-line 5-56
error test procedure B-1
expanded mode
attention interrupt 5-36
continuous echoplex 5-37
continuous receive 5-36
description 5-1, 5-4, 5-35
four CODs with LRC 5-38
inhibit 0-insert 5-38
read adapter buffer 5-4 2
set expanded mode 5-26
two character block check 5-38
two character change-of-direction

5-38

FCS (frame check sequence) field 4-13, 6-27
feature configurations
ACC 2-1
BSC 3-1
SCSLC 6-3
SDLC 4-1
programmable multi-line 5-2
flag character 4-7, 6-22
formats
ACC
control word, DCB 2-22
cycle steal status words 2-36
DCB for a set control command 2-21
DCB for a start command 2-20
DCB for a start cycle steal status command
device reset command 2-15
diagnostic commands 2-18

2-21

formats (continued)
ACC (continued)
halt 1/0 2-16
interrupt status byte (ISB) 2-34
prepare command 2-13
read ID command 2-17
start command 2-16
start control command 2-19
start cycle steal status command 2-16
BSC
control word, DCB 3-22
cycle steal status words 3-27
device control block (DCB) 3-21
device reset command 3-15
diagnostic commands 3-18
halt 1/0 3-14
interrupt status byte (ISB) 3-25
prepare command 3-13
read ID command 3-17
start command 3-16
start control command 3-20
start cycle steal status command 3-16
SCSLC
address field 6-5, 6-24
control field 6-24
control word, DCB 6-32, 6-55
cycle-steal status words 6-31, 6-59
device control block (DCB) 6-31, 6-55
device reset command 6-13, 6-65
diagnostic commands 6-7, 6-9
FCS (frame check sequence) field 6-27
frame format 6-21
halt I/O 6-12, 6-65
information field 6-27
information transfer format 6-26
interrupt information byte 6-63
interrupt status byte 6-63
nonsequential format 6-26
prepare command 6-6
read ID command 6-12
start command 6-30, 6-54
start cycle steal status command 6-39, 6-59
supervisory format 6-26
SDLC
address field 4-10
control field 4-10
control word, DCB 4-23
cycle steal status words 4-30
device control block (DCB) 4-22
device reset command 4-17
diagnostic commands 4-19
FCS (frame check sequence) field 4-13
frame 4-7
halt I/O 4-16
information field 4-13
information transfer format 4-12
interrupt status byte (ISB) 4-28
nonsequenced format 4-12
prepare command 4-15
read ID command 4-18
residual status block 4-27
start command 4-1 7
start cycle steal status command 4-18
supervisory format 4-12

Index
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formats (continued)
Programmable multi-line
control word, DCB 5-30
cycle steal status words 5-5 2
device control block 5-28
device reset command 5-10
diagnostic commands 5-14
halt I/O command 5-10
prepare command 5-9
read ID command 5-11
start command 5-27
start control command 5-20
start cycle steal status command 5-12
start diagnostic commands 5-14
write data command 5-11
four-line adapter
ACC jumpers 2-45, 2-46
BSC jumpers 3-35, 3-36
frame 4-7
frame format 4-7, 6-21
function/display switches
ACC 2-47
BSC 3-37
SCSLC 6-69
SDLC 4-40
programmable multi-line 5-62

halt I/O
ACC 2-16
BSC 3-14
SCSLC 6-12, 6-65
SDLC 4-16
programmable multi-line 5-10
high speed range jumper 2-45
hold line active 4-26

ID words
ACC 2-17
BSC 3-18
SDLC 4-18
programmable multi-line 5-11
idle stations 4-10, 6-24
incorrect length record 2-34
indicator panel
description 1-6, 6-68
use with
ACC 2-47
BSC 3-37
SCSLC 6-69
SDLC 4-40
programmable multi-line 5-62
information field 4-13, 6-27
information transfer format 4-12, 6-26
initial program load 3-4, 6-19
initialization programs
ACC D-1
BSC D-2
SDLC D-3
programmable multi-line D-4

interface data check
ACC 2-35, 2-44
BSC 3-26, 3-34
SDLC 4-29, 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-51
interfaces 1-2
internal clocking
BSC 3-1, 3-35
SDLC 4-1, 4-39
interrupt condition codes
ACC 2-43
BSC 3-33
SCSLC 6-66
SDLC 4-37
programmable multi-line 5-59
interrupt information byte (IIB) 4-28, 6-63
interrupt status byte (ISB)
ACC 2-34
BSC 3-25
SCSLC 6-63
SDLC 4-28
introduction 1-1
invalid storage address
ACC 2-35, 2-44
BSC 3-26, 3-33
SDLC 4-29
programmable multi-line 5-51
IPL mode 3-4, 6-17, 6-47
ISB (see interrupt status byte)

jumperable options
ACC
single-line 2-45
4-line adapter 2-46
BSC
single-line, high speed 3-36
single line, medium speed 3-35
4-line adapter 3-36
SCSLC 6-67
SDLC 4-39
programmable multi-line 5-61
jumpers
ACC 2-45
BSC 3-35
SCSLC 6-67
SDLC 4-39
programmable multi-line 5-61

line control 2-5
line error checking
ACC 2-11
BSC 3-11
SCSLC 6-52
line select switches
ACC 2-47
BSC 3-37
SCSLC 6-68
SDLC 4-40
Local Attach (SCSLC) 1-5
low speed range jumper 2-45

(
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modem delay 4-39
modem error 2-38
monitor mode 4-2, 6-17
multiple-line attachment operation
ACC 2-40
BSC 3-30
multipoint address 3-28, 6-67
multipoint address jumpers 3-35, 6-67
multipoint network 1-4
multipoint tributary 3-28

networks
multipoint 1-4
point-to-point 1-3
X.21 leased 1-4
no ring indi~ation 3-23
nonsequenced format 4-12, 6-26
Nr count 4-3
NRZ 4-1
NRZI 4-1
Ns count 4-3

operate 1/0 condition codes
ACC 2-41
BSC 3-31
SCSLC 6-66
SDLC 4-35
programmable multi-line 5-57
operating modes
ACC 2-2
BSC 3-3
SCSLC 6-17, 6-46
SDLC 4-2
operations
ACC
DCB command reset 2-30
DTR disable 2-29
DTR enable 2-29
DTR enable with answertone 2-29
DTR enable with time-out 2-29
program delay 2-30
receive 2-27
receive response 2-28
receive response with time-out 2-28
receive with time-out 2-28
ring enable 2-28
ring enable with time-out 2-28
set control PTTC 2-30
set control 8-bit data interchange 2-30
transmit 2-24
transmit allow break 2-26
transmit end 2-25
transmit end allow break 2-26
BSC
disable terminal 3-23
enable terminal 3-23
exit transparent 3-24
start timer 3-23
transmit 3-23
SCSLC
receive 6-17, 6-49
transmit 6-18, 6-49

operations (continued)
SDLC
disable terminal 4-24
enable terminal 4-24
receive 4-2
transmit 4-2
Programmable multi-line
DTR disable 5-44
DTR enable 5-43
DTR enable with answer-tone 5-44
DTR enable with time-out 5-44
DTR enable with time-out and answer-tone 5-44
program delay 5-45
read adapter buffer 5-42
receive 5-39
receive transparent 5-41
receive transparent with echoplex 5-41
receive transparent with echoplex and time-out 5-42
receive transparent with time-out 5-41
receive with block check character 5-40
receive with echoplex 5-41
receive with echoplex and block check character 5-41
receive with echoplex, time-out, and block check
character 5-41
receive with time-out 5-40
receive with time-out and block check character 5-41
receive with time-out and echoplex 5-41
reset 5-45
ring monitor 5-42
ring monitor with time-out 5-42
set control 5-44
set mode 5-45
transmit 5-32
transmit allow break 5-34
transmit end 5-33
transmit end allow break 5-34
transmit end allow break with pre-receive 5-34
transmit end with pre-receive 5-34
operator's error test procedure B-1

P/F bit 4-10, 6-24
passive mode 3-4, 6-4 7
point-to-point network 1-3
poll/final (P/F) bit 4-10, 6-24
prepare
ACC 2-13
BSC 3-13
SCSLC 6-6
SDLC 4-15
protect check
ACC 2-35, 2-44
BSC 3-26, 3-33
SDLC 4-30, 4-38
programmable multi-line 5-51
PTTC
for 2740 and 2741 2-3
receive mode 2-6
transmit mode 2-8

read ID
ACC 2-17
BSC 3-17
SCSLC 6-12

Index
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read ID (continued)
SDLC 4-18
programmable multi-line 5-11
receive (data flow)
BSC 3-10
SDLC 4-6
receive mode
ACC 3-10
SCSLC 6-17, 6-49
SDLC 4-2
receive synchronization 3-12, 6-53
recommendations, error recovery
ACC 2-41, 2-43
BSC 3-31
SCSLC 6-70
SDLC 4-35, 4-37
programmable multi-line 5-57
request to send
ACC 2-45, 2-46
BSC 3-35
SDLC 4-35
4-line adapter 2-46
residual address table (SDLC) 4-30
residual status block 4-27

SCSLC
codes 1-6
control mode 6-4 7
feature configurations 6-3
IPL mode 6-17, 6-47
monitor mode 6-17
operating modes 6-17, 6-46
passive mode 6-4 7
receive mode 6-17, 6-49
selected mode 6-4 7
transmit mode 6-18, 6-49
SDLC
codes 1-5
feature configurations 4-1
monitor mode 4-2
operating.modes 4-2
receive mode 4-2
transmit mode 4-2
secondary station address 4-39, 6-67
selected mode 3-4, 6-4 7
single-line
ACC jumpers 2-45
BSC jumpers 3-35
speed range jumpers
ACC 2-45
4-line adapter 2-45
start
ACC 2-16
BSC 3-16
SCSLC 6-30, 6-54
SDLC 4-17
programmable multi-line 5-27
start control
ACC 2-19
BSC 3-20
SCSLC 6-14
programmable multi-line 5-20
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start cycle steal status
ACC 2-16
BSC 3-16
SCSLC 6-39, 6-59
SDLC 4-18
programmable multi-line 5-12
status address 4-27
status after resets
ACC 2-40
BSC 3-30
SCSLC 6-65
SDLC 4-34
programmable multi-line 5-56
status word 0
ACC 2-36
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-41, 6-5 9
SDLC 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-5 2
status word 1
ACC 2-37
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-41, 6-59
SDLC 4-31
programmable multi-line 5-52
status word 2
ACC 2-39
BSC 3-29
SCSLC 6-41, 6-61
SDLC 4-31
programmable multi-line 5-54
status word 3 (SCSLC) 6-43, 6-62
status word 3 (SDLC) 4-33
status words, cycle steal
ACC 2-30
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-41, 6-59
SDLC 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-52
stop-bit error 2-38
storage data check
ACC 2-35, 2-44
BSC 3-26, 3-34
SDLC 4-29, 4-30
programmable multi-line 5-51
summary of features 1-1
supervisory format 4-12, 6-26
suppress exception (SE) 4-24
switched line data link 1-3
switches
ACC 2-47
BSC 3-37
SDLC 4-40
programmable multi-line 5-62
SYN deletion 3-11
SYN insertion 3-11
synchronization
BSC 3-11
receive 3-12, 6-53
SCSLC 6-27, 6-52
SDLC 4-13
transmit 3-11, 6-5 2
Synchronous Communications Single Line Control (SCSLC)
1-1, 6-1
synchronous data link control 1-2
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text mode 3-3, 6-46
time-outs
ACC 2-12
DTR enable with 2-29
receive response with 2-28
receive with 2-28
ring enable with 2-28
BSC 3-12
data set ready 3-12
program 3-12
receive 3-12
SCSLC 6-53
SDLC 4-14
programmable multi-line 5-7
timer 1
ACC 2-12
SCSLC 6-28
SDLC 4-14
programmable multi-line 5-7
timer 2
ACC 2-12
SCSLC 6-29
SDLC 4-14
programmable multi-line 5-7
timers
ACC 2-12
SCSLC 6-28
SDLC 4-14
programmable multi-line 5-7
trailing pad characters 3-11
transmission codes
ACC 1-5
ASCII A-1
BSC 1-5
EBCDIC A-1
eight-bit data interchange A-1
programmable multi-line 1-5
PTTC A-1
SCSLC 6-20, 6-49
SDLC 1-5
summary of 1-5
transmit mode
ACC 2-10
SCSLC 6-18, 6-49
SDLC 4-2
transmit operation
BSC 3-10
SDLC 4-5
transmit synchronization 3-11, 6-52
transparency (BSC) 3-3
transparent text mode 3-3, 6-46
types of data links 1-3

VRC error

word 0
ACC 2-36
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-32, 6-41, 6-59
SDLC 4-30
programmable multi-line
word 1
ACC 2-37
BSC 3-27
SCSLC 6-36, 6-41, 6-59
SDLC 4-31
programmable multi-line
word 2
ACC 2-39
BSC 3-29
SCSLC 6-37, 6-41, 6-61
SDLC 4-31
programmable multi-line
word 3 (SCSLC) 6-37, 6-43,
word 3 (SDLC) 4-33

X.21 Leased Network

zero insertion

5-52

5-5 2

5-54
6-62

1-4

4-8, 6-22

2-27

,
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Data Links
Each communication line can operate with one of the following types of data links:
•

Point-to-point-nonswitched

•

Point-to.;. point-switched

•

Multipoint-nonswitched

•

Direct connect

Point-to-Poin/.-Nonswitched
A point-to-point-nonswitched data link consists of a local station connected to a
single remote station. Such a line is nonswitched because there is a permanent
connection between the local station and the remote station through their respective modems.
Local
station

Remote
station

Modem

Modem

Point-to-Point-Switched
A point-to-point-switched data link consists of a local station connected to one of
several remote stations after a link has been established between the local station
and the remote station. The connection is maintained only for the duration of the
communication.
Remote
station

Modem

I
Local
station

Modem

\

\

I

-··
'

I

\

Modem

1

Remote
station

Modem

Remote
station

Introduction
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X.21-Leased Network
An X.21 leased network consists of a station connected to one or more remote
stations by a data circuit terminating equipment (DCE), synchronous communications single line control (SCSLC), and leased-line connecting the stations.

Remote
station

SCSLC

DCE
Remote
station

DCE
Remote
station

Remote
station

Multi-Poinf.-Nonwsitched
A multi-point-nonswitched data link consists of a primary station connected to
several secondary stations through their respective modems. The primary station
polls the secondary stations, using' unique station addresses. Only the addressed
station can respond to the poll.

Control
station

Modem

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station

Modem

Tributary
station

Direct Connect (Asynchronous and BSC) ·
A direct-connect data link consists of two stations connected using an EIA
RS232-C, CCITT V.24, or current loop connection.
Local
station
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Chapter 6. Synchronous Communication Single Line Control

Introduction
The synchronous communication single line control attachment provides one International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT) X.21 interface to allow the interchange of data between the Series/ 1 processor and a remote
terminal using the synchronous mode of data transmission. The terminal must
comply with the electrical and functional requirements of CCITT recommendation
X.21. Interconnection between the Series/ 1 and the remote terminal may be made
using public or private leased data networks. In addition, terminals may be locally
connected at distances up to 1220 meters (4000 feet).
This attachment supports synchronous data link control/high level data link control
(SDLC/HDLC) or binary synchronous communication (BSC) protocol and, when
operating with SDLC/HDLC protocol, may be operated in duplex mode. Duplex
mode allows data to be concurrently transmitted and received between the Series/ 1
and the terminal. The communicating bit rate is normally controlled by clocking
signals supplied by the DCE (Data Circuit Terminating Equipment), the exception
being when using the local connect option, which provides clocking by the attachment. The attachment provides clocking for data rates of 9600 or 48000 bits per
second (bps) when the local connect option is used.
For further information about the X.21 interface, refer to I BM Implementation of
X.21 Inter.face - General In.formation Manual, GA27-3287.
Note: The local connect option allows the connection of remote terminals
without DCE's, using the RS-422A interface, at distances up to 1220 meters
( 4000 feet).
The attachment also provides one CCITT V.35 interface and supports both the
SDLC/HDLC and BSC protocols with a maximum rate of 56000 bps.
Note: Sustained throughput at 48000 and 56000 bps when using BSC protocol
is considerable less than the clocking rate. Refer to the portion of this chapter
on BSC protocol.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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When using the local connect options, there are two basic connection methods:
•

Local 1 Attachment: Internal clocking is occurs at a data rate of 9600 bps

with the remote device capable of deriving the clocking information from the
data stream. This mode of operation allows the remote terminal to be
connected to a distance of 1220 meters ( 4000 feet) using an EIA RS-422A
interface. Only the SDLC/HDLC half-duplex protocol is supported by this
method of clocking. When operating in local 1 mode, the attachment transmits
and receives in NRZI mode (bits 9 and 12 of the control word are ignored on
transmit and bit 9 is ignored on receive). Leading pads are transmitted automatically at the beginning of each frame sequence.
Local 2 Attachment: An internal attachment generated clocking signal at a
data rate of 48000 bps is provided to an EIA RS-422A interface. This allows
the remote device to use the clock as if a DCE were present. With this method
of operation, the remote terminal must be connected at a distance of not
greater than 305 meters ( 1000 feet). Both the SD LC/ HD LC (half duplex &
duplex) and BSC (half duplex) protocols are supported in this mode.

Control of up to 10 remote stations may be achieved by attaching them in a
multi-drop configuration, stub length not exceeding 15 meters (45 feet). Both the
SDLC/HDLC and BSC protocols are supported in this configuration.
Note: For cable information, refer to the Customer Site Preparation Manual.
GA34-0550.

Refer to the Figure 6-1 flowchart for a graphic representation of installation
considerations and available options.
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Device Addressing
The attachment has provisions for responding to Operate I/O commands for two
unique device addresses. The addresses are contiguous, beginning with an even
address. Jumper positions are provided on the attachment card for the assignment
of the base device address (always even).
Note: This attachment always uses two device addresses.
When in half-duplex mode, device 0 is the even address. The device commands,
addresses, and mode of operation are shown in the following table:
Half duplex
Command

Dev 0

Start

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Enable*
Disable*
Transmit*
Receive*
Timer*
Sta rt Control**
Start Modification**
Start Cycle Steal Status**
Start Diag 1
Start Diag 2**
Read ID
Halt 1/0
Device Reset
Prepare

x
x
x

Dev 1

Duplex
Dev 0

Dev 1

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Note: Any command directed to device 0 or device 1 other
than the ones indicated above will cause an exception interrupt.

* DCB specification check reported.
**Delayed command reject reported.
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Device Commands
Prepare
Start Diagnostic 1
•

Start Diagnostic 2

•

Read ID
Halt 1/0
Device Reset

•

Start Control
Start Modification

Prepare
The Prepare command is used to control the interrupt parameters of the addressed
device. The data word (bits 16-31) contains the level and I-bit. The device is
always able to accept and execute a Prepare command, even if it is busy or has an
interrupt request pending from a previous command. The IDCB for the Prepare
command has the following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

00-FF

60

I

15

Immediate data field

O's

16

Level

2627

3031

Level - bits 27-30: This four-bit field specifies the priority interrupt level assigned
to the device. The binary value of bits 27-30 indicates priority levels of 0-3.
Bits 27-30

Level

0000

0

0001

1

0010

2

0011

3

I-Bit - bit 31: This bit determines if the device is allowed to present interrupt
requests. An I-bit set to 1 means that the device can request an interrupt; a 0
means that the device cannot interrupt.
The attachment stores the level data and presents it to the processor each time the
attachment presents an interrupt request. The prepare information (level and I-bit)
is reset by a system reset or a power-on reset.
The Prepare command causes an interrupt request only when the attachment is not
prepared (I-bit set to 0) and has an interrupt pending upon receipt of a Prepare
command with the I-bit set to 1.
The Prepare command always causes an attachment to respond with a condition
code 7 (satisfactory).
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Start Diagnostic I
The IDCB for the Start Diagnostic 1 command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)

__ __

Command field

Device address

0111110

0.._

_....,

xxxxxxxx

_, 7 8

15

7D

00-FF

I

Immediate data field
DCB address
16

31

Start Diagnostic 1 causes two types of tests to occur in the attachment, with the
results placed in processor storage beginning at the address specified in word 7
(data address) of the DCB. The byte count for this operation must be equal to 11
and the data address must be even~ otherwise, an exception interrupt is presented
with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the interrupt status byte.
A DCB specification check will occur if the control word of the DCB has any bit
on other than bit 2, 5, 6, or 7.
The format of the DCB is as follows:
VVord 0

+ v[

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 1 0

15

7 8

E

O's

Not used

2 Not used
3 Not used
4 Not used

5 Not used
6 Byte count (must be hex B)

7 Data address (even)

The diagnostic first performs an attachment storage test, which consists of
writing/ reading 1's and O's through all the storage locations. If the test is
successful, a hex FF is written into data word 5, high-order byte. If the test fails, a
hex 00 is written into data word 5, bits 0-7.
Note: During initial power-on sequencing, the random access storage patch
(RAMPATCH) area is tested. The RAMPATCH area is not tested by the
diagnostic command.

)

Next, a checksum is computed for the two ROS modules used by the attachment.
The result is presented along with a checksum written into the modules at the time
the modules were fabricated. The results are then placed in data words 1, 2, 3, and
4, which contain the following:

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Data word 1

Stored checksum ROS 1

Data word 2

Computed checksum ROS 1 (complemented)

Data word 3

Stored checksum ROS 2

Data word 4

Computed checksum ROS 2 (complemented)

Data word 5

Bits 0- 7 (FF good storage test)
Bits 0-7 (00 storage test failure)
Bits 8-15 (Secondary station/MP tributary
address)

Data word 6

Bits 0-7
Bit 0 Not used
Bit 1 BSC jumper
Bit 2 Not used
Bit 3 Local attach 2 jumper
Bit 4 Local attach 1 jumper
Bit 5 Allow IPL jumper
Bit 6 V.35 jumper
Bit 7 Not used
Bits 8-15 refer to fol lowing text

The attachment reports the secondary station/multi-point tributary address jumpers in data word 5, bits 8-15. The attachment also reports the configuration jumpers in data word 6, bits 0-7. Bits 8-15 of the data storage register are set to a hex
AA to test the byte mode of data transfer to storage. If byte mode fails a hex AA
appears in data word 6, bits 8-15; otherwise, the value in data word 6, bits 8-15, is
1dependent on the processor storage initialization.

(
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With the V.35 jumper plug in place, the attachment is tested in the V.35 mode.
Note: All tests, with the exception of Test 1 function in the same manner as
for the preceding X.21 tests. Test 2 is not performed in V.35 mode.
Test 1 checks 'the request to send' (RTS) and 'clear to send' (CTS) lines. If the
test is successful, the attachment sets the associated bit (see following bit definitions) to a 1 in data word 1.
Data word 1 has the following bit definitions for V.35:
Bit

Definition

0

DSR

1

CTS

2

RTS

3

Not used (O's)

4

Not used (O's)

5

Not used (O's)

6

BSCwrap

7

SDLC wrap

8-15

Indicator panel switch setting

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Read ID
The Read ID command transfers the attachment's identification word from the
device to the data word position of the IDCB.
The attachment's ID is 5042. The IDCB for the Read ID command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15
00-FF

20

Immediate data field
Identification word

31

16

Halt 1/0
This command halts all 1/0 activity on the data channel and sets the interface to
DTE ready and resets the residual byte count to 0.
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

0

7 8

FO

I

xxxxxxxx
15
00-FF

Immediate data field
16
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O's
31

Device Reset
The Device Reset command resets the addressed device. Pending interrupt requests
(except controller end) are cleared. The prepare level, I-bit, residual address, and
interface state are not reset by this command. The Device Reset command has the
following format:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1
0
7 8

xxxxxxxx

6F

15

00-FF

!Immediate data field

O's
16

31

A Device Reset command issued to the attachment causes the attachment to
become busy while the reset functions are carried out. The amount of time that the
attachment is busy is a function of the microcode program. The attachment
presents a busy after reset (CC2) if an Operate 1/0 immediately follows a Device
Reset.

Synchronous Communication Single Line Control
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Start Control
The Start Control command is used to setup operating conditions. The IDCB for
the Start Control command is:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

0

xxxxxxxx

7 8

15
00-FF

71
Immediate data field
DCB address

31

16

The format for the Start Control (set mode) DCB is as follows:
DCB (device control block)

_O_
15
7 8
5
Word
0 x 0 0 0 0 K E y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2

Not used

3

Not used

4

Not used

5

Chaining address

6

Not used

7

Not used

xx x

0

0 0

15

Word 0: Word 0 has the following format:

Bit 0 - Chaining: This bit, when set to 1, indicates chaining .is in effect.
Bits 1-4: These bits are not used and must be set to 0.
Bits 5-7 - Key: These bits represent a 3-bit key that the attachment presents to the
processor during data transfers to verify that the program has authorization to
access processor storage. An invalid address key causes an exception-interrupt
request (condition code 2), with bit 6 set to 1 (protect check) in the ISB.

Bits 8-15: These bits are not used and must be set to 0.
Word 1: Word 1 has the following format:

Bits 0-10: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 11 - PC!: When this bit is a 1, it indicates that PCI is supported.
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Bit 12 - Mode: When this bit is a 1, the attachment is in duplex mode of operation.
When this bit is a 0, the attachment is in half duplex mode of operation.
Note: When this bit is a 1, only SDLC/HDLC mode is supported.
Bit 13 - Installation Test: When this bit is a 1, the attachment performs internal
tests (med for installation measurements).
Bit 14: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 15: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Words 2-4: These words are not used and must be set to 0.
Word 5: This word contains the address of the next DCB in a chaining operation.
Words 6- 7: These words are not used and must be set to 0.

Start Modification
The Start Modification command is used by engineering to modify the attachment
micro-code. This command initiates a cycle-steal operation for device 0. If issued to
device 1, a delayed command reject is reported (information status byte, bit 1 is set
on). The IDCB for this command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

xxxxxxxx

0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
0
7 8
72

I

15

00-FF

'mmediate data field
16

DCB address

31

The DCB for the Start Modification command is described as follows:
1.

Words 0, and 2-5 of the DCB are not used, therefore chaining of DCBs is not
supported.

2.

Word 1 of the DCB contains the address of the attachment storage location
where the micro-code patch is to begin.

3.

Word 6 of the DCB contains the byte count of the number of bytes to be allocated in the attachment for the micro-code patch.

4.

Word 7 of the DCB contains the processor storage address where the
micro-code patch begins.
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Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC/HDLC)
The synchronous data link control (SDLC/HDLC) capability allows transfer of
serial data to and from a remote terminal or host system via a DCE and communications line facility. The SDLC/HDLC function can be used for connecting a
Series/ 1 processor to telecommunication equipment or other processors having
compatible adapters.
Note: The attachment views both the SDLC and HDLC protocols in the same
manner.
Data transmission uses SDLC/HDLC control procedures
•

Any eight-bit data code may be used

•

Bit rates can be up to 56000 bps using V.35 interface.
It may be used as either a primary or secondary station

•

Internal clocking is available for local 1 mode operation
Non-return-to-zero inverted (NRZI) coding is used with internal clocking
(local attach 1)
Non-return-to-zero (NRZ) coding or NRZI coding may be used with clocking
supplied by the DCE or local attach 2.

Data transmission is serial-by-bit, using the synchronous data link control (SDLC)
method of character and bit transmission. A general discussion of the
SDLC/HDLC procedures may be found in IBM Synchronous Data Link Control
- General Information , GA27-3093.
The attachment can communicate with host systems using Extended Binary-Coded
Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC) or any other eight-bit data code. The
SDLC/HDLC uses a specific set of line control characters, but because transparency is inherent in SDLC/HDLC, the data characters can be any eight-bit code
that is mutually acceptable to the sending and receiving stations.
The SDLC/HDLC communication can operate on a leased line at rates up to
56000 bps using V.35 interface.
When internal (business machine) clocking is used (local attach I), the characters
are transmitted and received using NRZI coding. When clocking is provided by the
DCE, either NRZ or NRZI coding may be selected by the software. Internal clocking provides the strobe pulses used to strobe bits between the DCE and the
adapter. In receive mode, it also establishes and maintains bit synchronization
through an advance or retard of the data strobe. A transmission rate of 9600 bps is
available through the internal clocking feature.
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Initial Program Load (IPL)

SDLC/HDLC IPL
When the attachment is not busy processing a software command, it monitors the
'receive data' line for an IPL sequence. The IPL sequence proceeds as follows:
1.

The IPL'ing system sends a Set Initialization Mode (SIM) command that
causes the Series/ 1 processor to begin an IPL sequence. The bit configuration of the control byte for the SIM command is hex 17. All of the commands
and responses in this sequence are common to both SDLC and HDLC protocols.

2.

The attachment responds with an unumbered acknowledgement (UA, hex
73), if the allow IPL jumper is installed. The attachment resets the Series/ 1
and prepares the system to receive the IPL data. If the attachment is not
jumpered for allow IPL, a disconnected mode (DM, hex 53) response is
issued.

3.

The IPL'ing system transmits one frame of data of up to 64000 bytes. The
first byte of data in the information field (I-field) is placed in the Series/ 1
processor storage at location 0.

4.

If the received frame check sequence (FCS) is valid, the Series/ 1 transmits a
receive not ready (RNR, hex 35) with an Nr count equal to 1 to acknowledge
receipt of the information frame (IPL load). An interrupt is then presented to
the processor on level 0 with the attachment device address in register 7 (the
attachment is automatically prepared to level 0 with the I-bit set on). Program
execution then starts at location 0.

5.

Should a data error be detected, the attachment holds the IPL line to the
processor active, does not respond, and monitors for a retry (new SIM
command). The IPL'ing system must start the sequence anew and not simply
retransmit the I-frame.
Notes:
a.

The attachment monitors for the IPL sequence only when not busy;
therefore, if a receive operation is pending and a SIM command is
received, it is passed to the software the same as a normal frame.

b.

While the I-frame containing the IPL load may be up to 64000 bytes
long, it is not recommended that an IPL load of this length be used. The
16-bit FCS loses some of its inherent checking capability when the frame
length is greater than 4K bytes. Also, the possibility of receiving a line
"hit" and bad data, even though it is determined to be invalid by the
FCS, is also a function of the length of the I-frame.

,
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Transmission Codes
The SDLC/HDLC function allows data communication using any eight-bit data
code, including EBCDIC. The EBCDIC character assignments are shown in
Appendix A.

Control Characters
Two levels of information grouping are used in SDLC/HDLC procedures. The
basic level, called a frame, is checked by the attachment for transmission errors.
The frame is the vehicle for all commands, responses, and information transmitted
using SDLC/HDLC procedures.

CJ-)
Frame starts;
transmission
checking begins

z

-8

'
I

Frame ends;
transmission check
is complete

All control and information
data is sent in one or more
frames

In the higher level of grouping, a frame sequence is checked by the program for
missing or duplicated frames. At a station that transmits sequenced frames, the
program counts and numbers each sequenced frame; this count is called Ns. At a
station receiving sequenced frames, th.e program counts each error-free sequenced
frame that it receives; this count is called Nr.
The program advances the Nr count when a frame is checked and found to be
error-free. Nr then becomes the count of the next-expected frame and should
agree with the next incoming Ns count. If the incoming Ns does not agree with Nr,
the frame is out of sequence and the Nr count does not advance. Out-of-sequence
frames may be rejected or saved, at the option of the program. The receiving
station accepts the incoming Nr count (confirmation) if the out-of-sequence frame
is otherwise error-free.
The counting capacity for Nr or Ns is 8, using the digits 0 through 7. These counts
can "wrap around"; (7 is followed by 0). Up to seven frames may be sent before
the receiver reports its Nr count to the transmitter because some or all of the
frames may need repeating. The reported Nr count is the sequence number of the
next frame that the receiving station expects to receive; therefore, if the count is
not the same at a checkpoint as the transmitter's next sequence number, some of
the frames already sent must be repeated.
The Nr and Ns counts of both stations are initialized to 0 at the discretion of the
primary station. At all other times, the counts advance as sequenced frames are
sent and received.

(
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Failure to receive DCE ready within this time results in an exception interrupt
being presented with bit 0 (device dependent status available) set in the interrupt
status byte and bit 4 (time-out) set in cycle-steal status word 2.

Bit 12 - Start Timer: This bit is used with bits 2, 10 or 11 to provide a 3-second
timeout. In the absence of bits 2,, 10, and 11 of the control word, this bit provides
a timer for software. In this case, a 2-second timeout occurs. The attachment
presents a device end interrupt at the completion of this period.
Bit 13 - Transmit:
X.21 Leased

This operation causes the attachment to check that the DCE does
not indicate DCE not ready. If DCE not ready is not active, the
attachment activates the control lead for at least 24 bit times
before establishing synchronization and cycle-steals data from
processor storage.
If DCE not ready is active, an exception interrupt occurs imme-

diately, with bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set in the
interrupt status byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in
cycle-steal status word 1.
When the byte count goes to 0 and a change-of-direction (COD)
character is detected, a device end interrupt is presented.
If the byte count goes to 0, the chaining bit is off, and no COD is

sent, an exception interrupt is presented with bit 2 (ILR) set in
the interrupt status byte (ISB).
If a COD character is detected prior to the byte count going to 0,

an exception interrupt is presented with bits 0 and 2 (short
record) set in the interrupt status byte (ISB).
If a byte count of 0 is specified in the DCB, an exception interrupt is presented with bit 3 (DCB specification check) set in the
interrupt status byte (ISB).

Note: At data rates over 19200 bps, an ITB character is not
supported unless it occurs on a DCB boundary. For example, the
ITB character must be the last byte in the data buffer associated
with a transmit DCB.

V.35 Leased

This operation starts a 3-second timer and turns on 'request to
send' to the DCE. As soon as 'clear to send' is returned from the
DCE, the attachment establishes synchronization and
cycle-steals data from processor storage.
An exception interrupt occurs immediately, with bit 0
(device-dependent status available) set on in the interrupt status
byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal status
word 1, if the data set ready line from the DCE is off.
Failure to receive 'clear to send' from the DCE within the
3-second time-out period results in an exception interrupt with
bit 0 (device-dependent status available) set in the interrupt
status byte and bit 2 (DCE interface error) set in cycle-steal
status word 1.
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Trans.mit mode is reset and 'request to send' to the DCE is
dropped after the pad character is sent following a
change-of-direction (COD) control character or a block control
character (BCC), if required.

Bit 14 - Exit Transparent: This bit allows transmission of control sequences while
in transparent text mode. It should be set on in the final DCB used for a transmit
transparent text operation. The attachment does not transmit a delimiting DLE,
nor does it accumulate the single DLE in the BCC. Bit 14 should only be used in a
DCB following a block of transparent text.
When this bit is specified, the byte count must be equal to 2 or a DCB specification
check (interrupt status byte, bit 3) is reported.

Bit 15: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Word I: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word 2: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word 3 - DCB ID: When PCI is specified, bits 0-7 of this word contain the DCB
identifier.
Word 4: This word is not used and must be set to O's.
Word 5 - Chaining Address: The chaining address word contains the storage address
of the next DCB and is used when chaining is indicated. The chaining address
must be even. If it is odd, the attachment sets interrupt status byte bit 3 to a I and
terminates the operation.
Word 6 - Byte Count: The byte count word contains the number of bytes to be
transferred to or from storage.
The BSC protocol as implemented has the restriction that the data block size on
transmit and receive operations must not exceed 2000 bytes when the data rate is
over 19200 bps.

Word 7 - Data Address: The data address is the address in processor storage where
data transfer is to start.

c
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Start Cycle Steal Status
The Start Cycle Steal Status command causes the device to initiate a cycle-steal
operation to collect status information about the previous cycle-steal operation.
The format of the IDCB for this command is as follows:
IDCB (immediate device control block)
Command field
Device address field

0111111
0

xxxxxxxx
7 8

7F

15
00-FF

IImmediate data field
DCB address

16

31

The byte count in the DCB (word 6) must be equal to 6 or l 0, and the data
address (word 7) must be on a word boundary (bit 15 off) or an exception interrupt request (CC2) occurs with DCB specification check bit (bit 3) set to a 1 in the
interrupt status byte.
Cycle-Steal Status Words
Three words of status information are available by using the Start Cycle Steal
Status (SCSS) command.
Word 0: Word 0 contains the processor storage address of the last attempted
cycle-steal data transfer. This residual address may be either a data or DCB
address. When reporting a DCB address, the attachment reports the address of the
low-order byte of the last DCB word that the attachment attempted to fetch.
W,ord 1: Word 1 has the following format:
Bit 0 - Overrun: During a receive operation, overrun occurs if the receive buffer
(attachment hardware) is not read by the attachment within 16 bit times since it
was last read.
During a transmit operation, overrun occurs if the transmit buffer is not reloaded
within 16 bit times since it was last filled.
Bit 1 - Time-Out: This bit is a 1 if any of the following conditions exist:
In X.21 mode, DCE ready is not received from the DCE within 3 seconds
after an enable terminal operation begins.
In V.35 mode, DSR is not received from the DCE within 3 seconds after an
enable terminal operation begins (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 is a l).
Character phase is not established within 3 seconds of acceptance of a receive
operation (if bit 12 of DCB word 0 is a 1).
A continuous synchronization pattern is received for 3 seconds.
While receiving data, no synchronization pattern is received for a period of 3
seconds.
Bit 2 - DCE Interface Error: This bit is set to a 1 if any of the following conditions
exist:
The DCE went to DCE not ready during a transmit or receive operation.
In V.35 mode, CTS was not returned from the DCE after setting RTS.
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Bit 3 - Block Check Error: This bit is set to 1 if the block check character (BCC)
received over the data link does not compare with the BCC accumulated. In ASCII
mode, an LRC or VRC error is indicated.
Data transfer to processor storage ceases upon detection of an ASCII YRC (even
parity) error, or in EBCDIC, following a BCC error after an ITB character.
Note: A I -second delay occurs before presentation of the error interrupt. This
is to reduce the probability of the transmit station still passing data should the
receive station reply with an immediate negative acknowlegement.

Bit 4 - Multi-Point Transmit Error: This bit is set to 1 if a transmit operation was
attempted before being selected when the attachment is a tributary on a multi-point
network.
Bit 5: This bit is not used and must be set to 0.
Bit 6 - Multi-point Tributary: This bit is set to 1 if the attachment is a multi-point
tributary terminal.
Bit 7 - Improper Configuration: If this bit is set to 1, the attachment is configured
improperly.
Bits 8-15 - Multi-point Address: The address for which the attachment is jumpered
is presented in this byte. The BSC station address (used in multi-point configuration only) is determined by discrete jumpers on the attachment card. Control characters may not be used as an address. The EBCDIC 2-bit or the ASCII 6-bit of
the station address is not used by the hardware. For example, the BSC recognizes
either BB or SS as a valid EBCDIC address sequence. The program, however, may
use these bits to differentiate between a polling and a selection sequence.
Note: The attachment uses the multi-point address jumpers to indicate
multi-point tributary. For example, any jumper set on in the multi-point
address field causes the attachment to react as a multi-point tributary. Therefore, hex 00 is an invalid multi-point address.
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Word2
Bit 0 - Data Terminal Ready (DTR): This bit is a 1 if DTR is active.
Bit 1 - Data Set Ready (DSR): This bit is a 1 if DSR is active.
Bit 2 - Request To Send (RTS): This bit is a 1 if RTS is active.
Bit 3 - Clear To Send (CTS): This bit is a 1 if CTS is active.
Note: Bits 0-3 have no meaning on an X.21 network. Therefore, for software
compatability, these bits have the following meaning:
0

1

2

3

Enable normal
Enable error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Disable normal
Disable error

off
off

off
off

off
off

off
off

Transmit normal
Transmit error

on
on

on
on

on
on

on
off

Receive normal
Receive error

on
on

on
off

off
off

off
off

Bit

scss
following

Bits 4-5: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit 6 - Transmit Mode: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is in transmit mode.
Bit 7: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bits· 8-15: These bits indicate the current setting of the communications indicator
panel DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches (if installed); the bits are O's if
the communications indicator panel is not installed.
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Word3
Bits 0-9: These bits are not used and must be O's.
Bit JO - V.35: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is jumpered for
V.35 operation.
Bit 11: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 12 - Local Attach 2: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the attachment is jumpered for local attach 2. The attachment provides clocking at 48000 bps in either
SDLC/HDLC or BSC mode. The clocking information is available to the remote
terminal via a customer supplied cable.
Bit 13: This bit is not used and must be 0.
Bit 14 - IPL: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the allow IPL jumper is installed.
Bit 15 - BSC: If this bit is a 1, it indicates that the bisynchronous mode jumper is
installed.
Word4
Bits 0-7: These bits reflect the X.21 interface state.
Bit 8 - Transmit: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'transmit' line.
Bit 9 - Receive: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'receive' line.
Bit JO - Indicate: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'indicate' line.
Bit 11 - Control: This bit reflects the state of the X.21 interface 'control' line.
Bits 12-15: These bits are not used and must be O's.
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Status After Resets
Power-On Reset: Resets the attachment and sets the DTE interface to DTE ready.
The control parameters are reset to no PCI and half duplex.

System Reset: Functions the same as power-on-reset with the exception that no
attachment storage test is performed.
Halt 1/0 and Device Reset: Functions the same as the power-on-reset, with the
exception that the prepare level and I-bit, residual address and control parameters
are not reset. Device reset does not reset the X.21 state.
Note: The residual address is the address of word 7 ( + 1) of the DCB under
the following conditions:
·
•

Receive time-out prior to character phase.
DCE error prior to character phase.
DCE error on initiation of a transmit or receive operation.

•

Multi-point transmit error.
Following an Enable or Disable command.

The following table shows the function for each of the resets:
Reset function

Reset used

Reset prepare level

Power on
reset

System
reset

Reset I bit

Power on
reset

System
reset

Power on
reset

System
reset

Reset X21 interface (DTE
·ready)
Reset all DCB information
displayed by communication
indicator panel

Power on
reset

Reset residual address

Power on
reset

Reset residual byte count

Power on
reset

System
reset

Halt

1/0

Device
reset

Halt

1/0
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Condition Codes
Condition codes are reported to the processor by the attachment and/ or the channel during the execution of every Operate I/ 0 instruction and upon acceptance of
every interrupt. Condition codes are recorded in the even, carry, and overflow
indicators.
Condition codes reported during an Operate I/0 instruction are as follows:

CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

1
1
0

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1

1
1
0
1

0
1

Reported
by

Meaning

Channel
Device
Device
Device
Device
Chan/Dev
Device
Device

Device not attached
Busy
Busy after reset
Command reject
Intervention req'd*
Interface data check
Controller busy
Satisfactory

*Not reported by the attachment.

Condition codes reported during interrupt acceptance are as follows:
CC value

Even

Carry

Overflow

Meaning

0

0

0

0

1
2

0
0
0

0

1

1
1

0

1
1
1
1

0
0

0

1
1

0

Con troll er end
PCI
Exception
Device end
Attention*
Attention and PCI*
Attention and exception*
Attention and device end*

3
4
5
,6
7

1
1
1

*Not reported by the attachment.

(
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Jumperable Options
The following attachment options can be enabled by installation of a card jumper:
Allow IPL: This jumper causes the attachment to monitor for a BSC or
SDLC/HDLC IPL sequence. The DTE interface is set to DTE ready.
Bi-Sync Mode: This jumper sets the attachment to BSC mode. Absence of this
jumper indicates SDLC/HDLC mode to the attachment.
Local Attach 1: This jumper is installed in the local attach 1 cable. The attachment
provides clocking in the SDLC/HDLC mode at a speed of 9600 bps.

Note: The X.21 plug must be installed.
Local Attach 2: This jumper is installed in the local attach 2 cable. The attachment
provides clocking at a speed of 48000 bps.

Note: The X.21 plug must be installed.
Secondary Station Address/Multi-Point Address: These jumpers are used to assign the
secondary station address in SDLC/HDLC mode, or to assign fhe multi-point
address in BSC mode.

Note: In BSC mode the attachment is a multi-point tributary if the multi-point
address is not 0. Therefore, 0 is not a valid multi-point address.
Signal to Protective Ground: If this jumper is installed, signal ground is connected to
protective ground. Installation of this jumper is to meet local code requirements
when attaching to X.21 DCE.

X.21 Jumper: If this jumper plug is installed, the attachment operates with the X.21
interface.
V.35 Jumper: If this jumper plug is installed, the attachment operates with the V.35
interface.
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Communications Indicator Panel
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

00000000

0,6

8

4

2

1

4

2

,0

eoooooeo
L
L
DISPLAY/FUNCTION_J
SELECT

LINE
SELECT

_J

LINE SELECT Switches
Line select switches 2 and 4 must be set to 0 (down) for valid indications. Line
select switch 1 is used to select either device 0 or device 1.

c
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DISPLAY/FUNCTION SELECT Switches
The DISPLAY /FUNCTION SELECT switches determine what information is
displayed on the panel. The following is a list of switch settings and the information that is displayed on the panel:
Switch setting

16

8

4

2

1

Indicator

Display

0
0.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

1
1

0
1
1
1

1
0
0

1

1
1
1
1

1

1
0
1
0

1

1

1

1

1

Bits 0-7 of control word
Bits 8-15 of control word
Timer 1
Timer 2
Bits 0-7 of PCI ID
Bits 0-7 of status address
Bits 8-15 of status address
Bits 0- 7 of chain address
Bits 8-15 of chain address
Bits 0-7 of byte count
Bits 8-15 of byte count
Bits 0-7 of data address
Bits 8-15 of data address
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-0
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-0
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-1
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-1
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-2
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-2
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-3
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-3
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-4
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-4
Bits 0-7 of CSSW-5 (SD LC)
Bits 8-15 of CSSW-5 (SDLC)
Bits 0-7 X.21 interface state
Device 0/device 1 busy flags
Not used
Interrupt condition code
Secondary or MP address
Lamp test
Interrupt status byte
X.21 interface status (TRIC)
V.35 interface status
( DTR/DS R/ RTS/CTS)
Not used
Set mode DCB word 1 bits 11-15

1

0~1

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-1
2-4
5-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-3
4-7
0-2
3-7
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Error Recovery
Error recovery for the Synchronous Communications Single Line Control is as
follows:
1.

Command

Read ID,
Prepare

Operate
I/OCC

0
1,2,4,6
3
5
7

Halt 1/0

O,l,2,3,4,5,6
7

Device
Reset

0
1,2,4,5,6
3

7

Start,
Start
Cycle-Steal
Status,
Start
Diag 1,
Start
Diag 2,
Start Mod,
and Start
Control

0
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
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Inspect the Operate I/ 0 condition code and use the following chart:

Recommended action

Terminate (device not attached).
Terminate (hardware error).
Examine the IDCB function modifier; terminate if IDCB is
correct.
Retry three times; terminate if the problem persists.
Satisfactory
Terminate (equipment error).
Satisfactory

Terminate (device not attached).
Terminate (eg_uipment error)
Examine IDCB function modifier; terminate if the IDCB is
correct.
Satisfactory

Terminate (device not attached)
Retry after device end if the device is busy or device reset,
retry; If trouble persists, terminate
Terminate
Examine the IDCB function modifiers; terminate if the
IDCB is correct.
Terminate
Retry three times; terminate if the problem persists.
Retry after controller end interrupt
Satisfactory

TNL GN34-0793 (February

2.

IL, 1'::182)

to

l.JAJ4-UUL.l'S-j

Inspect the interrupt condition code.
If the interrupt condition code is 3, terminate.
If the interrupt condition code is 2, use the following chart.

Interrupt
status
byte
(hex)

Recommended action

AO

Normal ending operation to the receive DCB if a COD was detected prior to
decrementing the byte count to 0. Perform a Start Cycle Steal Status command to
obtain residual address and ensure that status word 1 is 0. Not reported in
SDLC/HDLC data transfer mode.

80

Issue a Start Cycle Steal Status command; examine bits for determination of
further action.

40

Examine IDCB for valid function modifier or odd DCB address; correct error
condition and retry.

20

Occurs during a receive operation and indicates that the byte count decremented
to 0 and no COD character was detected. Increases the receive data buffer size
and byte count and retry. Not reported in SDLC/HDLC data transfer mode.

10

Indicates the attachment has detected an invalid situation in the DCB.

08

Storage data check; retry operation; if error persists, abort.

04

Invalid storage address; correct program and retry.

02

Protect check; verify the protect key and retry. This error can occur only on
processors with storage protect feature.

01

Interface data check; retry the operation three times; abort if error persists.
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Chart D-5
Feature-Synchronous CommunicatioSingle Line Control
Initialization Program
Read ID

Yes
Abort; device
not attached

No

Terminate; abort
hardware error

Enable
with time-out

No

Start Cycle
Steal Status
command

Set mode
PCI and/or
full duplex

Successful
connection

)
Adapter Initialization Programs

D-5

(
D-6
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